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Summarv 
The variety of critical opinions which continue to 
be held as to the significance of certain aspects of the fictional work. 
of Kme de Lafayette creates a subsequent need to examine the lexical basis 
of the author's world-picture. This thesis is an attempt to clarify the 
meaning and function of some important word-groups in La Princesse do 
Nontpensier, La Comtesse de Tende, Zaide and La Princesse de CiNves. 
The Introduction, having outlined the necessity for such a clarification, 
explains which terms are to be examined and sets out reasons for the choice 
of these words. Chapter One considers the group of terms relating to amour. 
It is found that the connotation of these words is usually re. tricted to 
that of a violent, irrational passion. They are shown to be ascociated 
bitterres:, revenge and d. esptir. with words describing danger, fear, suffering 
This love is akin to civil war, bringing anarchy into -elf and .. ociety. 
The historical material interwoven with the fiction slows the cane lang . ago 
being used in the same way, and with the : able lesson: the world's rulers are 
ruled by love. Love-vocabulary is very often accompanied by terms 
connoting human weakness, while love is everywhere linked with . pattern 
of behaviour involving hypocrisy and deceit. In madame de Lafayette's 
fiction only two character-, Belasire and I. e de Cleves, successfully resist 
passion, and this, significantly, because they renounce the world. 
Chapter Two examines three particular . cord-groups associated with love in 
the works studied, and headed jalousie, violence and real. It points out 
the frequency of words relating to jealousy and shows how jealousy is 
inseparable from love. Terms connoting violence are also associated with 
love to a degree which sets love firmly in a perspective of emotional and 
physical disorder. In addition, this passion dominates characters who 
for the most part lack all ethical bearings. The use of terms such as R P. 1 
does not imply for them a sense of right and wrong, but it sometimes is 
suggested that love is a disease, through the association of words ruck as 
mal and ralaaie with -:. our. chapter Three studies *nord-groups which deal with 
°cc? Rl aspects of passionate love, ariti4, sour. mari. a e. 
Love is here 
f 
SY 
shown to be the sole arbiter of human relationships. Terms such as 
aui and a-itiä are part of the appearance of social life, but are proved 
to be meaningless, the more so in that what is important for a character 
is invariably concealed even from the person labelled his best friend. 
Friendship exists only as and when love permits. Equally, an examination 
of the set of terms connected with Court society shows how an apparent 
graciousness and brilliance conceals a poisonous reality, the daily 
intrigues and treacheries which love provokes. Nor does marriage ever 
offer a haven of mutual affection. The terms associated with this idea 
show it to be either a purely social institution, favouring adultery, or else 
a relationship fractured by jealousy and suspicion. Chapter Four is 
concerned with the lexical patterns formed by the vast number of terms 
relating to appearances, which are examined under the headings naraitre, 
croire, wacher, ve rit . Items of vocabulary constantly place 
the emphasis 
on the image given: the word paraitre occurs over 150 times in La Princesse 
de-Cl? gives alone. At the Court parade is king, and to appear there is to 
appear other than one is. The falsity of appearances makelt it inevitable 
that beliefs and opinions rarely reflect reality: a whole cluster of terms 
points to this parallel of appearance and illusion. In the depiction of 
this society of false images it is not surprising to find . 'any 
terms 
denoting secrecy. This is. the very atmosphere of the love-relationships 
in the works studied. In a society, therefore, where the choice is often 
Letv; een suspicion and illusion, terms connoting trath and certainty can 
have no more tnan an apparent meaning. Mme de Cleves's final certainty 
is necessarily one which rejects the images and illusions of the world of 
appearances. Chapter Five shows hme de Lafayette's interest in the 
relationship between the image man projects and the dark passion within, 
investigating the implications of her use of terms such as trouble, surprise, 
voir and avouer. Terms of embarrassment and surprise emphasize the distance 
which separates appearance and reality in each character, and show to what 
extent the irrational power of love composes that reality. The frequency 
of visual terms suggests that, because the appearance is only an appearance, 
each character is constantly being scrutinized by all the others. 
This 
suggests that trust is only an appearance of trust. Though relationships 
/ 
vi 
of trust, involving confiding, confessing, revealing, abound in the author's 
fiction, an examination of the vocabulary involved reveals that there is 
never an example of mutual trust, and that avowals are neither frank, 
spontaneous nor complete. Cne exception, Elmo de Cleves's final declaration 
to Nemours, precedes withdrawal from a world in which sincerity is an 
empty . ord. The final chapter studies the terms re flexion, nisolution, 
raison, vertu, repos, and shows that there is nothing in the use of these 
words to suggest the existence of values which enable characters to transcend 
the world of passion and appearances. Thus apparent human resources - lucidity, 
will, reason and ethical norms - are shown in most cases to have only the 
appearance of reality. The mind's role is usually limited to recording 
the progress of passion, while the will is strong only when it refuses 
any demonstration of its weakness. Ideals of reason, virtue and duty 
are seen to have no influence on the behaviour of most characters, despite 
an apparent acceptance of these ideals. In the case of Mane do Cleves, 
the ethical norms which gradually come into focus for her are shown to 
be incompatible with the society in which she lives. This refusal of the 
world is an essential element in her invocation of repos. The Conclusion 
underlines to what extent the world-picture which emerges from the different 
word-groups studied is a world of death, but shows how no hint of religious 
belief is involved in this rejection of the behaviour and values of 
human society. 
I 
Mýn ý- 
Abbreviations 
E me de Lafayette is named throughout as 1,1. Her 
worms are abbreviated as follows: - 
Corr. Correrpondance 
CT La Comtesse de Tende 
HA Hintoire de Madame Henriette d' Angieterre 
1 rn. I"; kmoirer de la tour de France pour les ann4es l68ß-69 
PC La Princesse de CThven 
PM La Prince, -se de Montpensier 
Z Za5de 
References to these works are given in full in 
the Bibliography. 
1 
Introduction 
In the conclusion to his magisterial examination 
of thrcc hundred ;; cars of criticiSw of PC1, J..;. Scott drew attention to 
the wide variety of critical disagreements aroused by this one short 
novel. What could be done, he asked, to reach for some sort of 
'objective correlative'? His answer was to suggest a return to the text: 
'En premier lieu l'on pourrait etudier ä fond la langue et le style de 
l'oeuvre. '2 One year before Jean Pommicr had made a : similar suggestion, 
prefacing his remarks with a quotation from paudelaire: 'l'our deviier 1'9me 
d'uri pcPte... cherchons dans ses oeuvres quel est le mot ou quels sent 
les mots Vi sly repn eriteiit avec le plus de frequcnce. '3 Emphasizing 
the need for lexical studies on Racine, Porrmier cast his net wider: 
'Aussi, nonobstant la difference des genres, ne emit-il pas ddraisonnable 
d'6tendre l'enquete i un roman comme la PC. 11 conviendrait de relever, 
non : euleiaent la presence ou l'absence, main is fr6 quence relative 
des tenees. '4 
Almost twenty-five years later zach work remains to to 
undertaken in the vast field of research suggested by Scott and Pomxier. 
Critical divisions remain as sharp. In recent years readers of N1, have 
not lacked the valuable but traditional kind of study, relying on biography 
and literary history. 
5 
A shift away from this stance u.,, perhaps be 
noted in Francillcn's 1imi. na1 declaration that his analysis of III's works 
has teen made 'ä part5. r dune critique intcrne de ses diff6rents 
6 
ouvrages. ' But beyond purely lexical compilations, short articles 
I 
2 
(normally on PC alone)8, and Janine Kreiter's important thesis on the 
9 
implications of a particular term, there as yet exists no general work 
seeking to clarify the meaning and function of come of the texas which 
form the basic structure of ideas in the fictional work of NL. 
Yet it seems futile, as Scott pointed out, to 
persist in critical controversy over, for example, amour or repos 
in PC, without first carrying out a study of the various levels of 
significance of these terms both throughout PC and, most importantly, 
in the other fictional works. 
10 This thesis is thus an attempt to clarify 
the meaning and function of some important terms in ML's fictional work. 
It has an essentially preliminary and corrective function. It may be 
regarded, first, as a very modest but necescary preface to what might be 
achieved on the broader canvas of a more general literary and cultural 
study. Second, it seeks to correct ideas of the text not rooted in 
the text, but based on the general ideas of literary history, impressionistic 
surveys, or the constraints of ideology. Corbinelli's aside to Bussy 
sounds a useful warning note in this respect"'Je trouve qu'on se sort 
de mots dann la conversation qui, etant examines, sont ordinaireient 
equivoquec, et qui, . force de les Sasser, ne signifient point, dens 
la plupart des expressions, ce qu'il semble i tout le monde qu'il. s' 
doivent signifier. ' 
11 
For this study the Pour h radiAoaäiIy-=0. CC. L 
kD ' 
fictionz1. works of DI have been chosen: M. CT, Z, PC, La vie 
d'cienriette d'Anj*_leterre wac not retained for examination. Its 
character of personal and political memoirs places it apart fron 
t 
3 
the other works. In these fictional works, history is used - and where 
necessary invented - to form a convincing backcloth, to the rain plot, 
and to reiterate certain themes. 
12 In these works the author creates 
a fictional world: in Henriette d'Angleterre she re-tells, from the 
7 
inside, contemporary historical events. 
13 Neither Henriette d'Ängleterre 
nor the Correspondance have of course been ignored, and references to 
them are made in the footnotes at appropriate moments. 
Other works exist, the authorship of which has been 
accorded by some critics to 14L. The hypotheses of these critics have 
been hotly contested. 
14 
It has been judged unwise to embark on such 
controversies in this present study, and the works in question have not 
been examined along with the four already quoted. This is not to deny 
the interest of such an examination, if only to ascertain whether the 
works at issue have similar lexical characteristics to those generally 
admitted to the canon. 
Three of the four texts chosen present no problems 
of chronology, and are examined in chronological order: PM(1662), Z(1670--1), 
PC(1678). CT, however, was published posthumously, in 1.718.15 Much 
16 
critical speculation has been given to dating the work precisely. 
The bare fact is, that no-one Imows, even to within ten years. Once 
again, the wish not to enter into this well-worn controversy in this 
particular work has led to CT being 'studied after the other nouvelle, PINT. The 
texts thezeelveE are those of the edition given. 
17 Emendations, of 
words or phrases, suggested for these texts-have been noted. 
18 Such 
I 
4 
possible changes, however, do not change patterns which depend on many 
hundreds of examples. 
The area of investigation has been limited to seventeen 
word-groups, labelled thus: hr, our, Jalousie, Violence, 14 1, Imitiä, Cour, 
Epouser, Apparences, Trouble, Surprise, Voir, Avouer, Riflexion, 
R4solution, Rai; on, Vertu, Repos. These terms have been grouped into 
six chapters. Why these terms, and why such a grouping? 
0 
As some critics have already -suggested 
19, 
and 
lexicographers confirmed20, the two most significant word-groups in 
1AM's fiction deal with Passion and Appearances. Around these two groups, 
entitled Amour (Chapter One) and Apparences (Chapter Four), all the other 
terms have been organized. The questions posed are straightforward. 
What is the meaning and function of words euch as amour or paraitre? 
With what other terms are they associated? What do terms such as, for 
example, galanterie or cacher imply for an understanding of Dl's work 
as a whole? It will be admitted that it is difficult fully to understand 
Me de Cleves': ' refusal of Nemours unless the idea of love is examined 
through the multitude of terms and associations through which it is 
expressed. 
The same questions are asked in each word-group. 
These groups are chosen firstly because of their relationship to the 
two most important word-groups, k'cur and Apparences. This gives a sense 
to the chapter headings. The other groups are chosen, secondly, because 
.n/ cf the frcqucrcy it::, ýh c certain te; vs incur {v. g. Vcirý, or 
f 
because of critical differences which an examination of the term. in its 
various contexts might help to clarify (e. g. Retios). The terms chosen, 
while important in themselves, act often as a necessary focus for a 
wide semantic area, drawing together a number of related words. What is 
important in üoir, for example, is not one particular word, but the 
author's stress on the visual element. 
The reasons for choosing each word-group can le 
summarized here: - 
Chapter One: Passion. As stated above, terms connected with love recur 
with great frequency: love is at the very heart of i1's, fiction, the basis 
of each plot and the centre of dry atic interest. Is it possible to 
determine a regular series of connotations of love in all these works? 
Chapter Two: Aspects of Passion. Here are examined teis inseparably 
associated with love in I; L's fiction, and significant enough to merit 
separate treatment. Why is , 
jalousie such an important phenomenon? 
Why the recurrence of terms relating to violence? What is the significance 
of terms such as mal? (i. e. is moral comment being, made? ). 
Chapter Three: Passion and Society. The nature of each plot draws 
attention to social aspects of passicnate love. How does this love 
affect the ways it which characters relate to each other in society? 
Has a tem like a^; itiä any substance in such a society? What is the 
relationship between the public setting (Cour and personal relationships? 
And between love and marriage (Fpou^er)? 
Chapter Four: Ansearances. As stated earlier, the theme of A" rences 
is, with Amcur, the dominant word-group in Il's works.. This umbrella-tez ! 
r 
6 
covers four main strands of words, which could be labelled p. r eitre, 
croi. re, cacher, v rit. 
Chapter Five: Appearances and Reality. IlL's continual uco of terns such 
as trouble, *surprise, voir and avouer (each naturally grouping similar 
words) shows her interest in the relationship between the social face of 
man and the reality of his passion. It is difficult, again, to discuss 
FIme de Cleves's aveu without studying a context where the problem of 
appearance and reality is ceaselessly touched on. 
Chapter Six: Bond Passion and Appearances? This section deals with 
terns which on the face of it suggest that, within hL's work, there are 
values which enable characters to transcend the world of passion and 
appearances outlined in the preceding chapters. Each term has given rise 
to critical differences. Do r flexicn and the terms ascVciated with it 
suggest the possibility of lucidity? Does the frc u. ent use of terms 
such as resolution imply that characters can will. to act against passion? 
Is ML, es one critic among many has put it, '2'avocat de la raison'? 
21 
What is the significance of the term raison in Mi's works? What is the 
meaning and function of the various terms implying ethical values, such 
as vertu? And finally, can a meaning be assigned to Iýpor., a word which 
is self-evidently important in PC, and which har led to many quite 
different interpretations? 
Within the chapters described above, each section is 
ordered in a similar way. A short introduction, under (a), explains 
the reasons why this word-group has been chosen. A second part, under 
(b), provides a brief lexical introduction. Dictionary definitions are 
the J. y" Air ' `" 
-- given aJ: 
the main-terms c to examine 
, ä2l4 ý, 
r"" of . n... =. 
OCR t-Cn 
f 
7 
is outlined. The criterion of selection of thece terns is thus 
association by connotation or collocation with the key-term chosen. 
ý1. rour, for example, presents a semantic area of terms similar to amour 
such as aesion, inclination, galantcrie, and then the words associated 
in different contexts with these terms, such as vaincre, entrainer, 
s'abandonner. The main part of each section, under (c), is an examination 
of the meaning and function of these terms, in each one of the four works 
chosen, Pipi, CT, Z, PC. As far as possible, enough examples are selected 
to make clear how the terms are used, whether there is any variation in 
their use from one work to the next, and what their use implies 1--within 
AL's work as a whole. 'Ceux qui ont l'esprit de discernement savent combien 
il ya de differences entre deux mots cemblables, seien les lieux et les 
circonstances qui les accompagnert. '22 
It is certain that this thesis is not an exhaustive 
compilation, that it makes no claim to scientific linguistic method or 
universality, and that what is personal judgement for me may to others 
seem an arbitrary and idiosyncratic procedure. 
23 But from the 
beginning this work has been guided by Scott's warning to those who, 
as he hopes, will study the text of IL's e. orks"'Dans toutes ces recherches 
il serait indispensable qu'cn facse acte de sounission au texte et qu'on 
24 
so garde, dann la limite du possible, de tout esprit de oysteme. ' 
It will therefore be for the reader to judge to 
what extent this work carries out its avowed intention, that of 
clarifying certain terms, from the text itself. The cx^: ple of repos 
is a clear il? uctration of this point. Faced with the difficulties such 
f 
8 
a term provides, come critics have sought to explain it from, without 
the text, illustrating religious uses of the term25, or going to Greek 
philosophy for an answer. 
26 
However tempting such a procedure may be, 
the object of this study is to examine a word such as repos and its 
ascociatcd terms in the varicuc ccntexts in which thcy arc used, in all 
the fictional work of AAL, and to clarify its meaning and function in 
this light. 
This thesis is therefore based entirely on the 
text, and with all the textual evidence presented is still one person's 
view of the text. This leads to obvious dangers. First, 191 is not 
writing in a vacuum. fier preoccupations are those of her contemporaries. 
Her very vocabulary is part of a common cultural inheritance. Second, 
no-one can pretend now to be writing in a critical vacuum. A third danger, 
on the other side, is to interlard a textual study with too much outside 
material. 
The solution to these problems was sought in the 
footnotes. 27 Here are placed appropriate comments from ML's contemporaries, 
showing in what way the language she uses and the problems she raises 
arc mirrored in their writings too. In the footnotes, also, is placed 
modern critical support for points made in the text and on the text, 
or else, as in the case of highly controversial questions such as the 
aveu or re os, a range of viewpoints, with my own conclusions in the 
body of the text taking account of these. 
I 
9 
The consigning of such 17th Century and modern 
material to the footnotes is in no way intended to undervalue their 
witness. But it does, one hopes, keep the main study as free from 
glosses as possible. No outside quotation must be allowed to obscure 
the main purpoce of the thesis: to examine the meaning and function 
of certain key terms within the text itself. 
I 
r 
Chapter One 
PASSION - amour 
11 
ANGIIR 
a) Structurally and thematically, love is at the heart 
of'IýL's fictional works. 
1 
Structurally, each story follows the evolution 
of ä love-relationship. Thematically, each page is marked by a desire to 
explore the world of love. It is inevitable, therefore, that critical 
attitudes will largely depend on an appreciation of the meaning and 
importance of passioziate love in these texts. 
L) Love is given many names. Not all of them are as 
transparent as amour: 'Se dit principalerent de cette violente passion que 
la nature inspire aux jeunes de divers sexes pour ce joindre. '2 
Pas. -ion here has a limited mcaning. It is not the 
General term of philosophers and moralists. 
3 With rare exceptions4 aE! sion 
and amour are largely synonymous. 
5 
Inclination, too, is used most often 
in the sense of 'love'. - These terms areto be found in each of the four 
works. Only in Z is any overt distinction made between passion, inclination 
and amour, and that in a very few cases. Passion here indicates the most 
extreme degree of love: 'une passion qui öte la raison a ceux qui en sont 
posiSdis... '7; 'il n'y avait qu'une passion qui pat aseez aveugler... '8 
This explains Be1asire's protest, where inclination is visibly sorcething 
less than this session: 'bien_loin d'avoir eu de la passion, je n'ai neie 
jamris eu d'inclination pour per: onne. '9 Such distinctions, howEver, arc 
few and fleeting, perhaps inevitable in a novel which contains a debate 
on love which is worthy of rille de Scud. ry. Within the work as a whole 
they are the exceptions which underline the non al connotations of the 
terns. 
Galanterie is a term which occurs frequently only 
in PC. 
lOThe 
senses of the term which do not connote different aspects of 
love are not to be found in 11. This narrowing of connotation reveals 
the author's interests: the exploration of human behaviour will be 
focused cn passionate love and its consequences. 
12 
I 
Despite this narrowing of connotation, the term 
13 
galanterie is still difficult to pin down precisely. One aspect is that 
of the love-intrigue, of love as a kind of social game. 
11 This sense is 
clear in Z, in Consalve's distinction between galanterie and real passions 
'Vous aiiez, leur disais-je, ces sortes de galanteries que la couture a 
etablies en Espagne, mais vous n'aimez pas woo maitresses. 1 
12 
In PC the 
same term is used several times of the Vidame. When he admits t. o be. in9 occusad 
'd'avoir plusieurs galanteries h la fois'i3, when he breaks off, to please 
the Queen, 'un commerce de galanterie'14, or when he is presented as 
'egalement distingue dans la guerre et dans la galanterie'15, the term 
galanterie seems to connote this idea of love-intrigue, not necessarily 
serious. In this sense there is obviously control by will and mind. 
A second aspect of galanterie must however 
be taken into account. The tern may connote an illicit and serious love- 
relationshiplb, with dangerous consequences. This aspect is clear in 
Yime de Chartres's warnings to her daughter. 
17 
No distinction is made here 
between galanterie and amour. Both are equated with danger and unhappiness. 
The same sense can also be found in CT: 'Cette trahison lui fit horreur. 
a La honte et les malheurs dune galanterie se presenterent ii son esprit; 
eile vit l'äbime aü elle se prricipitait. '18 This is no mere social game, 
at least not on both sides. 
Chapelain put his finger on the ambiguity of the term: 
'la galanterie est un terme equivoque qui signifie tantöt l'art de pleire 
aux dames pour s'en faire aimer, tantöt l'amour qu'on a pour elles sans 
wwour et sans art. '19 In PC this ambiguity is only one element in a 
complex pattern of appearances and reality. 
20 The term galsnterie is 
I 
14 
worn like a mask and can hide a simple fact: passionate love. Thus for all 
his apparent ability to flit from one love-relationship to another, 
the Vidarne has to admit that 'je tenais h Erne de Thimines par une inclination 
naturelle que Je: ne pouvais vaincre. ' 
21 The control by will and mind is 
purely nominal. t. me de Cleves asks, 'Veux-je m'engager dens une galanterie? '22 
before admitting to being 'vaincue et surmcntee par unc inclination 
qui m'entraine malgrä moi. '23 Can galanterie any langer be called a game? 
24 
'(In Dille de Scudiry)... la galanterie est un jeu 
que l'on peat maitriser... NL fait tonber lee rcasques et la galsnterie 
25 
apparait alors avec touter see doulcureuses conc-ic, uences. ' The appearance 
may still be a game. The reality is often different. 'Quelle idA-e donne 
le not de £alanterie, l'idie de quelque chose d'aZr able a l'esprit et 
aux lens; et cependant on couvre sous ce mot les plus Cran'es infamies. '26 
Bourdaloue a- Eke how it can be possible to 'qualifier de simple -al, nterie 
un crime de cette consequence. '27 11 has given her own answer by inviting 
the reader to examine the reality behind the appearance. In reality, 
within the novel, galanterie is in the same semantic area a4 an''our and 
passion. References to the term, however seeringly innocent, as in the 
first sentence of the novel ý8, are inescapably associated with the reality 
of parsicnate love whicri the novel depicts. 
Besides those terms already cited, there are many 
other nouns directly connoting love, e. g. liene2gattaci_eTMert; 
ýeenti"rF: 
ntJl 
! chant32, impression 
33, 
and a variety of verbs, e. g. aimcr34, e'attccher3", 
js')enaacer36, toucher37. While some of these terms are to be found in 
P; ',, CT and Z, they i11 occur in PC, which har by fsr the richest ee1Ectic-' 
I 
15 
of love vocabulary. This includes adjcctives and adverbs such as 
a oureux, DArsionn?, tEndr-e' , aiit 
b]e, p9, sionn went, tenrlrc ent, 
arder r ent'9. 
In all four wort; the above words are invnricbly 
ar-sociated rritn the idea of love' s strength and run's weak-ne. "r. The 
chortect of the four, CT, has naturally enough the least variety of : uch 
terms: (s' )aGan6onner, 40 ceder; 
ýlee 
lniscer urrronter. 
2 
PM contains these 
and a surpri, ing numter more, given it 1Ergth: er. ireA3, force, maitre, 
foibleF e44, ne Douvoir. PM a1: o contains the ©ocatulcxy of strugEle 
c 
linked to love (e. g. guerre civil;, disordres45), a thecae which both 
novels h've the space to develop (e. g. meister , 
(se)d. 'fendre, (s' )arrecrýer , 
combattre, c'opposer, obstacle. ) This is of course a well-worn literary 
convention, as can be judged from a c1cnce at, for example, lore poetry 
since Petrarch. 
48But here the vocabulary inevitably aCccciated with this 
ctrug le shows a marked emphasis on defeat. e. g. entrainer 
a 
conguete, vaincre, räduire10, cuverLer51nffaibl. i. r. The reiterated. 
ra1grr of PC criants the sane theme. The crushing of man by the irrationality 
of passion ia constert rcality, not just a literary convention. A 
con: -"tant in both novels, too, but especially in Z, is the emphasis on the 
r4 
irccnEtPnce' rc erie utatility o love, e. iiifidA1itý 
2,1n 
erEýtýfi ,t 
trahi^cn56. 
Su ejected in PA. r4nd Z, _. t is in PC that the paradox 
of love is Most ccMpletelf cutlined. For on the one hn. -id love can le 
atzociated with tems euch as ir1Glrir, [. oriheur, byde, 
c7 5,8 douceur, waile it r2iy not le unrii gled with rt-conn? 1 rSPnce: ce -Cct, 
eati_e: 
9: 
cyinEur6o. But on trio other hand ; Ica lentil is are never 
experienced or cnarcd in any durable fay nicn. A, -. d love is in riably 
1.6 
linked with a plethora of terms connoting danger (e. g. Lan - 1, 
pr+, cipice), fear ( pur, crainte, appr4hen:: ion, inquietude 
61) 
and 
nufferi 
69 
ng (epreuve, extramite , douleur, poison, peine, cruaut6, rr!, gltraiter, 
souffrance63 horreur. ) 
Finally, only in PC may be found a significant 
number of terms relating to a withdrawal from love, a withdrawal both 
physical (e. g. absence, e1oirnement, retraite64) and moral (e. g. re d-itacher65, 
66 67 
indifference, rigueur, s-verite, froideur, aý jrir68). And only in 
the context of euch a withdrawal may be found the word curet 
69in 
a 
non-physical sense. The idea of self-preservation is never associated 
with that of love. 
/ 
i 
C) 
17 
La Prince: --e de I; ontpensier 
The opening lines of ? L's first published fictional 
work indicate clearly the context in which she AM= to set pa cionatc 
love: 
'Pendant oue la guerre civile dichirait la France sous le regne 
de Charles- IX, l'anour ne laissait pas de trouver ra place parrni 
tant de dýsordrec7et d'en causer beaucoup danü con EWpire. '71 
From the beginning love is placed under the sign 
7 
of violent disorder. The image recalls Nicole 
or Eourdaloue. 
73 
Love 
is-assimilated to civil war. Its fruits are devastation and disintegration. 
Its Empire i: the human personality and human relationships, its government 
neatly : urriarized. ;, y tit zingle word d, -Schirrý_it. The -vi olc tour. ^_e cf the 
story i1lurtratcs the force and completenees of this tyranny. Of the rain 
characters, not one escapee its hold. And this, whatever they : ^y, think 
or reüolve. 
Thouý; tn not the only victim of passicn, Ttrno de ri'cntpencier 
is the central one. Sre has resolved not to let her girlhood love for 
Guise revive, but when he gains fame, 'eile etait Bien ai. e de voir qu'il 
mritait 1es sentiments cu'elle avait eus pcur lui. '74Tii last eentence 
provides an arbiguous contrast between past feelings (`sentiments quelle 
avait cus') and prc: ent satisfrctior. ('eile 6tait bien aise'). It is 
suggested that a , uppcz-edly dead pns: ion ie lurking within e de 
I ontpensier, beyond the roach of her com: ciou: mind. 1'''ro the cute-et '_ove 
it presented as ec ething over which the . nas no cantro?. 
75. 
I 
18 
hme de riontpenvier soon realizes that she is sensitive to 
the charms of Guise76. When he declares his continuing love, her own 
passion silently re-surfaces: 'elle commenga 4 sentir dans le fond de son 
coeur quelque cnose de ce qui y avait eta autrefois, '77 Despite her avowed 
lack of interest, she is jealous. Soon she sees that 'eile prenait plus 
d'intA-ret au duc de Guise quelle ne pensait. '78 The langua. ge emphasizes 
how slowly the conscious mind registers the fact of love. The mind is the 
last on the sccne. 
79 
Only now does f me de r: ontpensier, stun; by a jealous 
and wounded pride80, try to rebuff Guise. She asks how he can dare 'faire 
1'amoureux dune percorne comme moi'ý, 
1and 
'sur le fondement d'une faiblesse 
dont on a ete capable ä treize ans. ' 
82 
Is passion then merely an adolescent 
weakness, an indignity for someone 'ccmme moi', in her social position? 
If so, weakness and indignity are what she accepts. fier pretended rigour 
vanishes83. Earlier she had declared that 'l inclination quelle avait cue 
pour R. de Guise ... etait presque eteinte. '84 With hindsight vrergue 
ceems a clear sign of the insidious nature of passion. Cne is reminded 
of Nine de : vigni's comparison of passion to a viper, stirring restlessly 
in the soul, most poisonous when most apparently dead. 
85 
rune de 1ontpensier's resolutions are futile. 
86 Even 
her jealous pique against Guise cannot keep the wolf of passion from the 
door. 
87 The wolf is already within. It is ironic that she should scorn 
! arguerite dc Valois's faiblesse for having fallen in love with Guise. 
83 
The irony becottes stridently apparent with Mrie de Iý: ontpensier's own weakness. 
When Guise expresses a desire to visit her secretly by night, she makes 
a vain atte: rpt to resist her passionate longing to see hi,. 
-9 Her confidant 
f 
Chabanes sees clearly how delusory this resistance is: 'tiotre passion est 
91 
la plus forte! ... vous ne dslit rez plus que sur les rroyens. ' 
'La plus forte... ' The lanEuage insists on the 
continuinj irony of fnibleETe. X -ne de Kontpencier believes, for a morent 
that she can reverse her decision to invite Guise, but 'eile n`En eut 
pas la force. '92 Ehe then ir.. agines, with what is a certain degree of 
unconsciously ironic symbolism, that she only has to-keep the castle 
drawbridge rased to prevent Guise's entry. 
93 
But when the hour comes, 
'eile ne put r cister davcntage ä l'envie de voir un arrant qu'ellc croyait 
si digne d'elle. '94 A recent critic has pointed out the frequency of 
ne pouvoir constructions in Pi and how they suggest the overwhelming 
power of passion. 
95 The whole story of the Prir_ce; se de 1ontpensier's 
reawakening to love illustrates how passion, always lurking within, 
cannot be resisted. 
A similar pattern can be traced clcewhere. The 
other caaractere are blinded and crushed by love. Chebenes i:; told by 
Mme de Lontpcnsier that 'eile n'etait capable que d'av'oir du rn pris pour 
ceux qui oservient avoir de l'amour pour elle. 1 
96 The irony is all the 
greater because he believes her. 
97 
But he is powerless: 'il ne put :e 
dzfer_dre de tent de charges qu'il voyait togas ics jour: de Ei proms. 11 
devint pa. siomicent amourezx de cette princesse, et, quelque honte qu'il 
trouv tä Ee laie. er ruricnter, il fallut ceder. et 1'ailer. '93 Like an 
Atlantic breaker passion crashes on his head. 'I1 ne put ce difendre... 
ay 
chaies.. pa: sionnyvent a oureux... Ee lr-isrer sur;:. onter... c--ýder': each item 
of the 13no2aZe chants the wenknncss_ of an and the power of the pa: ei on 
which controls äim. 
19 
I 
20 
Chabanes manages to keep up appearances for a year. 
100 
Then 'L'emour fit en lui ce qu'il fait en tous les eutres; il lui donna 
l'envie de parler... '101 This rare authorial content underlines the 
perspective in which love has been seen from the opening lines: as a 
tyrannical force which commands obedience. Ironically Me de Montpensier, 
herself a victim, exults in the oouvoir which love gives her over Guise 
and Chabanes. 
102 
In fact, in order to persuade Fme de Kontpensier 
'combien la passion qu'il avait pour eile etait sincere et d4sinteress6 e'103, 
Chabanes goes from self-abnegation to self-humiliation. 'Comme sa passion 
etait la plus extraordinaire du rconde'104, he even agrees to become the 
messenger for love-letters between his mistress and Guise. 'L'on cot bien 
105 106 
and on est amoureux. ' This -second authorial cQ=nent is a 
pithy restatement of the story's central then: o, and throws an ironic 
light on the 'passion... desinteressee' of Chabanes. Love cor. _Cswithout 
being aeked, and obliges all to stoop low in its service. With love there 
can be no idea of human dignity based on the freedom to choose and the 
Vi11 to act. In these circumstances it is curious that some critics have 
accepted Chabanes's self-mutilation for lcve as proof of a sublime 
gencrosity. 
107 The truth is that he submits without choosing to every 
humiliation, rather like Anjou, 'trait, avec une rigueur strange et 
' capable de gu rir toute autre paesion que la sienne. 
108 
This explains tre irony of 2": ontpensier's pathetic 
appeal to Cnatanes, whom he assuEes to have caught in adultery: 'Est-i1 
possible qu'un home que j'ai ai m ei cheremer: t choisisce n: a ferrie 
f 
21 
entre toutes les autrec femmes pour la r4duire? '109 In PM choicir Lnd 
airner are not in the came -,, emantic area. It is perhaps significant 
that the idea of love is expressed three tines 1: y adorerlGnaLanes does 
not so much siduire as to subciit: 'L'on Est bien faible quand on Est a:, oureua. ' 
When he discovers that FLe de ;: o-atpensier still loves Guise, he imagines 
that this will efface his own love for her. 
lll 
But 'il trcuva cette 
princesse si charnante... qu'il centit qu'il l'aimait plus cue jarais. '112 
The term liens is therefore more in this novel than the empty gesture 
of a traditional love-vocabulary. 
l? 3 It is one of the many reminders of 
the opening- image of love's Em ire. 
114 
Love being all-pcwerful, considerations other than 
love are seen to be minor: 'Le duc de Guise, ne connaissant plus de grandeur 
ni de bonne fortune que celle d'Etre aim de la princes; e... 'll' Guise 
is well aware of the difficultics that face him if he follows the path of 
love. Ile falls out first with Anjou 
116 
and +lzen with the kin 
117, 
refuse: 
the possibility of a brilliant marriage .o as to appease lime de Eontpencier's 
jealousy 
118, 
and hazards life and : ior_iour in a nocturnal visit to her 
tied-chamber. 'Je m'en vain faire pour vous ce que tcute la puissance 
royale n'aurdit pu obtenir de moi. '119 Just es faiblee-re has teen coupled 
with someone in love, true puissance is inevitably associated with love itself 
One of the many ironies of P. is the recurrence of 
the word joie in aesociation with love. 
120 
Love proLv. ires heppinecs and 
fulfil tent. Invariahly it leads to hitternesr and violence, and in the 
case of l,. -e de Nontpencier herself, to disaster. 'Elle ne put r5 ister 
h ]a douleur d'avoir ercu i'estime de son mari, le coeur de : on a^ant 
et le plus parfait ari qui fut ja: ais. Elle roar.. t en peu dc ;; ours, Banc 
I 
22 
la fleur de ron dge. '121 happiness is as some rocking shadow of love. 
The sutstance is disgrace and death. 
Cne final, litter twist is given to this treatment 
of love. Guise, having wrecked three lives by his love for Kme de 
Nontpensier, falls (the word seems exact) for the lharqui; e de Ifoirroutier: 
'il s'y attacha entiereient et l'aima avec wie passion denesurpe et qui 
dura jusqu'ä la mort. '122 S'attacher... entibrement... dÄrecura'e: the violence 
and completeness of passion's hold is matcned by its spontaneous, eruptive 
nature. 
123 
We have come full circle from the Empire, guerre civile and 
dssordres of tre first lines. 
The terms connected with amour in PM present, therefore, 
a very sombre vision of man. 
124 
It is fitting that the story's historical 
events should lead up to the St. $artholerew'c Day ha: secre. 
125 
Love, 
too, has been seen throughout as a bloody civil , gar. Passion is disorder, 
an irrational, blinding violence whicn in the name of joie sows hatred 
and division. 
126 
La Comte- re de Tende 
This stcry is a short, bitter tale of passionate 
love. The author presents three love-relaticnships. Each one reinforces 
the most pessiristic view of man, as in PT.. 
The first of these i: a case of cynical exploitation. 
I 
233 
The penniless Navarre 'jeta, les yeux sur la Princes: e de :: eufcb&tel... 
co>vrüe sur une personne capable d' un attachment violent et propre ä. 
faire in fortune d'u. n ho::,: re co:. n; e lui. '1-'. 1'he contrast bct1r: een fortune128 
and attacherrent violent is striking; on the one side calculation, on the 
other Genuine passion. 'Dana cette cue il c'attacna ä eile ; ans en Etre 
aü. oureux et. attira Eon inclination. ' 
129 
At firet rim de IJeufchätel 'n'-: &, tait pas contente 
de la pa--: ion qu'il avait pour elle. ' 30 But love sweeps her doubts aside 
and she decides to harry: 'La passion de la princesse surrnonta enfin 
toutes ses irr solutions. '131 The term surmonter translates the irperiou:, 
character of love. Ironically, Navarre no longer wishes to conclude the 
match. He . 
himself is caught up in the sane kind of violent passion as 
Mme de l: eufchitel, and this for I: me de Tende. With bitterne; s his new Vife 
realizes ho,,., love has blinded her: 'J'ai 4pou ý >ln hoI^me par p'f r'inn... et 
celui rjue j'ai prif4re ä tout en ai*ne uric autre. '132 To her cost she na: 
discovered the irrational and gratuitous tlature of passion. The author 
presents love as erupting from nothing. In his relationship with Mme de 
Tende, i: avarre passes very rapidly to the stage of 'une paEeion violcnte. '133 
There is no reason. Passion is a fact. 
Srse de Tende 
, too, early discovers 
this gratuitous 
nature of love. At first she lover, her new husband 'avec passion' 
134 
-7 r4 
but 'i1 fat biertot anoureux dune autre. '1" For the first and only 
time in the boo_:, pa:, ion slowly drains a.: ay"'e11e fut occup4e d'el1e--er.: e 
et Guirit insensib1¬nent de ea jalou:. ie et de e-a passion. +x"36 Ironic' 11y, 
it is at this moment that ner hu-stand falls in 1cve with her a.; ain, 
I 
24 
arGoureux d'elle que si elle n'cßt point eta sa femme. ' 
137 Once again 
the stress is placed on the spontaneous combustion of passion, the more 
bizarre here in that Tende had already known his wife for soße time. 
This strange husband-wife relationship serves to give a crude, ugly 
colouring to passion. When the hustand obsessively tries to conquer his 
wife and is spurned, he cites his marital droits138 to back up his claim. 
Mme de Tende is filled with cold rage, 'blesspe et offensAe. '13Q On the 
one side there is the wounded spite of c4cheresse140, on the other a 
haughty duret-. 
141 
One critic has suggested that such harshness cannot 
be love. 142 What seems apparent is that for the author love is no 
sweet rose. A second ironic reversal in this relationship comes when 
time de Tende discovers that her lover Navarre has made her pregncnt. 
Where before she had opposed her husband's advances 'avec wie force et 
une aigreur qui allaient ju. qu'au m5pris'143, she now looks forward to 
her husband's expected return. 
144 
'Love' has become for her a mechanism 
to save face, and to preserve her love-relationship with Navarre. 
When Tende learns of his wife's adultery, he tecomes 
violently and revengefully jealous. And yet 'ii sentait encore, walgr 
lui, une douleur oü la tendresse145 avsit quelque part. '146 Love - but 
tendres-e is not tenderness - cohabits iith jehlou: y and bloodthirsty spite: 
'il ne songea qu'i faire mourir sa femme. ' 
147 Nothing could more strikingly 
underline the totally irrational nature of Faction, than this set of 
contradictory fears, desires and obsessions. 
148 
? me de Tends's love for h. avarre tegins when . he reali7er 
I 
25 
that he has fallen in love with her: 'elle se centit un amour violent pour 
lui. '149 Self-interest seems at first to check this love. Navarre sees 
that it will spoil his lucrative carriage-plans, and his feelinEls are 
divided 'entre l'amour et 1'a: abition. 1 
150 Dime de Tende is not blind to 
'la honte et les malheurs dune Calanterie', 
1'lor 'l'abime oü elle se 
precipitait. '152 So he 'ne sly abandonna pas d'abord'153 , and she 
'r; solut de 1' viter. ' ' Even with self-interest at stake, however, 
55 
resistance to passion is short-lived, both with Mme de Tende and with 
G 
Navarre, who 'devint eperdument amoureux de la comtesse. '1' She may 
plead with him not to forgo his prospects of fortune and to renounce 
'une pacsion aucsi deraisonnable'157, but at the same time she assures him 
that 'Vous aurez man coeur. '158 whey are in the grip of something which 
leaves them no choice. 
From this moment on the story illustrates ebove 
all the overwhelming power of passion. Everything ehe -marriage, 
fortune, friendship, reputation - is sacrificed to this e: clueive 
love. 
Navarre is willing to throw away his chance to become rich by marriage. 
159 
'I1 lui temoiCnait de 1'indifference pour tout, hors d'etre ain par 
elle. h160* he enters into love as into religious vows: 'Je reronce ä 
tout 
le reste. 1161 This tout le reste includes fidelity to hi-- new wife 
and the trust of his friend Tende; neither of these will stand in 
his 
way. On his very wedding-night he cm then leave his wife and write 
'je ne pense qu'ä vous'162 to a .:. istreas who is his whole raison 
d'etre. 
The various difficulties which :.: rye de Tende and he encounter only 
1 
increase their inter-dependence, to the exclusion of all else. 
f 
TnF, author eu . marizes 
this chap `Le r of pý. Es c: -, Late furry 
I 
V_ 
GÜ 
in another rare aphorism: 'L'on cede ai, -6mert h ce qui plait. +l64 Aimer 
and coder are one and the same movement. But if love is a quest for 
ple sure, the conclusion -J. - 
bitterly ironic. Navc. rre having teen k llck, 
his pregnant mistress is left exposed to the wrath of a vengeful husband: 
'Son Arne etait... noy4e danc I'affliction... 
165;... 
elle ne vcyait de reybde 
t l6b A ses Malheurs cue par la fin de sa ralheureu. e vie. 1 
This illustration of love': progress is thus, once 
more, darkly pe sinistic. 
167 The cause of passion is gratuitous, its 
eruption spontaneous, its control absolute. Everything else is sacrificed 
for something which leads to emptiness and death. tune de Tende's still- 
born child is a symbolic representation of passion's fruit. Is the author 
saying anything furdamentally different from the sternest moralists of 
the time? 168 
7Xside 
However much Z may differ structurally from the other 
works, passionate love still remains its centre of interest. 
169 The 
exotic setting, coincidences, non-linear narrative sequence and ether 
trappings of earlier prose fiction do not alter the author's vision of 
170 
its deceits within and betten men. passion as a dar; destroyer, weaving 
In Z battles are £cught against the i-. oors. But the real enemy is love. 
!/ 
27 
Z is exceptional among iL's works for containing an 
open debate about the nature of love, of the sort that Nile de ýcudery 
interspersed throughout her prose fiction. The question at issue is a 
favourite one: is love blind or is it based on esteem? 
171 Consalve and 
Don Garcie expose directly conflicting viers. Like Clýliel72, Consalve 
preaches 1'amour-estime. : gis ideal is to 'n'aimer qu'ure personne quo je 
connaitrai assez pour titre assur de trouver en eile de quci me rendre 
heureux quand j'en cerai aim6, '173 for Don Garcie such relationships, if 
indeed they exist, have nothing to do with love. 
174 As with Horace in 
Cl, slie17ýassion for him is something spontcneous and irrational: 'ci je ne 
cuis surpris d'abord, je ne peux titre tout: . '176 passion is not of the 
same order as knowledge: 'Je crois quo les inclinations naturelles se font 
sentir dans les premiers moments, et les passions, qui ne viennent que par 
177 le temps, ne se peuvent appeler de viritables pas: -ions. ' 
The debate between Ccnsalve and Don Garcie is of the 
utmost importance, not only in the context of Z but for the whole of I1's 
thought. It is true that such debates are ccnsronplace in 17th Century 
prose fiction. 
178 
But what happen; in the narrative, e: peci. slly to the 
eceptical Consalve, is a clear indication that for the author no real 
debate is possible. Love here is as Don Garcie de:: cribed it, a violent 
and spontaneous passion which needs neither knowledge nor respect to burst 
into sudden flame 
179: 'j'adore Zaide, dont je ne connais rien, sinon g. 1'elle 
est belle. ' 
180 
Passion is as strong as the will is weak. The real rouvcir 
is shown to be passionate love. 
181 
Consaive is, inevitably, undeceived. 
he meets i: ugna Fella and 'il s'alluma Entre noun ur e passion qui 
rut depuis 
tres violente. 1 
182 
Despite his past strictares, he now bows to a superior 
force: 'mon &mne s'y ubwido. nriait. 'I853 Leither knowledge nor esteen are 
I 
26 
present at the surrender. This gives a certain irony to the king's 
coxuard that Con:, alve and LuGza bella criould, ass though it were simple, 
'ne" plus pEneer 1'un ý l'autre. 1 
18ý' 
Nugna Bella deceives Consalve. her. he finally realizes 
to what extent, ne determine: 'par une retraite entinre, me d4rober... au 
dangereux pcuvoir des femmes. '185 Already the thesis of Don Garcie has 
gained acceptance. Fouvoir has beccme dangercux pouvoir. Concalve sees 
that there is no way of resisting passion, and that knovledge and love 
are not of the same species: 'on ne ccnnait point les fernes, elles ne se 
connaissent point elles-mEmes, et ce $ont lee occasions qui dicident des 
sentiments de leur coeur. '186 
Consa1ve is now far from his original viewpoint. 
he doubts the very pol-cibility of a balanced, reasonable relationship 
between man and woman. Ironically, for a past theoretician of love bared 
on knowledge of the other person, when he meets Zaide it is love at first 
8 
eight. The terms charmer 
Xnd 
sur: )rendrel88 provide the key to his experience, 
which is similar to that which Don Garcie has outlined, and he himself refuted. 
He now finds himself acting 'avec cet empresse ent que l'on a pour les 
chosen Tai noes surprennent et qui nous charment. '189 He knows what 
lies 
in store for those who surrender to passion: 'je ne regarderai sen charr-es 
que comme une chose dort eile ne cc servira que pour faire plus de 
trahisons et plus de mis: rables. 1 
190 
But neither lucidity nor resoluticn influence 
pacsion: 'que je Buis faible! '191 
The time has co: r. c to -, d7. i t the truth of what Don Garcie 
has said: 
'Ah; Don Garcie, vous aviez raison; ii n'y a de passions cue ceux aui 
____ - 
noun frappent d'abord et nous surprennent; les autres ne eont que des 
liaisons di nous portons voiontairercent notre cocur. Les veritables 
inclinations nous l' arrachen L malgr4 nous et 1' an cur que. j'ai pour 
Zaßd. e est un torrent qui m'entraine sans re 1ai: ser un ronent le 
pouvoir d'y räsister. º192 
The vocabulary here develops the theme, already illustrated largely in PT:, 
which is suggested by 'que je suis faible! ' Passion is seen to be 
spontaneous and gratuitous (frapper... surprendre), free choice a fiction 
(erra. cher malgrv nous... torrent), and resistance futile (entrainer... san`... 1e 
pouvoir d', y re'si`ter. )Passion alone decides, with the numbed rind a 
spectator, and the firmest resolution a piece of history. Remorse comes 
193 later to Consalve, but this does not influence the course of his passion. 
Don Garcie at least cannot be disillusioned, when hs himself cannot resist the love 
he feels for kiermensilde, 'even if tnis means deceiving Consalve: 'il await 
fait ce qu'il avait pu pour s'en diifendre. '194 Alongside terms such as 
torrent and entrainer, the ce Qu'il. await -ju docs not count for tauch. 
Passion is viewed in this : arge perspective with all 
the characters of the novel. Unlike Consalve, P(PLo"ey= liiows that when love 
comes, 'il etait difficile de se garantir de le d6sirer. '195 FAlasire, 
though previously untouched by love, is caught up in a 'violente pccsion'196 
which leaves her no longer 'maltresse d'eile-YnCme' and with 'des sentinents 
sur gaoi eile n'await point de pcuvoir. '197 1r& sL#, beceu: es 'ainoureux 
sans le savoir. '193 They both know that passion can lead to disaster. 
199 
But the passion which drives them on is 'si forte qu'aussitöt que noun ncus 
Ptions quitt6s nous ne pensions plus qu'ä nous revoir. '2CO Terms such es 
roýýzvoir and forte show where tie real power lies. Cnly when disaster cores, 
in the shape of Alononre's neurotic jealousy, can E 1aaire react to paesion, 
f 
30 
by chccsing a total retreat from the world: 'le Beul parti quo je prends 
me pouvait wettre en s(Irete contre 1'inclination que j'ai pour vous. '2C1 
Indeed, B4lasire is unique among the characters of Z in her final refusal 
of pac ion. But her very refusal demonstrates passion's strength; she must 
leave the world in order not to succumb to her overpowering love for a 
jealous maniac. And at every moment she feels herself 'prete ä vous parler 
et 4 vous dire que je ne pouvais vivre sans vous. '202 
w 
'Avonc-nous du pouvoir sur le commencement ni stir 
la fin de nos paesicns? '203 Nugna Bella's plaintive question echoes round 
the whole of iiL's work. 
204 Don Ramire's reply is also an expression of 
what is enacted throughout Z: 'Vous avez raison, Madame... nous ne pouvons 
rien cur nos passions; j'en lens une qui- m'cntraine sans que je &'cn 
paisse defendre....; ill ne däpend pas de nous d'y r6cister. 1 
205 
Once 
more the language is of brutal attack and immediate submission: ne pouvoir 
rien... entrainer... sanr pöiivoir ne d4fendre... ne bar r4si:; ter. Love, 
previously teen as a rushing torrent carrying everything with it, now 
hears the image of a rapacious enemy which seizes the citadel of the 
heart before the worthy citizens - friendship, honour, respect - 
have 
the time to react. Thus Don Ramire, in order to pursue his love for 
Nugna Bella, must gravely deceive hic best friend, Consalve, who loves her 
as well. The decision has already been taken out of his hands: 'il 
trouva 
que son coeur etait ergage...; enfin il connut son amour et qu'il avait 
commenc4 bien tard ä le combattre. 1206 The same is true of Nugna Eella's 
treachery: 'elle etait dejä engagie, et par son coeur, et par ces paroles 
quand eile crut sly di. terminer. '207 
'Avon: -nous du nouvoir zur le coirn-encemrent ni rur 
I 
Jý_ _ 
la fin de nos passions? ' Time and again in Z this theme returns. It acts 
as one of the focal points of the text, giving it thematically what it 
Zoromade209 lacks structurally, a unity and strength. One by one Maria, 
08 
and E1t1. brry210 fall victim to this all-devouring passion. Even the slave 
Zabelec, whore past experiences have left her no illusions about the 
infidelities of men211, cannot advise her companion El&tbý75ry to resist 
her passion for Alartir: 'je sais, par une cruelle exp-rience, coxbien il 
est inutile dc-- s'oppo: er ä ces sortes de sentiments; mais je la plains... 
212 
No-one has power enough against the pouvoir of passion. 
213 
At first sight Alamir seems to be an exception to 
this general rule. All his life he hac played at love as at a game, the 
pleasure being in proportion to the height of the obstacle to be cleared. 
214 
Now, suddenly, 'la beauty de Za! de, sans le secours de 1'esperance, 
1'entraina entierement. '215 It is as though his whole nerve-centre 
were paralysed: '1'arnour n'a jamais eu de pouvoir cur moi qu'autant que 
j'ai voulu lui en dcnner... et il faut qu, ' (e): il me do: eine avec un empire 
si abcolu qu'il ne me reste aucun pouvoir de me degager. '216 The terms 
used once : ore underline the central harc; onizing theme of the text. 
Tian is weak, and weakest at the heart of his strongest desires 
(entrafner... 
ouvoir . Freedom and strength are illusions 
(dominer... emnire abeo_lu). 
A 'dark power' 
217 
rises to control the soul. No amount of previous 
disillusionment atout love can prevent the citadel from falling: 'il trouva 
de la honte It lui avcuer qu'il etait encore amoureux apres avoir ate si 
maltrait-5 par l' amour. ' 
218 
In Z, ar in the previous works, passion is seen to 
`. C;:. ukS ,Y, salve cps 
,. involve, by its nature tramson 
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bitterly of being 'tromp-, trahi et abandcnn(, do tout ce qu'on aimait 
davantage. '221 He seeks an explanation in 'la legerete des fe=es. ' 
222 
Ken. and women are alternatively criticized for their faiblem-en 
2, 
r---d 
troirperies. 224 Passion and trust are mutually exclusive. Thus Aiphon e 
speaks of having experienced 'tout ce que 1'infidIlit, et 1'inconstance 
des fees peuvent faire scuffrir de plus douloureux. ' 
2225 
And Alarir 
can persuade the helpless Naria of lime fidjlit4 eternelle`226 at the very 
moment he is losing interest in her. Love's promises have only 'un charne 
trompeur et in: vitable. '227 
Another aspect of love which the author underlines 
is its mrilly egocentric character. It is never viewed as the marriage 
of true minds, but always , Fcn in terms of ccnquest and personal 
catisfacticn. Don Rainire proclaims that 'rrz gloire et mon amour re trouveraient 
catisfaitc d'avoir 8t4 une maitresee ä un rival. ' 
228 N7ugna Della ., ees 
the gaining, of Concalve'; ý love as a step up the social ladder. 
229 As 
for Alphonse, he is encouraged by the fact that Iilasire has never yet 
fallen into the trap of love: 'cette impocsibilit dont on me parlait me 
fit ir_aginer quelque plaisir ä la eurconter'230; 'je fus frappe dans ce moment 
du dir d'avoir la gloire de toucher ce coeur que tout le nonde croysit 
insensible. ' 
231 
It is suggested, too, that love can ringle easily 
with the batest erotione: ' C' 3tait ur. tel charz. e pour sa Kloire et pour 
son amour d'avoir dätruit un rival tel üue je lui parai: sais... ' 
232 
Even Ccn-, alve, caught up completely in his paesion for Zaßde, fink 
irresistible the cc. ll of the e o; 'Son amour, ca jalousie et ea gloire 
fait naitre. I23' ne pouvait se satirfaire d'une inclination c}u'il r_'acait pas 
Passionate love is never seer, to enhance hu rum nature. 
23,11 
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fiere we are brought far from the world of Madeleine 
de Scudezy, where love can be innocent and ennobling. 
235 
Yet this s, w. e 
lady, though many years after her novels, outlined what is the strange 
paradox of passion: love, which destroys, is sought as the essence of 
life itself. 
236 Thus, in the sane perspective, for Ccnsalve the love 
of Zalde is tun bonheur sans lequel il m'est impossible de vivrc. '237 
Corpared v ith this love, military exploits 
238 
and public renown239 mean 
nothing to him. Don Garde finds that the love of Hermerosilde becomes 
his only aim, an aim which must be pursued even if all else is wrecked. 
240 
One cannot then be fooled by the'happy end', the 
conventional end of that part of Z which is conventional intrigue. 
241 
The author's view of passion, throughout, is unrelievedly bleac. Love 
is almost seen as an addictive drug, save that it is not sought, but 
thrust upon the per; cn, till no life becomes worth living without it. 
But with it, no life is really worth living either. Few ironies could 
be more bitter, few commentaries on human nature more pessimistic. 
242 
La Princesse de Chves 
The very variety of terms relating to love 
indicates its omniprecerice in PC. The central :. tricture of the novel 
is organized around the theLe that pecrion totally sutverte a world 
where appearance and reality only too rarely, coincide. From the 
upening Fentcrice the whole work is placed under the e ig1: of ýnýeriP. 
I 
vý 
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From such historians as Brantöme, P, ezeray, Matthieu and Le Laboureur, 
the author has selected detail in euch a way as to Make passionate 
love the hidden driving force of kings and ccourtiers. 
243 
PC is a 
'historical novel' in ;o far as the author uses history to show that 
passionate love has always ruled the affairs of sen. 
244 
henri II, lienry VIII and Francois I are three 
r 
historical figures seen in this perspective. 
245 The treatment of the 
first king's relationship with I"ime de Valentincis is an obvious example 
of this interplay of passion and history. At the outset the author 
presentca. king who has had the same violent passion for his mistress for 
twenty years rnd more46'elle le gouvernait avec un empire si ahsolu que 
21117 
l'on peut dire qu'elle etait maitres; e de sa personne et de 1'Etat. ' 
She has a 'pouvcir.. sbsolu'2d8, she is 'maltre. se absolm de touter chores. '2ýýý 
The vocabulary ironically reflects the absolutism of which the r.. onarch is 
victim. Eire and pouvoir continue a there which has Leeii present since 
the opening lines of II's first fictional work. 
This royal submission to love is not exceptional. 
The other minor characters of the novel reflect the total dominance of 
passion. Guise, for example, is so stricken by his failure to break 
down }me de Cleves's resistance to his love, that he finally leaves the 
Court and attempts to storm ihodec instead. 
250 The author uses the 
historical event and invents the aotivation: 'ce fut en la voyant 5oul: ent 
qu'il prit le com., ence=ent de rette ralheureure passion qui lui Eta la 
raison et qui lui coflta enfin la vie. '251 
In -,:: e course of the novel pssrdon comes to imply 
I 
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promiscuity, deception, hypocrisy; all the so-called 'digressions' serve 
to reinforce this point. 
252 
1: me de Tournon pretends to lead a life of 
the strictest seclusicn253: all the time she is having an affair with 
Sancerre. 25 4 She professes her deepest feelings of love to Sancerre 
255 
, 
while having a truly passionate relationship with Estcjuteville, one of 
S^ncerre's lest friends. 2'6 The term'treachery' seems an understatement 
for the kind of deception which these interlocking love-relationships 
have. entailed. Ironically, even the revelation of Hie de Tournon's 
deception cannot take away from Sancerre the love he feels for her still. 
257 
Love is stronger than the di ggust it can. arouse. 
258 
Other peripheral epi. odes chow paccion as a dark 
force which moves men to every kind of deceit. For example, however such 
the Vid^r-e might enjoy the prestige of his ambiguous liaison with the 
1o 
Queen 
2'ý, he cannot give up his mistress: 'Je tenais aI me de T:. 6mines 
" par une inclination naturelle que je ne pouvaic vaincre. '260 Like Iho de 
Tournon, he prornices total fidelity: and like her, he is totally 
unfeithful. Lven when one mistress leaves him, this does not attach 
him any more to the Queen, since he falls in love with someone else. 
'Cn n'est pas oureux par sa volonte. 1 
261 
In the Videme's aside on 
the powerlE. ssncss of will in the face of passion, a whole idea of man's 
dignity is denied. 
Ironically, though seeming to defend such an idea, 
Jhe de Chartre: subverts it in her turn. Sue expects her &&ughter to 
ccnquer pa: sior. by an act of the wi11: 'ne craignez pa de prendre des 
pnrtis trop ruder et trop difficile:... '262; 'ii faut de -rands efforts 
et d-a ¬rar_c4es viclences pcur vows retenir. '263 But her very insi tence 
I 
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on the force and dangers of love helps to accredit the idea of the will's 
Weakness. Unlike other mothers, she talks a. tout love to her daughter: 264 
'eile lui montrait ce qu'il ya d'agreable pour la pereuader plus 
aisenent sur ce quelle lui en apprenait'de'dangereux. '265 The pleasant 
side of love is seen as a trick, an allurement. tier young daughter is 
told what the pleawure hides: 'elle lui contait le peu de einceritg dec 
ho: rnes, leurs tromperies et 1curinfidilit-5, les inalheurs dcnestiques cü 
plongent le- engagEments. '266 From the very beginning Nme de Chartres 
67 
stresces the difficulty of resisting love, as well as the deception it 
involves (peu de eine rite... tromperiee... i. nfidilit, 55) and the anguieh 
it inevitably brings (malheurs). Her vision is no different from that 
of the novel as a whole, or from that of the previous works. 
268 
There are, however, some contradictions in iirýe de 
Chartres's attitude. She is glad to sce that her daughter has not 
fallen in love with M. de Cleves269, yet encourages her attachment to him 
in 'order that her young virtue might be safeguarded. 
270 i: arried love is 
implicitly condeined, but the institution of marriage is praiscd as 
offering social : protection from love. In both cases passion lurks 
behind es the guilty, powerful force which must be resisted. Another 
paradox in the mother's attitude has been neatly summarizedt'There is 
something contradictory in Ene de Chartres's desire to see her daughter 
a dazzling social success, while at the seine time urging her to abstain 
from folicwing pattern: of behaviour admitted and even encouragEd by cociety. ' 
1 
Cne after another Cleves, Guise, Anville and Idemours are attracted ly the 
very p}: ýsicai, intellectual and coral qualities which }fee de Chartres h? s 
so assiduously cultivated in her daughter. 
2772 This cannot fail to be 
P eource of later cor, fýic,. t. . 
273 
I 
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Mile de Chartres's attitude to love is central to 
the narrative structure of the novel, and to its structure of ideas. 
The education of her daughter, the presentation of her at Ccurt, the 
attempts to find an acceptable marriage-partner and the death-bed apeech, 
are all critical moments in the life of the young Princess. The memory 
of that final cpecch, together with the education she has received, 
obviously influence Mine de Clpves's reaction to Neinours. In the last 
analysis the de Chertres's attitude to love is that with which the novel 
as a whole is coloured. Her death-bed speech treats her daughter's passion 
for Nen. ours in terms: such as r iri1274ur le bord du nr4ci: iice751es 
walheurs dune Pa. lanterie. 
276 For Nme de Chartres death is preferable to 
passionate love. 
277 Nothing in the novel, or in the previous works, belies 
this final statement of belief. 
It is in this perspective of an onnipresent, violent 
and all-powerful passion that the relationships of the main characters 
evolve. CTPves's love for the young Mlle de Chartres is as sudden and 
irrational as all the other examples of passion in the novel. 
278 As 
with Loth Iemours and lime de ClLves, it is love at first si; ht279, a love 
Fo powerful that, tnough he seeks to marry her, 'il efzt pn f'r- le bcnheur 
de lui plaire a la certitude de 1'epouser sane en etre aitre. '280 he deceives 
himself that t; 11e de Chartres's reconnai^sance is love. 
281 He is so 
'eperdar. ent anoureux' that 'il se flatta dune partie de ce au'il 
souhaitait. '282 Love and self-deception are inseparable, Only after 
their ergagement does he realize the distance separating inclinetio^283 from 
the reconnniesence and eetirre2`34, the Borte de bonte285, his wife feels 
for him. She har not been swept by the relentless force of paseion: 
'e ne tcuche ni votre inclination, x71 Kotre c cur, et i: ia px, 'i CxcC ==C vcus 
I 
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donne ni do plaisir, ni de trouble. '28o Conjugal privilNges287 do not 
give him access to his wife's heart. 
83 She has 'ni impatience, ni 
inquietude, ni chagrin' 
289 in her attachment to him. 
Chves's fatal illusion is contained in en6ýY oy° 
these last phrases. For he sees that paseionate love rust entail an 
emotional, irrational pattern of behaviour, not answerable to the will's 
beckoning (iüpatience?... inguiitude... chn rin 
ý... 
plaicir... trouble. ) He 
himself experiences for his wife 'une passion violente et inquiPte qui 
troublait sa joie. ' 
292 Yet the whole burden of his co=plaint to her 
is that she does not love him in this way, and later, that she is 
passionately in love with Nemours, as though the love which he knows 
and wants to be spontaneous and irrational could depend on the efforts 
of rind and will. This fundamental self-delusion will inevitably lead 
Cleves to his doom. 
After his wife's avowal of her passion for another 
man, his o: tn love does not diminish. 
293 
If anything, jealousy makes him 
more keenly aware of it. His abiding obsession is his wife's refusal of 
0 
his lcve: 'je n'ai jamais pu vous donner de 
294 
; 'je ne suis 
afflig4 quc de vous voir pour un autre des sentiments que je n'ai pu vous 
25 
'' The repetition of donner stresses the extent of this self- donrer. 
dccepticn. tie asks that his wife might restrain her own passion for 
Nemours296, and that she might love him rather than lercurc because he 
has 'une passion plus tendre97t plus violente que celui que votre coeur 
lui prefere. '2' Pr ferer continues the logic of donner. The supposition 
is trat this wild irrational force which has seized tnern loth is answerable 
tc or IRzc 
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The irony of the situation is all too patent and 
painful. Cleves is lost in the blind unreason of jealousy and wounded 
pride. 
2'9 Yet he demands- ratioral choices from a partner equally held in 
passion's grip. Only when jealousy takes a complete hold of him does 
he despair of his wife overcoming her love for Nemours. 
300 
His despair 
is as intense as his love: 'Vous etes ma femme, je vous aime comme ma 
inattresce., 
301 
Cleves is hounded into an early grave by a jealousy 
inseparable from the passionate love he has always had for his wife. 
In his dosmfall we are given yet another insight into the volatile, 
destructive force of pcssion: 'je n'ai que des sentiments viclents et . 
incerte. ins dont je ne suis pas le maitre... '302; 'je vous adore, je vous 
hais... '303; 'il n'y a plus en moi ni de calme ni de raison... '304. 
'je vous aimais jusqu'ä etre bien eise d'etre trorp . '30' Until 
the 
very end there persists in Clhves the burning delusion that his wife has 
consciously refused him: 'Enfin, je niiritais votre coeur. '306 The irony 
is keen: aimer and m5riter are worlds which touch only ly accident. It 
little matters that C16ves's love is 'veritable et lAgitime. 1307 Only 
with his last breath does he seem to admit that his wife ha:: been 
power1cVs in the face of love. lie begs to have the consolation of 
thinking that 's'il eüt d: pendu de vous, vous eussiez eu pour inoi les 
-, pendu de vcus: Fentiments que sous avez pour un autre. '30$ S'il eßt d' 
the ad mission is too late. His own paseion has mace hint unable to understand 
what. pa_: ion is. 
The novel's obvious embodiment of passionate love 
is Ne: ^_ours. Fror the £irE: t cncountcr, he has for I'mr- de C1ý>vcs 'u. C 
r 
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inclination vioi. ente'309 which seems only to increase in intenritýl°in their 
final interview he declaree 'une passion dost je ne suis plus le maitre'311I 
a love which is 'la plus veritable et la plus violente qui sera jamais. '312 
Indeed, what is striking in the characterization of Nemours is how 
he aoaýnndons all else to pursue this one love. He has the reputation 
of a Don Juan, and the dicpositioni'ýainsi il avait plusieurs ma1tresses. '714 
Thece other affairs he lets drop, to the astonishment of a Court which 
knows him to be a womnizer: 'La passion do M. do N mours pour Yme de 
Cleves flit d'abord si violente quelle lui öta le gout et meine le souvenir 
dc touter 1s personnes qu'il avait airuees. '315 
The author trees continually how Nemcurs has 
chcnnelled his whole life's enerQr into secing his love fulfilled. 
For the s :: e nurrenders Court influence, a close relationnhip with the 
Dauphine and the chance of riarrying Elizabeth of England. 
316 
He begins to 
317 
live 'fort retirä du commerce des fees. '3i8 TJo change could he more 
co: rplete, from his having so many liaisons with womcn that 91 etait 
difficile de deviner celle qu'il aimait v: ritablement. '319 This total 
cub: i:: ior. to one passion Gives to the presentation of his personality 
an intcncity and dynamism uhich teem to be that of love itself. 
Thus what will be Nemours's singleminded pursuit 
of Inie de C1ý, ves is perhaps already implicit in the introductory portrait 
of hin: 'peu de celles ä quiil s'etait attacM, se pouvaient venter de lui 
avoir r5sist . '320 henceforth Nencurs': love is seen in terns such as 
rr which imply attack and continual pressure. The ranner of his 
first encoantEr with I": so de C1ýves, at a Court tall, is symbolic: '(il) 
parýeit par-dessu cuelqu. es : iöge: pour arriver ova 1'on dansait. '321 
I 
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The came kind of symbolism is present when he breaks into ,.. me de C1Pves's 
garden at Coulomraiers: 'Les palisades 6taient fort haut¬E!, et il y en 
avait encore derriere, pour empe"cher qu'on püt entrer.... Y.. de Nemours en 
vint ä bout naancioins. '322 He exerts unbroken preesure: 'i1 ne laiesait I 
ecnapper aucune occasion de voir Fine de Cleves. '323 This prompts an 
understandable suspicion on her part: 'je crois nerve que les obstacles 
ont fait votre constznce. Vouc en avez assez trouve pour vous animer 
ä vaincre. '324 
It is not difficult to share the cusnicion. Nemours's 
love has an egoistical, triuitphalict colouring: 'Il sentait tout ce que 
la passion peut faire Eentir de plu-- agi able; il aimait la plus aimable 
per: onne de 1a Cour; il e'en fei: ait aimer malgrä elle. '325 The term 
nalg eile shows how will and even a certain kind of desire are absent 
from He de C14ves's love. Nemours knows this, and persists; the shackles 
will be forced on. At one point he bitterly regrets having, by his 
tactical rictakes, given fine de Cleve ' de meilleurs moyene pour se 
difendre contre moi qae tour ceux qu'elle cherchait. '326 And he expresees 
open disbelief that she can, having at la t admitted her love, re; i: t 
him any longer: 'H:: croyez-vcus le pouvoir, madame? ' 
327 Fie admits how 
pleacent it is, if not to have scen a quick surrender, 'd'avoir du Ioin$ 
donn4 la peur de 1'aimer. '328 Her fear is a sign of triumph for his love. 
It is alto a in of what kind of love it is: a 
pitiless quest for personal fulfilment, if nece:: eazy to the detriment 
of others. Nencurs's love is thus no different in essence from passion 
as it is depicted in all of IL's korks: self-seeking, ruthless, obeying 
only those rules which might hasten its success. Thur remours forgets 
f 
A2 
the interests of his friend the Vidamne, leaving niu to be disgraced 
at Court329; he attempts to destroy K. de Cleves's image in his wife's 
eyes, imputing to him a fault he has himself committed 
'30; 
his sorrow for 
Clevec's illness, which he has indirectly caused, comes only from his 
sense that it might draw husband and wife together 
331. 
Indeed, 'l'extremite 
du mal de 11i. de Cleves lui ouvrit de nouvelles esperz: nces... I1 ne pouvait 
coutenir cette pencee, taxt eile lui donnait de trouble et de tran--por-t$. '332 
At no moment does Neaours consider I me de CThves in any other light 
than that of an object to be won, whatever her own feelings might be. 
This exclusive quest to satisfy passion is inseparable 
from feelings of pride that the most beautiful and virtuous lady at Court 
might soon fall to him: 'Il sentit pourtant un plaisir censible333de 
1'avoir x dufte ä cette extramite. 11 trouva de la gloire, s'etre fait 
ait"er dune femme si differente de toutes celles de eon . exe. '334 he cries 
out uentally to I'me de Cleves: 'Je is r: on bonheur; laissez m'en jouir. ý335 
Only her blind obstinacy, in his eyee, prevents him from acceding to a 
happiness which is-his by right: 'Vous Beule vous opposez ä men bonheur! 
336; 
... 'une penc=e vaine et sans fondenient vous empechera do rendre 
neureux 
un house que vors ne hals: ez pas. '337 
Tie character of I7eLours is then very much the 
character of passionate love itself, as it is presented throughout the 
novel and the other works. he is the most handsome, talented and 
brill:. aflt . ember of a glittering Ccurt, and, in every gesture seems to 
pro ;e haapine: s to the woman who lobes him: T. de Nemours avait un 
agr1ient days touter sec actione... Sitöt. qu'elle le vit paraitre au 'bout 
de la lice eile sentit une e mtion338 extr6ordinaire. 'J'9 Yet this love 
I 
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is also a threat, overwhelming the whole personality of D, me dc Cleves. 
The image of bemours is as confused for her as the 
disturbing, ambiguous phenomenon of love: 'Le discours de M. de Nenours 
lui plai. ait et l'offensait quasi 4galement. '340 ie can be at one 
moment indigne of her love341, at another 'diene d'etre aim-5 par son Beul 
attachcmcnt. '342 She only has to think that Nenours's charme343 is winning 
her over despite herself and 'il s'en fallait peu qu'elle ne crüt le haYr par 
la douleur que lui donnait cette pens4e. '344 Passion, as expressed in 
Nemours, gives Flue de Cleves 'un trouble confus, dont eile ne savait pas 
141 9ý 
meme la cause. ' ' It creates an area of darkness within her. She is torn 
between the desire to fulfil her love and her complex fear of what this 
G 6 
love is. Sometimes Nemours seems to her admirably self-sacrificing. 
3' 
At other moments he is seen as the ruthless womanizer of old. '47 But 
finally P-. tee de Cleves cannot be ccnvinced that this wild, irrational force 
of love can be unique or more than ephemeral: 'Par vanit"-' ou par gout, 
touter les feines souhaitent de vous attacher... Je vous croiräis toujours 
amoureux et aime et je ne re tromperais pas souvent. '348 Love in Nemourr, 
cannot, in some mysterious way, be any more sine re et durable349 than in 
every other human being. fier reply to his plea for happiness is dry and 
incontrovertible: 'Vous avez d--'j4 eu plusieurs pa. sions, vous en auriez 
encore; je ne ferais plus votre boniieur. '350 
In I-. me de C1bves the study of passion is given a 
new diversion tecause of the'-subject's censciouness, however imperfect, 
of what is happening. 
351 When she finally renounces passion, Loth she 
and the reader have gained a new awareness of what passion is, 'as with the 
discovery in tragic drama. It has already becone. apparent that love and 
jealousy are inextricably mingled3", that love entails deception and 
I 
dt 
self-deception353, that love can come and go pontaneounly, making a 
mockery of social relationships 
354 
and supposed moral values., "" Mr-ne de 
C169es's consciousness of this grows too, naturally but paradoxically, 
as her awareness of love increases. So that while in one way the is 
never nearer I. crours than during her final conversation with hir3'6, in 
-mother : he could not be further from all that he represents, ^ince her 
awareness of what passion is has never teen more acute. 
It is in the light of this conflict between 
passion's hold and awareness of what passion is, that the central distinction 
between sentirents and conduite can to appreciated. For the main struggle 
is in the heart. NEE de Cleves has : crie degree of control over her 
actions. It is true that she does grant Nemours certain favours, such 
as refusing to go to a ball from which he will be absent357, letting him 
£teal her portrait358 or even closeting herself with him to forge a 
letter for the Vidame359 These slip;, soon followed by bitter remorse, 
are the only three occasions on which her conduct fails her resolution 
to resist passion, at least in the presence of Nemours. 
This explains iie de Clwes', repeated distinction 
between wh_tt napyens in her heart and the public attitude : he caintain:. 
To her husband one assert: that 'Si j'ai des sentiments qui sous dsplairent, 
du tnoin je ne vous d5plairai j& ais par mes action, -. '360 Later she cries 
out: 'La vertu la plus austere ne peut in: pir¬r d'autre ccnduite que celle 
que j' ai cue. ' J61 Crucially, s: ý¬ as; urec Nemours that 'r a conduite n1 a 
pas 6t4 re'; lee par =cc sentimcnts. '362 Her avowal of love, he tells him, 
'n'aura point de suite. '363uer final words are a poignant restate; ^ent 
of this vital distinction: 'croyez que le sentiments que j'ai pour VMS 
f 
45 
zeront eternels et qu'ils eubzieteront ägalenent, quoi que je fae2e. ''64 
This tempts one to invert Mme de CP ves's fes: ous statement, taken so 
often as proof of her Cartesian lucidity: Iles passions peutient re conduire365; 
mais elles ne sauraient m'aveugler. '366 Passion can blind her, and does. 
Lucidity is a constant struLgle, an intermittent light. But she does 
refuse to give outward assent to passion. Unlike so many other characters 
in the novel, h¬r conduite is not deternined by her . entiventc, 
367 
Thus for Mime de Cleves the real battle is in the heart. 
'(Nenours) fit, en peu de temps, une Brande irpreesion dans ror coeur. '368 
Pa4eion is stealth. It takes l: me de C1,! ýves some time to realize 
'1'interet369 quelle prenait ä üon; ieur de Nemouro. '370 Suddenly ehe 
awakens to the fact that 'le-s sentiments au'elle avait pour lui etaient 
ceux que H. de Cleves lui avait tant demandes. '371 Fror. this Acment on 
love for her means a constant struggle to preserve her inmost self against 
a force that, from deep within her, clouds her mind and caps her strength 
of will. 
The struggle be ins in. earnest once she has adritted 
its reality: 'E11e ne re flatta plus de l'esp rence de ne le pas aimer. r372 
She feels fully 'la violence de 1'inclination qui l'entrainait verc 
I. de lien, ours. '373 She . ees that 'il n'y avait plus rien qui la pat 
defendre et gu'il n'y avait de egret-' pour eile qu'en sl4loignant. '3? ' 
The language here places in sharp focus the nature of pae: iorite love as 
F. me de CV-ves experiences it. tier whole being and personality are 
attacked ' (violcnce ; sre is left with no will of her own (entrafner): 
her scnee of help1(-stnc (rien sui la -Qt d4fenýre) instinctively 
makes her rcali7c th t : elf-pr,: eervation (PQret-) ens ^Ivence from a 
I 
4l6 
society where love rules supreme (s'äloignant). The novel's conclusion 
is already outlined here. In no sense can it be seen as surprising or illogical. 
The threat of this aggression to Mme de Cleves is all the 
more real because she longs for the aggressor to succeed. The momenta she 
spends alone with Nemours before their final conversation have given 
her 'une joie pure et sans m: lange quelle n'avait jamais sentie. '375 
376 
When she refuses to see him she thwarts her own dearest wish. She 
gazes privately at a portrait of Piemours 'avec une attention et une 
reverie que la passion Beule peut donner. '377 This whole scene378 captures 
all the intensity of her suppressed desire for Nerours. 
379 
Here we are brought to the very centre of the 
paradox of passionate love in the novel, a paradox glimpsed already in 
the character of Nemours, as in the previous works. Love is also, after 
all, the desire for happiness, the yearning for union with the loved-one. 
380 
For Nemours, Vme dc Cleves has 'une inclination si violente quelle l'aurait 
aim' quand il ne l'aurait pas aimse. '381 Her heart is filled to overflowing 
with love. 
Yet accepting this same love means accepting jealousy 
and all that it implies 
382; it means putting herself on a level with '1es 
autres femmes'383, that is to say, with the poisonous amorality of Court life; 
it means surrendering to what killed her husband, sullying his memory, 
breaking her promise of faith and going against a devoir which must, in the 
end, be taken into accouat384; it means opening wide the gates to inevitable 
infidelity and bitterneS8335 ; it means deceiving herself that love is an 
38E 
eternal flame, when all the evidence shows the contrary. 'Love' means 
I 
47 
all of this. Above all, love means disintegration of the innoct self. 
Heart, will, reason, personality, all become servants of this blind, violent 
energy which so suddenly takes a person in its grasp : 'Je Buis vaincue et 
curmont-e par une inclination qui m'entraine malgrro aoi. '387 Nemours's 
verbs, is 'ma1g e11e. '388 The succession of vaincre, surmonter, 
entralner, with the preposition ralgri, reveals once lore tl_c total 
opposition between passion and any idea of human dignity fcunded on the 
freedom and the will to act. The aggreesive connotations of the verbs 
indicate passion as an invading force, and thus foreign to the ce1f, whose 
methods are brutal and whose aim is totalitarian: complete possession of that 
self. 
Thus, the autnor': treatment of love is clear, to 
the extent of departing from a quasi-total abstention from direct comment: 
'eile .e faisait un crime de n'avoir pas eu de la ps:, sicn pour lui (= C1zvc^), 
comme si c'eüt et: une chose qui elft ete' en '389 son pouvoir. There is no curling 
this wild, autonomous force. Even Nrne de Cleves 's persuasion that it 
would be criminal to accept Eemours'c love90'n'entrainait pas con cocur. 
11 Cemeurait attach a M. de iýemours avec une violence qui la mettait 
dann un tat diene de compassion. ' 
391 
Passion is alienation. For Etee de 
Cleves, to accept love is to lose her teing. 
392 
To the very end, then, love is deeply rooted in rye 
de C1? ves's heart, 'un coeur aussi touchy que le lien et aus: i nouvellerrent 
abandonne aux chimes de 1'a: our. '393 Even after her serious illness 
'eile trouva raan.: eins Tue i-:. de Nemours n'etait pas effac4 de son coeur. '3a4 
The cocur has becorre an al. ost autonomous entity, ; eat and sy-. bol of 
passionate love. Little by little, however, this passion weakens: illness, 
I 
45 
absence and distance have their effect. 
395 Then the memory of her dead 
husband 's'imprima fortement dann son coeur, '396 For the very first 
time the coeur is not wholly attached to Heuours. 
This influence on her own 'entirnents, rather than 
just on her conduite, marks the end of the road for love: 'Les passions 
et les engagements du monde lui parurent tell qu'ils paraissent aux 
The per: onnes qui ont des vues plus Brandes et plus elcisnäes: 
397 
alienation of pasrion is overcome only through a vision of life which 
reiu: es life itself. The choice is stark: self-dieintegration or 
. elf-ennihilation For the only rest from pacEion is absence, distance, 
dcath. 
393 ']ze de C1? ves vecut dune sorte qui ne 1eis: a pas d'appercrce 
qu'elle püt jaiais revenir. '399 
I 
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Chapter Two 
ASPECTS OF PASSION - jalousie 
- violence 
- mal 
cý 
JALOUSIE 
a} 
'Pour N. L 1'anour, souvent inrparable de l'inconstance, 
fest toujours de la jalousie. De leur accouplement inevitable eile eat 
aussi persuade que Proust. '1 No study of passionate love is possible 
without a study of jealousy. 
2 
In the texts studied amöur and jalousie 
are term which are necessarily linked. 
r 
51 
b) 
Richelet's definition of j2alousie' mentions crainte 
and d sespoir4, two among many of its characteristics in there four 
works. 
Other associations include the idea of irrational 
behaviour, which can become angry and violent obsession, e. g. caprices, 
bizarrerie6 folie ; degrees of suspicion, e. g. curio: ýit8, envie9, soupconl0, 
difiancell, inguietude12, rival, ennemi; anger, hatred and thirst for 
revenge, e. g. rage13, fureur14, depitl-, horreur16, haine17, colerelB 
emportenent19, vengeance; and, in Z and PC, torture and suffering, e. g. 
tournent20, persecution 
21, 
douleur, affliction, diplaisir22. Lastly, 
jalousie is associated with terms suggesting disorder of body and mind, 
e. g. derý. glement23, incurable, poison. 
It is in this perspective that jalousie, and thus 
amour, is seen. 
I 
I 
r, 2 
ýý La Princesse de t, iontpensier 
Jealousy is here one of the main springs of the action. 
l: ontpensier's jealousy makes him keep his wife away from the Court. 
24 
This in turn leads to Guise's dramatic night entry into her bed-chamber 
and thus to the d4nouement25 For it is Hontpensier's jealousy which 
provokes a surprise visit to his wife's room26, prödvcv 1 the final 
series of disasters. Though Irontpensier is jealous by temperament , 
27 
the microbes of jealousy lurk in all of the main characters. 
This omnipresent jealousy is characterized first 
by its eXtreme nature and by the violence which accompanies it. It is 
, furi. euse28, and is expressed in terms such as' haine 
29 
raze. 
3O, depit31 
emporteu: ent32 and chagrin33 It incites to vengeance34; injou's first 
impulse is to give hic rival 'quelque marque sanglante de son desecpoir. '35 
biontpersier is 'poss6d636 de fureur. '37 This image of possession has a 
certain fitness: Montpensier becomes one with the fureur which seizes him. 
Jealousy also means- treachery. Anjou, bitterly envious 
of Guise's love for 11; rne de riontpensier, whispers in her ear that his 
rival's only thought is to deceive her. 
39 This is sufficent to give 
complete credence to the story. 
40 
Ironically, the only person not 
to deceive is Guise, the one accused of deception. Anjou pursues Mme de 
Nontpensier withhis love, yet does not show his feelings in public, 
Ode pour de donner de la jalousie au prince son mari'41, or because the 
tisre is not yet ripe to try anything against Guise. 
42 When he slanders 
his rival in love in front of the king, the real motive is not politics, 
but eimple jealousy. 
43 
53 
The 'effroyables malheurs'4 of jealousy are a 
kind of disease for which a cure is tried, but never found. 
45 It is seen 
as a oP ison46, corrupting heart and mind. Love cannot be removed from 
the shadow of this image. 
La Comtesse de Tende 
In this story, jealousy is inseparable from love, 
existing even when feelings of love seem not to, thus revealing a. depth in 
relationships which appearances belie. 
Eme de Tende passes through an early phace of jealousy for 
a husband she loves, but who. ignores her. 
47 Narcissism replaces wounded 
love 48, but love for Navarre re-awakens her jealousy, this time for her 
lover. The more she urges hin to be faithful to her friend, Mme de 
Neufchätel, the more he obeys4+9, and the more she is jealous. 
50 She is 
caught in a circle made vicious by her own jealouey: 'leur 
(= Navarre and 
23me de Neufchatel) mariage, quelle avait souhaite, lui fit horreur; 
eile ne voulait pourtant pas qu'il le rompit, at alle se trouvait dans une 
cruelle incertitude. ' 
51 
When this marriage comes, however, lime de Tende is 
'prZte 4 expirer de douleur'52 and 'abandonnee ä tout ce que les remords, 
53 
1'wnour et la jalousie peuvent faire sentir de plus cruel. ' She 
cannot tear herself away from feelings of spite, envy and wounded pride, 
inextricably linked to her love for Navarre. 
54 
Jealousy is the natural 
expression of this love. On the wedding-night tic de Tende, 'agitee par 
f 
54 
sea inquistudes'55, is calmed only by a letter from Navarre. In this 
situation both women are alternately jealous: each new assurance to the 
one makes the other's jealousy increase in venom. 
50 
A single love-affair 
is at the heart of this tangled web of warped relationships. 
Through focusing on jealousy, therefore, the author 
demonstrates the extent to which people will hate, injure and betray one 
another in the name of love. In Tende's fury of jealousy57 there is 
ironically 'une douleur oü la tendresse avait quelque part. '58 The very 
ferocity of his feelings is proof of his love. 
59 To passionate love and 
to human relationships in general, jealousy thus gives a certain morbid, 
obsessive colouring. 
Zaide 
Ashton's summary of this novel applies most clearly 
to the story of Alphonse, a veritable case-history of jealousy seen as 
60 ' 
a neurosis. But all the main characters, except &31asire, are affected 
6ý 
by jealousy; as Alphonse declares, love unmixed with it is not really love. 
Jealousy is portrayed from the outeet as a violent, 
irrational force: 'il crut titre frappe de quelque douleur que les autres 
ho ºes ne connaissaient point. '62 Jealousy surges unexpectedly and inexplicably 
from within°3; love, imagined as joy, becomes suffering64, so much so, that 
jealousy cecones the main symptom of love: '1a jalousie seule m'a fait 
sentir que j'4tais a oureux'65; 'eile ne peut plus me regarder sans me 
donner de la jalousie. '66 Love and jealousy are necessarily intertwined67: 
t c; J 
'on est jaloux sans sujet... quand on est bien amoureua. '68 
The jealous torture6a and are tortured. 
70 Don 
Ra-ire is happy to give his own feelings of fear and anxiety 
71 to his 
rival Consalve, by usin& Iugna Bella: 4Ainsi il avait le plaisir de voir 
son rival cc venir plaindre it lui des mauvais traitements qu'il recevait 
par sec ordres. '72 Jealousy co-exists with a perverse, unadmitted pleasure 
in giving pain, which tears Don Rammire apart. 
73 
Consalve himself finds 
the same thing with Zaade74; he wants to wound her, to let her know what he is 
suffering: 'ra jalousie serait veng e par le depit que vous en recevriez. 175 
The carne of Alphonse shows that this emphasis on 
torture is no empty figure of speech. Eelasire pleads with him to think 
of the wounds he is opening: 'Considirez, je vous en conjure, sur quoi vous 
me tourmentez et sur quoi vans vows tourmentez vous-meme, ' But Alphonse 
76 
is helpless, and the torture continues, with his pathetic apology for 
'le tourment que je vous donne. '77 his only defence is a pitiful plea: 
'Je me fais plus de mal qu'ä vous. '78 The fact that this tourment is 
caused by interrogation is a subtle reminder of the literal meaning of 
the term, 'les douleurs et leo'souffrances physiques qu'endurent les 
accuses sou ras ä la question. '79 Alphonse is only too conscious of the 
harm he is doing, but he cannot escape from his own fears and sucpicions. 
$0 
It is as if F lasire must be punished for his own jealousy: 'Je reccmirenYai 
bientöt 4 la tourncnter... '61 Each time, it is supposedly to put an end 
to the suffering that Alphonse asks for the last assurance, the final 
detail: 'j'ai aseez souffert... I He even imagines that it is P4lasire 
who jr. torturing him. 
83 
f 
S6 
The moment inevitably comes when B3lasire cannot 
take any nore: 'Vous avez perdu la raison... ou vows voulez me tournenter 
ä dee ein, comme vous dites clue je vous tourmente. '84 Sne realizes that 
the more intense love is, the greater is the jealousy and the more painful 
the ruffering. 
85 
Life becomes a pere3cution86, filled with Roue^, on87, 
chagrin, inquietude 
89, 
douleur90. Love becomes one lone, elaborate 
torture. Or perhaps, simply,, it becomes what it is. The characters seem 
helpless spectators of their own fate: 'Je me tourmente plus que je no 
dois. '91 Jealousy is, in Belasire's words, 'de la folie et du da regleirent. '92 
Thus Alphonse cannot help becoming obvescedl=: 'Mais quand ce qu' elle re repondait 
etait comme je le pouvaic däsirer, je croyais quelle ne me parlait ainsi que pour 
me plaire...; enfin la jalousie, avec touter les horreurs dent on la 
represente, se $aisit de mon esprit. '93 From this moment on reason can 
only parody itself. The twists and turns of Alphonse's investigations 
94 
become 'un 1<abyrinthe'here the monster of jealousy pursues his easy 
prey. What for Belasire are csprices95 and bizarreriesg6 are for Alphonse 
reasonable doubts: he is lost. 
97 
And yet B41asire is mistaken in thinking that 
jealousy is destroying sore otherwise pure, love. 
93 
Later she is undeceived, 
and withdraws from the world. For throughout the novel jealousy springs 
from love as branches from trees. It is a 'aal incurable. '99 Alphonse 
becores so absolute in his demands that he wishes B, Blasire actively to dislike 
anyone but himself'-Co, and regards this totally unrealistic wish as so normal 
that he can present it to B: lasire almost as proof of his love: 'ainsi, 
3ladame, accordez-: poi CO que je vouc demande, et considirez combien ma 
jalousie est eloign6e de vous devoir offenser. '101 He wants Blasire, 
body and soul, for tmoi seal. +102 Since coIplete. pos: ession by one 
I 
as 
57 
person of another is a futile dream, jealousy must always be the 
expression of this frustration. 
103 
If Alphonse has been seen as exceptional, 
even (by Bussy) as incredible104, this is perhaps because the author has, 
in this one character, brought to full hideous growth what every case 
of jealousy contains in e M6ryo. Alphonse is everything jealousy can become. 
The mal incurable of jealousy in this novel is then 
seen as provoked by the virus of passionate love: ton est jalcux sans sujet 
,.,,,, quand on est aioureux. 
"105 In these circumstances, is it not 
better to withdraw from the society of men, rather than torture and 
be tortured? 
106 Such is the. choice made by Alphonse and &31asire. 
Whatever the answer, the world-vision which the question supposes is 
dark and disquieting. 
La Princesse de C1Äves 
Jealousy is an intrinsic part of the central action 
of this novel , Nne de Cleve&'s struggle with passion. At the end of 
this 
long struggle she realizes that if she gives way to love she must make 
way for jealousy as well. 
The Court scenes, intertwining with this main 
-tction,. prescut a society where love and jealousy are inseparable, and 
where both are together inseparable from the lust for favour. 
107 Even 
Yoe de Valcntinois, who has 'rien ii craindre aupres du roi'1CB, has any 
other possible royal mistress chased from the Court. 
109 The Queen seems 
unruffled at the kin' ., ^ l-4ý.. ^'^i., on 
110 
t, but is in reality violently jealous. 
ll 
r 
cg 
Indeed, the Queen's own relationship with the Vidame nukes her obsessively 
suspicious of all those with whom he comes into contact, such as the 
Dauphine 
112, 
whose beauty and favour at Court give the Queen 'une jalousie 
qui va jusques ä la fureur. 'l13 S'imaginer and fureur here imply the violent, 
brooding suspicion which turns fear into certaintyH 
4; 'il n'y a rien 
quelle n'ait lieu de peneer et il n'y a rieh que je ne doive craindre de 
r 
ses pensäes. '113 In this case the Queen is so convinced that the Dauphine 
is the Vidame's mistress 'qu'elle ne lui pardonna jamais et quelle la 
persecutä jusqu'ä ce qu'elle 1'eüt fait sortir de France. ' 
116 It is 
not enouCh to say, as the Vidame does of the Queen, that '1a jalousie est 
naturelle aux personnes de sa nation. ' 
117 Elizabeth of England has the 
same disease118, while both Henri II and his father are convulsed with 
suspicion on account of Ixne de Valentinois. 
119 
Kings can resolve their 
120 
jealousy in a way no others can: Brissac is banished by henri, while 
Henry VIII has simply executed, not just, the 'rife he deems to be unfaithful, 
but any who fall foul of his Jealousy. 
121 
The author thus makes it clear from the outset that 
love and jealousy always interrdngle. Passion inevitably means fear, 
suspicion and rancour. 
122 
Guise's unrequited love for trine de Cleves, 
which embitters his whole life 
123, 
means that Nemours and himself become 
personal erezies: '1a connaicsance qu'ils avaient de leurs sentiments 
leur donnaiert une ai reu124 qui paraissait en toutes choses. '125 
Cur judgement of passionate love is thus continually 
influenced by its concomitant, jealousy, and the poison which it injects 
into all relationships. The case of Sancerre reveals all of this in its 
tragic absurdity. Only after his =istrccs'o death does he learn of her 
I 
a, 
59 
secret liaison with Estouteville126: 'j'ai la neme affliction as sa nort quo 
si elle m'etait fidele et je lens son infidelit3 comme si elle n'etait 
point morte. '127 Suddenly the spite and vengeance of jealousy have no object: 
'si eile vivait, j'aurais le plaisir de lui faire des reprochen et de me 
venger d'e11e. 1128 Sancerre cannot reasonably be jealous of Estouteville, 
who knew nothing of his feelings and who can no longer hurt him. But he is: 
'Tous mes sentiments sont injustes... '129; 'je ne saurais m'empecher de le 
ha! r. 
130 
Jealousy is not, 'in this novel, a corruption of love, but love 
seen in the perspective of corruption. It is what love must always 
lead to. 
Thus jealousy is always taken as a proof of real 
love. 
131 Nenours sees the evidence of tame de C12ves's jealousy as a 
good sign 
132: ' 1' aigreur que M. de Nemours voyait dares l' esprit de Mme 
de Cleves lui donnait le plus sensible plaisir qu'il e4. t jamais eu. '133 
Acne de Cleves realizes later on that 'eile lui avait fait. paraltre des 
sentiments de jalousie qui etaient des preuves certaines de passion. +134 
Nenours has shrewdly seen that jealousy so bitter must mean passionate love. 
As the novel's action evolves Mme de Cleves can only 
become more aware of this poison. within love. Apart from a slight moment 
of ai eur135, she at first feels no jealousy. In other words, she does 
not really know what love is. All this changes when she reads what she takes 
for a letter from Neinours's mistress: 'Jamals afflicticn n'a ete Si 
piquantel36 et si vive. '137 At first she cannot come to terms with this 
new and painful dimension of her experience. She tries to believe that her 
pain is causcd by having given 1esours a mark. of her love: 'Mais eile se 
tronpait elle-nZwe; at cc mal, qu'ellc treuvait ci insupportable, eitait 
la jalousie avec toutes, les horreurs dopt Elle peut Cre accompagnäe. '138 
60 
Mal... incupportable... horreur: the vocabulary constantly emphasizes the 
same point, that love finds its natural expression in the pain and 
darkness of jealousy. Jealousy shows not only that there is love, but 
what love really is. 
This jealousy lifte the veil between appearance 
and inner reality. For on the surface Mmc de Clhves refuses to admit 
the possibility of a liaison between Ilemours and herself. Yet now she 
feels that Nemours 'la trompait'139, while the worst torture is 'de connaltre 
qu'il en aimait, une autre. 'lnp This proof of her love is also proof that 
love is not the simple Joyful aspiration of a loving heart. She has 
'l'esprit aigri et agit3 de tristes pensees. '141 In listening to Neieours's 
142 143 
explanations she has 'l'air assez sec.... l', aigreur..... une froideur144 
And yet these feelings melt like ice in the sun of his presence. When 
she looks back with astonishment at these 'cuisantes douleurs'145, in a 
situation where love is neither declared nor accepted, she is brought to 
realize for the first time the dark complexities of passion: 'Elle avait ignore 
jusqu'alors les inquistudcs mortellec de la d6fiance, et de la jalousie. 1146 
This jealousy has been enough to 'lui ouvrir les yeux sur le hasard d'9tre 
tromp-e, '147 ? Lae de Clevee discovers that to love, she must love all the 
time with the idea that it cannot be 'sincere et durable'1. v especially 
with a man who 'avait toujours fait paraltre tant de 1egerete parmi les 
femmes. 114 9A moment of jealousy, and all has changed: her idea of love, 
her image of hemours, her., own knowledge of, herself. In her final decision, 
this must weigh heavily on her mind. 
P: me de Cleves will be unable to. forget, either, the 
case of her husband, who has died poisoned by suspicion. Before-the aveu 
I 
61 
Cleves showed no trace of jealousy, and even swore that he could not be 
jealous if such a confession were ever to come. 
150 
With the aveu, however, 
comes a storm of spite and suspicion. Cleves wants to know who, what, 
why, wnen: 'Et qui est-i1, Madame, cet homme heureua...? Depuis quand vous 
plait-il? Qu'a-t-il fait pour vous plaire? Quel chemin a-t-il trouv3 
pour aller 4 votre coeur? '151 The rapid succession of question-words here 
mimes perfectly Clpves's obsessive curiosity. Joined to this is a wounded 
pride, the spite that his wife's love has been given to Nemours and withheld 
from him152: 'un autre fait ce que je n'ai pu faire. J'ai tout ensemble 
la jalousie dun mari ct celle d'un amant. '153 
The author insists on the inexorable nature of 
jealousy. CThves's mind slips into a dark night of no return, far from 
the light of reason. He is in the grip of passion. There is nothing 
that he can do. Try as he might he cannot stifle the suspicions that 
assail him. He does assure his wife that she has given him 'une c rete 
entiere'154, and that 'je n'abuserai pas de cet aveu. '155 But i, me de 
Cleves has not told-him everything. Be questions her relentlessly to 
find the name of the person she loves, despite her assurances that she 
has never shown any sign of weakness. 
156 
Be wants a detailed account of 
past behaviour. 
157 
lie knows he is in the wrong. 
158 But at the same 
time he knows that he cannot help doing what he doec. 
159 
From this moment on Cleves is prey to tune douleur 
nortelle'160 and 'l'envie de deviner celui qui avaitrsu lui 
(= Name de Cleves) 
plaire. 1 
161 A mistrast of appearances, the lack of certainty, the ` 
impossibility of finding the truth: such themes are general throughout the 
novel. here they are magnified, given a-dark intensity, in Cleves'e 
f 
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jealous suspicions; he has 'une*curiosite avec laquelle je ne saurais vivre. +162 
His life's desire now is to 's'eclaircir de ses soupcons. ' 
163 
At one point 
he feels defeated: 'il ne trouvait de tous cotes que des pr cipices et des 
164 
abimes. ' He decides not to investigate further, fearing publicity. 
165 
But this is only a respite. Hearing, from a casual remark, that Nemours 
has been left alone with his wife, 'la pensee qu'il etait chez eile, qu'il 
y etait seul et qu'il lui pouvait parier de on amour, lui parat dans ce 
moment une chose si nouvelle et si insupportable que la jalousie s'alluma 
dans son coeur avec plus de violence quelle n'avait encore fait-' 
166 
Tne progression of ideas here, by the simplest of words, il... chez eile... 
seul... a. ncur... jalousie... violence, is a remarkable example of the author's 
ability to represent the power of passion and the hold of the non-rational 
on the mind. 
In an instant Cleves is transformed from a resigned 
husband into a violently jealous lover. Questions fall on Nine de Cleves 
like an arrow-sho*aer: 'Pourquoi des distinctions pour N. dc Nemours? 
Pourquoi ne vows est-il pas coupe un autre? Pourquoi faut-il que-VOus 
craigniez sa vue? Pourquoi lui laissez-vous voir...? Pourquoi lui fa. ites- 
vous connaitre que...?... Pourquoi faut-il que vous ayez des rigueurs pour 
lui? '167 The syntax suggests, with the relentless pourauoi, the obsessive 
inquisitorial state of this jealous man. He is no longer in control, 
he is controlled, by-a dark passion that henceforth will not leave him: 
'Je n'ai que des eentiments violents et incertains168 dont je ne Buis 
pas le mal tre. 'l69 And it cannot be otherwise"'vous avez attendu de moi 
des chores aussi impossibles que j'attendais de vous. Comment pouviez- 
vous esp rer que je conservasse de la raison? 1170 He has no proof of his 
wife's infidelity. Indeed, ho has assurances to the contrary. But jealousy 
I 
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is its own justification. Cleves knows that he is unreasonable: 'Enfin 
il n'y a plus en not ni de calme ni de raison. Je ne sacs comment j'ai 
pu vivre depuis que vous me parlätes ä Coulocnmiers... '171 It is as if 
passion creates its own momentum, which nothing afterwards can modify. 
172 
Cleves's fever reaches a pitch with the suspicion 
that Ienours has gone to Coulo iers to see rime de Cleves. Once again 
'il risolut de s'eclaircir de la conduite de sa femme et de ne pas deineurer 
dans une cruelle incertitude., 
173 This means sending a spy, who only has 
to report having seen }emours enter the garden for Cleves to leap to the 
conclusion that his wife has been unfaithful . 
174 It is almost as if he 
needs this 'truth': 't'est assez... je n'ai pas besoin d'un plus grand 
eclaircissement. '175 From the suspicion that racks him he has passed to 
a certainty, which will kill him, though both are equally groundless. 
'N. de Cleves ne put resister ä l'accablement oü il 
se trouva. La fievre lui grit d'es la nuit meme. '176 Ironically, when his 
wife sees his coldness towards her, 'eile pensa que c'etait peut-titre un 
effet de sa maladie. '17? His jealousy is a sickness from which, he will not 
178 Not till recover: 'je meurs du cruel deplsisir que vous m'avez donna. ' 
the very last minute, when there is a moment of hesitation, does Cleves 
doubt that he has been 'cruellement trompä'179 by a wife who has become 
'une femme qui a passe des nuits avec un homne. '180 The malady which kills 
him is jealousy. He is killed ty the passion which has been his life. 
Witness, victim and survivor, Knie de Cleves is overwhelmed. 
She has already had her first taste of jealousy, from within. Seeing now 
the obsessive jealousy which caused her husband's death 
181, 
she can clearly 
i 
64 
place her passion for iiemours in the perspective of possible jEalousy. 
(Ironically Nemours suggests that she herself is so virtuous that in 
marrying her 'Tien nest ä craindre'. 
182) 
If, as seems probable, Nemours 
at come future time loves someone else, jealousy will be unavoidable: 'Vous 
avez dejä eu plusieurs passions, vous en auriez encore; je ne ferais plus 
votre bonheur; je vous verrais pour une autrd comme vous auriez 6te pour 
moi. J'en aurais une douleur mortelle. '183 She puts herself in a position 
which recalls that of her husband: 'Je vous croirais toujours axoureux 
et aim et je ne me tromperais pas souvent. 1 
184 
Never does she wish to 
experience jealousy again: 't'est le plus grand de tous les maux. '185 
The fact of jealouey, as an inevitable part of 
passionate love, thus weighs heavily on Name de Cleves. She sees her 
husband's downfall not as, the exceptional behaviour of a person deranged, 
but as a natural process: 'La fin de l'amour de ce prince et les mauz de la 
jalousie quelle croyait infaillibles dann un mariage, lui montrait un malheur 
certain oü elle s'allait jeter. '186 The avoidance of jealousy means 
a total refusal of love. 
Jealousy comes to all who are in love, even to 
Nemours. 
187 
In demonstrating that jealousy is inseparable frcm love, 
the author affirms that love of its very nature is an already-diseased state. 
. 11 
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VIOLENCE 
a) A striking element in ML's fictional works is 
the recurrence of the word violence and associated terms. 
188 Sometimes, 
as in PM, the total context is one of war. Always, in each of the works, 
terms of violence are closely associated with passionate love. Francillon's 
observation, on the importance of this word-cluster in PM and CT, is valid 
for the whole of We fictional world: 'Les personnages... des deux recits 
sont tous, ä des degr s differents, des violents...; les mots rage, fureur, 
haine, violence, emportement et les adjectifs correspondants reviennent 
de maniere insistante. '189 
The coupling of amour and violence is doubtless 
partly due at least to precieux use, and can be seen in novels such as 
Le Grand Cyrus. 
190 What is new in rd's work is the intensity of this 
191 
association. Violence is here studied as a large word-cluster extending 
over the four fictional works and suggesting an indissoluble link between 
dark, irrational behaviour and passionate love. 
192 Love cannot here, as 
in the novels of Mlle de Scudery, be linked with heroism, virtue and 
nobility of soul. 
193 
I 
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b) 
The terms violence 
194 
and violentl95 recur very 
often. They sometimes refer to physical acts, but more often to emotional 
states. Associated with them are terms 
196 
which describe the violent 
impact of passion on the personality, col re, fureur, s'emporter197, 
rage, haine, and its influence on behaviour, vengeance, pers4cution, 
d4sordre, chasser, intiumanit.. In PM are to be found terms reflecting 
the civil strife which accompanies the main narrative action, guerre, 
massacre, exterminer, sanglant, dschirer. In all the works, but especially 
in PC, may be found terms descriptive of the power of passion and of the 
effort entailed in resisting it, e. g. entrainer, s'arracher, surmonter, 
vaincre. 
These related tens forma word-cluster which, as 
with jalousie, inevitably sets passionate love in a perspective of 
emotional and physical disorder. 
x 
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C) 
La Princesse de Montpensier 
The idea of violence is particularly associated 
with love in this text. The first lines introduce a parallel that will 
be made throughout: 'Pendant que la guerre civile dschirait la France sous 
le rägne de Charles IX, l'Amour ne laiscait pas de trouver ea place parmi 
tant de desordres et d'en causer beaucoup daps son Empire. '193 Love and 
civil war are equated: from both we may expect violent disorder within 
and between people. Immediately after these opening lines begins , 
the 
story of Mlle de M zieres. War is the constant background to the struggles 
of passion. 
199 The action switches continually from one kind of battle to 
another. Peace agreements are only uneasy moments of truce200, motivated 
sometimes by fatigue. 
201 
Violence continually smoulders beneath any 
appearance of calm. 
An example of this is when Chabanes helps to establish an 
artificial reconciliation between Fine de Montpensier and her husband. The 
following sentence brings us back to the civil war: 'La pain ne fit que 
paraltre. La guerre reccmmen; a aussit6t... '202 With an astute irony, 
the main story-line thus follows a war of passionate love, marked in turn 
by truce-like moments of deception and manifestations of violent emotion. 
'Les tomes etant remises sur pied, tous les princes y retournerent. '203 
This is the signal for A': ne de Montpensier to deceive her husband, for 
Chabanec and Guise to betray friend and companion-at-arms. These interlinked 
elements, which fora the basis of the plot, come to crisis point and 
resolution at the same time as preparations for 'cet horrible dessein'2C4 
of St. Eartholemew's Day. Civil war and the da'sordre caused by passion205 
constantly intermingle aid reflect on each other. 
68 
Human relationships are thus placed in this 
perspective of war's violence: the implications of the book's first 
paragraph are developed throughout. Thus Chabanes's passion for Maie de 
Montpensier is 'la plus violente... qui fiat jamais. '206 He surrenders 
to it, as the vocabulary shows, like a tired army: 'se laiscer surmonter... 
ceder'2o7; 'apräs tous lea combats... 1`0$. Guise ascures Noe de Nontpensier 
that the obstacles to his passion 'ne sauraient lui öter un moment de sa 
violence. '209 I4ontpensier's jealous relationship with his wife is marked 
by haine210, violences 4pouvantables211, rage and fureur2l2, and the thirst 
for vengeance213, while Anjou swears that he will kill his rival in love. 
214 
Violence is then seen to be the natural expression 
of passionate love215, violence within and between each of the story's 
characters. Chabanes becomes a theatre of this civil war, 'cotbattu de 
ses propres sentiments, mais avec une violence qui lui ötait-quelquefois 
toute sorte de connaissance. '216 Guise lets Kme de Montpensier gradually 
slip fron his mind, because he is 'occup3 du desir de venger la wort de 
on pare, et peu apx s, rempli de la joie de l'avoir vengee. '217 One 
form of violence replaces another. 
The vocabulary constantly reinforces the idea that 
love provokes violence218;, dzpit... rage... haine219, mar4ue sau laute de 
son desespoir220, meraces221, vengeance 
22?, 
tout pret ä Be porter aux derninres 
extrem itss. '223 Piontpensier, fired by jealouE, 's'abandonnait ä un 
däsespoir et ä une rage qui le pousserent mh11e fois ä donner de son 
epee au travers du corps de son rival. '224 This critical episode gives 
F: me de Eontpensier an illness which mirrors the extreme disorder which 
passion has caused in her; 'La fievre lui, grit si violemment... que... L'on 
r 
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craignit pour sa vie. '225 She is killed by the passionate love which 
she has made her life. 
226 
Given this emphasis on the violence provoked by 
passion, the story's 'historical' conclusion could not be more fitting, 
with 'cet horrible massacre, si renonma par toute 1'Europe. '227 Such 
228 
a massacre, in which Caabanes himself is killed on account of his Huguenot past, 
is logical for a society where violent passion dominates every aspect 
of life. 
229 This socially -accepted violence produces a final, bitter 
irony: 'L'ordre qu'il recut de s'en retourner ä la Cour, di Von rappelait 
tous lee princes catholiques pour exterminer les huguenots, le tira de 
1'embarras oü il etait. '230 Montpensier here does not question this 
sinister order. He is simply happy at not having to live alongside a 
wife who loves another man. This simple example, more than any authorial 
comment, illustrates how completely passion corrupts human behaviour. 
La Comtesse de Tende 
In this story both violent and violence are used 
to qualify various stages of love relationships. 
231 Love is seen as a 
brutal force: 'Le disir de vous voir s'est saisi de moi ce matin avec une 
teile violence que je n'ai puy resister. -'232 Love brings in its 
train 
'pensees violentes'233 is a 'violent etat. '234 Thus when Tende 
learns of his wife's unfaithfulness, he can think only of vengeance235, 
and a necessarily violent means of rewarding this adultery: 'il ne songea 
qu'ä faire mourir ca fe=e. ' 
236 
As for Mme de Tende, she is eo iarked by 
her betrayal in love237 and a rending sense of shame 
233 that she 're;, ut 
iý 
la mort avec une joie que personne n'a jamais reasentie. '`39 
It cannot then be stressed too strongly how far love here 
is removed from any idea of happiness or good, when suffering and 
destruction are the natural expression of love, and death is seen as 
a better alternative to the world which love creates. 
Za! de 
In a nouvelle such as PM, violence is all-pervasive. 
The work's form, the constant allusions to civil war, make it necessary to 
focus on the parallel between the violence of war and the violence of 
passion. No such concentration is to be found in Z. The very length of 
the novel means that episodes of violence have a less symbolic character. 
In addition, the narrative structure, with the continual breaking away 
from a main story-line, leads to a certain diopersaC-- of interest. 
Given these limitations, it is nonetheless remarkable to note how great a 
place war and its terrors occupies in the novel as a whole, and to see to 
what extent the author continues to define manifestations of passion in 
terms of physical violence. The climate of the novel is one of war, 
Christisn against Saracen, Spaniard against Moor, and Spaniard against 
Spaniard. 
240 Violence is seen to be the natural currency of eocial 
relationships. 
Such is the case, for ezamplo, when Consalve's 
father joins with Don Garcie to overthrow the king: spite and hurt pride 
join forces with passion and ambition, since war is the only way in vhich 
71 
Don Garcie will win the hand of Hermenesilde. 
241 Even then Don Garcie 
cannot wait: 'je fie dire h Nugnez Fernando que j'etais z solu d'enlever sa 
fille... '242 This ono act -pröv(ces=internecine strife 
243 
and general 
war244, with looting and anarchy. 
245 
Ironically, Consalve manages to 
check the anarchy of a drunken rabble 
246, 
yet the anarchy of passion 
within him continues without check. By implication, passion has a force 
and persistence wich not even the wildest riot can rival. 
247 The sane 
tern is used for both war 
248 
and passion 
249; inhumanit4. 
Passionate love is seen as continually-smouldering 
violence within. 
250 A clear example of this is the way in which Consalve 
reacts when he learns of his betrayal by Nugna Bella. Each term used 
conjures up images of brutal strife: 'rage... d6sespoir... poignarder... 
colhre... ven: eeance... 1'eachs de 1' emportement... me venger... mebattre... 
declarer la guerre... emnort4 par la violence. ' 
251 
Love is d sordre252, 
a desordre de l'esprit. 
253 
By its very nature it is violent, and Ind, 
insistently couples the two terms. 
254 
Jealousy is part'of the same 
phenomenon. 
255 It is as if come wild beast stalked within each man: 
'fette passion, qui lui etait inconnue, se fit sentir en lui, pour la 
premiere fois, avec tant de violence qu'i1 crut etre frappe de quelque 
2 
douleur que les autres hounes ne connaissaient point. '` Alphonse uses 
the revealing tern perl6cuter. 
257 
love is an unending war within. 
Torture and self-torture, passionate 
" r2 
La PrinceEse de C1hve 
Par don. violente. It ire a stock phrase in the novel, 
and one used in cie. x langpuage? Often, however, 11 gives this 
phrase a "rt ality, suggesting a love which is iinccntrol1cd and t. rncon_troll able. 
It is important, too, to remember the general climate 
in Which the novel's action is played out. Apart from the fact that 
rumours, of war and negotiations for peace form the background to the 
first half of the story 
259 
p the different courts of France and England are 
depicted as hunting-grounds for the most violent passions and oibitions. 
260 
Henri's love and , 
jealousy are described in toms of bitterness and mad 
anger 
2&)_g 
as are the ctrr-inge fits of barbarity of Henry VIIIG62 and Queen 
Mazy. 
263 In each case jealousy, 'aig, re et violente'264 by nature, causes 
revenge to be taken, usually through executions or banishments. Court life 
is a struggle between one passion --Ld another, with ver. geance, executions 
and poisons part of its ordinary fabric. 265 The Queen has 'uric passion 
violentc'`66 for the Yidame: this is no mere phrase: it translates a dangerous, 
volatile state. When she finds out that he has deceived her, for the Dauphine 
(as she wrongly believes), her hatred is undying, her pereEcution of this 
Princess ineeseant: 
67And 
Sancerre, betrayed by his mistress, is in 'un tat 
si violent'2ts that his whole being seethes with hatred. 
'69 For the 
euthor., love means violence in a real cease. 
With the threw main characters violence i. P1ies, 
first, the intencity and authenticity of their unhappy love. Each of 
them has a za C2f )thicu is violence 
° This use is perhaps nearest to cieux 
connotations of the tezm: 'uma inclination si violente qu'elle 
(= Y, -, e de Clhves) 
I 
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1'aurait aims quand il ne l'aurait pas aimse. '271 Thus, in the cace of 
Nenours, violent is coupled with paesion to indicate the emotional 
charge of a love into which all his life's energy is now channelled. 
He has for Nine de Cleves 'la plus violente et respectueuse passion' 
272 
a passion which is 'si tendre et si violente`273, 'la plus veritable et 
la plus violente qui sera jamais'274, 'la plus violente... qui ait jamais 
ete. '275 Nenours's reaction to 1,1me de C16ves's refusal of him is marked 
276 by the same depth of feeling. Violence here, far from being just a 
traditional tag of love-literature, translates the way in which passionate 
love totally possesses and obsesses a person, to the point of Nemours 
wanting to destroy Cleves in the opinion of his wife. Neoure is as far 
from the world of Le Grand Cyrus as is the Roxane of hajazet. 
277 
This distance is even more marked in descriptions 
of A': me de Cleve., and her husband. It may be argued that Cleves's love 
in violent in the same sense as with Nemours, that it is true und powerful. 
278 
His Jealousy, however, is so fierce and obsessive that violence is a literal 
statement of his feelings: 'la jalousie s'alluma dans son coeur avec plus 
de violence quelle n'avait encore fait. '279 He confesses that 'je n'ai 
quo, des sentiments violentc et incertains dont je ne suis pas le maitre. ' 
230 
His death is caused directly by the upsurge of grief and bitternesc 
£pringing from this state of war within him. Ile is carried away by 
what is first 'une affliction... violente'281 then 'son d espoir... violent'282, 
and 'le violent chagrin qu'il avait contre elle. 1283 Each tire violent 
is the term chosen to characterize the fury, bitterness and volatility 
which is jealousy. 
Both N. me de Cl'ves's love and her reaction to love 
I 
. 74 
are from the beginning described in tern s of violEnce. in eed, tho idea 
of passion as an overwhelming force comes mainly from the tees used to 
describe Awe de Clpves's fight against it. Already The dc Cttartres 'ans 
warned that 'il faut de Brands efforts et de grandes violences pour vous 
284 
retenir. ' Throughout the novel her daughter's love for i+emours is seen 
in terms of a mighty fcrce crusiLing one defence after another. A`. ne de 
Clevea's desire for fulfilment of this love draws her to 1emours despite 
herself: 'el1e fit n flexion ä la violence de 1'inclination qui . 
l'entra! P-c. it 
28F 
Gers M. de Nemot rs. ' ' The combination here of violence, inclination and 
entrainer glvep, hhQ effect of a powerful magnet, drawing irresistibly her 
very personality away from her resolved ideas, so that she can only refuse 
to see Nemours 'en as faicant une extreme violence. j286 
often such a struggic seems futile: ' je. su. is vaincue 
et surmontie par uns inclination oui m'entraine malgr6 moi. '287 Again, 
the succession of terms such as vaincre, suxrionter, tntraTner, gives a 
reality to the violence which has described Muhe de Cleves's passion. 
'11 faut m'arracher ý- la pr Bence de M. de Nemours. '288 Once again the 
language stresses the idea of the crushing power of passion, and of the 
equally brutal efforts required to keep its onslaughts at bay. The 
aveu is the logical outcome of such an attack, and of such a defence: 
'ce rem-ede, quelque violent qu'il fat, ätait le soul qui la pouvait 
defendro centre M. de Iremours... '289 Against such a 'folle et violente 
passion' 490, only violent measures can be taken, at the obvious risk of 
the reedy being worse tnan the disease. 
Mme de Cleves's state is thus one of civil war: the 
real conflict of PX has here been completely interierized. Her chagrin at 
r 
7ý 
Clävec's bitterness and death pails her violently one way291, her love for 
]emours even more strongly in the other direction. 
292 
her final decision 
to separate from Nemours is only taken after a long struggle. Despite her 
intention to do this, 'quelque violcnce qu'il m'en colate'293, this 
resolution is 'bien violente h etablir dann un coeur aussi touchä que 
294 
le sien. ' She postpones to the last moment the self-inflicted wound, 
the violence, of renunciation. 
29 
The terra violence has then come to be identified with 
all that is blind, brutal and uncontrollable in pa sionate love. Taken 
together with the various terms which cluster round it, it translates 
a truth about the nature and effects of passion. Love is here seen not 
as the union of two hearts and minds, but as a bloody struggle between 
a ferocious enemy and a garrison that to survive must use the sane violence. 
0 
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NAL 
a) Where the term mal and words associated with it 
are used by the author, there is a risk of assuming too easily either 
that direct moral comment is being made, or else that the word-group 
has little general significance. A useful preface to an examination 
of mal is iiaig's observation on its use in PM-. 'This tera cannot adequately 
be rendered by a single English word: for all its apparent banality and 
literalness. 
-, 'it is really a cluster image that synthesizes a multiplicity 
of meanings. '296 Again, it is less the single term mal which will be 
examined - it does not even occur in CT - than a cluster of terms linked 
to the main connotations of mal. 
e 
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b) 
The tern mat hao itself three main connotations 
in NCI,. (J each of these are associated various terms in the different 
fictional 'works. "First,: it denotes sickness, disease, or suffering in 
general297, along with such words as ßaladie, fiPvre, rir. Second, 
0 
it ei eifies 'misfortune'? '8, together with maiheur, malheureux. 
Finally, it signifies 'wrong', something blameworthy. 
299 
Associated 
with this are various terms with moral connotations, grouped around the 
notions of fault (e. g.. mauvait300 
301 302 303 
, crime , criminel, blämer , Bute , 
r 
coupable304, m4chant), of innocence and pardon (e. g. innocence, iniustice30ý, 
pardonner), and of remorse (e. g, remords30ý, se repetitirjG7, se reprocher303, 
honte309, horreur, douleur). This group is the richest in terms, but only 
takes on a major significance in FC, where the term mal occurs 50 times. 
310 
f 
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c) La Px nceese de Montpensier 
In this short story there are not many terms with 
moral connotations. Aral always has the cence of 'illness', while neither 
mauyais311, innocence312 nor crimine1313 implies any general system of 
values. The author is not judge. The term mal, however, liven within 
its limited meaning, can have richer associations than these last three 
vorda. For example, after the debacle of her love-affair Mane de rlontpensier 
falls ill. 
314 She is traumatized by the loss of her lover, the anger of 
a jealous husband and the sacrifice of Chabanes, whom she so ruthlessly 
exploited. 'Le mal de Inas de Nontpensier'315, however real, suggests 
316 
an_ill which is not merely physical. 
ý 
The real, underlying disease is seen to be passionate 
love: 'la fiävre lui prit si violeent, et avec des rzveries si horribles que 
.... 1'on craignit pour sa vie. '317 Fiývre... viole: nment... reveries... horribles: 
as with love, the author insists on the brutal, irrational onset of the 
fever. Nahe de Montpensier dies when she knows for sure that Guise's love 
for her has died: 'Ce fut le coup mortel pour sa vie. '318 Never was the 
parallel between love and disease more clear. This gives a renewed 
vigour to the traditional language of love, as the happy ill for which 
no cure is desired . 
319 
In this perspective of love as sickness, the feigned 
illnesses of Anjou or rlontpensier, pretexts to hide their violent reaction 
320 
to thwarted love, ironically suggest that perhaps only the body is sound. 
. 
79 
When a jealous, fretting Anjou becomes ill in zid-campaign321, bis 
sickness does not appear to have a completely physical cause. He leaves 
the army he is leading 'soft par la violence de son mal, soit par l'envie 
quail avait de revenir goüter le repos et les douceurs de Paris, oü la 
pr Bence de la Princezse de 1ontpensier n'etait pas la moindre raison 
quit l' attirat. ' 
322 
There is therefore no direct intervention on the 
author's part. Bat the use of allusions and parallels makes the term real 
highly ambiguous. The iiiplication throughout is that passionate love 
is a real sickness, with the power to destroy those whom it infects. 
La Contesse de Tende 
In this story the term mal is not used. The author 
as narrator at no time uses language implying a set of values. It remains 
to be seen whether, despite this, there is any sense of good and evil in 
the story. 
The term malheur is used often, always in the context 
of love. At first it appears in phrases of the type 'les malheurs d'une 
galanterie. '323 2; ice de Tende asks her lover Navarre tore-"Cu-'Ice- a love 
'qui nous conduira peut-titre ä d'horribles rnalheurs. '324 Ironically her 
unsuspecting husband tries to show Navarre I1'abime des nalheurs oü ii 
s'allait plonger'325 by being unfaithful. At this st ge malhea' is the 
mere invocation of a rossib lit . y.. Th 
+ýe .. rc.. , lit7: y ýs moo:,:. tec, ýWca ccncr. c 
I 
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Me de Tende discovers her pregnancy at the same time as her lover is 
killed in action. Malheur, twice a euphemism for pregnancy326, expresses 
also a state of bitterness and waste327: 'eile ne voyait de remede ä ses 
malheurs que par la fin de sa malheureuce vie. '328 A necessary link is 
forged between amour and malheur. 
Although the author abstains from moral comment, 
certain terms with moral connotations are used: '(N; me de Tende) sentit 
le remords d'öter ä son amie le coeur d'un homme quelle allait äpouser... 
Cette trahison lui fit horreur. La honte et les malheurs dune galanterie 
se presenterent ä con esprit. '329 Such terms as renords... trahison... 
horreur... honte appear to imply, on Mme de Tende's part, a strong sense 
of evil. But in reality, adultery and treachery are here not regarded 
as evil in themselves, but only in their consequences for her friendship 
(fiter it son amie) and for her position as an honourable carried lady 
(La honte et les malheurs dune galanterie). The terms in question do 
not imply any sense of right and wrong. 
330 
Even sucha limited display of conscience, however, 
does not stop t, me de Tende from committing adultery. and betraying her best 
friend. When she realizes the extent of her malheurs, she still has 
'un reste de honte'331 which leads to her-confession to her husband. 
Here she talks of 'l'ezpiation de mon crime. "'332 She wants only 
the end 
of her shame: 'je mä rite la mart et je la däsire. '333 Her husband, 
too, 
hile Eme de Tende, seeing that she cannot is swallowed up in shame 
34 
avoid giving birth to an illegitimate child, 'sentit bien que 
la honte 
est 1a plus violente de toutes les passions. '335 Shame, not 
the bite of 
conscience, is what is involved here: reputation plays a large part in 
i 
31 
this 
? 36 jme d3 Tende's sorrow is not for having done wrong, but for having 
brought disaster on herself. 
The mal group of words gives then, firnt, a sense 
of waste and sorrow to the idea of love, and in addition shoe the limits 
of moral consciousness in someone. The highost moral awarenesc is here 
nothing but a keen sense of shame at the unhappy consequences of actions. 
2af de 
In this novel a kind of moral emptiness currounds 
terms like mal. The deserted land in which we come across Alphonse and 
Consalve is symbolic. The characters live and struggle in i world from 
which a sense of moral good has apparently been banished. 
The words malheur and malheureux are used frequently 
in the text, with the sense 'misfortune'337 and 'unfortunate. 
ý35 Hal. is 
usually employed in the same sense of 'misfortune'. 
333 These three words 
are normally used of situations where the 'misfortune' has been caused by 
passionate love. 
340 A second strand of meaning in this word-group is 
that of sickness. A`ial can be employed to indicate the progress of passionate 
lose. 
341 
Alphonse's 'maladie violente'342 and Alamir's 'fi6vre violerte'343, 
though physically real, symbolize perfectly the disease of passion. However 
traditional the language, the reality of the illness is apparent:, 
'Alphorse's 
jealousy, seen as a 'mal incurable'344, is the, most I obvious example. Despite 
the author's abstention from direct corcment, the use of terms indicating 
I 
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sicknecs in conjunction with passionate love gives a certain colouring 
to the idea of love. 
345 
The idea of moral conscience is notably absent from 
Z. When remorse is felt, it is simply because something which characters 
have tried to do has failed346, or that something they have said has 
misfired347, witness Don Ramire's attempts to tell Nugna Bella of his 
love: 'Don Ramire se repentit de ce qu'il avait dit; Nugna Bella s© repentit 
de ne lui avoir rien repondu. '343 Don Ramire does feel shame for a moment 
at betraying Consalve349, but only for a moment: 'Il se rSsolut donc 4 suivre 
les mouvements de son coeur et il n'eut plus de rewords sitöt qu'il en eut prix 
la rsolution. '350 Consalve, in his fits of jealousy, has the same experience. 
351 
It might be said, therefore, that at best a sense of wrong leads merely to 
a feeling of shame and confusion which in no way changes the treacheries 
being perpetrated. Don Garcie deceives his friend Consalve, and consents 
to his banishment, despite all his chame. 
352 
He can of course speak of his 
past behaviour in terms of 'fautes... douleur... coupable... repentirs. '353 
But this relates to far-distant actions. Passion has been satisfied. 
Regrets may safely be expressed later, if only from politeness to Consalve. 
From this evidence in Z, two conclusions, apparently 
contradictory, may be drawn. Firstly, that the characters are not swayed 
in their actions by any idea of right or wrong. And secondly, that we sense 
in this. novel a world of evil. For men and women surrender time and again 
cy 
to passions which will destroy them, and others with them. 
3ý4 The iron of 
evil, in this novel, is that it seems not to exist. 
355 
-I 
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La Princee e de Cleves 
The term mal has three main associations in this 
text: misfortune, sickness and fault. The third category being by far 
the richest in words, it seems necessary to ask to what extent an objcctive 
idea of evil is suggested in the novel. 
The word mal is used, with malheur and znalheureua, 
in this first sense of 'misfortune' . 
356 
rye de Cleves declares that 'le 
rualheur de la jalousie... est le plus grand de tour lee naux'357, and her 
mother speaks of 'les malheurs domestiques ob plongent lea engagements. ' 
358 
Here no general idea of evil is implied. On the other hand; although a phrase 
such as 'les matheurs dune galanterie'359 does not mean that a love-affair 
is wrong as such, the continual use of such terms implies that. love and 
misfortune go hand in hand. °OLike disease, passion can be seen as an 
objective evil, un mal, because of the suffering associated with it. 
This Mal indeed often means physical sickness. Usually it is feigned. 
361 
is how Eme de Cleves seeks to avoid Nenours: 'Vous ne vous trouviez done mal 
que pour lui, reprit M. de Cleves. '362 The ironic implication of this barb 
is that lime de C2eves's malady is love. 
At three points in the story, however, a central 
character is struck down by an illness which, though genuine, has a certain 
symbolic quality. After Me de Chartres notices her daughter's hidden love 
for Iemours, she has 'un peu de fievre'363, which becomes tune maladie 
consid6rahle'364, leading to death. This suäcen. illness coincides with 
the discover; that the aicrcabes of ýºAe ion have broken through the defences 
r 
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of carefully-instilled virtue. And Cleves, believing he knows for certain 
of his wife's adultery, 'ne put r sister h 1'accablement ea ii se trouva... 
La fievre lui prit des la nuit meme. 'j65 His real disease, and the cause 
of his suffering, is morbid jealousy. As with Alphonse in Z, the disease 
A third is incurable: 'h. de Cleves etait presque abandonni des 6decins. '366 
367 
example is the 'maladie v-iolente' which brings I; ne de Cleves near to 
death. This comes after her long debate with Nemours, at a moment when 
her whole being is rent with conflicting doubts and fears. When she 
recovers from this illness she is no longer the same person: passion has 
left her along with the disease itself. 
368 Once again, passion's association 
with disease has a definite suggestive power. Love has become the bedfellow, 
not of youthful happiness, but of the body's sickness. This gives a 
certain edge to phrases, perhaps otherwise banal in the context of much 
traditional love-literature, describing Mme de CP ves's earlier hopes that 
she is 'guirie de l'inclination qu'elle avast pour ce prince'369, 'gu6rie... 
de la passion quelle avail eue pour lui. 1370 
The third group of terms in this word-group, such as 
fad 
71, implies no general moral code in the novel, only 
.a 
single 
character's frame of reference. The author takes great care not to 
condemn any character. Thus injustice and injuste are merely used by one 
person of another. 
372 Nowhere does the author make reference to injustice 
as such. Similarly with or ei13? 
3, 
coupab1e374, v_anit. 
375, innocence376, 
infidslit6377. crime 
378, bläzner... m'chante conduite. 
379 Thus not once 
does the author give the idea of an objective moral code which it is 
wrong to breach. If this is natural in a world iihere values are mainly 
social0, at the personal level this supposes a kind of moral anarchy, 
a jungle of particular passions where right and wrong depend on how these 
I 
f3ý 
passions are satisfied. When the Vidane seeks 'de l'indulgence pour mes 
fautes'331, the fault in question is to have made Nemours's attempt to . 
win over hme de Cleves more difficult. 
382 When Nemours expresses sorrow 
for his conduct, it is for the same reasons. 
383 
In this respect Xme de Cleves stands out from the 
other characters. She constantly-refers to the code of conduct instilled 
by her mother. 
334 There are, however, two important points to note. 
One is, again, that the author does not intervene directly. Any idea of the 
evil of love is built up through the total action of the novel. A 
second point to note is that, even for N. ne do Cleves, ideas of what is wrong 
and the reasons for remorse are neither clear nor consistent. The shame 
she feels is often linked to situations that cannot be changed. One example 
of this is when, realizing that she has feelings of love for hiemours, 
'eile trouva combien il fl tait honteux de lea avoir pour un autre que 
385 
pour un mari qui lea meritait. ' And when her husband dies, 'eile se 
faisait un crime de n'avoir pap, eu de la passion pour'lui, comme si c'eat 
ete une chose qui eat ete en son-pouvoir. 
86 
Her remorse is a futile 
recognition that she has fallen, like all the other women of the Court, 
to passion*, 
387 
Sometimes this remorse is merely an innediate 
reaction to a confusing situation, as after the. -final-interview with 
heitours: 'Elle fut etcnnee de ce qu'elle avait fait; eile s'en repentit; 
eile en cut de'la joie. 1 The ephemeral nature of this needs no comment. 
Yme de C1Rves can be sorry, too, for-having brushed Nemours aside. 
399 
The term se repentir is used in both caces, and obviously does not always 
refer to 'a deeply-fei sorroia for a fault con fitted against one's moral code. 
I 
86 
Thus Cleves can declare to his wife, 'Vous vous Otes repentie mete du peu 
0 
que vous m'avez avou; '3d , implying that her only sorrow is at having made 
an attempt at frankness. I; me de Cleves is sorry both for having spoken to 
Neiours391 and for having refu ed'to speak to him. 
392 
lime de C1'eves is thus very confused, and her remorse 
is often ambiguous. 
393 A clear example is when, after reading the letter 
she believes to be fron Ne: nours'e mistress, she is stung into bitter regret. 
394 
She enters into a long examination of her thoughts and feelings: 'Conbien 
so repentit-elle de ne s'etre pas opiniätr e4 se'a'parer du commerce du 
monde.... 
395 Yet it only takes a simple change in this position (the 
discovery that the letter has nothing to do with Nexours) for the clouds 
of repentance to roll away: 'enfin, sität quelle le crut innocent, eile entra 
avec un esprit ouvert et tranquille dans les nines choses qu'elle semblait 
d'abord ne daigner pas entendre. '396 What appeared to be remorse for 
having done wrong was in reality a jealous rage. Nemours is now qualified 
as innocent where in fact his passion for her has only become more explicit. 
The culmination of this confusion is when hue de Cleves realizes -- 
'qu'elle s'etait reproche comme un crime, le jour precedent, de lui avoir 
donna des marques de sensibilite'397, whereas she has just spent hours 
locked alone with him writing a letter. 
The truth is that 'eile ne se xeconnaiscait plus elle- 
393 It is evidently too simple an account of the novel to see the 
heroine battling single-mindedly against the evil of love. Good and evil 
are not seen by her in clearly-defined terms. Passion has wade her unsure 
of everything: 'il y await des moments oü elle avait de la peine ä comprendre 
quelle püt etre malheureuse en 1'4pousant. '399 There are moments when 
f 
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frankness to her husband seems to be wrong400, and others when it seems 
equally wrong to refuse to avow the truth about her feelings to him. 
401 
Sometimes what she says of herself is not what she feels. To her hu and 
she declares '1'innocence de ma conduite'402, yet he only has to make an 
unsuspecting jest about her lover and 'les paroles... lui dornörent des 
rewords; eile fit r6flexion ä is violence de 1'inclination qui 1'entrainait 
vers M. de Nemours. '4o3 When her husband is on his death-bed, she pleads 
that 'ii est impossible qu'avec tant de värit6, je ne vous persuade mon 
innocence'AQ4, and cries out 'Moi, des crimes! ... 1a pensee meme m'en est 
inconnue. '405 Yet when, he dies she can feel nothing but Cuilt and remorse: 
'1'horreur qu'elle eut pour e11e-mere et pour 14. de Nemours ne se peut 
representer. '406 her passion is guilty because it has killed her husband, 
407 
but she felt it to be guilty before this. She has no compass to show her 
the opposite poles of moral good and evil. 
1me de C1Qves is in this state of confusion when she 
enters the last stage in her long struggle with Nemours, and with herself. 
She is as far as ever from any clear idea of right and wrong: 'Je Buis dens 
un tat qui me fait des crimes de tout ce qui pourrait titre permis dans 
un autre temps. '400 For a moment she almost seems to be absolving from 
guilt any possible union with Nemoura: 'Je sail que... le public n'aurait 
peut-titre pas Sujet de vous blämer, ni moi non plus, quand nous nous engagerions 
11 
ensemble pour Jamals. '109 This is yet another illusion. her reasons 
for refusing ide ours subsist, well-founded or not. But significantly, 
sho needs to leave life in the world in order to see that same life 
for 
the first time with a clear, stead;. eye. 
410 
In the ea3 ? me de C2avc refuses passion, because she 
I 
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feels it to be wrong, something for which she would repent. 
411 
The 
atmosphere at Court, her husband's jealousy, her own sense of self- 
disintegration in passion, all confirm this feeling. This refusal of 
passion, so often in the novel confused and obscure, does not amount 
to clear moral discernment. But in the sense that passion is seen 
throughout, as it is judged here by Name de Cleves, to corrupt and destroy 
the personality, a certain sense of evil is associated with it. Mme de 
C19ves's confusion, and the ambiguities of her position, do not take away 
from the clear insight we are given into the corruption and hypocrisy 
41 
of a society totally undermined by passion. 
is 
epectators caught up in 
this tragic action, we are enlightened. Passion and evil are indissociably 
linked. 
"G 
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Chapter Three 
PASSION AND SOCIETY - amitie 
- cour 
- maw 
I 
ANITIE 
a) Friendship is regarded as a normal aspect of human 
relationships. In the texts studied such words as ami. and amiti4 occur 
frequently. Is there any reality behind them? Can friendship coexist with 
love in a society where love is the arbiter of conduct? 
I 
ºt- "- -- 
Q1 
b) 
This word-group is based on the terms amitie1 and 
alai, expressing the idea of friendship, mutual or not. 
2 
Other such terms 
include faniliarite3, inclination (in Z)4, affection, attacherrsnt, intimes, 
and, at Court, faveur6, favori and cabale? 
A second idea is expressed in terms such as 
confiance8 and confidence9. The author explores to what extent trust 
is possible in social relationships undermined by passionate love. 
Terms used express varying degrees of trust and esteem: se confier10, 
se fier 
ll, 
ectime, respect, conside ration12, reconnaissance. 
A revealing list of terms is often associated with 
these two preceding groups: trahir, troiper, tromnerie, nanguer, abar, , 
3 
oublier, sc'd3fier, defiance, miprin , infid'lite. 
These three elements are present in each of the 
fictional 'works. 
I 
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ýý La Princesse de Iontpensier 
Friendship occupies an important place in this story, 
and in the character of Chabanes it is perhaps tempting to see the perfect 
friend. he is regretted by Mrne de kontpensier as 'le plus parfait ami qui 
fixt jamaia'14, while her husband has for him 'une amitie tree particuliere. '15 
Chabanes even leaves the Huguenot party because of his friendship for 
Montpensier. 16 For ,,, '; me de Flontpensier he has respect and amiti4.17 The 
friendship seems a model of the kind. 
The seeming is all. When describing how Montpensier 
becomes friendly with Chabanes, the author avoids any idea of affection. 
Friendship is based on märite28, estime and confiancei9 1iie de Montpensier 
20 
has for Chabanes the same estime: 'eile n'eut pas moins de confiance of 
d'amitie pour lui que n'avait le prince son mari. '21 He has for her 
'un respect et une amitie proportionnes ä sa qua1it322 et a son m3rite. '23 
From the above it may clearly be seen -what notions surround this particular 
friendship: estime, merite, confiance, respect, ug alite. A friend is 
valued, respected. But no emphasis is placed on the idea of affective 
ties. 
It is quickly seen that even these other ties are 
more apparent than real, and that passionate love is the only bond which 
counts. Friendship has the status of = empty gesture. When Chabanes 
falls 
in love with Mme de T: ontpensier, everything is placed a=the"service of'this 
love. After the final catastrophe, he may declare himself unworthy of 
Kontpensier's friendship24, and bo sorry 'd'nvoir abusi dune amiti dost 
f- 
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il recevait tant de marques. 125 But he has been powerless to do 
otherwise. All that he does for F: me de ATontpensier is dictated by his - 
love for her. 
26 
r, me de Yiontpensier has Chabanes understand very quickly 
the difference between 'la qualite du meilleur ami du monde 
27 
and flIhonneur 
28 de prendre garde h celle d'amant. ' When Chabanes declares his love, she 
replies to him with open e6orn29 yet assures him 'qu'elle no le regarderait 
jamais que coin e son meilleur ami. '30 A strange irony: friendship and 
spiteful scorn can coexist, not friendship and affection. Thus in order to 
facilitate her liaison with Guise, lime de Montpensier can simply exploit 
her 'friendship' with Chabanes. The confiance, respect, estime, m4rite, 
are used to provide a go-between for her adulterous affair. It is. true 
that on one occasion she shows great tenderness for Chabanes: 'Elle lui 
fit mills caresses3l et mule amities et lui t¬moigna une impatience 
extraordinaire de s'entretenir en particulier, dont il fut d'abord charmä. '32 
All this, however, is to persuade him to carry love-letters between 
herself and his rival Guise, and moreover 'eile lui en faisait la proposition 
comme dune chose qui lui devait etre agr4 able. '33 When Chabanes, outraged, 
understandably leaves her, ?, me de Montpensier's one thought is to bring 
him back, 'non seulement 4 cause de 1'amitie qu'elle avait pour lui, 
mail aussi par 1'interet de son amour, pour lequel il lui ©tait tout 
ä fait neceesaire. '34 The use of terns such as int4ret de sona, rour and 
tout ä fait necessaire shows how little amiti4 weighs in this decision. 
Montpensier's friendship with Chabanes counts for just 
as little. k' hen the Prince finds his friend alone, at night, in 
his wife's 
bcd_cr, ber, his jealous rage demands a full explanation: "lout devez cet 
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eclaircissement ä mon amitie. '35 Friendship is the excuse, Jealousy the 
motive. Later on, having gone to Paris to help with the St. Bartholomew's 
Day massacre, Yontpensier sees in the street the mutilated body of 
Chabanes. At first, 'son amitie se räveillant'36, he feels grieved. 
But then 'le souvenir de 1'offense qu'il croyait avoir reue du cozte 
lui donna enfin de la joie, et il flit bien aise de se voir vengd par 
les mains de la fortune. '37 His thwarted passion for his wife and his 
brooding jealousy leave no place for the slightest colouring of friendship. 
Within the context of the story, this vicious gloating is the natural reaction. 
Friendship is thus seen here to be a social appearance, 
not a human reality. It is a mere shadow of the one rolationship which 
influences human affairs, passionate love. 
La Corntesse de Tende 
This story is built around relationships between four 
characters: the Comte de Tende and his wife, the Princesse de TJeufchAtel 
and the chevalier de Navarre. Mme de Tende and ! 4me de heufchätel are 
united to each other by friendship, as are Tende'andNavarre. ' Ä`historj 
of these relationships shows how ephemeral is friendship, when faced`by 
passion. -' 
After her marriage, feeling isolated from a distant 
husband, Inie de Tende 'devint 1'amio intime de la Princesse de"Neufchätel. '38 
The friendship, and the value of the tern intime, are soon put Itö the test. 
kme de, Tende sees that Navarre, whom her friend'is`due to marry, grants to 
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pay court to her. For a moment she is torn between love and 'le reuiords 
d'öter . son aicie le coeur d'un ho=, e quelle allait epouser uniquement 
pour en titre aim4e. '39 And for a moment friendship appears to overcome 
passion. But it only appears to. Me de Tende loses no time in 
developing a secret relationship with the new husband of her friend. 
For the penniless Navarre, friendship is a mere 
tool, used to procure Tende's help in arranging a marriage with the 
wealthy Mme de N'eufchätel: 'un seul de ses amis en avait la confidence 
et cet ami etait aussi intime ami du comte de Tende. '41 Given these 
relationships, there is an added irony in the scene where Navarre, having 
been discovered by Tende at his wife's bedside, protests that he was only 
trying to persuade her to cover up for him with Fzne de Neufchäte1, but 
that 'Elle me refuse de mentir en ma faveur; eile dit quelle ne veut pas 
trahir son amie. '42 In this story, friendship does not just fail 
to materialize. It is ridiculed. 
Za! de 
Friendship in this novel is rare, except in cases 
where the relationship is a tool for ambition. Between Consalve and 
Alphonse43between Zaßde and Fe1ine44, there does indeed seem to be a 
true friendship. Closer examination, however, reveals that these 
'friendships' are, from a purely formal point of view, indispensable. 
Consalve and Alphonse can tell each other their life histories because 
they are friends. 
45 And these 'background details' fora the first half 
of the novel. In the second half, Mime's long narration 
46 is only 
If 
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possible because of her relationship with 2afde. But neither of these 
relationships shows any development in the course of the novel. These 
friendships do not have to confront, as do the others, the ill winds of 
passion. They are in fact that amounts to a strained literary device; 
how to give a sense of form to a novel which lacks a continuous narrative 
line. 
In this light we are led to concentrate rather on 
those relationships which develop within each Histoire. Already, after 
the first part of the novel, we know that any idea of 'true' friendship 
is singularly lacking. Nowhere is there to be found a balanced relationship. 
Consalve and Don Garcie, for example, are friends, but Consalve analyses 
why: '1Ion inclination, mon Age et mon devoir m'attachßrent au prince don 
Garcie. '47 Don Garcie being the king's son, there can never be pure 
friendship between them, despite what is professed 
. 
on one side there 
exists 'une inclination naturelle'49, on the other, a prince's favour. 
50 
Equally, Consalve has friendly relations with Don Ramire, who in turn 
51 
gains the favour of his prince. 
52 At the beginning of the Histoire de 
Conselve, then, we are presented with a trio of good companions whose 
greatest pleasure is to confide one in the other. 
53 
This happy unison is shattered very quickly. Don 
Garcie falls in love with }iermenesilde, Consalve's sister, a union which 
Conralve has already publicly condemned as unthirkable54 But 'je ne 
pr6tendais pas aussi que 1'aLitie qu'i1 avait pour moi lui fit surmonter 
1'CIour qu'il a ait pour elle. '55 And Don Ramire? Unable to forfeit 
the 
favour of the prince, his friendship with Consalve becomes a smiling 
hyýVyýý. sy. ' Ccnztlve's two best friends continue to show him every sign 
t 
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of affection57, while secretly plotting hie ruin. Consalve wishes to 
help his friends 'au delh de ce qu'on pouvait attendre d'un veritable ami''$, 
but till his friendships fade away, because he no longer has Court favour: 
'Tout le monde ... m'abandonnait peu ä peu. '59 Men are evidently not 
swayed by friendship. 
60 
Don Raxcire imagines for a moment that he can 
avoid seducing Consalve's mistress, Nugna Bella, out of affection for 
Consalve, "a qui il devait urge amitie si veritable. 161 But the friendship 
exists only in name: 'Il etait accoutume a me tromper... '62 So Don Ramire 
seduces Nugns Bella, 'en lui eaag rant la douleur qu'il avait de uranquer 
a notre amitie. '63 At the same time Don Garcie and Don Ramire unite in 
order to betray Consalve. 'Ainsi j'etais trahi et abandonne par tout ce 
que j'aimais le mieux, sans m'en pouvoir defier. '64 
Dcn Garcie is then only too glad to have Consalve 
baniFhed from the kingdom. As he explains to the queen, 'J'aime tendrenent 
Consalve; mais... '65 The nail introduces the essential: love always has 
the last word. And friendship is only a Word: 'Je suis trahi par mon ani, 
je perds ma maitresse, et c'ect par cot ami que je is perds. '66 Consalve, 
in his experience of friendship, Is the image of man discovering that he 
is alone on earth: 'apres avoir etä tromps par tant de personnes, quo j'avais 
tant aimees et dont je me croyais si assur , de quelle espQrance pouvaic-je 
encore re flatter? '67 (Even Don Olmond, hia faithful henchman, jr, henceforth 
open to suspicion. 
63 
And Don Olmond himself is not beyond little acts of 
spiteaeainst his master, guilty of... not having trusted him completely. 
69) 
If Consalve and Don Garcie are reconciled, later in the book, it is because 
the structure of the novel demands such a reconciliation. Also, friendship 
is easy when love and ambition no longer threaten it. Consalve's eyes 
are opened: 'rien ne me portait ä la difiance ni cur 1'aritie ni sur l'amour. '70 
f 
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In other words, the possibility of any real friendship is seriously 
called into question. 
This theme receives'substantial confirmation. in the 
Histoire d'Alahonse et de B4lasire, which follows closely on the first 
story. From the outset the situation i3 fraught with disaster. Alphonse 
develops close ties with Don Manrique71, a man of 'cualitj... ir rite... 
agrement. '72 He knows his friend to be on good terms with the woman he 
loves, B3lasire, but 'leur amitis ne m'avait jamais deplu; au contraire, 
j'avais pris plaisir 'a l'augraenter. '73 At first Don Nanrique is suspected 
of having for B6lasire 'plus que de 1'amitie. '74 Then jealousy submerges 
Alphonse. 
75 The estine and amiti476 which Belasire has for his friend 
already seem too much for him. Alphonse knows that love may start like 
this, and the Histoire de Consalve has shown that suspicion of a friend is 
only reasonable. Alphonse's burgeoning neuroses are rooted in a very 
real fear. For him Don Nanrique is now 'mon rival'77, and friendship has 
ceased to exist. Everything that has made the friend a likeable man 
now makES him a dangerous one. The very 'estime... agr ment... confiance'78 
which brought Be1asire and Don Fianrique together now make Alphonse 
suspicious. Thus when Bslasire says, of Don 1anrique, 'Je l'estime, 
je 1'aime'79, nothing could be more calculated to inflame Alphonse's 
Jealousy. 
The same truth is again demonstrated here as above, 
that love and friendship can never co-exist. ß61asire finally comes to 
realize this. After struggling to keep alive her friendship with Don 
i; anriqueso , she is 
forced to sacrifice it to convince Alphonse of her 
faithfulness to him. 
81" 
Friendship may be disposed of, however regretfully. 
I 
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The irony is that Alphonse still refers to Don Ianrique as 'tton s-mi'82 
even when he ends up by killing him. 'Tuer mon nieilleur ami, 
Q3this 
would 
not have caused Alphonse so much remorse if Bslasire had not informed him 
that it was this particular act which led her to abandon him. 
84 
It is 
love which motivates. Friendship exists more in appearance than in reality. 
La Princesse de C14ves 
In this novel the author places great emphasis on 
the role of the trusting friend and trusted confidant, but at the same 
time explores the different elements which ensure that few relationships 
are based on what would commonly be recognised as friendship. 
4 
Favouritism ie the most common of these elemcnte at 
Court, and the king the most important prize. 
85 
Such attachments may 
be reversed overnight. 
86 In such an atmosphere purely friendly relationships 
are impossible. Friendships are used by monarchs for their own political 
ends 
7, 
while Henry VIII is jealous of any relationship which he does not 
directly control. 
88 Even more striking than this are'the multiple 
attachments formed around each of the powerful ladies of'the Court: 
'Les inclinations, les raisons de biens6ance ou le rapport d'humeur faisaient 
ces diffirents attachements. '89 The author suggests here how mixed are the 
motives behind any such bond, and then indicates how little sincere 
feeling and how much seeming go into each relationship. Thus the Queen 
attracts those ladies, slightly older, 'qui faisaient profession d'une vertu 
plus aastUra'90; the Dau_r.: ine's circle is composed of younger spirits 
'qui cherchaient la joie et la ga1aziterie'91; the Qaecn of Navarre'c 
f 
'co 
friendship is sought for mainly political reasons52; and Me de Valentinois 
]Howe few people 'qui avaient sa farailiarite et sa confiance'93, because 
of her varying jealousies and dislikes. In this whole series of friendships 
there is little room for the sacrifices of real friendship within or between 
people who form 'toutes ces difff renter cahales. '94 
Outside this circle of Court pres3ure, there exist 
relationships which are obviously based, not on hypocrisy or social ambition, 
but on some sort of affection. Yoe de Chartres pleads with her daughter 
to confide in her, but rather as 'son aitie'95, and between the Dauphine 
and Me dc Cleves enough familiarite96-to make them close friends. The 
Vidame is the 'ami intime'97 of N'emours, rme de Cleves. ia attached to 
I4me de IfLartigues98 and Cleves to Sancerre. 
99 
Yet in not one of these 
cases is complete mutual trust present. Mme de Clhves and Mme de Nartigues, 
for example, are 'amies sans n4anmoins se confier leurs sentiments. ' 
100 
The sentirents in question are in each case directed towards a particular 
person they love, yet they are unwilling to confide one in the other about 
this. 
101 Similarly Nemours, faced with an overwhelming pacsicn, 'n'en parla 
pas ngne au vidame de Chartres... pour qui il n'avait rien de cache. '102 
And Cleves more than anyone is conscious of the limits of friendship. 
It is impossible, he tells his wife, that I should have talked of your 
confession: 'A-t-on un ami au monde ä qui on voulat faire une teile 
confidence; '103 
This last remark illustrates-the precise point where 
friendship breaks down in the novel. What is most important in a person's 
life is invariably concealed. The trust of friendship is only a word: 
'Estouteville, qui est son a. u. i intime, mais qui ne savait pourtant Tien de 
f 
Eon =our pour Nina de Tournon... +104 In this last case : ancerre't 
hypocrisy towards all his friends finds an ironic reversal in Estouteville'a 
deceit: their mistress is the same without them knowing it. The phrase 
smi intime rings very hollow. In this light it is perhaps understandable 
that Jme de Cleves should hide from the Dauphine any idea of her feelings 
for lºemours. But she also hides these feelings from her mother, despite 
r 
the latter's status of aziel05 and trusted confidant. Where trust does go 
hand in hand with friendship, the trust is betrayed, in the novel, almost 
as a matter of course. 
106 Clearly, the presence of love destroys the very 
basis of mutual confidence. And naturally enough, when there is a struggle 
between the ties of friendship and the desires of passion, as happens when 
Guise and Cl6ves both fall in love with the name person, it is friendship 
which melts away. 
107 
In this way the author is able to suggest, at recurring 
intervals through the book, that there is no such thing as friendship. 
Trust, respect, affection, these may abound in any relationship just so 
long as they do not affect either person's vital interests. If they ever 
threaten to, they can be disposed of very quickly. 
The clearest example of this is provided by Ncmoars. 
The Vidarne asks him for help in resolving the problem of a ccmpromising 
letter which he has lost. In the end Nemours only resolver, to help his 
friend in order to save his own reputation in the eyes of Nlme de Mves. 
lea 
His pleasure in tre de Cleves's company, however, is so great that he 
forgets all about the letter they both have to forge to save the Vida me 
fron royal disfavour and personal : uiiliation: ' K. de 1 ercurs etait bien Eise 
de faire durer un terps qui lui etait si agri-able ct oubliQ. it lec interttr 
f 
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de son smi. 11O9 And so the Vidame is definitively compromised, and detested 
by the Queen. 
110 Ironically,, then, it is the Vidame whom Nencurs can accuse 
of infidelitp. 
ill Ironically, again, there is only one occasion on which 
Nemours defends a friend: 'J'ai 6t6 troubles madame... pour l'interet do mon 
ami et par les justes reproches qu'il me pourrait faire. e112 The friend 
in gacetion is none other than himself. When he confides his love to the 
Vidame113, and most shows friendship to Cleves114, this is because he 
realizes that there is no other way to see lme de Cleves. The case of 
iiemours thus illustrates very clearly the fact that friendship is of no 
consequence in human relationships, beside the overwhelming fact of love. 
115 
Thus in this novel, as in the three previous works, 
ami_ti4 indicates neither affection, trust nor esteem, despite the appearances. 
Friendship is seen to belong most firmly to the world of appearances 
116 
I 
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COUR 
a) The Court is the public setting where personal 
relationships are established and played out. But it is more than just a 
setting or a device for adding colour. 
117 Through examining what the Court 
represents in these four works it is possible to study the effect of 
passionate love in this society. 
I 
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b) This word-group, headed by Cour118, includes a 
cluster of terms descriptive of Court life. As might be expected, such terms 
are most numerous by far in PC, and are of no significance in CT. 
Within this word-cluster it is possible to pick 
out four groups: terms (especially in PC connected with the lavish spectacle 
of Court life (e. g. fete, reiouissance, grandeur, 
119 
and, in PC, magnificence 
120 
eclat121, liberalite122 divertissement 
123 124 
prodi -aý ] itä , lai sir ; 
125 126 
words suggesting hidden dealings (e. g. cabale, intrigue, liaison, 
tra. hison ; terms relating to the desire for position and poorer (e. g. ambition 
1.27 
128 129 130 131 
elevation , emulation , s'elever , fortune, envie , faveur); 
and terms describing the disquiet and danger which can lie behind the outward 
glitter (e. g. agitation132, tumulte133, päri1, dangereux, ennemi, ext Prminer134p 
vengeance). 
I 
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Cý. La Princesse de Montpen$ier 
The Court in PM is synonymous with bitterness and 
violence. Court life is spasmodic in this period of civil war. Reconstituted 
in Paris during periods of truce135, it enables the Catholic princes to plot 
at leisure the downfall of their Huguenot peers. 
136 Underlying every account 
of Court life is this thirst for blood. The Court will be used as a pretext, 
as a bait, till this thirst is quenched: 'l'envie qu'on eut ä la tour d'y 
faire venir les chefs du parti huguenot, pour cet horrible dcssein qu'on 
exäcuta le jour de la S. Barthelemy... '137 The story concludes with the 
inevitable slaughter: 'L'ordre qu'il recut de s'en retourner ä la cour, oü l'on 
rappelait tous lee; princes catholiques pour exterminer lee huguenots... '1'$ 
We are invited to associate cour with extezminer. 
The author allows- only one glimpse of 'Court life' 
as one might tend to imagine it: 'Le mariage du roi avec la fille de 1'Empereur 
rlaximilien renplit la cour de fetes et de r jouissances. '139 But even here 
the author directs our attention less to the aristocratic glitter of the event 
than to the jealousy which poisons the relationship of Anjou-and Guise. 
140 
Similarly, the oreninu presentation of the Court lays bare the insidious rivalry 
of the houses of Bourbon and Guise. 
141 This rivalry runs right through 
the story. 
142 Importantly, too, the Court is the place where the constant, 
struggle between public face and private feelings is -played 
out. This is 
especially true for Y me de I+iontpensier. 
143 Thus where the appearance says 
'Court life', the reality speaks of intrigue, suspicion, jealousy and 
violence. 
f 
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La Comtesse de Tende 
There are only two referencez to Court life in CT, 
and both these are of minor importance. 
144 This is inevitable in a story 
of thirteen pages which concentrates exclusively on three love-relationships 
set outside the Court. 
Za! de 
In this novel the theme of Court life is treated only 
in the Histoire de Consalve and its narrative preface. In these pages the 
Court beccmes symbolic of treachery and intrigue. It is the place where 
passion and ambition intermingle, poisonously, and where appearance never 
squares with reality. 
The action of the Histoire de Consalve takee place at 
the Court of I4on, home of an unsteady monarchy, with barons jostling for 
the threne. 145 Each person is jealous of the other's advancement, and 
most jealous of all is the king, himself ruled by suspicion and fear. 
146 
The lain relationships at the Court are thus incessantly vitiated by the 
demands of self-interest and the pressures of power politics. 
147 The air 
is filled with cabales and intrigues. 
148 
All activity is underground. 
On the surface there are smiles and gestures of affection. 
149 The king 
is even suspicious of his son. 
150 The opportunity of eliminating a political 
rival is taken unhesitatingly. 
151 
Consalve finally leaves for solitary 
cmile with the knowledge that he is unable to reach the came level of deceit 
a3 his rivals at Court: 'j'4tais jeune, j'ienorais les trahisons de 1a cour, 
j'gtais incapable d'en faire. 
152 
In such a milieu it is hardly surprising that 
personal relationships suffer. Consalve remarks sardonically that it is 
more difficult to fight off a particular love in his deserted exile than in 
the Court, where other women, and ambition, call for attention. 
153 At Court, 
love and ambition inexorably intertwine, so that even the most sincere intentions 
are suspect. When Consalve - shows an interest in Eugna Bella, 'Le roi 
remarqua cette intelligence et prit pour une affaire d'Etat ce qui n'etait 
en effet que de 1 mour. '154 But sincere intentions are very few. Nugna 
Bella is also attracted to Consalve because his seems to be a rising star. 
She cannot separate the desire to love and the need for grandeur155 
Passion and ambition, dangerous in themselves, form a volatile, explosive 
mixture. When Consalve's star begins to wane, his personal relationships 
soon fall victim to hypocrisy and intrigue. Nugna Bella is quick to re-nee 
the change: 'Je lui pares moins aimable, eile ne vit plus rieh d'avantageua 
dans 1'4tablissement qu'elle pouvait avoir avec moi. '1' 
The Court in Z is thus a hotbed of factions and 
petty treacheries. It is a place where a lust for power and reputation 
is 
c 
only thinly veiled by the ritual of office, 
where even the most intimate 
relationships are spied upon as affairs of stately, and where neither 
loyalty nor affection mean very much. 
159 
I 
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La Prince--re de Cleves 
'L'ambition et la galanterie etaient 1'ne de cette 
cour, et occupaient Pgalement les homes et lee femmee. 1160 Examined in 
the context of the novel as a whole, this appraisal stands as an acid 
co : entary on the hothouse existence led by the novel's characters. Coup 
implies here political intrigue, but intrigue subtly mixed with love interests. 
Cour reprecents a world which offers a string of pleasurable diversions, but 
which has a certain oppressive omnipresence for the courtiers. Cour 
stands for a world which, at different times, I'; me de Cleves will attempt 
to leave. 
161 
The entire opening section of the novel is a tableau 
of Court politics, with antition the term to which the author returns 
constantly to describe the lust for influence which rages in Court circles. 
The Qpaeen, of 'haneur arnbitieuse'162, wants to exercise power. To do this, 
she will even keep on good terms with time da Valentinois, whom she hates. 
163 
Both the Cardinal de Lorraine, who has 'une ambition demesurie'164, and his 
brother spend their time scheming for power 
165, 
-a power which comes with the 
accession of Fran; ois 11.166 The Wart is thus divided into two main 
groups, 'partag°e entre %. N, de Guise et le connetable, qui etait soutenu 
des princes du sang . '167 There is afro the division, before this, 
between 
the king's two sons: 'Cela it deux cabales it la cour, telles que vous 
pouvez vows les imaginer. . 
168 
'"me semblance of order is maintained in 
such a society by 'la crainte de d p1aire au 'roil 
169, the sole common 
interest of the many protagonists. 
But rare in this Court are the emotions and desires 
f 
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which are purely political: 'L'tnbition et la galanterie etaient 1'&ne de 
cette cour... ' Ambition and galanterie are inseparable. The tone is set 
by the king: 'Ce prince aimait le co erce des fenncs... 'i70 Overshadowing 
the whole Court, however, is the presence of P: ne de Valentinois, the king's 
mistress. She, and she alone, distributes the king'a power and favour171 
Eoth the Queen and the Dauphine complain titterly of their powerlessness. 
172 
The tusiress of state depends on the whims and jealousies of the king's 
mistress, 'maitresse de sa personne et de 1'Ltat. '173 The whole Court is 
placed under the sign of passionate love. 
174 
This unsettled pattern is further complicated by a 
criss-cross of different alliances and animocitiesi75: 'I1 y avait tant 
d'interets et tint de cabales diff6rentes, et les dames y avaient, lant de 
' part que l'arour etait toujours mel4 aux affaires et les affaires ä 1'anour. 
1i6 
Knowing what love means in the novel, we can judge how pernicious in this 
coupling of politics and passion.. In addition, each of the main lady 
protagonists at Court has her own circle of friends and confidants. 
177 
Wheels within wheels of spite, jealousy and rivalry are constantly turning 
within the larger framework of, Xme de Valentinois's influence and the 
Guise-1, tontmorency divisions: 'Toutes ces differentes cabales avaient de 
1'4mulatio: et de. 1'envie les wies contre les autres: les dances qui 
les coaposaient avaient aussi de la. jalousie entre elles...; les interets 
de Grandeur et d'e1evation se trouvaient souvent joints ä ces autres 
int, rets moins importants... '178 
The power of these last phrases comes from the, close 
juitaposition of. those mainly abstract nouns which are scattered throughout 
the novel to describe different aspects of Court behaviour: csbales... 
f 
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emulation... envie... Jalousie ... grandeur ... elevation. The pejorative terms 
envie and Jalousie underpin more neutral words like grandeur and elevation. 
In this context both cabale and emulation have a necessarily pejorative 
tinge. This association casts a dark shadow over the motives of any ambition, 
and acts out within the syntax the obscure mingling of passion and power 
which is the essence of Court life. From this comes the force of the 
author's conclusion: 'Ainsi il y avait une sorte d'Fgitation sans däsordre 
dans cette cour... '179 The apparent order--comes from the same balancing act that 
keeps so many different factions in operation: the reality is the agitation 
which is a permanent feature of Court life. 
In this context the novel's peripheral episodes, 
especially those dealing with Mime de Valentinois180, Sancerre181 and Henry V1II182, 
only intensify this sense we have of the powerful currents of passion and 
self-interest which run below the surface of Court life. On Henri II's 
accession, Mme do Valentinois becomes 'ma-Ttresse absolue de toutes choses; 
eile dispose des charges et des affaires... Ceux qui ont voulu eclairer le 
roi sur ca conduite ont peri dens cette entreprise. '183 But when iienri II 
dies, 'la duchcese de Valentino is fat chase de la cour'184, and the Guise 
/ 
185 
faction regains favour. Once more 'la tour changea entierement de face. ý1 
The use of this historical material, especially this 
juxtaposition of events which follow two royal deaths, provides a disturbing 
context for the story of rye de Cl'c-, ves's love. 
187 The fact that the young 
Princess can be shocked at the life of Name de Valentinoisl88 , and 
be 
completely ignorant about 'lee divers int, rets et les diverses liaisons 
189 de 
la cour'190 , indicates 
the extent of the enlightenment which is in store 
for her, and which rast play a part in her final choice of life. 
I 
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This poisonous reality is, of course, not what the 
Court seems to be. 'La magnificence et la galanterie n'ont jamais pare en 
France avec tant d'eclat que daps les derrieres annees du regne de Henri 
second. '191 The opening sentence sets the scene for a Court in which 
priority is given to lavish display and the pursuit of pleasure: 'C'etaient 
tous lea jours des parties de chasse et de paume, des ballets, des courses 
de bagues ou de senblables divertissements. '192 There is a countless 
number of such diversions: 'tous les plaisirs A-taient 4 la cour. '193 No 
expense is spared ty king or courtiers, and the terms used by the author to 
describe this, eclat... ma-, nii'icence... lilA ralite... dÄ ense... prodigalita194, 
show a subtle gradation from the idea of brilliance to that of wastefulness, 
'rette depense eclatante qui allait jusqu'ä la profusion. '195 At a royal 
wedding, the king's idea. is to find 'des divertissements oü il püt faire 
0 6 
paraltre l'adrecse'et la magnificence de sa cour. '197 When all has been 
thought of, this is still not good enouoh: 'le roi trouva ces divertissements 
trop particuliers, et il en voulut d'un plus grand eclat. 1198 Ironically, the 
result is a tournament where the king will lose his life. 
199 
h'ut the author's greater irony lies in contrasting this 
desire for lavish display with the murky, underground passions which make 
a mockery of rngnificence200 and give a sharp focus to the idea of galanterie. 
The pleasure-parties are strangely mixed with deeper, conflicting motives: 
'Fersonne n'etait tranquille, ni indifferent; on songeait ä s'elever, h plaice, 
h servir ou a nuire; on ne connaissait ni l'ennui, ni 1'oisivete, et on 
etait 
toujours occupi des plaisirs ou des intrigues. '201 Here an effect of deep 
unease is achieved through, once again, the juxtaposition of a neutral 
tern 
with a more morally suggestive one; s'elever- plaire suggests flattery 
, , -thin itition, Yrhile alaisirel.. intrigues implies that these two 
*aci; ivitie>s 
are natural partners. 
112 
This is the atmosphere which constantly wurroands the 
characters of the novel. It is a closed world fromm which it is very 
difficult to eccape. When Nile de Chartres is first introduced to Court 
life, she irmediately becomes''le Sujet do toutes lee conversations' 
2C2 
9 
and is sucked into the round of pleasures which make up the surface existence 
of the Court. ` 
C; She soon discovers that 'il etait difficile d'avoir wie 
conversation particuliere. 1204 Everywhere there are watching eyes and 
listening ears. 
205 Few secrets remain hidden for long.? 
cr`' 
Mme de Chartres 
tries to warn her daughter of the less noble aspects of the Ccurt, 'oil il 
y avait tant d'exenples si dangereux. '207. Beneath the glitter lurk many 
J"? 
209 ýdangers. 20But hot., is it possible for her 'd'en garantir sa fille1 
t%se de C1? ves breathes the some noxious air a the. others. She is 'expos6e as 
milieu de la Cour. ' 
210 
This last phrase is one which Y me de Cleves will 
repeat, when trying to convince her husband of the Court's dangers. 
211 
She feels exposed and vulnerable, crowded in by pressures of all kinds., 
ry 
To avoid appearing at any social gathering needs a grave excuse 
212 
and 
her husband, unconeciously ironic, reminds her of 'ce nombre infini-de visitec 
dcnt aucsi bien vous ne sauricz vous d spenser. '2i3 Even a period of 
mourning mast be limited: 'i1 fallait quelle corraen; ät ä paraitre dans le 
monde et ä faire sa tour comme ellc await accoutu 6. '214 
Nemours can therefore not be avoided. hme de C1'svee 
sees him everywhere, she'canrot help seeing him. 
215 Tho Court is a prison. 
As the preparations for Fadame's wedding, gather pace, the pressure mounts 
from 11cmours, always present. ize de Cleves does not want to appear in 
216 
public, LuL the zust: 'I: me cue C1evc n'cr. a so dioponser de ý: 'y treuver... ; 
f 
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il fallait qu'elle all t au Louvre et aux assemb14, es comme ä 1'ordinaire. '217 
The verbal forms alone of the last phrases indicate the pressure placed on 
her: 'Vous ne sauriez... il fallait... n'osa... il fallait. ' It is not surprising, 
then, that Ime de Cleves should seek to escape the insidious pressures which 
crake capitulation to Nemours seem inevitable. In her mind 'le tu*aulte218 de 
la cour'219 comes to mean heraours and the society of which he is an integral 
part. In many ways Nemours is the living symbol of the Court, 'dont il 
faisait les delices. '220 
Mme de Chartres's death-bed advice is clear: 'retirez-vous 
de la cour. '221 This phrase inevitably comes to mind when Nie de Cleves 
confesses to her husband that 'j'ai des raisons do m'eloigner de la cour' 
and that 'je veux eviter lea perils oü se trouvent quelquefois les personnes 
222 
de mon age. ' The Court, and the passionate love which she feels could 
destroy her, are inseparable. There comes a moment when Cleves, too understands 
this simple truth. Chosen with his wife to accompany Jadame to Spain, he 
-«* 
sees this 'comme une chose qui eloignerait ea femme de la cour sans au'il 
24 
parat de changement dans sa conduite. '223 The emphasis on eloi gner 
the past references to 226ril and dangereux, all give an almost physical 
actuality to the sense of the Court as a place of danger, only to be approached 
with the greatest care. 
If t; me de Cleves is then to try and renounce her love 
for ? +enours, it is natural for her to cease all contact not only with his but 
with a Court whose standards are his own, and whose atrcoephere implies surrender 
to passion. 
225 For in this novel the Court is passion, is its logical extension, 
its social embodizent. 
226 It is difficult to accept the assertion that the 
Court system is a necessary evil keeping anarchy at lay. 
227 When I": s de ClLties 
renounces her love, she renounces just as utterly the whole sy£ter to which"r-he 
has been introduced, nat long before, by a cautious mother. 
114 
MARIAGE 
a) 
The relationship between love and marriage is an 
important factor in each of the fictional works. In PC it becomes crucial. 
In the texts studied, love and marriage are depicted as having clearly 
different natures. Yet in society they apparently co-exist. The situations 
examined by the author stem from this paradox, which once again demonstrates 
the gap opened up by paesionate love between appearance and reality. 
223 
I 
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b) 
The term mariage229 heads a group of words which, 
first, relate directly to marriage: 4pouser, alliance, magi, femme, 
epoux, divorce, liens, engagement, 4ternel, faire epouser. In PC the term 
eternel is used in the same context as miracle. 
230 
A second group includes terms which place marriage 
in its social context: elevation, fortune, cr dit231, biense'ance232, horitiere, 
avantage, profiter, grandeur, parti, abaisser, consid4ration. Marriage 
is indissolubly linked to ideas of ambition, personal fortune and worldly 
success. 
A third group comprises terms implying suffering, 
suspicion and betrayal: supplice233, infidelitA, sacrifice, soupcon, 2aýpris, 
aversion, aveugler, souffri. r, crainte, tramper. 
PC alone contains a fourth group of terms stressing 
sense of duty, respect and affection: devoir234, meriter235, estime, 
236 
tendres e, fid-31ite. It remains to examine what reality lies behind 
these terrnc 
I 
iä6 
eý La Princesse de Montpensier 
All four marriages in this story are arranged for 
social and/or political reasons. 
237 
Love plays no part in them. The 
resulting tension between loveless marriage and adulterous love provides 
one of the main springs of the story's action. 
A preface to the main narrative is provided by the 
account of Mlle de hezieres's marriage. Her hand has been promised to 
M. de Maine 
2, 
though she secretly loves his brother, Guise. 
239 
But 
things are not so simple: 'la maison de Bourbon, qui ne pouvait voir qu'avec 
envie 1'elevaticn de celle de Guise, s'apercevant de l'avantage quelle 
recevrait de4ce mariage, se resolut de le lui fiter et d'en profiter elle-meine 
on faisart epouser cette häriti? re au jeune prince de I`; ontpensier. '240 
These few phrases alone are richly revealing of social attitudes. Envie, 
elevation, avantage, mariage, öter, en profiter, faisant epouser, hhritipre: 
the succession of related terms sets marriage firmly in the sole context 
of fortune and social prestige. Each marriage is necessarily scrutinized 
by the various social factions, and considered either as a threat to their 
own social position, or as a means of increasing power and influence. 
Indeed, the terns avaztpge and avantageuX41are used in this story only in 
connection with marriage. Finally, there is obviously no question of 
personal choice of a marriage-partner (öter... faisant enouser). Fortune 
and social position are all. In the end Me de Y. ezieres is obliged to 
rerase a member of the Guise family and accept the hand of N. de rontpensier. 
242 
243 
Adultery with Guise is the not very surprising outcome of this process. 
r 
13.7 
The marriage of Madaze, though a peripheral episode, 
is described in the same light. It is above all a political arrangement, 
'une chose qui devait dormer la paix ä la F'rance'244, where, Iadame has no 
say in the matter. 
245 
The fact that she loves Guise246 makes it seem certain 
that the two will not be married. Revealing, too, of the status of marriage is the 
sacrifice247 made by Guise. This sacrifice consists, not in marrying without 
love, but in marrying someone of lower social rank. To calm Mme de 
t": ontpensier's jealousy, Guise renounces any idea of marrying Madame, and thus 
'la grandeur oü ce mariage pouvait 1'elever. '248 He makes the extent of 
his sacrifice clear: 'I1 m'en coütera ma fortune. '249 Atme de Montpensier's 
heart goes out to 'un homme... qui venait de tout abandonner pour eile. ' 
25G 
In this text therefore there is no case of love 
being a motive for marriage, which is a purely social arrangement, a 
chance to gain in rank, fortune and prestige. 
adultery, not love. 
La Comtesse de Tende 
Marriage inevitably implies 
The story opens with Tende's marriage. It ends with 
his vow never to marry again. This one fact gives a clue to the treatment 
of the marriage theme in this short nouvelle. 
The first pages present a classic situation: a rich 
heiress, Mme de Neufchätel2'1, and a penniless nobleman, Navarre, who is 
casting round for a profitable match. 'I1 jeta lee ycua sir la princesse 
de Neufchatel... cone sur uze personne capable d'un attachement violent 
f 
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et propre ä faire la fortune d'un houme comic lui. '252 Just afterwards, 
however, Navarre falls violently in love with Mme de Tende. What he had so 
eagerly sought is now a torture to him: 'i1 alls, come au supplice, ä 
is plus grande et ä la plus agrrable fortune oü un cadet sans bien eüt Ate 
jamais elevs. '253 It is an ironic reversal for one whose main preoccupation 
Fa 
was fortune ' and grandeur. 
X55 
An equally bitter reversal occurs to pine 
de Neufchatel: 'J'ai epouse un borne par passion; j'ai fait un mariage in4gal, 
&3sapprouve, qui n'abaisse; et celui qua. j'ai pxtife rä tout en aime une 
autre. '256 To wed from love, and expect love in the marriage, is an 
obvious illusion in a world where marriage and love are poles apart. 
257 
The marriage between Tende and the young Mlle de 
Strozzi starts off on the wrong foot: he feels she is too young, ignores 
her, and falls in love with someone else. 
258 Ironically, again, the situation 
is reversed. Her husband 'devint aussi amoureux d'elle que si elle n'eflt 
point ete sa Ic e. '259 In this phrase lies the whole opposition between 
love and marriage: one naturally excludes, the other. Mme de Tende refuses, 
'avec une force et une aigreur qui al. laient jusqu'au rn pris'2609 this 
suddi-n husband, who has no scrup. U d about, preaching conjugal fidelity 
to ivavarre. 
261 Eat when she discovers that Navarre has mado her pregnant, 
she can think of only one solution: 'eile concut quelque 16gere espärance sur 
le voyage que on mari devait faire aupr s d'e12e. 1262 in order to save 
face säe is ready to play at married love, for a single night. This is the- 
nearest their marriage comes to being consummated. 
'La jalousie et les soupcons bien Tondes proparent 
ä'ordinaire les maris .. leurs malbeurs. '263 That marital tu=oil and 
jealousy are natural is the assumption behind this phrase: sende is a 
clcar example of the case, There is a double irony in his informing 
Navarre that his mistress 'ne n rite pas que vous troubliez un aussi 
grand bonheur que le vötre. '264 He not only ignores the fact that Navarre 
is carrying into anguish rather than happiness, but also that the mistress 
he deems so unworthy is ýke: ä'ýe'`tt b he has chosen to be his wife. 
Marriage, then, in this text, symbolizes unhappiness, 
cynical calculation, Social pressure and broken faith. Love and marriage 
cannot co-exist. Yet when they are separated, marriage is seen as a cold 
social contract, enslaving one person to another through social pressure 
and legal restrain t. 
265 Both marriages in CT begin, continue and end in 
jealcusy, bitterness and pain. Tende'B own conclusion is perhaps close to 
the theme of the erhole: 'Quoiqu'il flat fort jeune, il ne voulait jaraie 
266 
se remarier. ' 
Za! de 
In Z, exceptionally, there is a tiny eleMe -ý, F 
married love, in the formal 'happy end' of the novel. 
267 This, however, 
is submerged by other conjugal ties where social and political pressures 
are all-important. The choice is bleak. Either marriage is accepted 
as being concerned merely with fortune and social status. In this case 
infidelity is the rule. Or else marriage is made from love. In this 
case the whole structure will come crashing down. 
When Consalve, in love, desires to marry Nuenn Bella 
268 
the king disapproves: 'la politique269ne voulait pas qu'on les laissit unir 
par nariage. '270 So that when I+ugna Bella comes to change Con$alve for 
I 
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Don Ramire, the royal veto is her prime consideration. 
271 
The change 
seems natural and reasonable to her. 
272 
Nor is this viewpoint a minority 
one. Zabelec actively mistrusts any idea of marrying from love. A husband 
she once loved has fallen in love with someone else and abandoned her. 
273 
The worst thing is, she feels, that 'Je rompis, 4 cause de lui, un mariage 
trös considärable pour ma fortune. '274 Since men are so fickle in love275, 
one may only reasonably marry for money or social position. 
276 And despite 
the happy end, there is hardly a romantic glow attached to Za3de's dealings 
with narriage. 
277 
Don Garcie's love for Hermenesilde must be seen 
in this same perspective. -dis social position is too elevated for her to 
be able to marry him. Grandeur, and loss of it, is the all-important 
word here. 
273 
Even when Don Garcie takes Hermenesilde by force, social 
considerations of a different kind determine a hasty marriage: 'la biense'ance 
et on Amour le voulaient ainsi, et je le devais, faire pour engager le comte 
de Castille dans mes inter"ets. '279 
Ironically, perhaps, it is Alamir, the 1lon Juan of 
the novel, who feels most keenly this link between marriage and social 
position. he suspects -that women only pretend to love him, and really 
covet his title and-position. This explains his horrorstricken reaction 
to Naria's natural desire to consummate their love in marriage280: 'Naria... 
aimait mon rang et celui oh je pouvais 1'elever. '281 Women have nothing 
but 'do la vanitS et de l'ambition. '282 When a woman mentions marriage, 
it is certain for Alamir that she lacks real love. 
283 
And this will 
always be Alaiir's test of love, so convinced is he that love and 
28%. t tr... tr;, of nr..:.. j4 , arriage are 
incompatible. . iiveri he L.. ýý,. n o=r-- ý; e 
in the navel, 
such a viewpoint is by no means eccentric. 
121 
The second factor in Z which makes for the incompatibility 
between love and marriage is the fact that love cannot survive the marriage- 
state. At the beginning of the Histoire d'Alphonse et de Felasire, Alphonse 
declares a simple philosophy: 'Je n'avais pas de repugnance au mariage; mais 
la connaissance que j'avais des femmes m'avait fait prendre la resolution 
de n'en epcuser jamais de belles; et apres avoir tart souffert par la jalousie, 
je ne voulais pas me mettre au hasard d'avoir tout ensemble celle d'un avant 
et celle d'un mari. '285 The amant286/mari contrast is significant. To be 
in love implies a response to beauty and charm: to be a husband means fulfilling 
a social role. The two must not be mixed, since marriage binds one partner 
to the other while love changes ceaselessly, and without warning. When 
Alphonse first meets the beautiful Bälasire, it seems that he will stick 
to this philosophy: 'je proferais le malheur de vivre sans B 1asire e. celui 
de vivre avec eile sans en titre aime. '287 Unfortunately for him, passion 
decides the contrary. The thought of being bound to Belasire by the 
ties of marriage gives him all the jealousy he has predicted. In these 
circumstances love soon withers and dies. 
283 
I331asire has equally frank views on the subject of 
love and marriage: 'Je suis nee avec aversion pour le mariage; les liens m'en 
ont toujours pare trPs nudes et j'ai era qu'il nýravait qu'une passion 
qui pat assez aveugler pour faire passer par-dessus toutes lec raisons 
qui s'opposent a cet engagement. '289 The equation is simple. Not 
to 
marry is associated with raison, marriage with liens nudes and aveugler. 
Cn]. y passion can blind sufficientL3 to make someone take this step to 
serfdom: 'je ne comprends pas qu'on puisse se marier sans amour et sans 
une amour violente. '290 Unhappily for F lasire, she too is swept away 
by love into agreeing to marry Alphonse. But the iierýs rude of his 
V 
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jealousy are unbearable: 'Les jalousies des awants ne sort que fächeusee, 
i 
itai. s celles des maris sont fächeuses et offensantes. '291 To marry out of 
love she see-- as madness. 
Two very important points about marriage are thus 
made in Z. Firstly, that marriage can rarely be freed from the kind of 
social pressures which make its ideals LI(öw x.:. 
292 And secondly, that it 
is better in any case to burn from passion than to marry out of love. 
293 
La Princesse de Cläves 
This novel poses two questions already raised in 
the previous works. If marriage is made purely for social reasons, is 
adultery not then the norn? And if marriage is made from love, can this 
love ever be mutual, and last for any length of time? 
294 
At Court every marriage is a source of conflict for 
the rival factions. Cre dit... consid. ration295... elevation296 are the 
only aims proposed for matrimony. Both the Guise and the Xontmorency 
parties seek to 'gagner la duchesse de Valentinois'297, 
power, by arranging, marriages with her relatives. 
298 
Questions of political 
power and. social position are the only factors taken into account. 
299 
}arriage is also the means of sealing international treaties, or promoting 
friendehip with countries. In this way rienri II works for good relations 
with Spain, Savoy and England. 
100 Thus Prime Elisabeth is obliged, 'apz s 
beaucoup de repugnance'; 
° 
o marry the ageing Philip II. Henri seizes on 
r 
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the occasion to 'faire paraitre 1'adresm et la magnificence do ca cour. '302 
The theme of marriage is employed to stress once more the falsity of the 
world's appearances. A married union is concluded in the name of a love 
which can only subsist outside the bounds of marriage. 
303 
In addition, where love is a factor in marriage, this love 
is never mutual. (Nemours expresses astonishment that Elizabeth of England 
should want to marry him 'par anour'. 
304) The case of N`me de Tournon seems 
to contradict this idea, at first sight. She offers to marry Sancerre, 
out of 1ove3C5, despite the social dakot. f'" this would cause her. 
306 
But she also offers to marry Estouteville, again out of love307, while all 
the time appearing only to mourn her dead husband. Her marital fidelity 
is a three-way affair. It is in this context, where the opposition 
between love and marriage is continually stressed, that the marriage of 
308 
de Cleves is set. 
ý 
The union is arranged by N; mc de Chartres, whose attitude 
to the whole idea of wedded love is disturbingly ambiguous. She declares 
that 'ce qui ceul peut faire le borheur dune feirme... est d'aimer son marl 
et d'en etre aim :. '309 Yet she attempts to find above all a socially 
prestigious partner for her daughter. 
510 
Ironically, her second attempt 
to marry her daughter fails because of political in-fighting at Court. 
311 
Since she has adopted the Court's standards in this particular matter, she 
can have little cause for complaint. Ironically, again, Nme de Chartres 
esce3xp can recommend to her daughter Cleve--, 's bonnes Qualit4s and La 
A further irony, in view of the de Chartres's earlier praise of married 
love, is that 'eile ne craignit point de don. ner ti :a fille un marg. qu'elle 
ne püt aimer en lug. donnant le prince de Cleves. '313 mile next iroiiy 
is 
0 
24 
perhaps the most bitter: Mme de Chartres is glad that her daughter does 
not love Cleves314, and yet spells out the obligations of marital fidelity. 
315 
Ime de Cleves is given a disquieting legacy.. 
In this society Cleves seems exceptional. He loves 
'Elle de Chartres and wishes to marry her. 
316 He even resists when his 
father raises social considerations. 
317 
It is love that he seeks, not 
marriage as such: 'il eflt prsferQ le bonheur de lui plaire ä la certitude 
de 1'epouser sans en etre aim-3.1318 His own worst fears are inevitably 
confirmed. In his new wife he finds only estime and reconnaisGance. 
319 
He is not happy in marrying the woman he lovee320, complaining bitterly 
that hie wife's feelings are only appropriate for a marriage of 
convenience. 
321 For Ime de Cleves, however, it is a marriage of 
convenience, arising from sccial demands rather than personal affection. 
322 
From the outset the situation contains all the seeds of disaster. 
The respective feelings of both partners are sunned 
up time and again in two words: araant for Cleves, devoir for his wife. 
Their relationship is lived at these very different levels: 'Pour etre 
son mari, il ne laissa pas d'etre son amant'323; 'Vous etes ma femme; je 
vous aime comme ma maitresee. ' 
24 For C1iNves there is a continual tension 
between his status* as mari and his desires as arrant 
325 His self-destructive 
jealousy arises inexorably from his keen sense of the total opposition of 
marriage and love, and inability to accept this: 'Jamais mari n'avait eu une 
passion si violente pour sa'femme. '326 The mari-femme relationship is 
incompatible with that of amant-maitresse. 'His wife's supposed adultery 
fuses these two states together, only in the jealous neuroses of his mind: 
'Vom, ayes donc oubli-; que je vous aimais eperdument et que j'etais votre 
I 
ý , >r. 
mari? L'un des deux pout porter aux exti mites: que ne peuvent point ies 
deux ensemble? '327 In this context Cleves's death is convincing. He is 
swept away by 'la douleur que cause 11infidelit4 dune maitresze et la honte 
d'etre tromp par une femme. '328 The opposition tetween love and marriage 
remains complete. 
329 The mari-arrant grouping is seen as an impossible 
pair, negative and positive in the same magnetic field. It is thus futile, 
and pathetic, for a dying Cleves to insist that his love was '16gitime : '343 
Nme de Cleves can utter no words of passion to her 
husband. For her, marriage is bound up with an idea of marital devoir331 
inherited frcm Iime de Chartres, who 'prit de Brands soins de l'attacher 
ä on marl et de lui faire comprendre ce qu'elle devait ä--'inclination 
qu'il avait eue pour eile. '332 After her mother's death, she resolves 
'de ne manquer ä rien de ce qu'elle lui devait. '333 The part of filial 
guilt and obligation in this devoir is obviously preponderant. Thu3 any 
'34 amiti4 and tendresse she has for C1h ves come, not from any married love, 
but from an attempt to fight off her love for Nemours: 'il lui semblait qu'h 
force de s'attacher ä lui, il la d: fendrait contre M. de Netours. '335 One clear 
illuFtration of this is the aveu, that Imarque de fidelite'336 given, 
or half-given, as the only way out for Ime de Cleves. When we know the 
consequences of her confession, we can see a bitter and unconscious 
irony in her description of it as 'cc temoignage de fidelit3 4 un nari qui 
le xn ritait si bien. '337 
It is true that after the aveu r: me de Clhves protests 
her antis and estime for her husband338 , and regrcts having 
lost 'le coeur 
et l'estimc de con mari. '339 But such feelings are no match for passion: , 
'1'anstie quelle avait pour lui at ce qu'elle 2ui devait, faisaient des 
f 
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impressiow äans son coeur qui affaibliscaient 1'id-'e de M. de NNemours; 
mais ce n'etait que pour quelque temps; et cette id44e revenait bientöt 
plus vive et plus prysente qu'auparavant. '340 Ironically, only with her 
husband on his death-bed do Dime de Cleves's feelings for him take cn a force 
which can at least diminish her yearning for Nemours, himself quick to 
realize 'combien cette amitie faisait une diversion dangereuse ä la passion 
quelle avait Bans le coeur. '341 When Cleves dies, she sees{'oue1 mari 
eile avait perdu'342, and 'eile repassait incessamment tout ce qu'elle 
lui devait. '343 The novel's bitterest irony on marriage is that devoir 
and fidA. litä are only a living force when he who inspires them is dead. 
344 
'Les pensQes de la wort lui avaient rapprochi la m4moire de N. de Cleves. 
Ce souvenir, qui s'accordait a son devoir, s'imprima fortement dann son 
coeur. '345 Only with a dead husband can Mme de C1Pves core to terns 
with married love. 
This rejection of marriage as a medium by which love 
can be expressed is conclusively confirmed in r; me de Cleves's final 
interview with Nemours. The mari-ainnt opposition is here vital. Nemours 
is really speaking against himself, with unconscious irony, when he assures 
rme de Cleves that she, alone of all women, would give her husband nothing 
to fear. 
346 her riposte is deadly: 'PZais les hommes conservent-ils de la 
passion dans ces engagements eternels? Dois-je esperer un iriracle en ma 
favour? '347 And with this is condemned any idea of marriage as an 
expression of mutual love. It is a miracle, something beyond the natural 
laws of human life. 'On fait des reproches ä un arrant; mais en fait-on 
ä un mari, quand on n'a qu'ä lui reprocher de n'avoir plus d'awour? '' 
Thus it is the mari-nmrnt distinction which is 
f 
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finally telling. Though Mme de Cleves's resolve to avoid marriage 
ccmetimes weakens349, this central insight is never dimmed: 'les maux de la 
jalousie quelle croyait infaillibles dens un mariege, lui montraient un 
malheur certain oü elle s'allait jeter. '350 A structure supposing 
reciprocity and stability is no place for a passion which by its very 
nature is volatile and spontaneous. 
351 
In this novel, the author casts a cold eye on 
marriage 
SX 
In appearance it is an expression of love. But in reality, 
in this society, it is more connected with social status and the lust for 
power. Where there is love it is never mutual, resulting in jealousy and 
unhappiness. And even if such a mutual love could exist (Mme de Cleves - 
Nemours), it would be a miracle if this frail equilibrium were kept in 
being. Cnce again the accusing finger is pointed at passionate love. 
'Hais lea ho=es conservent-ils de la passion dens ces engagements eterrels? ' 
In the author's perspective of love, eternels is irony at its most pure. 
f 
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Chapter Four 
APPEAPUNCES - apparencee 
(paraltre - croire - cacher - v4rit4) 
129 
APPARENCES 
8) 
As two post-war theses and many other studies have 
confirmed, the conflict between appearances and reality is, with passionate 
love, the dominant theme of ML's fictional world. 
'Les apparences sont bien fausses': Chabanes's 
poignant cry could be set in preface to each of the author's works. 
3 
Constant reference is made to what appears, to what seems to be. This is 
much more than a de'c2 to create authorial distance from the text. Each 
character confronts a world of appearances and masks. The real masks and 
disguises of L'Astree4 have become figurative, but'no less real. If not 
deceived by what appears, the character is blinded by passion to what is. 
Passion, 'then, is inseparable from deception and self-deception. 
5 
The ironic corollary of wearing a mask is a 
consciousness of others' masks, and the desire to go beyond the appearance. 
But the fact of being scrutinized leads to a redoubling of efforts to keep 
up the mask. Can one ever see clearly into one's own feelings or those of 
others? Can a consciousness deformed by passion grasp reality in a society 
there passion and the demands of passion distort all that is? Given the 
importance attached to the theme of appearances, such questions are 
inevitably crucial: 'Est-ce une illusion ou une värite? '6 
The central themes of passion and appearances are 
then indissolubly linked, and form the backbone of ]1's fictional work. 
A reference to one is invariably an allusion to the other.? 
I 
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b) 
The term anparences is not in itself an important 
or frequently recurring word. Indeed, it does not occur in CT. The term 
is, however, a useful umbrella-word grouping a wide-ranging list of related 
words, which in each story have been examined in four groups, under the 
headings paraltre, croire, cacher and verite. F, iretiere's definition of 
the term avparence is a useful introduction to the range of words it represents: 
'- La curface eat? rieuredes choses, ce qui d'abord frappe les yeux. 
11 ne faut pas juger par l'apparence, car souvent les apparences 
sont trompeuses. 
- Se dit aussi de ce qui est oppose I. la x alite, qui nest que faux, 
feint et simule. '8 
The significance of the paraitre9 group is confirmed 
by Styger 
0 
and Kreiterll Indeed, Kreiter points out that 'La frequence du 
mot paraftre dans la PC est de 1 par page (157 emplois er. 154 pages). '12 
Niders 
Sand Qu§nada14slso indicate the importance of the tern p2raitre. 
With paraftre are naturally associated terms such as sembler15, faire 
profession-de 
16 
, repute tation17, faire paraatre, faire voir, air18, maraue191 
Mine 
20, 
vraisemblab1e21, public 
22 
t aux yeux de, and, in PC, terms denoting 
the surface brilliance of Court life, such as munificence, ad?. ration23, 
eclat24, se parer25 
Living in a world of araitre inevitably leads to 
illusion and self-delusion, represented by a group of words headed croire. 
Again, Faretiere's definition of croire stresses the ambiguity of the term, 
and the probability of error which it connotes: 
'-'Etre percuada de la veri. te de quelgae chose qui est certain. 
- Se dit aussi de 1'ina; ination qu'on a Walune chose est vraie, 
quoi quelle snit fausse. '26 
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Other terms in this group include ep nser27, o'ir-aginer23 se flatter 
29 
i, orer, aveugler30, illusion31, dAfiance, inagination32. The hazards of 
judging from what appears to be the truth make croire and illusion fit 
easily into the same group. 
False appearances are caused by secrecy, disguise or 
deception. The third sub-section (under Lacher) groups this range of terms: 
dissimu1er33, secret34, feindre35, Eretexte36, faire semblant37, laisser voir, 
laisser croire, deduiser38, artifice39, affectaticn40, inventer, flatter. 
In this fictional world, cacher seems the most natural instinct, whether 
reaction of self-defence or as a wish to deceive. Society ressembles a 
masked ball, in which no-one can be sure of the identity of feelings or attitudes. 
Can the truth then be known? The terms which suggest 
the search for & reality beyond false appearance are grouped under verit4 : 
d9 co r41 ds5r ter 
42 gclaircir43, eclaircissement44, eclairer45, 
soup-, onner, savoir, connattre, since rite46, certitude47, deviner, rp euve48, 
declarer49, lumiere50. In asociety where every gesture and expression is 
scrutinized, is it possible to go beyond what only seems to be? 
This group of terms which has received thc'general 
heading Ana contains a great number of examples in each text, too 
great-for each to be examined. hzfficent among them may be selected, however, 
to show the importance and the implications of the theme of appearances in 
these four works. 
r 
c) 
La Prineesse de Nontpensier 
In this story society is presented as a world of 
hide-and-seek. Stress is laid on what appears, on what is shown, on what 
is allowed to be seen. And yet what appears rarely reflects what is. 
Illusion, secrecy and deception are constants. 
The author's use of the parattre group of words 
stresses the importance of what in immediately perceivable by each of the 
characters. What matters, for example, is not the fact of Mme de Montpensier's 
beauty, but its effect on Anjou and Guise: 'elle leur sembla fort belle'51; 'Cette 
aventure........ leur parut une chose de roman'52; 'un trouble qui la fit 
paraitre aux yeux de ces princes dens une beaute qu'ils crurent surnaturelle'53; 
'il n'avait encore rien vu qui lui parIlt comparable 4 cette, jeune princesse. '54 
Similarly Caabanes, overwhelmed, 'regardait avec admiration tant do beaute, 
d'esprit et de vertu qui'paraissaient en cette princesse. '55 The author 
carefully avoids giving Iý. ýee de ISontpensier any credentials of virtue. What 
is emphasized is Chabanes's admiration. 
A second point to emerge is how often the appearance 
(e. g. the vertu just mentioned) is false. 'La paix ne fit que paraltre. 
La guerre recommenca aussitöt. '56 The use of parattre here indicates how 
illusory is the semblance of peace in a society to be engulfed by civil 
war. The same procedure is used on a personal level: 'i1 leur fit voir 
une si grande n6cessit6 pour sa fortune ä faire paraitre qu'il n'avait aucune 
pensee d'äpouser Madame qu'il les obligea... 'S7 Faire voir... faire 
aara; tre: Caise presents one image to his family, and they in turn present 
an image to society. In each case the image is false: Guise's desire not 
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to marry Madame arises from his fear of tame do Montpensier'is jealousy. 
Similarly, when Montpensier speaks to Chabanes, whom he has just discovered 
in his wife's bedroom, 'd'un ton qui faisait voir qu'il avait encore de 
l'amitie pour lui'58, the image is as false as the friendship: Montpensier 
merely wants details from Chabanes to satisfy hin jealousy. 
e 
It is not then surprising that croire normally 
indicates a state of illusion. Thus 'un homme que toute la France croyait 
amoureux de Madane'59, Cuise, in fact loves Mme de Nontpensier. A symbolic 
set-piece of the story is a masked ball at Court. Here Mme de Yontpensier 
mistakenly believes Anjou to be Guise 
60, 
just as she mistakenly believes Guise's 
love will not end. - Before, she has been unwilling to admit her love, 
and only gradually realizes 'qu'elle prenait plus d'inter8t au duc de Guise 
quelle ne pen: ait. '61 Then, she cherishes the illusion that she has enough 
moral strength to refuse Guise admittance to her bedroom: 'Elle penca que, 
sans le rappeler, eile n'avait qu'ä ne point faire abaisser le pont. 
Elle crut quelle continuerait dans cette x solution. '62 In the sane way 
Chabanes, concealing his love from Mme de Nontpensier, 'crut qu'il aurait 
toujours le meine desir de le lui cacher. '63 In both these cases crcire 
jr, synonymous with illusion. 
Self-deception goes hand-in-hand with deception 
and secrecy. All the main characters strive to hide their love, or 
the 
jealousy which love provokes. Since love is the dominant force within 
them, the reality of their lives is being hidden. Guise and the young 
Mlle de Mezieres 'cacherent leur amour avec beaucoup de soin. '64 Their 
love 'n'avait ete sue de personne. '65 Guise conceals his love from 
65 
Anjou, his companion-at-arms, while both Anjou and Irontpensier resort 
f 
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to pretexts to hide their jealousy. 
67 (Such terms as feindre and pr texte 
serve equally, of course, to reveal to us the true nature of the character. 
68) 
Chabanes's first instinct, having fallen in love with Fine de Montpensier, 
is to prevent the surfacing of these violent feelings: 'S'il ne fut pas maitre 
de son coeur, il le fut de ses actions. '69 This is an entirely typical 
procedure. 
70 What is important is conduite71, all that is outward and 
visible in behaviour. The image is all. 
Part of the story is set in the Court, or in Court 
society. Here, almost as a matter of course, true feelings must be suppressed, 
and the allotted social role acted out. Thus Guise's early declaration of 
love to Mme de Montpensier is 'afin de s'epargner tous ces commencements 
qui font toujours naltre le bruit et 1'eclat. '72 The one exception quite 
clearly proves the rule: 'conme Mme de Noiriioutier etait une personne qui 
prenait uutant de coin de faire eelater des galanteries que les autres 
en prennent de les cacher... '73 The political intrigues at Court74, 
culminating in the secret plans for the St. Bartholemew's Day massacre75, 
are one manifestation of a wider phenomenon: deception is the coin of the realm. 
Departures from expected behaviour (which are usually 
to serve a love-interest) thus always demand a pretest: 'il inventa une affaire 
consid5rable'76; feienant.... des affaires extraordinaires'77; 'il feignit 'an 
voyage., 
78 Watching eyes are everywhere. Guise cannot publicly express 
his gratitude and love to 1'Ime de Montpensier. 
79 
Anjou, equally full of 
passion for her, takes care 'ä ne lui en pas rendre des temoignages trop 
80 
Qclatants. ' His actions are dictated by the sole desire to avoid public 
display of his feelings8l, so that he cannot openly show his jealous hatred 
for Guise. 
82 The tokens of his love are countless, but always fugitive: 
t 
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'I1 ne se passait point de jour quelle ne regflt Mille marques caches de 
la passion de ce duc. '83 Marques cachees: in these words lies the germ 
of the tension between appearance and reality which passionate love 
necessarily produces, especially in the Court atmosphere. 
Sometimes the mask slips. ]me de Yontpensier finds 
it difficult to suppress every trace of her feelings for Guise. 
84 
Anjou Is 
sharp eye discerns a flash of jealousy: 'Les yeux de cette princesse 
laissaient voir malgx eile quelque chagrin. '85 This is enough to convince 
him. Similarly, Guice 'ne pouvait si bien cacher son amour que le prince 
de hontpensier Wen entrevit quelque-chose. 1 
86 In the Court the slightest 
change in conduite is a clear signal for the watching eyes. 
87 To paraphrase 
Pascal's description of imagination, one might say that the appearances 
are all the more false for not always being so. 
83 
Thus the truth is always sought, but rarely found. 
And what is true one day may be untrue the next.. Passionate love-erupts 
spontaneously. When ? me de Montpensier tells Chabanes that she could only 
have contempt for anyone in love with her89, he 'ne douta point de la 
write de sec paroles. 190 This v3rite is quickly infirmed. An irony of 
this search for the truth, for the reality behind the appearances, is the 
devastating effect of revelation. When Chabanes, tormented by jealousy, 
brings Guise's love-letter to Y. me de rlontpensier, 'eile ne prit point 
le soin de la lui cacher et lui fit avaler ä longs traits tout le poison 
imaginable en lui lisant ces lettres et in räponee tendre et galante quelle 
y faisait. '91 Pci-cn: a diet of falsehood makes poison of the truth. 
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The various elements of the pparences word-group 
k 
are interwoven in the story's dramatic climax, when Montpensier bursts 
into his wife's bedroom to find Chabanes alone with her. What is he to 
believe? He does not know that Guise has just taken flight, yet Chabanes 
is someone he has never suspected. And so he 'ne croyait pas voir ce 
qu'il voyait, et... voulait demgler le chaos eü il venait de tomber. '92 In 
his appeal to Chabanes we are reminded of the traditional quest of the tragic 
hero: 'Est-ce une illusion ou une verite?? 
7. eclaircissez-moi dune aventurs 
que je ne puss croire teile quelle me paralt. '94 Chabanes replies 'avec 
un air qui marquait son innocence. '95 He declaresthat, if he be guilty, 
'ce n'est pas de la maniere que vous pouvez vous l'imaginer. '96 The 
appearances are conflicting and confusing, the more so since Chabanes, 
though innocent of adultery, does in reality love Yoe de Nontpensier. 
When Nontpensier once more appeals for an eclaircissement97 1 all the 
trapped Chabanes can do is to state, pathetically, that Iles apparences 
sont bien fausses. '98 The truism, never so true, is not believed. The 
murder of Chabanes during the St. Bartholemew's Day massacre is accepted 
joyfully by Montpencier as revenge 'de 1'offense qu'il croyait avoir 
regue. '99 Croire signifies here an illusion the more potent for being 
the illusion of a discovered truth. 
'Les apparences sont bien fausses. ' No single 
statement more neatly sums up the theme of appearances in P11. The truth 
is stifled by image, mask, deception, illusion. It is only glimpsed 
fitfully, and partially. Does the author not suggest that the reality 
behind the appearance is that we are condemned to live in a world of appearance? 
f 
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La Comtesse de Tende 
Is what seems to be what really is? If not, can 
the truth then ever be found? And if so, is it more-damaging than the 
false impression held previously? Such are the questions which arise from 
this short nouvelle. The image furnished is throughout of great importance: 
100 
'eile fit paraltre beaucoup d'esprit; le monde la regarda avec admiration. ' 
101 
The use of a term like air is a clear indication of this focus on the image 
What seems to be is what is often unthinkingly accepted, as Tende given102 
ruefully ponders in the case of his wife: 'elle lui ava. it toujours para la 
plus estimable femme qu'il eüt jamais vue. '103 
In this light, the question of public image becomes 
crucial, especially for Tende. He must appear to love his wife, since 
'il avait tcujours conserve des mesures d'hornetete aua yeux du public et do 
son doicestique. '104 In her confession of adultery Mine de Tende takes care 
to assure him that, concerning her liaison with Navarre, 'le public ne 1'a 
jamaic soupgonne'105, and that she has not committed suicide because 'je n'ai 
pas voulu me d©shonorer aux yeux du monde parce que ma reputation vous 
regarde. '106 public, alix yeuz du monde, r5autation, proclaim a world where 
ýKage. käß i reality. rime de Tende hopes that her 
husband will kill her, b¬cause, as she admits, 'je vais faire paraftre 
1'4tat cü je suis'107' that is, her progna. cy. On the contrary, Tende 
feels that if he were to kill her, Ton soupgonnerait aisement la v6rit6. '108 
So he 'r6solut de ne rien laisser voir au public'1091 and inforns his wife 
coldly that 'le desir d'emptcher 1'eclat de ma honte 1'emporte pr sentement 
cur ina vengcance. ' 
I 
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Thus Tende's avenging hand is stayed only by the 
thought of what the outside world would tnirk. his final warning to his 
wife is almost a parody of his obsession with public image: 'Ccnduisez-vows 
comme Bi vous aviez toujours etä ce que vows deviez etre. 'ill Life is lived 
on the-level-. of appearances, with a standard of ideal behaviour to which 
no-one might keep, but to which everyone must ascribe. In his blind 
jealousy Tende has one comfort: 'cette ignorance entiere du public pour 
son malheur lui fut un adoucissement. '112 And his wife can die calmed 
'de voir sa räputation en sflrete. '113 
With the image furnished invariably false, those 
interpreting the image invariably-live in a state of illusion. False image 
without, false belief within: croire usually indicates this world of illusion. 
114 
Appearances are accepted, the vraisenblable believed. 
115 
ime de Tende thinks that 
no harm can come from her liaison with 1Javarre0e11e s'etait senti tant 
de vertu quelle s'etait däfiee ni de lui, ni d'e11e-mZ-me. t116 The result 
is an unwanted pregnancy. 
In this world of false image, everyone has something 
to hide, or someone to deceive. Navarre pretends to love in order to 
marry well, a 'dessein ignores de tout le monde., 
117 
Even Niete de Tende 
is worried by this deception of Irre de Neufchatel and 'du coin qu'il 
prenait de la tromper. 'll$- So for a short time Navarre 'se contraignit par 
ses ordres'119, and reassures Ie de Neufchätel so well that she is ready 
to sacrifice her name and fortune in return for a love which is entirely 
counterfeit, which is even an effort, a 'supplice'. 
120 Ironically, with no 
idea of the secret her fiance is witholding from her, she is busily preparing 
to marry 'secrätement at de ne le declarer que quand il serait fait. '121 
I 
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Two incidents in particular sum up the nature of a 
society riddled with deceit. On his wedding-night Navarre enters Mine de, 
Tende's bedroom, through 'une Porte d6robie'122, and has to calm her worries 
about her reputation. 
123 
His reply speaks eloquently of the world of 
appearances: 'Personne ne le peut savoir. '124 When Tende discovers them 
both together in the bedroom, an explanation (that Navarre has come to seek 
advice about a love-affair) comes so naturally to Navarre that Tende believes 
him. Ironically, Navarre's lie contains several truthful elements. What he 
does not say is the essential fact, that the mistress in question is also 
the honourable wife of the person to whom this plausible explanation is 
being given. 
Navarre excuses his presence here by saying that he 
was only begging Arme de Tende to intercede in his favour with a jealous 
wife, and then adds: 'Elle me refuse de mentir en ma favour...; eile ne veut 
pas trahir son amie. '125 This last is perhaps the grossest lie conceivable. 
Mme de Tende deceives both her best friend and her husband all the time. 
She even attempts to hide her true feelings from Iavarre126, but love will 
out. 
127 This love between Navarre and Lime de Tende, involving a double 
treachery, is the only spontaneous sincerity in the story. Since love must 
be satisfied, imperatively, there is no other way out than to lie, deceive 
and betray. When rlme de Tende'c lover goes away to the army, the is 
naturally 'contrainte de cacher son affliction' 
128, 
and when he dies, 
she has to invent a pretext for her grief. 
129 Sooner or later the truth 
must be told, however, if only because of the child she is ready to 
6e clelivenedoý. 
For once, the appearances krill cpeak for themselves. 
Can the truth then ever be found`? nothing is less 
111 0 
certain. lime de Neufchatel almoet discovers the truth about her husband's 
adultery. J° But in this case the truth is so destructive of any shred 
of self-esteem that she investigates no further. She is alternately 
jealous131 and happy with Navarre132, and when he dies she mourns a love. 
which never existed. 
133 
Love, in any case, can never be shown to be 'true', 
and no-one is prepared. completely to believe professions of love. Kino de 
Tende wonders whether, after all, 'sen arrant n'aimät veritablement la 
princesse. 1 
134 Navarre wants to prove his passion 
135 
by withdrawing from 
his imminent wedding. But if he is deceiving so saccecsfully his wife &d 
his good friend Tende, why should he not, now or later, deceive his mistress? 
Ironically, only Navarre, the arch-deceiver, believes he has attained true love. 
136 
Tende finally discovers the true facts about his 
wife's adultery. When he sees how unhappy she is after the death of Navarre, 
137 he is 'presque eclainro'. Thinking over all that has happened, 'enfin il 
7 
crut voir la verite. '1 
ý 
But on the very threshold of discovery, he 
refuses to go any further. -'il lui restait neanmoins ce doute que l'amour 
nous laisse toujours pour les chores qui coütent trop cher 4 croire. '139 
In the depthc of his mind he resists the invasion of an objective certainty 
which would shatter his world. Finally he postpones any conclusion, 
'remettant au temps it lui donner plus de certitude. 1140 But time cannot 
wait. A pregnant ? rue de Tende knows better than anyone that the truth will 
one day be known, and that her husband already suspects it. 
141 Her confession 
is thus forced on her by events, and is also a tactical move, designed so 
to inflame her husband that he will kill her. 142 She is not moved by any 
final, repenting love of the truth. 
.. 1 
In such a situation we see the pain-such an illumination 
I 
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can cause, despite all Tende's previous suspicions. 'La jalousie et les soupcons 
bien fondis preparent d'ordinaire les maris 4 lcurs malheurs; ils ont 
meme toujours quelques doutes, mais ils Wont pas cette certitude que 
donne l'aveu, qui cat au-dessus de nos lumieres. '1'43 Nos lumiPres: this 
story shows them to be feeble indeed, and bounded on all sides by false 
images. Suddenly in one blinding flash the hapless Tende is enabled to see 
all that has happened between his wife and 14avarre, and the latter's 
deception of both Name de Neufchatel and himself: '1es circonstances, qui 
lui faisaient voir ä quel point et de quel maniere il avait eti trompe, 
lui perYaient le coeur, et il ne respirait que la vengeance. ' 
144 To know 
the truth is to stumble on a whole, unknown world of falsity. 
Aa for Mme de Tende, she is finally brought to a kind 
1.46 
of serenity: 'son äme etait, d'ailleurs, dätrompie45et noyie dans 1'affliction. ' 
This is another sort of illumination, but bought. at such a price that death 
seems more bearable than life: 'elle ne pouvait arreter les yeuz cur aucune 
chose de cette vie qui ne lui fat plus rude que la mort Ome. '147 NSm. e de 
Tende casts her eyes round a darkened world for the last time, and tees nothing. 
Appearance and reality are joined only in death. 
Zalde 
In this novel the terms which have been grouped 
under , araitre are often used for purely descriptive reasons, e. g. 'Elle 
paraissait triste et embarrassee. '148 -This may be taken as a sign of an 
authorial reluctance to intervene directly, erpccially if taken in conjunction 
with the narrative stracture: most of the novel comes in the form of stories 
I 
1' 
told by different characters. 
Usually, however, such words fo. cus our attention on 
reality as it appears to each character, on his own inner world: 'i1 me parut 
qu'elle ne s'etait pas souoiee qua je visse quelle lui parlait. '149 
Terms like marque, air, maniPre, physiononie 
150 
, are evidence of the same 
procedure. 
151 
Don Garcie has no hesitation in declaring the basis of his 
judgement of woiien: 'Nous jugeons de leur esprit par leur physionomie. '152 
E1si°bery looks at Alamir for 'des marques dune passion tr s sincere et 
tres delicate'153, while Za5de feels that Consalve has some love for her, 
on noticing that 'il y avait un air dans ses actions qui le 1ui faisait 
soup; onner. '154 And Naria, suspecting infidelity on the part of Alamir, 
lets herself be deceived by his very tone of voice: `il lui parla dune 
maniere qui la persuada quasi quelle lui faisait injustice. de le soupgonner. %155 
There are so nary instances of the paraitre group of terms that a pattern 
of description is formed which makes us concentrate more and more on the 
reactions of the different characters to events. Reality is multi-sided, 
conveyed and distorted in the mirror of each ran's mind. It is no longer 
the fact that matters, but rather the character's reaction to what appears 
to be. 
The use of the single term parat especially 
underlines this central point. Conealve is attracted, for example, by 
tune personne qui lui paraissait si eatraordinaire. 1156 He recalls how 
NNugna Bella 'ne nzgligea pas de me parattre aimable. 1157 F41ime's whole 
attitude to Alasir is influenced by how he had appeared on their first 
meeting. 
153 She is then deceived into believing that Al. anir might have 
some regard for her by the looks he gave, 'd'une paniere qui m'avait paru 
+ 
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si naturelle. '159 Naria confesses to Alzmir that 'Vous m'avez paru aimable 
dans le premier moment que je vous ai vu' 
160, 
while Alamir himself has no 
cczuples in admitting that what matters is not the fact of love, but the 
appearance of it; 'le plaisir d'etre aime et l'envie de surmonter des difficultes 
fait en not ce qui leer parait de la passion. '161 These few examples, 
fron a great many more, serve to indicate the importance of what appears to 
be. 
This becomes crucial in the case of Alphonse, whose 
sensitivity to the slightest change in outward appearances borders on the 
neurotic. He reaches a whole set of (totally wrong) conclusions about 
his 'rival' on the basis of what seems to him to be: 'il me parut qu, (e)... 
ii fallait qu'il flit prevenu pour Belasire'162; 'i1 me semblait-qu'elle 
cherchait ä s'en consoler avec lui'163; 'il me parat que je n'avais pas sujet 
de me plaindre. '164 paraitre and sembler constantly recur in Alphonse's 
conclusions from the 'evidence'. 
165 This leads to Belasire's anguished cry, 
'cii pouvez-vcus prendre des chosen si peu vraisemblables? '106 But Alphonse 
has only believed what seems to him to be true. He has received this 
'reality' through the deforming prism of his passion. 
167 
Thence the importance of all those terms grouped 
with croire! 
68 
This normally indicates a state of illusion which passion 
169 
has induced: 'il n'y avait qu'une passion qui plat assez aveugler... ' 
Every character in the text lives through these states of unreality 
in which the falsest things are to them the only true ones. Consalve 
falls from one pit of ignorance to the next. He realizes suddenly that 
he is passionately attached to ZaIde, though before he has imagined the 
opposite. 
170 Lox he realizes that all his previous ideas-have-leen false. 
171 
f 
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Similarly, at the court of Lion, Consalve lives as in an unreal world, 
believing only what appears to be, and surrounded by those he holds to be 
his friends172: 'Je me crus mieux avec lui que je n'avais jemals ete, 
173. 
'la consolation de me croire veritablerent aim6'174 ; 'je me croyaia aime 
des personnes qui m'etaient les plus cheres. 1175 The realization of his 
errors leads him to diagnose the same self-delusion in others: 'Nugna Bella 
a cru m'aimer; eile n'aimait que ma fortune. '176 Yet Consalve is never at 
any time enlightened; his love with Zaide is played out against a background 
of illusion, fear and uncertainty 
177; the term croire is at the centre of 
Alphonse's debate with him. 
178 
Small comfort for Consalve to be told that 
'les apparences sont trompeuses si vous n'etes. v6Pi bLL-Me, 4 -aime de Zalde. '179 
He has just been deceived by the most faithful of his friends. how can one 
ever tell? 
180 Passion inevitably deforms the meaning of things: 'Je me flattai, 
comme toutes les personnes qui aiment. '181 
The use of croire in conjunction with s'imaainer and 
Fe f! lRtter is widespread in the case of Alphonse 
182, 
and is an apt enough 
commentary on bis inward state: 'j'etais jaloux de mon ami, et... je le croyais 
mon rival sans croire avoir sujet de le ha! r. '183 Soon Alphonse is reduced 
to despair. If he refuses to believe what appears to be, life is hardly 
worth living. But if he believes, he btows that he is open to treachery. 
'Je ne pouvais donc dämeler quels sentiments il avait pour eile, ni quels 
etaient ceuz-qu'elle avait pour lui. Je ne savais meine tres souvent quels 
etaient les miens. t184 The whole debate with Pclasire turns on the value 
of the word croire, contrasted in E61asire's mind with a futile s' irst-iner. 
For her croire is directed to what is true, s'imcginer to what is illusoi7.185 
Eut Alphonse cannot, in his heart, rake this distinction: 'Jc veux croire... 
clue tout ce que vous re dites est veritsä1e; et que vous ne croyez point 
f 
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que Don 1-. anrique vous airae; mail je le crois, Tiadame, et c' est assez. ' 
1 36 
This last phrase falls like a hammer-blow. It aptly 
summarizes a recurring theme in the novel. Thus Feline prefers, to the 
truth that Alamir loves Zafde and not herself, 'ces moments pr&cieux oü 
il voulait Bien me laisser croire qu'il m1aimait. 1187 And despite Alamir's 
apparent guilt ('toutes les apparences etaicnt que son amant l'avait trahie'188 
E1iAbery wants with all her heart to believe, in his innocence. But she 
cannot189; and ironically, for once Alamir is innocent of infidelity. 
On every tide there is illusion. 
190 Croire here inevitably points to a 
state of false belief. 
But the appearances are falsified not only in the 
distorting mirror of the passion-troubled mind. Reality is-also hidden or 
falsified. 
191 rälime, for example, assures Alamir that the 'apparences sent 
trorpeuses'192, just at the very moment when the appearances point to 
the truth. She feels that she cannot afford to be truthful. 
193 The whole 
history of her dealings with Alamir and Zal de is one of subterfuge. 
194 
In 
this situation there are many folds of irony. dlanir, little realizing 
that he is the object of Felime's secret passion, comes to suspect that 
she is suffering from some unrequited love for someone. Felime is offended: 
'Je ne pouvais supporter qu'il crüt que j'aimaic sans ttre aimee; et il me 
semblait que j'en paraissais moins digne que lui. '195 Cnce again we see, 
in the croire... sembler... para1tre. of her words, the obsession with filing 
an image of oneself. Feelings must be suppressed, or hidden, if they do 
not answer to the idea w: iich people have of themselves, or that which 
they 
wich others to have of them. 
196 
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With the Hiotoire de Consalve the author brings a 
new intensity to the use of words like cacher, feindre, tromper, pretexte197 
The whole Court is a hotbed of treacheries. 
198 Consalve, forbidden by the 
king to pay court to Nugna Bella, conducts his sentimental life with the 
help of nritextes. 
199 
Ironically, this calculated deception turns against 
him. If he may deceive in order to further his love, why might others not 
do the same? Consalve's friendship with Don Garcie founders on the very 
rock that supported it, the fact that they hid nothing from each other. 
200 
Don Garcie uses this past sincerity to hide from Consalve everything that 
really concerns him. Cacher and secret become the dominant themes of the 
new set of relationships between Consalve and all those who surround him. 
201 
The rule here is to keep up the appearances: Don Randre 
'voyait bien qu'il ne fallait pas changer de conduite, ni cesser de vivre 
avec zoi comme il avait. accoutums 
202 
.' Don. Garcie hides his love for 
Consalve's sister with equal skill: 'La passion que le prince avait pour 
eile etait conduite avec tant d'adresse que... personne ne soupconna seulement 
qu'il en fft amoureux. '203 Don Ramire deceives almost as a matter of 
course: '11 etait accoutums ä me tromper et ä me cacher ce qu'il disait 4 
Niigra Bella. '204 At the court of Mon hypocrisy reigns supreme. On the 
surface Don Ramire and Don Garcie are both friends of Consalve, while 
rNugna Bella is supposed to be the latter's faithful beloved, and Hermenepilde 
a loyal sister. At one level below, Don Garcie and Don Kaye are in 
collusion against Consalve, Nugna Bella being Don Ramire's mistress and 
hermeneeilde that of Don Garcie. At another level still, Don Ramire and 
loigna Bella are working secretly for the banishment of Consalve245, while 
within himself Don Ramire is boiling over with spite and jealousy because 
Tiugna Bella is expected to keep up the appearance of her love fcr Concalvo. 
206 
J 
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}ot surprisingly, when Don Garcie finally agrees to have Consai'. ve exiled, 
it is on one condition: 'pourvu qu'il parüt ä tout le monde que c'etait contre 
son consentement. 1 
207 
Consalve's later plea is that 'j'ignorais les trahisons 
de la Cour. 1208 The lesson he draws from his experience, d5fiance209 is 
the realization that nothing is ever as it seems. flow then can one hope 
to have serious relationships with others, unless, as Alphonse says, one 
sets out to be 'naturellement soupgonneux'? 
210 
But can one live with oneself 
in this frame of mind? As Alphonse adds of Consalve's case, 'vos soup-ons 
vous auraient paru injustes. '211 The options seem bleak: trust, and be 
deceived, or distrust methodically, and become neurotic, like Alphonse. 
It is then easy to judge the importance of Consalve's 
anguished question to Alphonse: 'que voulez-vous que je pence de ce que je 
viens de voir? '212 The Histoire d'Alphonse et de Rilasire is the clearest 
illustration of this dilemma. It seems at first that Bä1asire has chosen 
her camp: teile avait une defiance naturelle de tous les horames. '213 But 
very soon, in love with Alphonse, she falls 'into the trap of sincerity: 
'eile ne me cachait point sca sentiments non plus que je ne lui cachais 
pas les miens. 1214 As usual, this-sincerite215 becomes a one-sided affair. 
Alphonse uses BSlasire's honesty to torture her into confessing her feelings 
past and present, while at the same time refusing to believe anything 
that she says, and doing his best to hide his own neurotic feelings from 
her. 
216 It is, again, a'question of image. For Alphonse, ridden by doubt, 
'B51asire ne me paraissait plus la meme personne'217, and even her past 
life, as he has imagined it, seems completely different: 'vows n'etiez point, 
teile cue je vous'ai crue. '218 he himself sees the danger of being too 
I 
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inquisitive, and inquisitorial, and makes an effort 'de ne lui plus paraitre 
deraisonnable. '219 The p)araitre is all. Now B 1asire in turn realizes the 
dangers of sincerity, and hides as much as she can from Alphonse, in 
220 
order not to trouble him.. 
The irony of the situation could hardly to more 
bitter or more bitterly complete. This suppression becomes an almost 
legitimate motive for Alphonse's suspicions. When ßilasirs withdraws to 
a convent, it is thus to `un lieu oü je n'aurais point la honte de voir 
les divers jugements qu'on fait de moi. '221 Judgements, by definition unfair here, 
point to the ever-present gap between the reality of things and the different 
forms this reality takes within each per¬on's mind. As Alamir says, in 
another context, 'cutte physionornie agreable peut cacher un esprit ei facheux. '222 
Where then is this elusive 'truth'? 
223 Can it ever 
be found? Is there any cure ground on which to base judgements? The treatment 
of this theme could hardly paint a bleaker picture. To know the truth, 
Alphonse has to wait for the dying words of Don Manrique, whom he has stabbed 
in a fit of jealousy: 'Je me meurs... et 1'4tat ct je suis vous dost persuader 
de la veritc de mes paroles. '224 Equally, the true state of Mime's 
feelings only comes to light on Alamir's death-bed. 
225 At one point 
Consalve believes that he is on the path to light: 'Eclaire par la penetration 
que donne un amour naicsant... '226 Ironically again, he is on the road 
to illusion. Passion in Z is never a herald of truth. From the moment love 
comes into his life, Consalve no longer knows what is veri. table. 
227 Is 
what he sees, or what he thinks, or what is said to hin, the truth? 
228 
Alphonse may well develop into a neurotic, with his refusal to believe even 'touter 
les raisons qui pouvaient me persuader que ce qu'e11e me disait 
I 
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etait v6ritable. '229 But the causes of his neuroses are within each of the 
novel's characters. Alphonse needs the truth, like an addict in a state 
of advanced deprivation. Just one moie detail, and one more, and he will 
know...: 'il me semblait... que je m'eclaircirais avec eile dune mani re 
qui ne me laisserait plus de soupgon. '230 Nothing is ever sure. 
VeritP? When Consalve finds out the truth about 
all those who surround hire at the court of Lion231, it is too late. He can 
then only take the same course as B 1asire, and flee society in order to 
avoid deceits. But when he meets Zafde, the whole process starts again: 
'Que d'un mot, belle Za! de, vous m'ec]airciriez de doutes! '232 The terms 
dmeler... dAcouvrir... veritable... s'tclaircir punctuate his quest to know 
Za! de's real feelings. 
233 
Until the very end Consalve is flung from one 
doubt to the next. 
234 
Only then can he tell Za! de 'le veritable etat oü 
etait son coeur quand ii 1'avait connue. '235 There is no difficulty with 
the past. But in the present it seems impossible to know the true state of 
one's own heart, let alone that of others. E1$ilbery is tormented by 'l'envie. 
de s'en eclaircir'236 concerning Alamir's real motives. The only 
illumination possible, on the evidence of this novel, is to cone to know how 
little truth and sincerity there are in others, as when Naria, suspicious 
of Alaiir, 'räsolut de s'eclaircir de 1'infidelite de ce prince. '23? At test, 
casks can be Gcrutinized, and an intelligent guess nade: 'J'eseayai de 
d3'meler si elle avait remarquz l'attachement qu'il m'avait temoigne; mais 
il me sembla... 1238 But one fact is certain: the mask is an essential part 
of the personality. 
239 
In these circumstances the author is by implication, 
throughout the novel, suitably ironic abtut word-- like vrai and ýeritab1 hen 
they are used of passion, amour or eentirents. 
240 
In Z truth and love are 
at opposite poles of a disordered universe. 
a. >a 
La Princerse de Clhves 
The development of the theme of the falsity of 
appearances reaches a climax in this novel. From the beginning, the stress 
laid on the ostentation of the Court hides a deeper reality. On both a 
social and personal level, the appearance is what counts. 
241 And when 
even factual reality is obscured or ambiguous, it seems impossible for 
the characters to attain any deeper truth, whether about themselves or about 
the nature of the world in which they are placed. 
The paraftre of the novel's first sentence sets a tone 
which is maintained throughout. 
242 
Depicted is a Court where parade is 
243 
king, a society whose members are seen as 'l'ornement et l'admiration de 
leur siecle. '244 The kings of France and England each receive the other 'aver 
une magnificence extraordinaire'245, while at the (forced) marriage of his 
daughter to the Spanish king, 'le roi no songeait qu'ä rendre ces notes 
celebres par des divertissements oü il püt faire paraltre l'adresse et la 
magnificence de la cour. '246 The general aim is clear: 'Tous les princes 
et seigneurs ne furent plus occupeis que du soin d'ordonner ce qui leur etait 
nrjcessaire pour para! tre avec eclat. '247 Mme de Cleves is reminded by 
her husband that at the coming, celebrations she must 'y paraitre aver la 
meine magnificence que les autres-femmes. ' 
248 
The paraitre is overwhelmingly 
important. 
To be precent at Court is always to paraire. 
Z49 
The P. mbiguity of the term is rich in hidden associations. 
250 The 'soin de 
se parer 1251 is not always limited to visible ornament: 'lcs coulcurs et 
1es chiffres de Mme de Talentiiiois paraissaien: t. partout, et eile paraissait 
i 
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elle-n me. '252 it is not long before we realize how much this appearance 
hides in terms of social rivalry and poisonous jealousy. By its very nature 
the word paraitre suggests that below the surface is a reality which belies 
what appears. Thus the description,, in the opening pages, of a glittering 
Court, is subverted almost immediately afterwards by an account of the 
passions and ambitions which divide the courtiers into several factions. 
253 
the de Chartres crowns this movement with her grim warning to her daughter: 
'Si vous jugez cur les apparences en ce lieu-ci... vous serez souvent trompee: 
ce qui paralt nest presque jamais la värite. 1254 What is 'selon les 
apparences' is as often as not wrong. 
255 
The deccription of Nemours is a 
perfect example of this kind of ambiguity. lie has 'un air dans toute sa 
personne qui faicait qu! on ne pouvait regarder que lui dans tous lee lieux 
oü il paraissait. '256 What matters is what is seen 
257, 
the image provided. 
258 
It is impossible to be sure what the image hides. Nemours has 'une mine 
et une gräce... admirables'259 what is his real character? Nine de Cleves 
wonders how someone 'qui avait toujours fait paraltre tant de 16geret4 pariai 
les fewes, Mt capable d'un attachement sincere et durable. I260 She is 
never to know what lies behind this paraltre. 
Another example of the distance which can separate 
appEarance and reality in society is the case of Mme de Tournon2i'1, who had 
'l'artifice de soutenir, aux yeuz du. -p blic, im personnage si eloigne de la 
verit6. '262 She has played the role of the chaste widow, with an 
'affectation ä paraftre encore affligäe'263, and this despite an affair with 
Sancerre, 'qu'elle n'avait pu laisser parattre. '264 Despite the ease with 
which I; me de Tournon has projected a totally false image'of herself to 
society, Sancerre never realizes that she might deceive him just as easily. 
When he rentions that her love might be in decline, 'eile parat si orfensäe 
I 
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de ses soupcons quelle les lui Sta, entieremcnt. '` 
5 And Scncerre's friend 
Cleves tells him that there is 'aucun fondement sur ses plaintes. '266 Both 
believe totally the image rye de Tournon projects, of a perfectly faithful 
267 
mistress. 
In fact, Nme de Tournon has been perfectly unfaithful, 
and with one of Sancerre's best friends, Estouteville. Only after her death 
can her persona be brought crashing to the ground. `58 Estouteville reveals 
that they 'avaient cache leur passion ä tout le monde, qu'il n'avait jamais 
ete chez eile publiquement. '269 During all this time rime de Tournen had 
managed to safeguard her public image as a chaste and sorrowing widow270, 
and her private image as a faithful mistress to each of two friends 
separately. 
271 No-one, except her, knew anything approaching the truth. 
272 
Clhves's summary of the affair insists especially on her total credibility 
and absolute treachery. 
273 (Only his wife, he adds with unknowing irony, 
is beyond this kind of deception; 
274) 
And so Mme de Tournon becomes, within 
the novel, the living symbol of how false appearances can be. Tantalizingly, 
however, there is no way of knowing when an image is true or false. later 
in the novel both Fine de Cloves and her husband believe that the other has 
275 
leaked out the aveu, and both believe on the basis of vraieemblance. 
Indeed, Nemours does his best to confirm Mme de Cleves's suspicions of her 
husband, though knowing that he himself is the source of the leak. 
276 
There is no evidence but the paraitre. 
Appearances count for a great deal for and between the 
principal characters. I'. me de Cleves has a certain iiage, 'un air qui 
iuspirait un si grand respect et qui paraissait si eloignä de is galanterie'2779 
that he is protected from the attentions of Court gallants. her mother 
I 
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has an important role to play in this image-making; I4me de Chartres had 
'une conduite si exacte pour toutes les biense'ances quelle achevait de la 
faire paraltre une personne oü l'on ne pouvait atteindre. '278 Terms such 
as conduite, biensÄance and paraitre focus the attention on the importance 
of the image provided. 
279 There is no suggestion that this image is 
false. But even if the reality beneath changes, as is the case with Mire de 
Tournon, the image is a prize not to be tossed away lightly: 'peneez quo 
vous allez perdre cette reputation que vous vous etes acquire et que je vous 
rd tant souhaitee. '280 ime de Chartres sees reputation as a bulwark of the 
personality, not as a false cover. 
281 
But in her daughter these two elements 
come to be inseparable: 'elle etait honteuse de paraltre si peu digne d'estime 
aua yeux meme de soT1 amant'282; 'je serai bientöt regardee de tout le monde 
comme une personne qui a une folle et violente passion. '283 The outside 
world must not get to know what she is like, or she will crumble like a house 
of cards. A certain self-respect cannot go without the respect of others. 
Appearances must be sustained, she feels, even though they be false. 
284 
For a long time Me de Cleves gains her husband's 
respect by an appearance of tranquillity and faithfulness which is not 
an exact picture of the self tormented and almost dominated by passion. 
Eut there comes a moment when she can sustain the effort no longer. She knows 
that her desire to leave the Court may arouse Clpves's suspicions. Indeed, 
this leads to the aveu, when her image of tranquil fidelity is irreparably 
r-. hattered. No matter how chaste and faithful ehe seems, Cleves can now no 
longer trust what merely seems: 'vous ne me paraissez plus digne de moi. '285 
This crisis of image comes to a hcad when Weves. is 
I 
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on his death-bed. Ills wife's sorrow 'lui paraissait quelquefoic 
veritable'286, but seems also to be 'des marques de dissimulation et do 
perfidie. '237 His natural instinct, now that he knows his wife's feelings 
for Nemours, is to regard this sorrow as show: '1a douleur que vous faites 
paraitre. '288 There is no reason why this image should not be as deceptive 
as the last. The truism, of appearances, is that they must be kept up: 
one slip, and they will never again be believed. Only at the very end will 
reality and appearance come together for Mme de Cleves, who 'vecut dune sorte 
qui ne laissa pas d'apparence quelle püt janiais revenir. '289 She has already 
left the normal life of men and women, for good. 
The falsity of appearances makes it inevitable that 
beliefs and opinions are rarely accurate. As can be observed from the 
very number of the examples listed, croire (or denser, in this sense) very 
often implies an error of judgemcnt. 
290 What seems true is what is believed. 
'Elle croira, et avec apparence, que cette lettre me regarde'291, says the 
Dauphine, of the Queen's potential reaction to the lost letter. And indeed 
the Queen does believe what is totally false. 
292 
A belief which turns out 
to be true is therefore often formed by curious mixtures of suspicion, fear 
and Guess, as though only a total mistrust of what appears to be true 
will be a guide to the truth. The Dauphine's intimation of her fate 
seems unfounded; 'quelque bonheur qui semble se preparer pour moi, je ne 
saurais croire que j'en jouisse. '293 A shocked Me de Cleves urges her 
not to doubt 'que son bonheur ne rrpondit aux apparences. '294 But the 
Dauphine was to becorce Diary Queen of Scots... Similarly, the astrologer's 
prediction of the king's fate seems ridiculous: 'il n'r a guäre d'apparence 
que je Eoifl tu4 en duel. Nous venous de faire la paix. '295 But what is 
296 
disbelieved, even by those of the courtiers u: a believes it astrolo y, 
f 
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turns out to be true. 
297 The question implicitly asked is simple: is there 
a rational basis for any belief? 
For example, sometimes true opinions are formed, not 
from a keen appraisal of facts, but for uncertain or unknown reasons, such 
as when Guise 
293 
and Cleves 
299 
come to realize that Nemours is paying 
court to Mme de Cleves. They both believe, and are right. But there is no 
reason why they should not be wrong. To believe anything is to buy a 
lottery ticket for the truth. Thin central theme is well illustrated in 
the case of the three main protagonists. Though warned by her mother .. 
to have 'une extreme defiance de soi-meme'300, rme de Cleves finds it 
difficult to put this rule into practice. An example is the number of 
occasions on which she feels that she can no longer possibly love Nemours, 
such as after her mother's death. 
301 Then she realizes that 'eile s'4tait 
; Gý3 
trompee'302, and 'eile ne se flatta plus de 1'espe-'rance de ne le pas aiiner. ' 
This renunciation of self-flattery does not persist. On other occasions the 
came illusion returns304, and is again destroyed. 
305 Her mother's advice 
of 
_d-. 
fiance has been justified, if painfully. Thus Mme de Cleves 
misinterprets her own chagrin: 'Maie eile se trompait e11e-meme; et ce mal, 
quelle trcuvait si insupportable, etait la jalousie. '306 fi-nce suggests 
that self-delusion can be avoided only by a systematic effort to mistrust 
all natural feelings and ideas. 
307 
Haunted by this possibility of self-delusion, 
?: me de Cleves finds it impossible to escape illusions about Nemours, even 
about whether he really loves her. It only takes the thought, planted by 
her r"other, that he might be in love with the Dauphine, and '. eLle crut 
si bien voir cewbicn ellc s'ätait trcmpee danc teat ce qu'elle avait pensi' 
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des sentiments de ce prince. ''9$ She thinks how 'ello aurait pris tout 
cc que l'on disait du changemert de ce prince pour des marques de ca 
paseion si elle n'avait point etes d6trompie. 'ý9 But she only has to talk 
with Nemours for this whole idea to be overturred. 
310 Croi. re... Pe tromper... 
enser.., rp endre... margue... e dätrorpr; such constantly recurring terme show 
how N, ne de Cleves is lost in that world of illusion, prejudice and 
distortion which is the ordinary world of each character. She is only 
finally convinced when all the different pieces of evidence point in the 
same direction. 
311 
Yet this conviction of Nemours's love only plunges 
Flore de C1Pves into greater whirlpools of uncertainty. She has no idea 
how to respond to him: tElle'croyait devoir parler et croyatt ne devoir rien 
dire. ' 312 She cannot reach an acceptable or stable image of the na. n she 
loves. Her opinion of him one moment is destroyed the next. The letter 
episode is a clear example. Nemours works hard to persuade her that the 
letter had nothing to with him: 'jo vous ferai biantöt voir la verite. '313 
But this v, rit3 does not seem vraisemblable. 
314 As for Nemours's arm Pnts, 
hme de Cleves 'ne les crut pas väritables'315, till he attempts to prove 
his case with a document. Then 'eile trouva une apparence de v6rit6 it ce quo 
lui di. ait M. de Nenours. '316 However Ißme de Cleves finally believes, because 
in her heart of hearts she wants to believe: 'co ^. e on per-made ai., ment 
une värite agr-able, ii convainquit Mme de Cleves. '317 
There are echoes of Port-Royal in that deadly Phrase, 
'une verite adreable. '318 Thus the Queen can declare: 'Je le veuz croire... 
parce que je le souhaite; et jc le couhaite, p`srce quo je dire que irous 
soyea entierement attar:. moi. '31'9 It is never sure roil mAch what it3 
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believed cones merely from the desire to believe. 'Cet homme, que j'ai 
cru si diff: rent du reste des hommes'320, is N. me de Cleves's bitter comment 
when she realizes that Nemours has betrayed the aveu to the Court. Illusion 
follows hard on disillusion. Can she ever be sure which is which? 
This pervasive uncertainty confers a certain symbolism 
cn the scene where Fame de Cleves thinks that she has seen Nemours in her 
country garden. The terms used here are those which we have seen recurring 
throughout the novel: 'Quand eile eut fait quelquue x-, flexion, alle pensa 
quelle s'etait trompäe et que c'5tait un effet de on imagination d'avoir 
cru voir M. de Nemours...; elle ne trouvait nulle apparence qu'il eßt 
entrepric wie chose ci hasardeuse. '321 She'makes a considered judgement, 
and is wrong, though all the appearances are against Nenours's presence in 
the garden. There seems no sure foundation for any belief or idea, no 
difference between penser and se tromper, voir and croire voir, roflexion 
and imagination. It is this very uncertainty which breeds jealousy, and 
fear, and suspicion, and which is one of the main reasons given by gee de 
C1eves for not marrying Nemours: 'Je vous croirais toujours amoureux et 
aime et je ne me tromperais pas souvent. '322 
Even Nemours, who seems so ebulliently eingleminded 
in his quest for Mme de Cleves's affections, is not always sure whether 
she loves himnor not. She has a husband 'qu'il croyait tendrement aim¬3'323, 
and she herself can be so cold that 'eile lui 8ta quasi toute la joie 
qu'il avait de so croire aims d'elle. '324 he comes almost to doubt what 
she has said in her confession to her husband: 'I1 ne savait quasi si ce 
qu'il avait entendu n'etait point un songe,: tant il y trouvait peu de 
vraicemblence. '325 There seems no way of knowing. '11 ätait"si eperduaent 
I 
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amoureux delle qu'il croyait que tout le monde avast les mimes senti! ents. '326 
To believe or not to believe? This is the core of 
Cleves's dilemma, from the aveu to his death. Me de Cleves must plead with 
him to believe her words rather than his own suspicions: 'Croyez, je vous 
en conjure... 
327 The idea that Nemours has gone to see his wife sets 
328 
Cleves's imagination on fire. he cannot believe that she has refused 
to see the man she loves: his r'et!. 0643° to her are 'bien fondes. '329 Her 
own assurances, 'fondles sur la verite'330, calm him331, but do not take 
away his belief in her unfaithfulness. Only her tears and supplications, 
c, n his death-bed, can change his mind: 'Je ne sais... si je me dois me laisser 
aller ä vouc croire. '332 There seems no reason why he should believe her, 
and he does not seem totally convinced. Such belief requires an act of 
faith in the other person's sincerity: once this faith is destroyed, no such 
belief is possible. 
By a complete abstention from comment, the author 
naturally increases the uncertainty which envelopes each character's 
judgement of the truth. No-one is privileged, not even the heroine at the 
cnd of her long struggle: 'elle appela h son secours... toutee les raisons 
quelle croyait avoir pour ne 1'epouser jamais. '333 And, 'lee raisons 
quelle await de no point epouser M. de Nenours lui paraieeaient fortes... 1334 
A; rme - de Clhves's voyage of discovery only ends when she has left the world 
of appearances for good. 
The kaleidoscope of appearances, with the subsequent 
potential for illusion, has a major source in the masks men wear. 
335 
Cacher 
- and similar terms are ks `' 
6 
y-:: orris in a sxietf kliere nothire is as it týprears. 
33 
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}me de Chartres, in educating her daughter, once again makes a comment 
which sets the tone for the novel as a whole; 'elle lui conta le peu de 
sinc6rit3 des homes, leurs tromperies et leur infid-ilitö. `337 If the 
reference to lee hommee can be extended to include ran in general, '- 
then no statement more accurately reflects the condition of the society into 
which the young princess is introduced. 
333 In a Court split into different 
cliques ', there reigns a permanent atmosphere of intrigue. Secrecy is 
340 the watchword. Even with, the king on his death-bed, the surface is calm: 
'tour les mouvements etaient caches et l'on ne paraissait occupe que de 
l'unique inquietude de la sant6 du roi. '341 Nothing is said openly and 
freely. 
342 
Ironically, the Queen tells the Vidame 'qu'elle n'avait trouve 
perconne en France qui ef1t du secret. '343 This is a prelude to her 
entering a secret pact with him. 
344 
Animosities and rivalries are expressed in the same 
underground manner. 
345 
Typical is the Queen's attitude to the king's 
mistress. She seems not to mind this relationship, 'mais eile avait une 
si profonde dissimulation qu'il eitait difficile de juger de res centinients. '346 
Later she confesses, -to a Vidre sworn to secrecy, how wrong this 
a arence is. 
347 The rare exceptions to this obsession with secrecy are 
couched in a language which makes secrecy seem the norm: 'il... cncha si peu 
on emportement que.. '348 ; 'il y fut si peu maitre de sa tristesse que... '349 
The came could be raid of the expression ne out Plern cher äe, which implies 
not so much openness as secrecy and constraint. 
350 In this Court, love 
and secrecy are inseparable. Friend hides from best friend this or that 
liaison. 
3' The Dauphine might declare to Kme de Clhves that 'je n'ai rien 
do cache pour vous. '352 But even if this be true, lime de Clhyes hides from 
her friend both her love for Neours and even peripheral details such as the 
f 
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truth about the Vidame's lost letter. 
353 
Ironically in this affair, the 
Dauphine, thinking herself in the know, tells mime de C14ves how she has 
to 'dsguieer la verite'354 to keep others from learning the secret. Love 
leads inevitably to deception. The letter itself, with its tortuous hide- 
and-seek of passion, would alone verify this central theme: cacher and 
tramper are its refrain. 
355 
A clear example of this constant hide-and-seek is 
the Queen's liaison with the Vidame. lie has promised to hide nothing from her, 
and hides everything. 
356 
When the Queen suspects this, he reassures her 
'ä force de soins, de soumissione et de faux serments. '357 The lost 
letter is a great risk: 'Si la reing voit cette lettre, eile connaitra que 
je l'ai trompäe et que presque dans le temps que je la trompais pour Mme 
de Themines, je tron: pais rime de Thnnines pour une autre. 
353 
The mask 
cannot be dropped: 'jugez quelle i. dee cela lui peut donner de moi. ý359 
It is unthinkable to reveal the truth. Every small brushstroke by. the 
author, such as the number of times the term pry texte is used360, or 
sickness is feigned3G1, tends to increase this atmosphere of secrecy, 
intrigue and treachery. 
362 
This is the climate in which the major relationships 
of the novel evolve. The three main characters have their masks too. 
Cleves's reaction on the one occasion, the aveu, wken the norm of secrecy 
is disregarded, is an indication that his preference for marital sincerity 
363 
is purely theoretical. Indeed, he himself has never dared show his wife 
the 
extent of his passion for her. -'je vous en ai cachi la plus Grande partie. '3ö4 
After the aveu, his one thought is to hide from everyone any expression 
of his wife's feelings, however innocent. If she is to leave the Court, 
f 
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it must be 'sans qu'il parQt qu'il ett dessein de l'en eloigner'365, or 
'sans qu'il parOt de changement dann ca conduite. '366 The mask must be 
complete. Ironically, when the secret of the aveu has been let out, Cleves 
charges his wife with the task of persuading Nemours and the rest of the 
Court that the whole business was 'une fable oü elle n'avait aucune part. '367 
Nemours might have some suspicions, Cleves adds, but if she 'ne faisait 
paraitre aucune faiblesse', then in Nemours's mind 'toutes ses pensees se 
detruiraient aishment. '36$ CT'eves's ignorance of 1emours's eavesdropping 
gives a grim humour to this attempt at concealment. We are reminded of the 
Emperor and his clothes. Inevitably, Cleves's first major accusation 
against his wife is that 'vows n'avez Pu cacher vos sentiments. ' 
369 
Nemours's mask is as complete as any other: 1i1 avait 
plusieurs mattresses, mais il etait difficile de deviner celle qu'il 
aimait veritablement. '370 His secrecy over his new love371, however, comes 
from the simple realization that publicity will destroy it. 
372 his attempts 
to gain access to rime de CThves necessitate one artifice after another. 
373 
The escalier d4robä374, by which he comes to see her for the last time, 
is a fitting symbol of this important aspect of their relationship. It-is 
true that Nemours has no wish. to hide his love from P: me de C16ves, but 
even here, he cannot be spontaneous: 'Co, mencerai-je ä lui parlor ouvertement... 
375 
afin de lui paraitre un homcne deveru hardi par des espsrances? '- 
Within 
his apparent openness, what counts for him is his image in rime de Cleves's 
eyes. There is no escaping the tyranny of the paraltre. 
The focus of the cacher group of words is naturally 
Y me de Cleves, struggling throughout to appear other than she is, in a Court 
full of questing eyes and listening ears. 
376 he tries, thouýh not without 
I 
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some effort, to hide her feelings from her husband. 
377 
She is schemed at 
having to find pretexts, 'de se vouloir servir dune fausse raison et de 
diguiser la verit-,. t378 Even the aveu is neither spontaneous nor complete379, 
and this half-frankness has disastrous consequences. Thus Niete de Claves's 
question to her husband is not as rhetorical as might seem: 'Est-il possible... 
que vows puissiez penser qu'il y ait quelque däguisement dans un aveu comme 
le mien? '380 But why should he believe? The suggestion is that it is better 
to hide everything, rather than cover up only in part. '81 
Even with her mother, Iime de C1Pves hides her feelings 
for Nemours. 
332 And Yme de Chartres, noticing this, hides this knowledge 
from her daughter 
333, 
so that she can speak of Nemours with seeming 
impartiality ('louanges empoisonnies'384). All of this adds a certain 
irony to her scepticism as to her daughter's sincerity. Both now 
385 
begin an elaborate game of hide-and-seek with each other and with everyone 
e1Ee. Thus Mme de C16ves first feigns not to have heard of Nemours's 
preference that his mistress should keep away from a ba11386, and finds 
within herself a convenient 'raison de s4verite' for wishing to absent 
herself from the next Court ba11.387 This necessitates a public pretext, 
one of sickness, and this pretext is suggested by her mother, who sees very 
well the true reason. 
388 Ir'hen doubt is cast on this pretext, therefore, 
it is r1me de Chartres who steps into the breach and lies to save face. 
339 
Nemours is left to ponder this apoarence390 The appearances have been saved. 
With her mother dead, hiding her love for and from 
Venours becomes for I. me de Cleves her major defence against total 
391 392 
capitulation to passion. 'Jemais aucune marque', is her resolve. 
I 
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She can manage this before the Court. 
393 
But she cannot sustain this 
delicate position indefinitely against the searching, pleading gaze of 
1cnours. 
394 Whatever mask she wears, the mask must slip. !n attitude 
either of warmth, or of coldness, will defeat her aim. On the one hand 
are 'marques de scnsibilit6 '395, and on the other, a bitterness which 
'avait fait paraltre des sentiments de jalousie qui etaient des preuves 
certaines de passion. 
396 Thus the claim she makes to her husband never 
to have given the least mark of her feelings to Nemours is self-evidently 
falte, and contradicted by herself. 
397 
Nor can her husband believe this 
claim. 
399 Some of P. me de CThves's attempts to keep up appearances verge 
on the hypocritical. When she allows Nemours to steal her portrait rather 
than alert anyone to his love for her, 'eile fut bien aise de lui 
accorder une favour quelle lui pouvait faire sans qu'il süt meme qu'elle 
la lui faisait. '399 Equally, her affliction at having shown Nemours her 
concern for him, and her pain that 'eile n'etait plus nialtresse de cacher 
400 
ses sentiments' 
401, 
are not unmixed with other feelings: 'cette derniere 
douleur n'etait pas si entire et eile 6tait melee de quelque sorte de 
douceur. '402 The hide-and-seek is also with herself. 
403 Cnly at the end, 
in a single interview with Nemours404, does rime de Cleves voluntarily drop 
her mask, and allow the light to play on the tensions and contradictions 
of her whole self. 
But this is a unique case, a single point of light. 
Otherwise the element of 'discovery' in the novel is minimal, and superficial. 
if the appearances rarely reflect reality, if each person is inevitably wrong 
in his ideas of what that reality is, if moreover there is a universal urge 
on each person's part to mask his own reality for others, how in these 
I 
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circumstances can the term verit4 have much meaning? There is a certain 
05 
irony in the association of the terrac passion and veritable. 
Even more ironically this situation, where discovery 
is rare, occurs in a Court where all are constantly striving to tear down 
each other's maeks. 
406 Such attempts can be dangerous when they concern 
important matters of state. Thus only a few courtiers, disturbed by 
? ine de Valentinois's hold on the king and on state affairs, tont voulu 
eclaix-er le roi sur sa conduite'407, but 'ont peri dann cette entreprise. '408 
Given these unpalatable facts, the curiosity of all is channelled into 
discovering as much as possible about the secret relationships of love 
which proliferate in the Court atmosphere. 
409 The whole series of attempts 
by the Dauphine and others to discover the identity of Nemours's new 
dstress is an obvious example. 
410 Ironically, the Dauphine makes all 
these 'revelations' known to lime de Cleves. he has 'aucun soup-on de la 
verits'411 at the very moment she feels she has discovered the truth. 
Even this kind of discovery is not always fruitful. 
The Queen triumphantly tells the Vidame that his love-life 'est conru'412, 
while all the time he is hiding something from her, and is able to discover 
exactly all that she knows about him* 
413 
With all her investigating, the 
Queen only finds out about the Vidame's real character when many others already 
know. 414 If ; one de Chartres sees behind her daughter's mask, this is due 
as much to the exceptional nature of their relationship as to an eagle eye 
which never rz sses the slightest change of expression. 
415 Pew others, in 
their obsessive curiosity, can detach themselves from the very appearances 
which they seek to break through. 
I 
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This is certainly the case with Nemours. He strives 
throughout to discover the true state of Yme de Cleves's feelings. After 
his eavesdropping during the aveu, he at first seems to have no doubts. 
416 
Eme de CThves loves: it is a matter of certitudes. 
417 But no sooner is 
this said, than he is begging Nme de Cleves to prove that she loves him: 
'Laissez-moi voir quo vous m'ai. mez...; laissez-mci voir vcs sentiments; 
pourvu que je les connaisse par vous une fois dans ma vie. '418 Despite his 
certitudes, he wants to know for certain. If he is loved, why ehould 
1me de Cleves refuse him, especially after her husband's death? This 
uncertainty will push bin to 'tenter quelque voie d'eclaircir ma dcctinae. ' 
419 
The final act of the novel, as in a tragedy, becomes one of discovery. 
Like his rival, C14ves has from the beginning desired 
to know if me de Cleves really loves him. 
420 He complains that she only 
gives 'de certaines apparences dont je serais content s'il y avait quelque 
chose au de14. '421 In one sense, like dime de Chartres, he has an 
exceptional relationship with reue de Cleves: he is not easily fooled. 
422 
Indeed, the very tide of his rising suspicion provokes the aveu123 But 
this very perspicacity rakes him embark, like Alphonse in Z, on a futile 
quest for total discovery. From first trying to find out the name of 
his wife's lover he is driven to investigating whether she is being 
unfaithful to him. 
424 Alternatively, he closes his eyes, with the desire 
not to know anything. 
ý`25 
Eis 'discovery' of his wife's unfaithfulness 
is then perfectly unfomided and totally accepted. 
Cleves tries to discover 'la vprite tout entiere. '426 
Yet he seeks the truth only on one level, accounts of when and how 
IIE 01IS and his wife have met. Even on this level, what he knows is a 
I 
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caricature of reality. His quest for enlightcnment is no evidently 
self-destructive, that it is easy to understand his death-bed lament 
for blindness; 'Que ne me laissiez-vous dans cot aveuglement tranquille 
dont jouis: ent tart de maris? '427 he has to struggle between the v_rits 
of his wife's sorrow and affection428, and the vraisernblance of her 
infidelity. 
429 
Like some Thea.. e, struggling through other labyrinths, 
Cl ves's final words have a tragic pathos: 'Vous m'avez eelairci trop tard. '430 
The tragedy is that in pursuing only one superficial level of truth, Cleves 
has been unable to discover the reality of his wife's lonely vigil. It will 
be left to The de Clb3ves to come to a discovery. 
This discovery is bound up with a Inowledge of the 
truth about herself. The first step towards self-discovery is the 
realization that passion is a mystery to her, and that she is a mystery 
to herself431: 'Elle avait ignore jusqu'alors les inquietudes mortelles de 
la defiance et de la ja]ousie. '432 But this journey towards the light is 
not a simple linear one. The garden scene, with the possibility of 
Nemours's presence, is again symbolic: 'il valait mieux der-eurer dans le 
doute of eile etait que de prendre ]. e hasard de s'en eciaircir. '433 
Fear, prudence and unadjUtted complicity continually suppress her desire to 
know. 
Only in the last, long interview with Nemours 
does time de Cleves face up to 
in which, for the first time, 
examined and openly refused. 
a figment of her iv: arlnation. 
the truth. She moves into a new perspective, 
passion is openly admitted434, openly 
fier reasons for not marzyine may just be 
435 
tow can she, a passion-bound subject 
436, 
differentiate clearly between imagination and objective trat-119 She 
expresses the need for 'des Vaes claires et distinctes. '437 The Cartesian 
1. )7 
ring of the phrase iv. itself Coavýýcýs of her struggle for truth. After 
this long interview with Nemours, she has a moment of panic, to have spoken 
so frankly 
43P 
, so. that 'eile ne se connaissait plus. '439 But this is 
momentary. No matter how much passion still unsettles her, she has now 
arrived at an unshakeable truth (which wg as readers can verify throughout 
the novel), the malheur certain440 of yietcUj to passion. 
This movement towards a new perspective is crowned. 
for rime de Cleves by a long and serious illness: I Cette vue si longue et ci 
prochaine de la wort fit paraltre ä I! me de Cleves les chores de cette vie 
de cet oeil si different dont on les voit dann la sant3. '447' The cold 
light of death has played on all the world's appearances and deceits, and 
they now seem to stand out clearly for the first time: 'Les passions et les 
engagements du monde lui parurent tels qu'ils paraissent aux personnes qui 
ont des vues plus grandes et plus eloignees. '442 The hint of authorial 
comment here gives this paraitre a firmer validity than previously. The 
final point is reached in , 'me de C1Qves's last message to Neaours: having 
renounced him, 'les autres choses du monde lui avaient pare si indifferentes 
quelle y avait renonce pour jamais. '443 The paraftre of the world is 
dead. No discovery could be pore final, or more pessimistic. The choice 
is between the falseness of the world and the truth of death. 
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Chapter Five 
APPEARANCES AND REALITY - trouble 
- Eu pri £e 
- voir 
- avcuer 
169 
TROUBLE 
a) 
The Trouble group is closely related to the themes 
both of passion and appearances. These terms suggest the power of passionate 
love, and thus of the irrational, on the personality. They indicate, too, 
the gap between the appearance which is each character's mask to the world, 
and the reality of emotional disorder which cannot completely be hidden. 
1 
These terms therefore represent phenomena of unease and confusion which 
constitute a kind of language. From beneath the simple appearance come 
symptoms of a complex and disturbing reality. The use of such terms 
reveals an author bent not on performing some cold analysis of passion 
but on evoking fleeting and opsque emotional states. 
I 
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b) 
This email cluster is grouped around the figurative 
use of the terms trouble2 and embarras3, terme which recur with a certain 
frequency. 
4 There are few associated words: troubler5, enbarrasser6, 
agitation?, confusion8, roir9, enotion. 
10 The confusion which these 
terms all connote significantly relates to the dominant themes of passion 
and appearances. No examination has been made of other meanings of the terms, 
much less common in the texts and unrelated to their main themes (e. g. embarras 
meaning 'Difficulte, obstacle... 
"') 
. 
f 
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c) La Princesse de Montpenrier 
An appropriate introduction to the use of these terms 
is perhaps the following extract from the text. Guise has just declared 
his love to hme de Nontpensier: 
'La princesse fut d'abord si surprise et ci troub1 e de ce discours 
quelle ne congea pas ä 1'interrompre: maic ensuite, etant revenue 
ä eile et commengant ä lui r pondre, le prince de Iiontpensier entra. 
Le trouble et l'agitation ßtaient peints sur le visage de la princesse; 
la vue de son mari acheva de l'embarrascer, de sorte quelle lui 
12 
en laissa plus entendre que le due de Guise ne lui en venait de dire. ' 
Strikingly here, we are not told what rime de Montpeneier 
begins to say to Guise, nor do we know, in what manner the jealous husband 
approached them or Guise left. The language of the passage translates 
essentially the tension which exists between the inner reality of A". me de 
Nontpensier's emotions, and the mask worn for Guise and for her husband. 
Our attention is here clearly being directed from the outset towards her 
reactions to Guise's declaration: 'si surprise et si troublee... qu'elle ne 
songea pas ä... ' Her emotional confusion, an uneasy mixture of the 
half-spontaneous and the half-repressed, precedes any rational consideration. 
Troubl4e here implies all the desordre and confusion of Richelet's definition: 
passion struggles with the refusal to acknowledge its existence and the 
desire to suppress all evidence of it. This suppression becomes even more 
difficult for }. me de ? ontpensi. er when her husband enters, to find her alone 
with Guise. 'Le trouble et l'agitation etaient peintc sur le visage de la 
princesses is vue de on mari acheva de l'embarras: er. ' Trouble... a itation... 
I 
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embarrasser: the terms again stress the gap between appearance and reality, 
and bring us to the hart of I9ne de I; oatpensier's double conflict. She 
nao variier declared that she scorns the very idea of a love affair, and she 
knows that her husband is jealous. Yet rational considerations cannot 
suppress evidence of passionate love. Trouble and embarras speak despite 
herself, 'de sorte quelle lui en laissa plus entendre que le duc de Guise 
en venait de dire. ' For a moment the surface show cracks, and her husband 
glimpses the reality beneath. 
Trcuble" is enployed elfiewhere in similar situations, 
to indicate the confusion of Tfne de Montpensier13, Chsbauesln and Guise. 
15 
Each use of the terms demonotratee the violent force of paocionate love, 
as when Ne do Iiontpensier unexpectedly meets Guise for the firnt time in 
three years: 'Sa vue lul apporta un trouble qui la fit un peu rougir. '16 
The mask can never be perfect, ; since love escapes complete rationhl control. 
Ixne de I. ontpensier's trourle is doubly revealing. it reveals love to herself, 
and reveals love in its reality as an emotional dicorder: 'olle en avait et4 
troubl4e par la honte du souvenir de l'inclination quelle lui avait 
autrefcis temoign4e. '17 Trouble is thus an important symptom of the power 
of the irrational within. 
La Comtesse de Tende 
Trouble expresses a iozent of truth. Such a moment 
comes when Navarre uncxpectedly suggests his love for N. me de Tende: 'i1 y 
eut un trouble et un silence entre eu:, plus parlant que leo paroles. ' 
18 
f 
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The eloquent language of their unease signifies to each of them a passion 
which reason refuses, but which neither can control. Trouble and erbarras 
are an infallible sign of passion19, of appearances which, under the pressure 
of emotion, cannot be kept up, as when Tende finds Navarre in hic wife's 
bedroom. ` In this situation Navarre can keep wearing his mask of innocence 
'sans se troubler'21, but' N, me de Tende only 'cacha son trouble par 1'obscurite 
du lieu oü elle etait. '22 Despite the signs of confusion, the appearances 
of unconcern are saved. 
Tende comes to understand the language of trouble 
later in the story. Nurse de Tende, having simultaneously discovered her 
pregnancy and her lover'-- death, cannot hide her grief and bewilderment 
from her husband, who . 'lui donna encore un trouble et une confusion 
qui lui fut nouvelle. '23 As for Tende, 'il sortit de la chambre plein de 
trouble et d'agttation. '24 Trouble marks the distance between the appearance 
25 
of calm and the reality of depths discovered within, unknown and feared. 
Zalde 
Trouble here constitutes a kind of involuntary 
language. The sight of someone 
26, 
or what he says or writes 
27, 
can unleash 
hidden emotional forces. These terms are a constant reminder of the power 
of passion and of the falsity of appearances. Thus Alamir realizes Naria's 
Gß 
fascination for him by the ccnfusion Fhe manifests on seeing him. 
And when Feline has to explain the effect of Llanir'a sudden presence, she 
does it in terms such rc 'J i»e1 ; oint f-je : urpricc et troub]. ee!, 'ron 
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trouble', 'l'embarras oü il me voyait. 1 
29 This makes Alphonce's question 
to ßelasire significant for the neurosis that will destroy him: 'Votre coeur... 
n'a jamais ete troubls au nom et a la vue de ceux qui vous adoraicnt? '30 
He even desires to investigate, and perhaps sEe her control, the involuntary 
movements of the soul.. 
These terms often translate the painfully opaque nature 
of love, difficult either to comprehend or to articulate. 
31 When Don Ramire, 
supposedly Consalve's friend, speaks to Nugna Bella, supposedly Consalve's 
beloved, of a passion he feels for... someone, 'elle en parut embarrass5e et 
il en fut embarrasse lui-meme. '32 Each half-suspects what the other 
feels, but tie trouble33 experienced is the only language possible. A 
similar situation is when F©lime, very much in love with Alamir, is asked 
by him to talk confidentially about the man she loves. The only language 
she can use is that of confusion, 'embarras... trouble... agitatien... embarres. '34 
Consalve's relationship with Za! de is symbolic of 
many another; they literally do not speak the same lance age. Emotion 
is not explained, it is ambiguously revealed, by embarras and trouble. 
35 
There is no way of knowing exactly what the language sifnifies. These 
terms are symptomatic of the whole world of the irrational and violent 
which passion creates, or represents36: 'un trouble qui n'ötait la 
connaissance de moi. -m me. '37 Preten§ions to rational control are swept away. 
Troubler is the term chosen to describe the effect of neurotic jealousy on 
Alphonse's mind. 
38 The Trouble group of words is, therefore here an eloquent 
witness of passion's force and reason's weakness. 
f 
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La Princesso de C]. ý, ve3 
The terms in the Trouble group are a rign of love, pointing 
to the power of the irrational to disrupt appearances. This much is evident 
from an early dialogue between Cleves and his new fiancee, whom he reproaches 
with not really loving him: 'ma prrosence ne vous donne ni de plaisir, ni de 
trouble. '39 For both of them, trouble is an obvious : sign of love. Iale 
de Chartres protests that he makes her blush40, but Cleves retorts that this 
is natural modesty, not the emotional confusion of paesion. 
41 
he senses 
rightly that true passion confuses the mind and troubles the heart 
'Les paroles les plus obscures d'un homme qui plait donnent plus d'agitation 
que les declarations ouvertes d'un komme qui ne plait pas. '42 
And indeed confusion and unease are only caused 
to trine de C1eves by Nemours. 43 Desire, fear of desire, and fear of showing 
either emotion, produce in hme de Cleves a visible apprehension. It only 
takes Nemours's name to be mentioned for her to blush. 
44 On seeing him 
she feels a confused mixture of fear, pleasure and desire 
45 
Nenours himself, 
whatever his Court reputation as a ladies' man, is at critical moments just 
as susceptible to this disorientation. 
46 Their reaction to each other shows 
how distant is their self-control: 'Il monta avec une aCitation et un trouble 
qui ne-se peut comparer qu'ä celui qu'eut Me de Cleves, quand on 
lui dit 
que ti. de 2ilemours venait pour la voir. ' 
47 
It does not even require the presence of I+emours for 
K me de C1Fves to be plungcd into 'tm trouble dorit eile n'etait pas maitresse. 
'48 
She suppresses evidence of her pacs'on with such difficulty that even more 
f 
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evidence is generated. 
49 
It is such a state , nU ch has caused Clhves to 
suspect rime de Tournon's image in society: 'elle me parat embarrassee. 
Son embarras me donna du soupyon. 'h° Later, an incident when his wife 
shows similar confusion5i gives him similar suspicions 
52 
Embarras becomes 
a clear sign of her passion. 
53 
She can even use this fact to persuade 
Cleves not to scrutinize her reactions too closely in public: 'Vous me 
5- 4 donnerez un enbarras qui paraltra aux yeux de tout le monde. ' .1 Ironically, 
the very pressure to conceal feelings makes it impossible for the concealment 
to be complete. 
This word-group also expresses the complexity of 
those emotional states which passion creates. Mme de Chartres promised to 
help her daughter 'ä se conduire dann des choses oü l'on etait souvent 
embarrassee quand on etait jeune. '55 Little did ehe realize. that this embarras 
was to be no momentary difficulty, but confusion of Nine de C1Fves's 
personality, 'un trouble dont eile fut longtemps ä se remettre. '56 Thus 
Mme de Cleves cannot understand the nature or effect of passion, nor 
why 'le trouble qui s'eleva dans son äme'57 at the thought of Nemours's 
sacrifices for her, should so suddenly become 'une autre sorte de trouble" 
when she realizes that the sacrifices might not be for her. Then 
'l'impatience et le trouble oü elle etait'59, and the trouble 
60 
with which 
she awaits a Hemours now presumed tobe unfaithful, give her a startling 
insight into what passion means. 
Trouble and embarras thus mark Mme de Cleves's 
growing consciousness of how passion makes a mockery of lucidity and 
self-control. 
61 She is 'pleine d'incertitude, de trouble et de crainte'62, 
177 
she has 'un trouble confus, dont eile ne savait pas Acme la cause. ' 
63 
She has an uncomfortable awareness both of unknown limits and of unrealized 
depths. Until the very end passion is seen as a complex and violent force64, 
erupting as and when it pleases: 'tous ses sentiments ätaient pleins de trouble 
at de passion. '65 Her state is never a simple one. The Trouble group of 
terms is one symptom of this dark complexity. 
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SURPRISE. 
a) 
This group of terms is closely linked with the 
previous group. As with Trouble, the idea of surprise is associated with 
passionate love. 
66 
Equally, the Surprise group underlines the difference 
between vhat is and -what had seemed to be. Words expressing surpriee 
often acconpany visual terms. Passion erupts, and the mask falls. 
Surprise here points invariably to a world of hidden complexities. 
67 
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b) 
The terms retained in this word-group are simply 
those which signify surprise, and thus surprise68, etonnenent69, surprendre70, 
4tonner. 1 Joined to these is admiration 
2, 
used mostly in PC. As can 
be judged from contemporary definitions of the terms used in this. eense, this 
word-group is placed, with Trouble, in a perspective of emotional shock and 
confusion. 
I 
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c) La Princesse de NontpenFier 
Terms of surprise here reflect the emotional turmoil 
associated with passion73, and naturally occur with verbs of seeing. Thus 
Fontpensier, returning from the wars, 'fut surpris de voir la beaute de 
la princesse sa femu: e, '74 -This is not his memory of her, and the surprise 
is a manifestation of jealouey. 
75 
The reaction ('etonnement'76) is identical 
when he finds his wife with Anjou and Guise. The bitterness of discovery 
is inseparable from the surprise77, as later with an equally jealous 
Chabanes, filled with gtonnement and douleur7ß, both curpris and effli 4.79 
Surprise narks here a sudden eruption of jealous passion: 'la surprise de 
trouver, et seul, et la nuit, dans la chambre de sa femme l'horme du monde qu'il 
aimait le mieux le mit hors d'etat de pouvoir parler. '80 The reality is 
discovered to be different from the appearance: cuprise is a measure 
of the gap between them. 
La Comtesse de Tende 
In this story two examples of surprise are especially 
significant. They mark Tende's painful awareness of the mask wnich his wife 
has worn. In the first case, when hze de Tende hears of Navarre's death, 
'scs larmes redoublärent dune teile sorte que le comte de Tende en fut 
surpric et presque eclair . '81 The surprise is here a factor of enlightenment. 
When Tende finally hears the whole truth, of his wife's adultery and pregnancy, 
'il n'avait pas moins d'etonnement que de fureur, et au travers de l'un 
et de lautre, il sentait encore, malgrs lui, une douleur oü la tendresse 
I 
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avait quelque part. ' 
82 
Self-discovery follotirs on discovery: in hic hate 
Tende finde love. aarprise gives him a sudden insight into hic to=ented 
inner world. It is an avowal of the dart and complex nature of what seemed 
to be a simple emotional state. 
Zi! de 
The many examples of surprise in this novel stress 
both the falsity of appearances and the force of passion: surprise is an 
avowal of both. 
83 Very often, surprise results from a sudden contact with 
beauty, physical or moral, as when Consalve meets Z, aTde('I1 fut surpris..; 
il regarda avec etonnement. 1 
84) 
and zushes back to tell Alphonse 'avec 
cet empressement que 1'on a pour les choses qui noun surprFnnent et qui noun 
charment. '85f Similar examples are too numerous to quote 
86, but all imply 
a kind of enlightenment. W'hen Consalve meets his betrayers after a period 
of absence, they greet him as a friend: 'surprise... Atonnement... surn rise 
extraordinaire' are his unconsciously ironic reaction to this sudden change. 
87 
In the endless game of appearances and reality, surprise may be a step 
toTwards discovery or self-discovery. 
88 
For Consalve, at the court of Mon, 
love is a series of unhappy surprises. 
89 
Passion and surprise are explicitly associated by 
Don Garcie: 'la surprise augmente et riveille l'aznour...; si je ne Buie 
surpris d'abord, je ne puic etre toucbs. '91 Ironically, those who deny 
92 
this theory, Don Ramire and Consalve, come to experience its trath. 
182 
Ironically again, when Don Garcie is asked to justify his surprised 
reaction to Consalve's sister93, supposedly out of bounds as a love-match 
for him, he is clearly embarrassed: 'J'ai 4t6 surpris de sa beaute... maic, 
encore que je croie qu'on ne puisce Etre touche sans etre surpris, je ne 
crois pas qu'on ne puisse 8tre surpris sans etre touche. '94 The cumbersome 
syntax enacts the confusion of his own surprise at Consalve's question. 
95 
Surprise eloquently points out the gap between the phrases pollerl J and 
the reality within. 
Surprise is yet another indication of the power of 
passion. It is the herald of that confusion into which passion throws 
the whole personality96, accompanying the first stirrings of jealousy and 
wounded love. 
97 Feline's reaction to Alamir is a good example of how 
passion's hold is de: nonstrated: ', j'etais surprise ä tousles moments de 
l'agrtiment de son esprit et de sa personne; et cet etonnement m'occupait 
si fort, que je devais bien soup; onner d'ec lors qu'il y avait quelque chose 
de plus que de la surprise. 
93 The language of surprise describes first the 
shock effect of love, and then, gradually seeping into the mind, the 
realization of what this means. 
The author then uses these terms of surprise in this 
novel above all to underline the separation between apparent feelings and 
the deep-rooted forces which in reality control the soul. 
I 
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La Princesse de C14ves 
Terms of surprise are used here in the first place 
to zingle out, in an already superlative Court, the beauty and charm of 
the story's heroine, who evokes universal admiraticn99 and etonnement. 
100 
Cleves's reaction is dwelt on at some length: 'I1 fut tellement surpris... 
qu'il ne put cacher sa surprise... '101, '(il) la regardait avec admiration... '102 
'il la regardait toujourc avec etonnement. '103 The insistent return of 
these terms points decisively to the fact that things will never again be 
the came for Cleves. Etonnement marks the sudden, irrational onslaught 
of that passion which will hound him to his death. Nemours has a similar 
reaction of surprise and admiration. 
104 In this way the author clearly 
sets apart the two central love-relationships of the novel, and also stresses 
the gratuitous, irrational nature of passion. From this last point of 
view, it is significant that I4rno de Clbvec has felt this initial chock 
with Nemoursl05, but not with her future husband. Surprise is here as much 
a proof of love. as Don Garcie would ever have wiehed. 
106 
Surprise indicates, too, the corplcx nature of paesion. 
rre de Cleves in particular is continually taken aback by the areas of 
darkness within her which love reveals: 'Vous m'avez inspire des sentiments... 
dont j'avais meine A peu idle qu'ils rye donnerent d'abord une surprise.., 
+1G? 
This is a late avowal of what has been a continuing state. She cannot control 
her own emotions or thoughts 
108: 'fette pensee 1'occupa longtemps; ensuite 
eile fut etonnäe de l'avoir eue. '109 There are many eimilar nonents of 
enlightenment for Me de Cleves, as when she first has to come to teere 
with jealousy 
110 
realizes the effect which Nemours has on heri11, Censes 
I 
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how illusory might be her own innocent assumption of his love 
112,1E, 
dumbfounded at her own aveuu ('eile er. fut si ipouvantee113 qu'ä peine 
put-elle s'imginer quo ce i'izt une v3ritýi. '114or is astonished 
by her long final dialogue with iremours ('Elle fut 6tonn4e de ce qu'elle 
avait fait. '115) Each moment of shock inexorably heightens her 
awareness of all that is irrational within her. Despite all her resolutions, 
Mme de Cleves cannot be indifferent to Nemours, even at the very end, when 
surorise creates a new awareness of a passion believed vanquished. 
116 
The central themes of passion and appearances are 
therefore inseparable from the idea of surprise. 
117 Very revealing, thus, 
is hemours's astonishment at the aveu118: he cannot accept that passion 
should have compelled Name de Cleves to take such an unthinkable step. 
his surprise gives all the measure of her despair, and of all that separates 
her from Nemours. 
f 
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VOIR 
a) 
For the author,, society is a world of watching eyes. 
What is important is the appearance. But the appearance is scrutinized 
with minute attention, simply because it is only an appearance. The eye 
imprisons those it contemplates. 
119 The eye is also a servant of 
passionate love, which creates its own imprisoning structure. 
120 Love 
at first sight is ccrreon, the manifestation of all that is spontaneous 
and irrational in passion. Thus both main themes of these works, pnecion 
and appearances, are often expressed in terms of seeing. 
I 
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b) 
This word-group is simply composed of terms connected 
with the sense of sight. The terns voir and vue recur with great 
frequency in PM and Z, but especially so in PC. 
121 
Associated with these 
words are many other vicual terms, e. g. reparderl22, regard, oeil., 
observer 
123 124 125.126 
obC , 
(s')apercevoir (de) 
, remprpuer , distin? uer , 
entrevoir127, image 
128. Presence 129 is an obviously related term, with 
eamirnticn and charme / charmer 
131 
sometimes showing the effect of 
l30 
a particular presence. In PC the use of the verb exposer is revealing of 
one aspect of the world of watching eyes. 
132 
r 
I 
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c) La P. rinceese de Montoensier 
Visual terms in this work express two main ideas: 
the links between passion and sight, and the eye as a prison-warder in 
a society where what matters is what appears, and where what appears is 
constantly scrutinized. 
In the first few pages of the story two characters fall 
in love with Mme de Nontpencier. In both cases sight and attraction are 
almost one and the same thing. Guise 'la voyait souvent, et... voyant en 
eile les commencements dune grande beaute, en devint airoureua et en fut 
aime. '133 And Chabanes, who 'reEardait avec admiration' 
134 the beautiful 
Princess, 'ne put se d6fendre de tart de charmes qu'i1 voyait tous les 
fours de si pm 3. '135 Admiration and charmer express here the way in 
wnich sight is related to passionate love. Chabanes makes himself the 
prisoner of his own gaze. In the case of Anjou voir and souhaiter 
ardenment are inseparable. 
136 The sight of I1ne de Xontpensier exerts on 
him an almost magnetic power: 'il sentait bien quae sa vue lui pourrait etre 
dangereuse. '137 As for rime de Montpensier, despite her resolve to forget 
about love, she only has to see Guise to be troubled. 
138 Further 
p par la we du duc de Guise. ' resolutions 'so dissi Brent d'es le lendemain 
X39 
Each member of this society is trapped by the constant 
scrutiny of the others. Montpo sier watches Guise looking at his wife, 
and is jealous: 'ce qui lui d. plaisai. t le plus, etait d'avoir reniarqu6 
que le duc de Guise l'avait regardie attentivement. '140 Here lies the 
drama for Fame de ! ontpensier. She can never escape the watching eyes. 
r 
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Eyes, interested eyes, are always fixed upon her. She is continually seen 
and scrutinized by Guise and his rival Anjou. 
1'41'-. 
--She is as a prieoner. 
In their emphasis on the role of the watching eye, 
the Court scenes in this story prefigure more intense moments in PC. Guise 
desperately tries to express his love 'lorequ'il ne pouvait titre vu de personne. '142 
Nie de Montpensier angrily rebuffs him partly because any love-relationship 
must be 'ä la vue de toute la cour. '143 The spontaneous expression of feelings 
is impossible in this place: 'on m'observe, ne m'approchez p1ue. '1 
4 Thus the 
very slightest difference in expected behaviour or expression becomes a 
sign for the ever-present observers: 'Le duc d'Anjou les observait soigneusement 
1'un et 1'autre. Les yeux de cette princesse laissaient voir malgrä elle... '145 
Jealousy feeds on this constant, obsessive scrutinizing. 
146 
Ironically, when the jealous and vigilant Montpensier 
enters his wife's bedchamber and there sees Chabanes, simple sight becomes 
more like äallucination: 'il ne croyait pas ce qu'il voyait... '147; 'Que vois-je?... 
Ect-ce une illusion ou une v6rit4? '148 Finally he turns a%'aY' 'ne pouvant 
plus soutenir la vue de deux personnes qui lui donnaient des mouverents Si 
tristes. '149 A second irony is that he actually believes what he sees. 
The 
eye which gives light to the body can here only spread the darkness of passion. 
La Comterse de Tende 
There are relatively few visual terms in CT1r. r , and 
these concern especially the relationship between Navarre and terse de Tender 
I 
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'en la voyant il prit aussi pour eile une passion violente. ' 
51 
Voir and aioer are equated, suggesting once more the gratuitous, 
spontaneous nature of love: 'pour r5 sister, il ne fallait pas voir 
eouvent la comtesse de Tende et il la voyait tous les jours...; ainsi il 
devint eperdunent aroureux de la comtesse. '152 tine de Tende comes under 
the same law. She is 'frappee des regards et des paroles du chevalier; 
... eile le regarda des memes yeua dont il la regardait. '153 Regardr... rerarda 
yeux... regardait: love is associated with a kind of mutual hypnosis. 
These visual terms express the immediacy and intensity of the force which 
is passionate love. 
Zai'de 
Conaalve's love at first sight for Za! de, narrated 
in some detail, is a clear example of how visual texas are used to convey 
the immediate, irrational impact of love. he 'regarda cutte inconnue avec 
plus d'attenticn qu'il n'avait encore fait', 'regarda avec etonnement', 
was 'charms de tout ce qu' il voyait dans cette etranCÄre. 1154 Za2de's eyes 
seem to be a source of power: 'Quels yeux! quels regards! que je plains ceux 
qui peuvent on etre touch6s: '155 The sense of sight conveys perfectly the 
spontaneous and obsessive nature of Consalve's feelings. His lament to 
Alphonse is a parody of the gospel text: 'Que vous etce sage d'avoir vu 
Za! de et de ne l'avoir pas aimee. '156 
Thus the eye is both the instrument- and the sign of 
lG7 
love's power. The intense curiosity with which Consalve scrutinizes ZaIde' 
I 
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'le plaisir de la voir et d'etre regards par sec beaux yeux', 
ý, 
is a more 
powerful language then words: 'il ne pouvait s'empEcher de laisser parlor ses 
yeux. '159 Her gaze seems to cast a spell: 'Vous tournez los yeux sur mci... 
dune maniere ä charmer et a embraser tout le monde... '160 The eye is the 
direct instrument of a passion which enslaves all that it possesses. 
Love at first sight is the norm, with Alamir as with 
Don Garcie: 'enfin, plus il la regardait, et plus ii lui donnait des louanges. '161 
Don Ramire falls in similar fashion 
162: 'la beaut4 de Nugna Bella etait de celles 
dont la vue ordinaire nest pas sans danger. '163 Then, logically, to be 
certain that his mistress will not fall in love with Consalve, Don Ra. mire 
forbids her to look at him: 'Je ne spurais plus ccuffrir... oue vous regardiez 
Consalve. 1164 To look may mean to love. 
165 This is the dread of Alphonse 
166 
the fact that B5lasire can see her friend Don lanrique freely sets his 
jealousy alight. 
167 Finally, to calm Alphonse, she urges her friend-'de ne 
me voir jamais. '168 It is absurd, but yet strangely reasonable in the 
author's treatment of love: voir and aimer are closely associated. 
The interpretation of what is seen poses once 
more the problem of appearances. Consalve does not know whether he can, 
1'elime with Zafde, 'juger de ses sentiments par see regards. ' 
169 
scrutinizes every glance of Alamir's, to see whether he loves Za! de or 
herself. 170 'Le langa; e de ses yeux'171 is rmbiguous: 'J'avais... remarque' 
cue ses regards avaicnt souvent ste attachäs : ur ZaTde; mais eouvent aussi 
je les avais vvs attaches sur moi... '172 In the end she misinterprets the 
way he looks at her. 
173 The eyes are directed by the heart. 
f 
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Especially at the Court of L4 on, watching eyes are 
everywhere. Each person scans the other, to surprise the secrets of his 
heart174: 'Je 11obcervai avec beaucoup de coin' 
175; 'je remarquai qu'il 
m'observait avec beaucoup de coin, afin d'apprendre... '176; 'i1 croyait 
meine avoir remarque dans sec yeux... '177 Seeing can easily become synonymous 
with spying: visual terms take us to the heart of the world of appearances. 
La Princesse de C14ves 
The Court is a glass prison. 
178 Masks are worn to 
avoid searching eyes, and the searching eyes seek to penetrate the masks. 
Everyone spies and is spied on. In this hothouse world it is not surprising 
that the word-group voir should figure prominently. 
179 The author stresses, 
too, the links between voir and amour. The physical presence of Nemours weighs 
heavily on 11me de Cleves until the end. Where there is no escape from the 
all-powerful eye, a mere look is a weapon, and a language of its own. 
The presentation of the two main characters makes 
clear to what extent they are both subjected to the searching gaze of the 
Court. 180 Nemours has 'un air dans toute sa personne qui faisait qu'on 
ne pouvait regarder que lui dans tous les lieux ca il paraissait. '181 
The contrast between the air, nerronne and Dar altre of Nemours, and the 
regarder of the Court, gives a good idea of the forces at work. 1me 
de 
Clhves, on her first appearance at Court, 'attira les yeux de tout le monde. 
' 
182 
Such phrases are not as innocent as they might appear: neither 1, -. e de 
Clhves 
nor Nemours is henceforth able completely to escape the inquisitorial eye of 
r 
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Court society. The Vidame keeps a close watch on Ncnours, to try and find 
out for the Court in general the reason for his apparent change of behaviour. 
183 
 
He even asks his mistress 'de lui aidcr ä observer cc prince. '184 At the 
same time the Vidame is spied upon by the Queen, and the Queen's informers: 
'On vous observe, on salt les lieux oü vous voyez votre niaftresse... '185 
This constant scrutiny means that at Court an 
appearance of tranquillity must be given. It is dangerous to reveal even 
the slightest emotion, as Nemours discovers with the Dauphine: 'Regardez-le, 
regardez-le... et jugez. '186 Only a quick-witted piece of deception covers 
up in time. Feelings must be expressed secretly, 'pour n'etre vu ni entendu 
de personne. '187 For the final interview with rime de Cleves, Nemours uses 
a hidden staircase to gain access to her room, 'afin de n'etre vu de personne. '188 
The marauding eyes of the Court are everywhere. 
189 
A second strand to this Voir group is the connection 
with passion. 
190 The many cases of love at first right translate its 
totally irrational, spontaneous nature. 
191 Voir very often, too, suggests 
the kind of overpowering physical presence which makes love inevitable: 
'ce flit en la voyant souvent qu'il prit le commencement de rette malheureuce 
paseion qui lui öta la raison... 1192 Conversely Chves can see that his 
presence has no effect on his fiancee, despite her protests . 
193 It is the 
acid test of her love, as it is later with her reaction to Nerours: 'Pourquoi 
faut-il que vous craigniez sa vue? '194 To be kept safe she must-be kept out of 
sight: '1 a prudence ne voulait par qu'il l'exposät plus longtemps ä la vue 
d'un homme quelle ainait. '195 
I 
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These two strands of the Voir group come together 
in the case of Mme de Chves. She is in the middle of a Court where every 
eye scrutinizes the elihtest movement. She is subject to the stern gaze of 
a jealous husbsnd and a lover desperate to know if he is loved. And the 
physical presence of Nemours is enough to destroy all her recolutions to 
refuse the call of passion. She is totally imprisoned by the watching eyes. 
Before the aveu, Cleves has looked at his wife for 'le plaisir de la voir. 1 
196 
Afterwards, the eye of love becomes the searching eye of jealousy 
197: 
'M. de Clhves avait les yeux cur ea fernme... Il remarqua... Cela lui fit croire.. '198; 
'Son mari. s'apercut ais4ment de con embarras. Ii vit quelle craignit... '199 
The climax comes when Cleves sends a spy to report on Nemours's activities 
at Coulommiers, 'dc 1'obcerver exactement. '200 It only needs the epy to 
observe Nemours going in and out of the garden of their house for Cleves to 
suspect the worst, a worst which is utterly false. 
201" 
Such relentless observation on the part of the Court 
and of her husband is only a small part of the pressure building up on ? nie 
de C1Pves. The gaze of Nemours is the most feared of all, feared and 
desired with almost the same intensity, just as she fears and desires to 
look at him. Ironically, when-she does not know Nemours, she has 'do la 
curiosite, et mime de 1'impatience de le voir. '202 It is love at first 
sight. 
203 After this first contact, her fascination with Ilemours, and at 
the same time the near-impossibility of avoiding him, is conveyed in the 
breathless succession of occasions on which she sees him: 'N: me de Clhves y vit 
le duc de P; eüours avec une mine et une grace si admirables... Les jours cuivants 
eile le vit chez la reine dauphine, eile le vit jouer ä la paume avec le roi, 
eile le vit courre la bague... elle le'vit toujours surpasser de si loin 
I 
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tour les autres... '204 The repetition of-voir here creates almost an effect 
of dizziness, suggesting None de Cleves's state of total fascination with 
Uemours. She cannot look at him without her passion taking a complete hold 
of her. 
205 For hemours the same process occurs, 'de sorte que, en se 
voyant souvent, et se voyant l'un et 1'autre ce qu'il y avait de plus 
parfait ä la cour, il etait äiffic: ile qu'ils ne se plussent infiniment, "206 
Mme de C1'eves soon realizes, however, that this tutual 
fascination is the primrose path to all that her mother has charged her 
to avoid. 
207 Nemours seeks her, and sees her, almost everywhere. He cannot 
be avoided. 
203 'Elle ne pouvait s'empccher d'etre troublee de sa vue, et 
d'avoir pourtant du plaisir ä le voir; mais quand eile ne le voyait plus et 
quelle pensait que co charme qu'elle trouvait dann sa vue etait le 
commencement des passions, il s'en fallait peu qu'elle ne crOt le hair... '209 
Again, the repetition of voir here creates an effect of hallucination, 
suggesting powerfully the pull of passion. Irhe de Cleves resolves to 
's'empecher de le voir'210, to '©viter la presence de ce prince. ' 
211 
But 'ii y avait trop longtemps quelle ne l'avait vu, pour se resoudre ä ne 
le voir pas. 1212 Voir expresses the physical need she has of his presence, 
as well as the physical fear she has of what this presence will do to her 
prudent resolutions. 
Parallel to this inner need is pressure from without, 
fron a Nexours who follows I9ne de C1Pves, and scrutinizes her, as a hunter 
stalks his prey. 
213 'Elle voyait ; ýI. de Nemours chez F me la Dauphine; eile 
le voyait chem X. de Cleves... maie eile ne le voyait plus qu'avec un trouble 
dont il s'aperceveit ais. 6rnent. '214 She cannot escape 2demours's searching eyes: 
I 
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'Quelque application quelle eat ä eviter --es regards et it lui parlor ioine 
qu'a un autre, il lui echappait de certaines chosee qui partaient d'un 
premier mouvemert. t215 Under the precs7ure of ecrutiny IM 'me de C1hvee is 
unable to keep up a completely false appearance, especially as she cannot 
always prevent herself from looking. at Nemours. 
Thus Mme de Cl ves's love is almost discovered when 
she is looking at Nemours surreptitiously taking her portrait: 'Y4me la 
Dauphine remarqua qu'elle ne 1'ecoutait pas et lui demända tout haut ce 
quelle regardait. M. de Nemours se tourna ä ces paroles; il rencontra les 
yeux de Nme de Cleves, qui etaient encore attach--; s sur lui... °2z `A 
succession of visual terms here renders the impression of a closed, intense 
world from which no escape is possible. Fme de Cleves does lapse and 
allow herself Ile plaisir. de voir I. de hemours'217, but it only needs the 
withdrawal of 'cette joie que donne la presence de ce que Pon aime'218 
for a bitterness as of self-betrayal to sweep through her. Seeing Nemours 
is for her a surrender to passion. 
But at the very moment that Nome de Clhves withdraws, 
and begs her husband to let no-one see her 
219, 
Nemours begins to track his 
quarry "iA desperate earnest. 
220 When she goes to Coulommiers to avoid 
hire, he goes too, and spies on her in the garden: 'i1 ne put se refuter 
le plaicir de voir cette princesse. '221 Thus he eavesdrops on the Y: hole 
of the aveu scene, watching Mme de Clhves when she thinke she can be alone 
with her husband. 
222 Ironically, he sees her less at Court, where 'eile 
evitait la presence et lea yeux de 1-I. de Ne: cours. 1223 She knows that one 
224 
look exchanged with him, and her husband would know the truth. So that 
f 
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when Nemours tries to speak with We de Cleves, 'eile le quitta sans le 
regarder. '225 We are given the iipression of someone desperately trying 
to close her eyes to the outside world. 
226 
The climax of Iemours'e voyeurism is when, at 
Coulominiers, he gazes in at Name de Cleves's private cabinet, watching her 
every move: 'Il se rangea derriere une des fenetres... pcur voir ce que 
faisait 1, "me de Cleves. I1 vit quelle etait seule; mais il la vit dune 
si admirable beaute qu'ä peine fut-il maitre du transport que lui donna cette 
vue. '227 Ironically what he sees is a woman who, deprived of the sight of 
the man she loves, gazes fixedly at his portrait. 
228 At the came time Nemours 
has been under surveillance from Cleves's spy. 
229 Nowhere are we given 
a more luminous idea of this closed yet transparent world in which Nme de 
Cleves must struggle to be other than she is. 
After her husband's death she shuts herself away 
completely. But Nemours cannot 'vivre si absolument privö de la 
we de Yme de Cleves' 
230; 
even rents a room overlooking her town house, 
so as not to lose sight of her. 
231 
But he cannot live indefinitely without 
seeing her gaze meet his: 'Pourquoi me zeduire 'a la voir sans en titre vu? '232 
And fine de Cleves has only to see him for a second for the full force of her 
passion to come alive again: 'Quel effet produisit cette vue d'un moment 
dans le coeur de rune de Cleves: '233 The spying, the voyeurism and the 
determined closing of eyes core to an end only when the two protagonists 
come together to exchange in words what has up to now been said in looks 
and glances. 
f 
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One more step remains to be taken, however, before 
Mme de C1Pves can renounce her pas-sion for Ircmours. She rust put herself 
out of reach of that searching eye, and that desired precenco: 'je me privere. i 
de votre vue, quelque violence qu'il m'en cofite. Je vous conjure ... de ne 
chercher uucune occasion de me voir. '234 She sees that it is impossible 
to resist love in the presence of Nemourc235, and that only distance will 
z keep her safe from the desire to see him. 
23 
And when Nemours seeks her out 
in desperation237, she opposes the''p4ril dc le voir'238 to any visit. 
The wheel has turned full circle, from the young girl impatient to see the 
dashing young prince. In her final state, with 'des vues plus grandes 
et plus öloignäes'ý39, it is as if the sense of sight itself has been 
transformed: 'Cette vue si longue et si prochaine de la mort fit paraitre 
ä Acme de C1? ves les choses de cette vie de cot oeil si different dont 
on les volt daps la --ante. '240 
Through this Voir group the author then emphasizes 
the intense power of passion. It is as though the eye expresses all the 
desires of the heart. The recurrent visual terms remind us of the 
claustrophobic atmosphere of the Court, and of the importance of all those 
appearances which passion creates and which the roving eye seeks to break dour. 
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Ävouer 
a) 
The world of confidential relationships, the world 
of avowals and declarations, the world of the half-said and the half-meant: 
this is the world of the terns placed under the convenient label of Avouer. 
241 
Among people in whom appearances and truth rarely coincide, trust seems 
impossible, yet confidences abound. 
242 Ime de Cleves's aveu to her husband, 
though the most irmediately striking case, is by no means the only one. 
243 
The treatment of this area of human relations demonstrates once more the 
author's concern with the abiding tensions between the social face of man and 
his inner self, between a formal social order and a feverish underground 
activity, between social relationships and those generated by paswionate love. 
In such a society, can confidential relationships ever be fully confidential? 
Passion and appearances: these two elements combine 
to create the world of confidences. 
I 
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b) This group is composed of three main clusters of 
words: terms descriptive of the act of telling, such as avouer244, aveu245, 
dire, raconter, ýarler, conter, apprendre, diclarer, rendre compte, e claircir; 
terms connected with the idea of confidence, confiance246, confidence, 
confidant, confier, re fier, sinc4rite247, ]. iaison248 , intelli , ence249, 
secret250, cacher, soup-, on, incertitude; and terms which in various ways 
relate to these first two sets of words, e. g. n4cessaire, poison 
251, 
Oouceur, 
envie, plaisir, soulagement252, remÄde, besoin, secours, s'abandonner. 
This last group of terms is most n=, erous in PC, partly because of the 
importance of FLme de Clnves's aveu to her husband. The variety of scords which 
qualify-the 'act(e. g., _courage 
253I- 
Folie, extraordinaire, were vraisemblable) 
already anticipates the wide range of critical response to it. 
I 
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CJ La Princesse de Montpensier 
In this story everyone wears a mask. Yet passion 
must be expreseed: ILI amour fit en lui ce qu'il fait en tour les autres; 
il lui donna l'envie de parler. '254 The tension between social face and 
inner self generates confidential relationships. An inner need prompts 
avowals, as the author's direct comment implies. 
The very structure of these relationshipc is an ironic 
comment on the confidential. Chabanes comes to be the confidant of husband255, 
wife 
256 
and lover 
257, 
while at the same time loving the wife and-feeling the 
lover to be his rival. The plot is thus fraught with bitter ironies. 
Chabanes has with Montpensier 'une sincerite aussi exacte que s'il n'eüt 
point 6te a: coureux. '258 This sincäri. te does riot stretch to. telling Montpcnsier 
his real feelings, nor those of Mme de liontpensier. It is a limited, if 
not meaningless quality. When Montpencier, devoured by jealousy, begs to 
know the truth259, Chabanes cannot speak. The confidant of all, he can be 
confidential with none. 
Confidences are here shared from self-interest, 
from a need to spear rather than a desire to teil the truth. Guise and 
Anjou both confide in someone else of their love 
260, 
while Mme de Nontpensier 
does not hesitate to tell Chabanes of her feelings for Guise. 
261 It is 
clear that her motive is not friendship: 'la princesses qui etait pleine de 
262 
sa passion et qui trouvait un soulagement extreme h lui en parler.... 
' 
Soulagerent indicates to what extent the confidential relationship is 
one-sided. Wher. Mme de Montpensier doe: express an 'inpatience extraordinaire 
201 
de s`entretenir en particulier`263 with Chabanes, this is to ask him to 
carry her love-letters to his rival Guise. She pushes the 'confidential' 
relationship to the point of torture by showing Guise's love-letters to 
Chabanes: 'elle... lui fit avaler ä longs traits tout le poison irsginable 
en lui lisant ces lettres et la rponse tendre et galante qu'elle y faisait. '264 
Similarly Guise torture. - the hapless Chabanes into 
a mood of jealous fury by confidentially describing the progress of his 
love. 265 For Anjou, indeed, the confidential relationship is a weapon 
of vengeance against Guise, the expression of depit, r_a e, haine266: 'il ne 
put toutefois ce refuser le plaisir de lui apprendre qu'il savait le secret 
de son amour. 
267 Soulagement, poison, cis it... The terms associated with 
confidential relationships show clearly that the avowal of feelings is more 
an expression of passion than a wish to break through the surface of 
appearances which repressed passion creates. 
La Comtesse de Tende 
here the confidential relationship is a tool used 
cynically for a certain end. This is seen at the very beginning with 
Navarre's exploitation of such a confidence in order to win the hand of 
the rich Kme de Neufchatel. 
268 Essentially, however, it is Mme de Tende's 
relationships, with Knie de f+eufcriätel and with Navarre 
269, 
which demonstrate 
the treacheries of seeming trust. What Ise de Neufchätel tells rye de Tende 
in confidence, about her love for Navarre, is relayed directly to him, 
270 
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This casual breach of trust becomes organized deception when ime de Tende 
falls in love with Navarre, and yet hears out Mme de Neufchgtel's confidences 
about the infidelity of her new huebend. 
271 
inme de Tende pretends to be 
moved, but 'ecrivit dPs le soir au Prince de Navarre pour lui Bonner avis 
des soup; ons de sa femme. 
272 
Her love for one precludes any possible sincerity 
to the other. 
Mme de Tende's confession to her husband is no spontaneous 
desire to tell the truth. 273 With the death of her lover and of the valet 
used as go-tetween, 'eile se trouvait d4nuee de tout cecours, Bans un temps 
of elle en avait tant de besoin. 1274 She is pregnant, yet has no-one 
to help her. Secours and besoin are terms which throw light on the motives for 
her complete avowal of a truth which, in any case, would soon be obvious. 
275 
Ironically, the very completeness of this confeesion276 is too much of a 
chock for Tende. 'Cette certitude que donne l'aveu'277 is more unbearable 
than the uncertainties of jealousy. It is as if breach of trust is 
accepted as natural human behaviour. Confession of the truth seems a 
perverse and bizarre expedient. 
Zaide 
The element of 'confession' in this novel comes 
mainly in the form of love-declarations. 
278 There is an imperious need 
for characters to free themselves from the pressures that pacsion brings 
to bear. 
279 Someone in love, Alphonse declares, 'trouve toujours de la 
douceur ä parler de son amour. 
280 This douceur is often seen as a failure: 
I 
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passion has broken through the appearances. 
281 
Thus Zaide consoles 
herself that her absence from Consalve 'm'empeche d'avoir la faibles: e de 
lui dire quo je l'aime. '282 DeucEur and s'abandonner are closely linked. 
283 
ZaIde cannot help confiding in Felime of her love for Consalve. 
284 Passion 
must be expressed285, yet its expression is resisted. 
286 A need to confide 
is challenged by shame at an avowal of weakness. 
287 Felime fights valiantly 
not to lot her love be known, at first even by her friend Zafde. 
288 
When 
finally the resolves, despite her shame and embarrassment 
289, to tell her 
friend all290, she is scared lest Alamir should find out. 
291 Yet when 
Alamir is dead, she is grief-stricken at not having told him of her love: 
'Que craignais-je? Pourquoi ne voulais-je pas qu'il süt que je 1'adorais? '292 
To confide or not to confide? Ironically, Loth solutions bring unhappiness. 
Added to these recurring crises are the material difficulties 
of speaking confidentially in a society where privacy has little meaning. 
293 
Even when these barriers, and those of language and absence, come down, 
it is still difficult to speak the truth to another of one's deepest 
feelings: 'ce n'ätait pas toujours assez de pouvoir etre entendu pour se 
dßterminer ä se vouloir faire entendre. ' 
? 94 This tension between desire and 
share produces conditions ideal for a confidant. 
Even here, however, such relationships cannot survive 
for long. When the demands of confidence conflict with those of passion, 
the confidant's trust inevitably becomes a mask for treachery. Nowhere 
is this basic fact more evident than in the perilous series of relationships 
set up between Don Garcie, Don Ramire, NuCna Bella, Herxenesilde and 
Consalve. Short-circuits abound. Consalve appears tc be the confidant 
t 
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of all the others. 
295 
In reality, he is betrayed by them 
296 
; Ilugna Bella 
and Don Ramire are persuaded by vanity to confide in Don Garcie and to 
inform on Consalve. 
297 The term confidence can now only be-used with 
irony. 293 The confidant has become a sort of banker, buying and selling 
his information either to gain power and prestige or to favour the course 
of his own love. 
299 
Consalve's trust is opposed to the intelligence 
3CO 
of 
the others. 
A climax of perfidie301 comes when Nugna Bella 
switches her love to Don Ramire, yet without telling Consalve, who confides 
in him 'jusques ä mes moindres soupgons. '302 At the same time Don Rar-ire 
brings Don Garcie fully into the network of deceit303; 'ce nouveau favori 
eut son maitre pour confident, comme il etait le confident de son maftre., 
304 
In the feverish spate of hidden contacts - 'redoublement de liaison... intelligence... 
conversations particulieres'305 Don Ramire begins to feel the strain of 
being at the same time, with different people, favourite, friend, lover 
and confidant. He suggests to Don Garcie that Consalve be banished from 
the Court. Consalve, having by chance heard of this plan, turns to Don 
Ramire 'pour avoir le soulagement de me plaindre avec lui. '306 This is the 
dizzy apex of duplicity in the novel, the clearest comment on a world where 
trust is traded for treachery at the slightest breath of passion. 'Suddenly 
the whole system breaks down. Consalve learns of the collective deceit of 
his friends and confidants. Nothing- can here be kept completely secret307. 
someone who may or may not be trustworthy is always in the trust of someone 
else. 
308 And so Consalve's eyes are opened to the ways of the world. 
A second main strand in the author's handling of 
I 
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of these ideas is the link between avouer and wounding, a link demonstrated 
in the Histoire d'Alphonse. At first both Alphonse and Belasire are 
309 
perfectly frank with one another. Then Alphonse, naturally jealous, 
takes advantage of B3lasire's openness to torture her remorselessly about 
her past: 'Je la priai de me dire tout ce que ses amants avaient fait pour 
eile...; je la priai de me redire encore tout ce qui s'etait passa entre 
eux...; je n'eus point de repos que... je ne lui fiste encore raconter tout 
ce qu'elle m'avait dit le 33ur, prbca'dent...; je_lui fis mille queetions. 
'310 
The relentless repetition of avouer-type words suggests some of the torture 
involved: B 1asire must tell, tell, tell. Though in his heart Alphonse 
feels he will never attain the truth3ll, he keeps demanding that %'lasire 
should confess it. 
312 The aveu thus becomes in his hands an instrument 
of torture and of : elf-torture: 'Par pitie, ne me laissez plus dans 1'incertitude 
oü je suis; si vous m'avez cachi quelque chose rur le comte de Lare, 
avouez-le-moi; le mirite de 1'aveu et votre sinc--rit6 me consoleront 
peut-titre de ce que vous m'avouerez; eclaircissez mes soupYons... 
313 
Here the very idea of an aveu is being devalued. Terms like incertitude, 
cacher, soup-,, on, surround and contaminate the values implicit in sincerite, 
avower, eclaircir. The irony is bitter. Where trust is accepted (the elusive 
ccnfiance), as is the case with Consalve, the seeds of disillusion are sown. 
But where, as here, trust is refused, all is wounding suspicion and self doubt. 
314 
There seems to be no possible middle ground. Ironically again, Alphonse 
begins to suspect the honesty of the relationship between his friend Don 
Yanrique and Bilaeire315, which for once is based on the sincere desire to 
help Alphonse. There is no way of knowing when trust is genuine or not. 
Alphonse has by now reached such a pitch of self-torture 
that he imagines Belasire's inability to confess to be a subtle for-M, of 
4F 
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torture on her part. 
316 
Each poisoned question is-pu btýin the blind hope 
that one day some final, uncompromising aveu may be extracted from her: 
'Don Nanrique est mon rival, repartis-je, et je ne crois pas que vous puissiez 
vous d4fendre de ltavouer. '317 The final twist to this series of ironies 
is that a complete aveu comes only when Felasire has decided to refuse the 
world in which such an act is necessary. Rather than be torte apart by 
Alphonse'- quest for the 'truth', Belasire prefers never to see him again. 
318 
This is the final 'truth'. Belasire's aveu is the most pondered and selfless 
in the text. It comes neither from a desire to wound nor from a mere need 
for emotional relief. Yet it is the ultimate confession, that one in which 
every sort of human relationship is renounced. This is the dark logic of 
the novel's action throughout. 
La Princesse de Cleves. 
The Court atmosphere in this novel breeds confidences 
and secret liaisons. 
319 Almost everyone has his confidant, even the 
suspicious Fame de Valentinois. 320 The confidant not only shares the person's 
problems, but often acts as go-between where direct contact would be 
frowned upon. Thus Chastelart's master 'le fit confident de l'amour qu'il 
avait pour la reine dauphine. '321 But Chastelart cannot remain a neutral 
messenger: he falls in love with the Dauphine, and comes to grief. 
322 
This is a first indication, at the very beginning of the novel, of how 
difficult any relationship of trust will be. For the person to whom a 
confidence is given has the same kind of needs and feelings as he who gives it. 
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Not only is it difficult, in addition, 'd'aJoir une conversation 
particuli-'I-re'323: the partner in one confidential relationchip can also 
be party to another. 
324 Trust is a currency which is quickly devalued. 
Typical in this respect is Cleves's experience 
with Sancerre, to whom he relates a Court incident 'comme un secret que 
Von venait de me confier et dont je lui defendais d'en parler. '325 His 
surprise is great when, the next day, his sister-in-law recounts the story 
to him word for word. 
326 This leads hire to realize that there must be a 
liaison between Sancerre and his sister-in-law's confidant, I%. rne de Tournon, 
and he is then able to pressurize Sancerre 'de me l'avouer'327, thus 
entering 'tres avant dans leur confidcnce. '328 Or co he believes, till 
Estouteville's revelation that he has had a secret liaiscn with None de 
Tournon. 329 A whole series of relationships of trust has been founded 
on deception: no-one's confidences in fact reflected the truth of the 
situation. Nemours's eavesdropping on ire de Cleves's aveu33C is then 
symbolic of the state of relationships in the novel as a whole. Normally 
the break in confidence is from the inside. One trusted friend has 
inevitably another confidant, in whom he in turn trusts utterly, and 
so it continues: 'N1me la Dauphine vient de me conter teute cette aventure; 
eile 1'a sue par le vidame de Chartres qui la sait do M. de Plemours. '331 
There is a pressing need for trust and an obvious lack of it. 
The Queen and the Vidae have a revealing discussion on 
this whole question of confiance. The Vidame admits his reluctance 
to place his trust in anyone332, and the Queen is equally sceptical: 
'eile n'avait trouve personne en France qui eist du secret...; cela 
lui 
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avait ötd le plaisir de donner sa confiance. '333 But she cannot deny the 
0 
need for trust: 'c'etait une chose n cessaire, dann la vie, que d'avoir 
quelqu'un a qui en püt parler. '334 Nothing could provide a tore accurate 
commentary on one of the main themes of the novel. 
Ironically, this conversation brings the Qucen and 
the Vidaine together. The Queen demands total frankness and trust, in 
return for the prestigious place of confidant. 
335 This would not be 
possible, if the Vidame was in love with someone: 'Cn ne peut se fier ä 
ceux qui le sont; on ne peut s'assurer de leur secret. '336 Their confidence 
is essentially a self-seeking arrangement, the Vidame being led on by 
vanit4337 and fortune338, the Queen 'pour vous confier tous nes. chagrins., 
33 
40 
Even for these motives, however, there is no trust on the Vidame's side', 
despite the Queen's 'entiere confiance'341 in him. The history of this 
relationship shows the impossibility, in such a society, for two of its 
members to have a mutual trust and sincerity, even for the most selfish 
of reasons. The relationship between Nemours and the Vidame is no different, 
though they are old friends: trust is given only when it mist. be used. 
342 
Nowhere in the novel is there a complete and voluntary trust between- 
two characters. 
No trust. But confidences abound. They are the 
small change of Court society, relentlessly given and received 
343, 
especially through the network of love liaisons. A rare authorial aside 
prefaces the account of one such breach of secrecy: 'la disposition ziaturelle 
quo l'en a de conter tout cc que l'on sait 4 ce que Von aime, fit qu'il 
relit äYe de Kartigues... '344 In this case, the Dauphine can ar: cure 
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line de C1, 'ýves that the story is true because it has been passed down the 
line of. confidants to her as a secret. 
345 By a strange metamorphosis 
the word confidence thus naturally comes to mean a betrayal of trust. 
346 
Perhaps Mae de Chartres has this in mind when encouraging her daughter 
to avoid too close a contact with the Dauphine's circle: 'on dirait bientöt 
que vous etes leur confidente, et vous savez combien cette reputation est 
desagreable., 347 
This inevitable lack of trust in relationships seems 
at first to have one major exception, in the dealings of Me de Cleves with 
her mother, who has asked her 'de lui faire confidence de toutes les 
galanteries qu'on lui dirait. 1 
348 
Mime de Cl'eves does this so we11349 that 
her mother 'admirait la sincerite de sa fille. '350 All this changes, however, 
with her love for Nemours. She no longer finds it possible to speak naturally 
351 
to her mother of feelings that she can hardly begin to accept in herself. 
This relationship follows the law common to them all. Though Name de Chartres 
perceives this deception352, she herself keeps up a show of total frankness 
so that her 'louanges empoisonnees' of Nemours might not be mistrusted by an 
unsuspecting daughter. 
353 Only on her death-bed does tme de Chartres unburden 
herself, at the same castigating her daughter's failure to confess her 
love for Nemours: 'je ne vous demande point de me l'avouer: je ne suis plus 
en ©tat de me servir de votre sincerity pour vous conduire. '354 Her whole 
death-bed speech, with its frank condemnation of passion, has a lonely 
splendour in a world where little is said openly and even less is said 
frankly: - - By its very uniqueness it condemns the world to which 
it 
is a bitter adieu. Mime de Chartres'; death, and the manner of its 
presentation, emphasize the de¬ree of solitude to which members of this 
society are doomed. 
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Nowhere is such a solitude more apparent thin 
with Line de Clhves after her mother's death: 'olle eat tant souhait6 d'avoir 
quelqu'un qui pat la plaindre... '355 She does not mention anything which 
touches her deeply even to the Dauphine 
3d 
, 'la personne de la cour on qui 
eile avait le plus de confiance. '357 This is fortunate, since the Dauphine 
does not escape the general rule of indiscretion. 
358 Me de Clhves is alone. 
The problem posed by a confession to her husband is that relations with him 
have always been on a superficial level. They are as much strangers to one 
another, in this respect, as to anyone else at Court. 
359 We can savour the 
bitter irony of the Dauphine's retort to N. me de Cleves: 'il n'y a que vows 
de femme au monde qui fasse confidence ä on mari de toutes les choses quelle 
sait. '360 Nothing could be further from the truth. In these circumstances 
it is not difficult to see why the aveu strained the credulity of 
contemporaries such as Bussy361 and Valincour. 
362 What they fail to stress, 
however, is the way in which line do Cleves is inexorably brought to the 
position where such an aveu seems the only way in which she may protect 
herself from Nemours, and from her own self. 
363 
In her struggle against 
passion she realizes that complete isolation only increases her chances of 
cuccumbing. 
364 
The first step towards an aveu (and towards making 
such an act likely) comes with a casual remark by Cleves: 'la sincerite 
me touche d'une telle sorte que je crois que si ma maltresse, et memo ma 
femme, mn'avouait que quelqu'un lui plüt, j'en serais affligä sans en 
titre aigri. '365 His role would not be to blame but to counsel. 
366 
From this moment on Lime do Cleves is tempted by the thought of a confession 
to her husband, who alcne, with his. declared'respect for sincerite, right be 
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a trusted confidant; 'Elle fut prete de lui dire que 1e bruit 6tait dans le 
monde que M. de Nemours ätait amoureux delle; mail eile n'eut pas la 
force de le nominer. '367 Already are apparent the pressures on her both 
to speak, and yet to conceal as much of the truth as possible. 
More pressure and more isolation take their toll, 
as Yinie de Cleves gradually envisages an act always viewed as exceptional: 
'Ce que M. de Cleves lui avait dit cur la sincerite... lui revirt daps 
1'e--prit; il lui $embla quelle lui devait avouer l'inclination quelle avait 
pour M. de Neüours. '368 The term sincirite dangles temptingly before her 
imagination, but again she steps back from the brink: 'Cette pens6e 1'occupa 
longtemps; ensuite eile fut etonnee de l'avoir eue, eile y trouva de la 
folie. '369 But it only takes a moment of jealous remorse for her to regret 
bitterly 'de n'avoir pas suivi la pensee quelle avast eue de lui avouer 
1'inclination quelle avait... '370 She is tempted by the image of a trusting, 
sympathetic husband. 
371 At the same time she is under no illusions as to 
the extraordinary nature of such a confession, as the term folie indicates. 
But if her husband keeps on pressing her to know the reasons why she wants 
to leave the Court, 'peut-etre lui ferai-je le mal, et d moi-mfte üusci, 
de les lui apprendre. '372 Far from being unbelievable, the aveu, when it 
comer, may be seen as the inevitable climax of a long progression of events. 
It should perhaps be added that the author 
consistently underlines the excepticnal nature of the aveu373: 'la singularite 
d'un pareil aveu, dont eile ne trouvait point d'ex6ieple... '374; 'un reeQde 
c 
Si extraorciinaire... `J7ý; 'f'action extraordinaire do cette perso-flne, ý37 
The way in wich the Dauphine relates tnis startling evert to ! 4ne de Cleves 
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shops just how incredible it seemed. 
377 
There is a bitter irony in Fme de 
Cleves's reaction: 'Cette histoire ne me parait gu. re vraicemblable. '378 
lt is- doubly ironic that the charge of invrai_semblance should have been 
made, in self-defence, by Time de C1Qves herself. She emphasizes how 
extraordinary the act is: 'Le hasard ne peut 1'avoir fait inventer; on ne 
1'a jamais im&ginee et cette pen-6e nest jamais tombie dans un autre esprit 
que le mien. '-79 
Yet, as we have seen, the aveu is the natural outcome 
of a long development. It is both inevitable and exceptional: nowhere 
else in this whole society does anyone refuee the call of passion and 
confide in an unloved married partner. The extraordinary is within a society 
where such an act is seen as a desperate expedient. 
Even given the long evolution which hasfec(_a to 
this confession, indeed, it is still no spontaneous act. 
300 Only when 
her husband's suspicions are aroused 
381when line de Cleves has hardly any 
choice, does she beg him not to make her 'avower une chose que je n'ai pas 
la force de vous avouer. '382 The confession has begun. There is no question 
of courage, or lucidity, or the triumph of the will over passion. 
383 The 
confession itself is made in the most oblique way possible, and surrounded 
by assurances of her fidelity and resolve: 'Je vous demande mille pardons, 
si j'ai des sentiments qui vous d4plaisent... '38, 
d Few avowals could be 
V 
more circumspect. It is so far from being a full confession as hardly 
to 
to a confession. at x11.385 
It is at this point that the gap opens between 
I 
Mme de Clüves's aveu and the relationship of confiance which nowhere 
exists in this society. C1Qves does declare that 'je n'abuserai pas de 
cet aveu'386, and praises the confiance and sinciritý of his wife. 
387 
But this leads him to believe that ; he will co beyond the oblique 
understatement she has just painfully made. 
358 Instead she retreats, 
invoking the courageJ89 and since rit439° which she has already displayed, 
and stressing the spontaneous nature of 'un aveu comme le mien. 1391 In the 
circumstances such assertions are not totally believable. 
392 
Ironically, therefore, the only concrete recult of 
the aveu is to take away the appearance of trust which existed before. This 
one incomplete act of confidence has shattered any hope of establishing it, 
despite I': me de C1Qves's pleas: 'Fiez-vous ä mes paroles; c'est par un asset 
grand prix que j'achete la confiance quo je vous demande. '393 Her refusal 
to go into 'des details qui me font honte ä moi-meme'394, however understandable, 
can only fuel her husband's suspicions. Ile now has to trick her into finding 
out her lover's name. 
395 The aveu is the wound from which Cleves will 
die, tortured by an obsessive curiosity. 
396 
In Mme de C1? ves's long meditation which follov,, 
the aveu, she makes it obvious how little this confession was a planned, 
fully-conscious act of the will. 
397 She is as one who awakens from a 
dream: 'e11e trouvait quelle s! y.. etait engage sans en avoir presque eu 
le der-sein. 
398 So much for courage or sincesrite. Then, however, ehe 
returns to the reasons which made the act necessary, whatever its consequences: 
ice remAde... itait le Beul qui la pouvait defendre centre M. de 17emours. '399 
Simple ejoiez1? 
4ý 
Such a judgement seems to undereEtimate the violent, 
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irrational force of passion which Ime de C2pves feels will tear apart her 
whole personality. The aveu must be Been in context of the later choice 
of repo=, as a first, desperate, radical attempt at self-preservation. 
The failure of the aveu to create a relationship of 
trust is confirmed when Ne=ours inadvertently lcaks news of it to the Court 
at large. Pme de Cleves assumes that this breach of trust was caused. by her 
husband's seeking help to find the truth401, while he supposes that she had 
Lought 'le soulage. ent de vous plaindre avec quelque confidente qui vcus a 
trahie. '402 Given the society in which they live, both suppcsitions are 
only natural. Mme de Cl<:; ves regrets having been terpted by the idea that 
their relationship could be any different from those outside: 'quel usage 
avez-vouc fait de la confiance extraordinaire, ou, pour rnieux dire, folle 
que jai eue en vous? '403 We are firmly back in the world of, cucpicion, 
rumour and lack of trust. Cleves knows that he has not disclosed the secret 
of the aveu40 , and Ime do Clves just as naturally feels 'que N:. 
de CThves 
avait abusi de la confiance qu'elle avait on lui. '4+05 Thus the exception 
of the aveu seems only to confirm the rule that no trust should ever be 
accorded to anyone. This one marriage has become a microcoCm of the 
bitterness and distrust of normal human relations. iN: ie de Cleves is now 
more exposed, isolated and distant from her husband than ever. 
406 
lime de Cleves and her husband are then reduced to silence 
407 When Ie de over the aveu, a silence which is a mockery of confid. nce. 
Cleves refuses her husband's demand for a full avowal4C8, he then knocks 
a ifinal nail into the coffin of the aveu by accusing her of having concealed 
more than the told: 'vcus vous ¬tes repcntie yerce du peu que vows E1'avez 
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avoui et vous n'avez pas eu la force de continuer. '409 Few ironies 
could be more bitterly complete. Cl7ves had announced his respect for sincerity 
and trust: now he admits that the example of it he has known has wrecked 
his life. 
410 Even on his death-bed he is at first in no mood to listen: 
'de faux cements ou un aveu me feraient peut-titre une egale peine. '411 
The aveu is associated with perjury, and Cleves dies without knowing what 
to believe, or whom to trust. 
412 Thus Tame dc Cleves's action, far from 
being totally set apart from the remainder of the novel, comes to symbolize 
all that avouer and confiance can mean in a society where neither trust nor 
sincerity can readily be found. 
The novel's real aveu is elsewhere, in the lone, 
final conversation in which Nine de Cleves for the first tire bringe her 
love for Nemours into the open. Before this moment, their contact has 
1-13 
been intermittent. Nemours finds it difficult to speak 'sans temoins' , 
and even his oblique dcclaration: 
414 
are resisted by Jene de Cleves as a 
weakening of her resolve not to speak to him of her love. 
415 Cnly cnce, 
when they meet to forge a letter for the Vidame, does she drop her guard, 
entering into 'tous les secrets que M. de Nemours lui confiait. '416 
Indeed, the very fact of having cone so far is one of the major factors 
determining the aveu to her hueband: 'Cet air de mystPre et de confidence 
417 
n'etait pas d'un m? diocre charme pour ce prince et meme pour Yme de Clhves. ' 
She trembles on the edge of a 'confidential' relationship, with all its dangers. 
Thereafter : he refutes to have any dealings with Nemours418 till the 
final conversation, strengthened by the knowledge of Netours's indiscretions: 
'J'ai eu tort de croire qu'il y eflt urº ho=e capable'de cacher ce qui 
flatte ca gloire. '419 Only with Cl%ves dead, and some time elapsed, 
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are they 'seuls et en etat de so parier pour la premiere fois. '420 
The moment of truth, of the real aveu, has come: 'Puisque vous voulez 
que je vous parle et que je m'y r4sous... '421 Her sincerite is promised. 
422 
But for T. e de Cleves this does not only mean an 
admission of her love to h emourz42 ven though she conceder that 'je trouve 
de la douceur ä vous le dire. '424 It also means an avowal that this love cannot 
be fulfilled. her admission of love is 'cet aveu... sans crime' 
425 
not only 
because her husband is dead, but because, uniquely, the fact of admitting love 
will not alter in any way her resistance to it. 'Car enfin cet aveu n'aura 
point de suite... '42b For the only time in the novel, a frank admission of 
love and a complete trust will not lead inevitably to a love relationship. 
This climactic moment of confession itself reaches 
a climax when Mme de Cleves promises total frankness, 'par-dessus toute la 
retenue et toutes les d4licatesEesg27 que je devrais avoir... '428 She has 
failed the first time in confessing to her husband, principally bEc2uce what 
she had to tell was only a fraction of the truth within her. Now at the end 
of a long process which has been a growing consciousness of what passion 
is, Mme de C1Aves sets before Nemours the whole truth about passion as she 
now sees it. Beside this affirmation of what is a view of life, bemours's 
simple declaration of love seems shallow. 
129 Once this nveu has been made 
by her, there is no more contact between them. The inner distance between 
them makes this physical distance utterly fitting. 
430 
Only in this final aveu does reality begin to break 
through the mists of appearances. 
431 
Elsewhere, leaving aside the death-bed 
r 
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speech of Pinie de Chartres, all is deceit, suspicion, indiscretion and 
half-truth. From all these worldly relationships Nine de Cloves now 
withdraws. As with the case of Eelasire, in Z, such a confession only 
underlines the bleak view of humankind which the novel as a whole presents. 
I 
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Chanter Six 
BEYOND PAS SIGN AND APPEARMCES? - Ftäflexion 
- a4 solution 
- Raison 
- Vertu 
- Repo's 
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REF EXICN 
a) 
It is clear that in the works studied one centre of 
interest is the way in which characters scrutinize their thoughts and 
behaviour. 1 Critics differ greatly, however, as to the significance of 
this self-scrutiny, especially in PC. Some feel that lucidity is attainable, 
and attained, by the characters2, while others claim that the author 
demonstrates how self-lmowledge is an illusory aim. 
3 These critical . 
differences pose questions which are crucial to an understanding of the 
world of passion and appearances which these works portray. Can the 
characters in them be lucid? And if so, does this lucidity help them 
to stem the tide of passion? 
r 
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b) 
The term re'flexion4 heads a group of similar 
expressions denoting the act of thinking, or words connected with this, 
e. g. ep nser, considýrer5, rever6, d4libýrer7, re-f14 , hirre dire, 
8 10 11 12 
se renrerenter , se rappeler, eonýer9 , exa^iner , voir , renacPer , 
ens-3e. 
These expressions do not occur frequently in either 
of the nouvelles, a-fact possibly determined by the nature of the genre. 
In both works, however, moments do exist which prefigure larger-scale 
introspective passages in Z but especially in PC. This latter novel 
contains terms critical of the thinking process (e. g. se tromper, se flatter, 
s'abandonner), and other terms which point to the need to see clearly 
within the self (e. g. s'avouer, se reconnaltre, clair, distinct), terms 
which are almost exclusively used in connection with Narre de Clive:. 
Not every occurrence of these" terms' is significant. 
This is especially the case in Z. When we read that the love-lore Conselve 
'faisait souvent rreflexion cur la cruaute de sa destinee'13, we are not 
brought nearer the inner life of this character. Similar examples 
(such as the many cases of 'je pense oue... `) have not been considered 
here. 
f 
C) 
La Princesse de Nontnensier 
One particular scene in this story is a forerunner 
of similar episodes in PC. It occurs after Nme de Montpensier has had a 
long conversation with Guise in which her whole manner has been an implicit 
acceptance that she still loves him: 'r; ais quand eile fut dans son cabinet, 
quelles r--'flexions ne fit-elle point cur la honte do s'etre laisse' flQchir 
si ais4ment aux excuses du duc de Guil-e... '14 After flpchir comes reflechir. 
Nine de Elontpensier here sees very clearly the mortal consequences of giving 
way to passion, and is able lucidly to analyse her own behaviour. 
15 But 
this does not prevent her from doing what she has just seen will prove 
disastrous. Lucidity only helps to increase her awareness of passion's 
force within her. 
16 
This futile lucidity is, however, an optimum state. 
Chabanes, placed by Pinie de Montpensier in an impossible situation, begs 
her 'de penser un peu ä ce qu'elle lui faisait souffrir. '17 But she is 
blind to Chabanes's plight. her fleeting lucidity is purely egocentric. 
She sees only the dire consequences of her own submission to adultery: 
'Mais, quand eile pen; a... elle ce trouva dans une extremite epouvantable. '18 
Her reflections here only lead her to consider how best she might satisfy 
both her love and her fear of exposure. Chabanes's comment to her is a 
fitting obituary for the role of the mind in this stoxy: 'Ah! Madssee... c'en 
est fait, puirque vous ne delib-rez plus cue cur les moyens... '19 In PM 
therefore, such lucidity a: there is appears partial, egoistic and soon 
blinded by passion. 
221 
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La Comtesre de Tende 
The examples of reflection in this story concern mainly 
Nine de Tende. Like Y,, -. e de Montpencier, she has a certain lucidity when 
faced with the sudden fact of love: 'La honte et les malheurs d'une galanterie 
se prisent- rent ä son esprit; eile vit 1'abime oo elle se precipitait. '20 
When her husband talks unwittingly of the folly of adultery, Ehe is able 
to examine her love in the lignt of its possible consequences. 
21 But like 
Mme de Iiontpensier, this temporary lucidity does not prevent Vime de Tende 
from falling into the trap she has . 
deºeseen. Only when her lover is dead and 
no action is required of her can she look into herself with a cold eye: 
'Si mille adversit e la firent retourner sur elle-creme, eile vit quelle 
les avait raeritees. '22 She can prepare a full confession to her husband 
'aprrs avoir examine ce qu'elle allait faire. '23 The role of reflection is 
not so much to light the way aheadýas to s¬e the extent of the damage behind. 
Za3de 
On the evidence of this novel, reflection does 
not always denote an active and positive thinking process. When Consalve, 
for exaiple, is sitting pondering over all the ways in which he has teen 
tricked, he is simply brooding rather than examining his own position. 
24 
When this is suddenly interrupted, 'je reviens co=e d'un scnge. '25 It 
was a dream, a series of visions of deceit, and no more. The salLe 
passivity, which can be noted on many occasions, is evident on the 
26 
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occasion when Alphonse stops to think of his love for Bilasire27, and 
concludes not from cold analysis, but from what he has 'vu dans coo yeux. '28 
Neither need thought be either ordered or illuminating, aS wcA'aess a pu'dse -a 
such a: 'les pensees qui ce pr? sentaient en foule ä son imagination. '29 
The thought of something can merely be a sort of trigger mechanism for 
every variety of emotional disorder: 'On ne peut exprimer ce que ces penes 
produisirent dans 1'9ße de Consalve et le trouble qu'apporta la jalousie ... 'J 
'Thoughts' are fiere something passively submitted to, like emotions. 
Soue effort towards self-analysis does exist, however, 
and on the part of Alphonse. He sets out to think over his whole position 
before he commits himself to loving Rilasire, in what is a rigorous 
examination of the values and dangers of passionate attachments: 'je rappelais... 
je trouvais... je pensais... je me disais... je me repräsentais... '31 
This leads him to consider all the horrors of jealousy, and finally to 
conclude, most logically, that it is better to live without Bälasire'than 
to live without her love. 
32 
Ironically, then, after such a stern analysis, 
Alphonce cannot resist the charms of love, and falls into the very traps 
of jealousy he has so clearly foreseen. Thought is love's fool. 
33 
Introspection may of course provide an interesting 
post-mortem, as when Don Garcie begins to reflect on all his treacheries towards 
Consalve: 'Quand je fis reflexion..., quand je conside rai..., je trouvais...: 
il xre semblait... '34 kiis realization is only a confirmation of passion's 
power. This is not the only case: 'Lorsqu'il se vit seul et qu'il fit 
A flexion sur le peu de joie que lui donnsit un changernent si avantageux, 
quels reprocäes ne se fit-il point de s'etre si entiprcment a'bandonn4 
ol 
ä 1'amcur: '37 Thus at best, characters can see where passion is 
leading them: 'i1 fit reflexion sur ees sentiments; mais plus il en fit, 
et plus il trouva que son coeur 4tait engag3...; enfin il connut son 
armour et qu'il avait coaaenc bien tard ä le combattre. '36 It is as if 
the mind were divorced from the source of decisions and action. All 
Consalve's reflections only lead him to conclude that he can do nothing 
but follow his desires. 37 S, 
38 
ometimes his reasoning is totally false , 
and sometimes his conclusion is quite simply that he can know nothing 
certainly about anything. 
39 In his outburst against women Concalve 
is enunciating one of the main themes of the novel, the impossibility 
of knowledge and of self-knowledge. 
40 
'Mais je px4tendais une chose 
impossible: on ne connalt point les femmes, elles ne so connaissent pas 
elles-memes... e41 11 
It is significant, then, that the only instance of 
lengthy and clear-sighted introspection leading to action is Consalve's 
ccnsidaration of why a retreat from the world might be desirable: 
'Je we mis encore it considirer l'etat oü j'avais et-, ' et celui aü je 
me trouvais... '42 Only one conclusion seems possible: 'quand je fus Beul 
et abandonnn h la i flexion de mes malheurs, le reste de ma vie me 
- parut une si longue souffrance... '43 The only example of lucid 
self-examination in the text leads to the conclusion that the life 
examined is really not worth living in the society of men. 
44 Where 
the mind does give light, this only points to the darkness of life. 
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La Princesse de C1Pves 
From the very number of terns used it is clear that 
reflection plays a greater part in this novel than in the previous 
works The reasoning-out of a situation, however, may only be yet 
5 
another appearance. It does not always mean an effort towards lucidity. 
46 
A clear example is the one long meditation of the Vidame, when asked to 
choose between the Queen's favour and his other atta. chinents: 'Je voyais 
qu'elle voulait savoir... Je voyais les suites et concequences du parti 
que j'allais prendre... Je voyais aussi le peril di je m'exposais... '47 
Each step here is weighed up ('Je voyais... '), and a final conclusion 
is reached in the light of this reasoning. But the reasoning is only 
a calculation. of where the greatest possibility for self-aggrandisement 
lies. At no point does the Vidame challenge the very basis of his 
behaviour. 
The same process can be observed with ilerours. 
When he does meditate, and this is not often48, it is to advance his 
love for Me de Cleves. 49 Even at moments when we are given an insight 
into his inner world, there is no hint that he is coming to an 
awareness of the nature and limits of love. 
50 Any regret that he feels 
is for tacticalaistakes, in a general strategy of pursuit, not for the 
possibly painful consequences of passion. 
51 And when he pauses to 
'repasser touter les actions de Ime de Cleves depuis qu'il en etait 
amoureux'52, her state of mind interests him more than his own. There 
is a certain irony in hi: calling I: me de Clpves's idea of duty 'une pen--, --'e 
vaine53 et sane fondenent. '54 Reziours does not reach the stage of 
0 
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considering any idea of duty. 
From the beginning tie de Clhves's way of meeting 
experience seems different from that of other characters. Her mother 
warns her daughter always to have 'une extreme defiance de soi-aeme'S5, 
and on her death-bed urges her to scrutinize her own feelings: 'Songez ce 
que vous vous devez... songez... pensez... souvenez-vous. '56 Almost inevitably, 
then, Mme de Cleves from time to time does think over her actions and 
feelings. Indeed, one of the patterns of the novel is lane de Clh: ves's 
repeated withdrawal into a lonely reflection on her life. 
57 The long silence 
after her husband's death, the journey to the Pyrenees and then the entering of 
a convent only materialize a distance which is conveyed by the habit of 
thought instilled in her. This repeated distancing of self from direct 
experience, through reflection on its significance, makes ! me de Cleves 
a unique character. This inner questioning is an essential part of the 
novel's action, the distancing already a clue as to the novel's conclusion. 
But self-questioning does not necessarily imply 
lucidity. 58 P; me de Cleves is often overwhelmed by thoughts as by a tide, 
as by passion itself. Nor is there any clear and logical progression 
towards the light. Such a movement is not quite as straightforward as 
some have -uggceted. 
59 
Me de C1': ves's recognition, therefore, of the 
nature and extent of her feelings for Nerours is presented nct co much as 
a triumph for lucidity as the unwilling adrniesion of something for a long 
time half-known and half-repressed"'elle n'avait encore or4 Be l'avouer 
60 
ä eile-meme. ' Her ruction, later, to hemours's first veiled declaration 
of love, shows that she is still as though unwilling to go teyond certain 
limits in her knowledge of herself and of a relationship which she cannot 
f 
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begin to vitiuülize. Nemours's words, she feels, have 'quelque chose de 
galant et de respectueux, mais aussi quelque chose de hardi et de trop 
intelligi. ble. 1 
61 
The repeated que1gue chose emphasizes this unwillingness 
to scrutinize the situation, while 'quelque chose de... trop intelligible' 
suggests a de6p desire not to understand. To self-knowledge is given a 
cence of danger. Only when left alone does ? me de Cleves begin to 
recognise past illusions: 'elle connut bien quelle s'etait trompie... 
62 
Elle ne se flatta plus... '63 It is a necessary first step towards the 
lucid recognition of her position. 
A second step is when a playful remark from her 
husband tends her into a long meditation on the prevent state of her 
feelings. 64 There is no more luminous moment in the first half of the 
novel. The logical framework of this pa--vage, the inevitable progression 
from admitted facts to inescapable conclusions65, show a mind attempting 
desperately to see clear in a heart besieged by guilt and desire, in a 
world where no appearance necessarily reflects reality. Ironically the 
lucid, questioning mind is a beacon which seems merely to heighten the 
darkness. 
The structure of the phrases in this meditation 
makes the mind's progress seem inexorable: 
'eile fit rflexion ä la violence de 1'inclination qui 1'entrainait 
vers Iii. de INeitours; eile trouva quelle n': twit plus maitre: -se de 
ses paroles et de ; on visage; eile pensa que Lignerolles etait 
revenu ; quelle ne craignait_plus l'affaire d'Angleterre; qu'elle 
n'avait plus de soupYons sur Kadai: e la Dauphine; qu'enfin il n'y await 
plus rier. qui la plat defendre et qu'il n'y avait de süreti pour 
66 
eile qu'en s'eloignant. ' 
The use of fit räflexion, trouva, Pensa, and the repeated, symmetrical 
que-clauses, give an idea of irresistible logical progression, of someone 
looking squarely at the evidence and building up a case piece by piece. 
Me de Cleves knocks away one by one the illusions of the past and sweeps 
to the inevitable conclusion that faces her: absence, distance. But such 
a solution is i: --possible. And now a hint of desperation creeps in. 
67 
Firne de Cleves can closely scrutinize pact experience. When it comes to 
dealing with the present, the mind's light teems to go out. 
68 
In this 
passage we are given a privileged glimpse into the role of reflection 
in the novel, a reflection in which we as readers are caught up, following 
Ime de Clhves in her growing consciousnecs of imminent. defeat. By 'taking 
thought' she cannot alter in any way her state of siege. But her awareness 
of this gives her a new stature. Her lucidity here has a kind of moral weight. 
hme de Cleves does not, however, always have this relf- 
awareness. 
69 Faced with the apparent fact of Nenours's love for another 
woman, she is incapable of seeing clearly in herself, to the, point of 
imagining that she is indifferent to Nemours: 'mail eile se trompait eile-meme. '70 
Seized by jealousy, she can only think of Nemours's imagined otYier love: 
'Enfin eile pensait tout ce qui pouvait augmenter son affliction et son 
disespoir. '71 Her ! räflexions zur les conseils que ca mire lui await 
donnis. '72 are neither calm nor lucid. She even thinks that 'eile n'avait 
plus rien ä craindre d'elle-rýeme. '73 Raw. feeling is clothed as lucid thought. 
74 
75 
Mme de Cleves . 
is_cigd, r., i&=the world of appearances. 
This state of illusion-only lasts until the moment 
when she sits down with I+emcurs to compose a letter, From these happy few 
hours. 'eile revint come d'Un coflge 
76, 
Zs ti-c- h he life had h: en a vskira 
I 
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dream. Once again she begins to focus clearly on her own inner world: 
'eile regarda avec Ätonnement...; eile se remit dcvent les yeux... Quand eile 
pensa. it... elle ne re reccnnaispait plus elle-meme... Quand eile peneait encore... 
eile trouvait quelle 
77 etait d'intelligence avec M. de tlemours. ' Once 
again a scrupulous examination of the evidence is followed inexorably 
by tne bitter realization of past illusion. 
But once again, more irtportently, it is made clear 
how futile is meditation on future conduct. When Mme de Clgvee casts her 
mind to the problemss confronting her and attempts to work out a reasoned, 
reasonable attitude and line of conduct, ehe is lost. 
78 Can she be happy 
in yielding to passion? 'Mais quand je le pourrais etre, disait-elle, 
qu'en veux-je faire? Veux-je la souffrir? Veux-je y rropondre? Veux-je 
m'engager dans une galanterie? Veux-je manquer h M. de Cl ves? Veux-je 
me manquer ä moi-mere? '79 The series of short, repeated questions, the 
tone of breathless and despairing self-interrogation, are like a moth's 
obsessive fluttering against a lighted window-pane: N, me de Cleves cannot 
reach the light. 
80 It is as if, at best, caught in the whirl of life, 
the mind's role were limited to recording the path it has taken. A realization 
of this is part of time de Cleves's growing consciousness of what passion 
is, of the power of the irrational within. 
Again, this sombre realization is only a moment 
of light. When I-, ne de Cl2s. vee considers Nemours'r, indiscretion over 
the aveu, her thoughts are shot through with guilt and spite. Her 
'trictes riflexions'81 are a mere reaction to a painful situation. 
There is no trace of the 'loöique' and 'maitrise de soil 
82 
claimed for 
her in this particular passage. One incident is enough to provoke a 
f 
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complete denunciation of Nemours. 
83 
Chagrin and hurt pride fuel the 
fire in a very obvious way84, while any 'logique' is confounded by the 
way in which the situation is reversed so easily. 
85 
Niete de Cleves's lack of lucidity is seen again, 
more forcibly, after her husband's death, when feelings of sorrow, anger 
and guilt infuse a long meditation. Horreur86 and douleur87 set the tone 
for a series of guilt-ridden memories: 'Elle repaesait incesscmment tout ce 
quelle lui devait. '88 Once more, rime de Clöves entertains the illusion 
that she is new indifferent to ryemours. 
89 
Quite evidently, the existence 
of terms of thinking does not necessarily imply an effort on a character's 
part to see clearly in himself. Later, more tender thoughts of 1lemours suggest 
an equally passive acceptance: 'Toutcs ces idles furent nouvelles ä rette 
princesce... La presence de M. de Hemourc les amena en foule dens son 
esprit. " The langua;; e suggests a mind swamped by ideas as by a flood. 
Even when the flood subsides, and when her mind. 'en eut etä. pleinement 
rempli'91, the langvage still points to her mind's passivity: 'Elle 
s'abandonna ä ces r flexions si contraires ä son bonheur. '92 Here all 
is darkness and confusion, with one set of ideas being suddenly replaced 
by their antithesis, without any reasoned distinction being made between 
them. S'abnndonner is a term taken from the language of love, not logic. 
This is not, however, the last word. ! me de C1Pves 
ends her last, long interview with Nenours on the regret that she cannot 
have 'des vues claires et distinctes'93, a phrase which fittingly sets 
the tone for the self-examination with which the novel concludes. rae 
de Clhves recognises the fact that she 'ne se connaissait plus'94, and 
postponcs serious ccn ideration of her situaticn 'rcur cc donner quclque 
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calme. '95 For the first time she gains a freedom from the mere reactions 
to stress which so many of her rtreflexions have been: 'I; me de Cleves demeura 
ä elle-neme. '96,1he passage following shows a calm lucidity, as she 
examines one by one the reasons which make fulfilment of her love 
impossible. 
97 here we touch on the dark paradox of the novel. Only the 
approach of death gives her 'des vues plus grandes et plus eloignies'98: 
'lee pensees de la mort'99 enlighten her attitude to life. her final 
awareness of how passion and appearances rule the world is also an 
awareness that life in such a world is impossible. Mme de Cleves no 
longer thinks of the things of this world: 'elle ne pensait plus qu'ä 
celles de 1'autre vie. "100 In this novel, a> lucid awareness of life implies 
its rejection. 
PC is therefore no Cartesian romance. 
101 If anything? 
it is the most anti-Cartesian of novels. 
102 Mme do Cleves's long reflections 
on her relationships, her continual self-analysis, are too often exercised 
in self-delusion, impassioned reactions to situations which she cannot 
control. Behind the appearance of reason is the passion which subverts 
it. Freedom from illusion is concomitant with death. 
0 
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RESOLUTION 
a) Recent critics are divided as to the extent to which 
1L believes in the power of the will to rule the passions. On the one 
hand it is asserted that the author has followed Descartes103, and that 
for her the supreme arbiter of the passions is, if not free will, at least 
the will to become free. 
104 
Other critics conclude that the will is viewed as 
powerless. 
105 Attention has understandably been focused on PC. But the 
questions posed by I'°. me de Cleves's struggle for self-control are raised 
by characters in all the fictional works. The fundamental question 
therefore is: can these characters ever will to act against the seemingly 
irresistible force of passion? 
N 
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b) 
With the term ripolutionlC6 are trouped some 
obviously-related terms: x : oudre107, E-e re eoud. re, volonte, prendre un p rti, 
se diterminer. Associated with these terms are words connected with the 
idea of the effort required to do something (e. g. force, resister, volonte108, 
pouvoir, effort), or more usually, with the futility of efforts to carry 
out something resolved upon (e. g. se dissiper, coder, irren solu109, 
110 irresolution). No study has been made of terms such as se resoudre 
when these imply simple decisions on inconsequential matters. 
r 
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c) 
La Princesre de I; ontAensier 
The character of Nme de Tiontpensier demonstrates 
the ephcrneral nature of the will's hold. When she meets her former lover 
Guise for the first time since her arranged marriage, the feels able to 
ssy that *rien ne pouvait ebranler la resolution quelle avait prise de ne 
s'engager jaxrais. 'ill But she cannot help desiring Guise, 'nonob4tant 
toutes ses räsolutions. '112 And when she attempts to resist this desire, 
by thinking of the harm a love-affair could cause, 'ces penspes lui firent 
faire de nouvelles resolutions, mais qui se dissipQrent d'es le lendemain 
par la vue du due de Guise. '113 Can the then prevent him from coming to 
see her? She only has to keep the castle drawbridge up: 'Elle crut qu' 
eile continuerait dans cette r solution. 1114 This is yet another illusion. 
To believe in the will's power over passion only confirms the capacity for 
eelf-delusion. 
115 
La Corntesse de Tende 
At no stage in this story are either rime de Tende or 
Navarre able to resist passion. The ensuing tragedy is a problem of will. 
Navarre Is resistance to an adulterous love is r {foke. h -1 ös, ýv. 
II6 The reason 
he gives for coming to see MM: ne de Tende, despite the risks involved, is 
comment enough: 'je n'ai Pu y resister. '117 2: me de Tende's will to resist 
seems euch more decided: 'elle vit 1'abire ca elle se pricipitait et eile 
r3solut de i1eviter. t118 But 'eile tint mal ses rrsolutions. l119 And 
so she plunges into the affair which will wreck her life. 
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Signi. ficantly, the only trace of authorial 
intervention is a comment on this lack of will: '1'on cede aisnment ä ce 
qui pleit. 1 
120 Ime de Tende knows that love brings misfortune, but 'eile 
n'eut pas la force de s'en degager. '121 Risister... cÄder... force: the terms 
used imply the strength of passion and the weakness of the will. The will 
seems strong only when executing passion's de. ands: 'La passion de la 
122 
princesse surinonta enfin toutes ses irrrsolutions. ' Irüme de Tende'c 
final judgement is conclusive: 'elle n'avait pas lair-S6 de c'apercevoir du 
peu de pouvoir quelle avait eu Eur elle-menie. '123 She has not been able 
to avoid doing what she really desires to do. 
Za! de 
In this novel no character has a will of his own. 
Passion overturns the most. coldly-reasoned deci$ion, such as that of 
Consalve to live in solitude 'aver la resolution de n'en sortir jamais. '124 
Ironically, at a later moment, when Consalve has come out of his solitude 
for Zaide, he declares that 'je ne veux pas mere que Zalde puisse croire 
que je Buis irresoiu. '125 It is impo. sible to resist love. When Don 
Kamire 'rieolut de ne plus rien dire de on am-cur ä Nugna Bella'126, 
this is only the preface to a capitulation"'I1 se r6eolut done ii sui. vre 
les xouvements de son coeur... '127 It is comforting to disguise such 
capitulations as d¬cirions. 
128 Thus the surrender to passion is very 
often presented as the mind's own choice129: 'IJugna Bella se dstertnina 
done ä s'engager avec don Ramire; main eile etait deji engeg e... quand 
eile crut s'y drterniner. '130 Only when pacsion does not intervene 
131 
can real choices be made. When Consalve has been crossed in love, 
I 
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he makes choices which are exactly the opposite of previous ones. 
132 
The most striking case of the will' s impotence is that 
of Alphon. e. Past difficulties with women have made him 'prendre la 
. 'solution de n'en epouser jamais de belles. '133 On meeting B3lacire, 
his only fear is lest his resolution might vanish. 
134 It inevitably dces, 
despite further resolutions to keep away from Be1asire. 
135 Later resolutions 
not to torment her are no sooner made than broken. 
136 Irrrsoluticn well 
describes the state of flux into which the hapless mind is pitched. 
137 
Cniy Belasire's renunciation of 'the world' to enter a convent may be regarded 
138 
at a victory of will over passion. Paradoxically, this victory only 
confirres the will's weakness within the society of men. 
La Princesse de Cleves 
With characters other than lime de Cl! ves, there is 
little idea of a ctruggle of the will against pä, -sion. 
139 The Vidane's 
indecision, for example, over a possible liaison with the Queen cones, not 
from an attempt to escape passion's hold, but from an inability to 
decide between two different women, both of whom be decides in the end 
to keep140: 'Gn nest pas amoureux par sa volonte. 1 
141 Nemours is perhaps 
the most striking example of a character whoEe acts of will are in reality 
dictated by love. 142 Ii is only moments of indecision concern tactics, as 
in the garden at Coulommiers143: 'I1 räsolut de trouver les moyens, quelque 
difficiles qu'ils pussent etre... 1144 Nemours's resolve to overcome any 
difficulty in the way of his passion (ironically recalling ?,: me de Chartres's 
i 
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advice to her daugnter145) hardly indicates strength of will. When 
he does hesitate, for a moment, to spy on Eme de C1 vee, 'ii ne put se 
refuier le plý. isir do voir cette princesse. 1 
l46 Paz'sion is totally in 
con_trol. 
lL7 Only when love fades is it possible to 'decide' to forget 
it. 148 
A phrase in the novel's lettre illustrates this 
central fact: 'Je m'arritai ä cette r3solution; mais quelle me fut 
difficile ä prendre, et qu'en vous revoyant eile we parut impossible a 
ex. Äcuter: '149 Thus Cleves resolves not to show his bitter jealousy and 
chagrinl'GC, but 'il ne les put renfermer 
151 Apart from 
Mme de C1Pves and her mother, only one character, Guise, decides not to 
follow the dictates of passion. His alternative is to run away, to 
embark on a suicidal expedition to capture Rhodes. 
152 The choice is 
between. surrender and self-destruction. 
In Me de Cleves there is a struggle, between will 
and passion, which forms the central action of the novel. Her mother's 
death-bed speech prepares this long resistance: 'il faut de Brands efforts... 
Ayez de la force...; ne craignez point de prendre des"partis trop rudes ou 
trop difficiles... '153 lime de Chartres sees strength of will as the main 
shield against passion. What this means, for, her daughter, is a cycle 
of resolutions and lapses, spiralling inexorably towards the final 
decision. Thus it is easy for rice de Cl ves to resolve, in the abstract, 
not to see Nemours. 
154 
But no sooner does-he appear than this decision 
is overturned: 'Il y avait trop longtemps, qu'e11e ne l'avait vu, pour se 
:: sondre 3 ne le voir pas. '1'S When finally 'eile exAcuta... la r coluticn 
qu'Elle avait prise', this in only 'en cc faisant u_ne extreme violence. ' 
f 
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This first victory shows not so much the power of the will as the strength 
of the passion which at every moment seems to overwhelm it. 
While Nine de Cleves therefore admires the courege157 
and force158 of the letter-writer, she herself can only regret her own 
lack of resolve. 
159 
'Touter mes r3solutions sont inutiles; je pensai hier 
ce que je pence aujourd'hui et je fais aujourd'hui tout le contraire de 
ce que je rrsolus hier. 1160 Paradoxically, this gives rise to another 
set of resolutions: 'Il faut m'arracher ä la pro sence de M. de Nemours; il 
faut m'en aller ä la campagne... Elle demeura dens cette r solution. '161 
The use of the impersonal il faut, and its repetition, shows a wild, urgent 
need to decide something, anything, which will remove the threat of 
surrender to Nemours. 
162 The fact that Me de Cleves chooses flight shows 
her realization of how little she can control her life by conscious acts 
of the will. 
In this spirit she continually begs her husband to 
take decisions for her: 'conduisez-moi... '163, ' glen ma conduite. '164 
Cleves refuses, in the belief that his trust will make her 'prendre des 
räsolutions plus austýres qu'aucune contrainte n'aurait pu faire. '165 
She is back at the beginning. Thus though she see r solut donc de faire 
un effort sur eile-memel166, she knows that Nerours's very presence 
'd§truirait toutes ses r6solutions. '167 She simply must refuse to see him168, 
to put her will to a test which she knows it would fail: 'elle prit la resolution 
d'4viter la chose du monde qu'elle souhaitait peut-titre le plus. '169 
And so a strange kind of half-life is required of her: in order not to 
weaken her i5colutions she has to refuse contact with almost every normal 
social situation. 
I 
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It is thus fitting that the final section of the 
novel should crown this movement towards an awareness of the will's weakness 
in resisting- desire. Xme de C1Pves's resolve to resist170 is understandably 
greeted by icmcurs with scepticisrn: 'Pensez-vous que vos r4solutions tiennent 
contre un homie qui vous adore et qui est assez heureux pour vous plaire? '171 
The unmistakably ironic tone of vos resolutions is underlined by N: se de 
ClPves's plea: 'Je vous conjure, par tout le pouvoir que j'ai sur vou4, 
de ne chercher aucune occasion de me voir. '172 There are few more ironical 
phrases in the novel. Never has a pouvoir seemed so frail. Nemours is 
convinced that 'il etait impossible que Mme de Ci? ves demeurät dans les 
r solutions oh eile etait. '173 
If Nemours is here proved wrong, it is not because 
of any sudden demonstration of the will's power, which would contradict 
the wcy in which the land age of resolve has been used from the beginning 
of the novel. Mme de Cleves's resolve not to marry is 'une resolution Bien 
violente ä etablir dans un coeur aussi touche que le sien. 1 
174 Her 
final decision is postpcned until she is able to take it175, and all her 
176 
resolutions are accompanied by the hope of being able to carry them out: 
'eile espärait d'en avoir la force. 
177 Finally she realizes that the 
force which her mother urged her to have can only be gained by a refusal 
of any possible trial of it: 'Elle jugea que 1'absence seule et 1'eloignement 
pouvaient lui donner quelque force. '178 The will must not be exposed to 
any demonstration of its weakness: 'comme eile connaissait ce que peuvent 
le: occasions cur les resolutions les plus sages, eile ne voulut pas 
179 
s, 'cxposer ä detruire les siennes... ' 
I 
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The novel's conclusion, then, rather than affi rdrg 
a triumph of the will over pa sion180, only confirms its fragility. &e de 
Clhves's strength is to realize her weakness. In this novel the one 
major act of the will not to be overturned by pas ion demands for its 
accomplishment that normal social life be renounced. It is tantamount 
to an adtiscion that man is powerless to control his own behaviour in 
society. Such a control demands that euch a society be refused totally 
and forever. Tsne de Cleves'-- choice cingularly reCemblec that of the 
Guise who went to his death in Rhodes. 
6' 
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RAISON 
a) 
Is Me de Cleves's renunciation a victory of 
reason over passion? Can one accept Fra. ncillon's judgemcnt that ! 4L 
'se fait 1'avocat de la raison'? 
181 In her works as a whole, does 
I $2. 
reason inform the will? Is it an ethical norm, a necessary point of 
reference by which characters judge themselves, and are judged? In the 
wasteland of passion and appearances, is reason alone a beacon of lieht? 
i 
R 
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b) The term raison means firstly the faculty of the 
rund. 
183 But it can also'irply the right use of reasonl84 and may have 
normative connotations. 
185 Raison is thus inevitably seen as what gives 
light, as what is a touchstone of truth and justice. Of minor significance 
in the nouvelleE, the term has a certain place in the novels, especially 
PC. In the novels, raison is referred to essentially as an ethical norm. 
It remains to be seen whether the fact that the term occurs means that 
characters necessarily attach significance to the norm which it represents. 
These uses are central to basic questions in the 
texts: the ability of a person to see clearly in himself, and to reGulate 
his own behaviour. Raison is not examined when it is used in a sense 
peripheral to this, in phrases of the type 'avoir raison' or '1Fs raisons 
de cette action'? 
86 Thus when Yme de Cleves thinks alternvtely of Iles 
raisons de son dcvoir'187 and 'la raison et son devoir'188 , only the 
second occurrence of the word is significant for the purposes of this study. 
Associated with raison are terms such-as raisonnab1e189, 
däraisonnab1e190, folie191, perdre. In PC raison is used alongeide other 
normative terms, vertu192 and nrudence. 
193 
r 
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c) La Princee, -re de 1 ontpenrier 
There is only one example of the term raison here, 
used in a medical context of the recovery of the mind's faculties: 
'La raison lui revint... '194 Ironically here, Mme de hiontpensier's mind 
is brought back to life only to be overwhelmed, mortally, by consciousness 
of what that life is. 
La Comter, se de Tende 
The few examples of the term raison here give no 
core than hints of its possible connotations. In the two instances where 
the term is used to describe a real loss of reason, the minds affected are 
dominated both by passionate love and its conzequences. 
195 
we do glimpse 
the use of raison as the norm by which passion is judged. l4me de Tende asks 
Navarre 'Avez-vcus perdu. la raison? ' 
196 
when he declares his love for her, 
and qualifies this passion as deraisonnable197 This does not stop either 
of them entering a love-relationship. The mistake is obviously to believe, 
with Ime de Tende, that Oma faible raison me conseillera. 'lg$ She 
goes on 
to disaster, with the counsels of reason unseen and unheard. 
I 
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Zafde 
Raison in this novel is viewed as one of the 
traditional virtues, to to quoted along with others199, even to justify 
treachery: 'elle s'inagina que la raison et la prudence autorisaient 
son chsngement. '200 In theory at least, reason is a norm to which appeal 
may be made, or from which guidance may be sought. Certain kinds of 
behaviour are labelled deraisonnable201: Alphonse's remorse finds expression 
in his despair 'd'avoir ete injuste et d4raisonnable. '202 The characters 
of, the novel, however, pay only lip-service to this universal norm of reason. 
Confronted with the demands of passion, its weight is negligible and its 
light faint. Reason only returns to counsel Filime when, having been 
'emportee par la pa. sion'203, she has already been damaged by love. 
204 
Reason may help her to keep up appearances, but no more: 'Il'fallait que 
je me servisse de toute ma raison pour ne lui pay laieser voir les 
dispositions que j'avais pour lui. '205 As Za! de points out, reason is 
'inutile' against passion. 
206 At best it can offer consolations for 
spurned love, not enlighten the mind or strengthen the will. 
207 
Cne of the characteristics of passion in the novel 
is that it should extinguish the light of reason"'une passion qui Ste 
la raison it ceux qui en sont possädes'208, 'un amour qui ne vous laiese 
plus de raison. '209 When Consalve meets Zaide, " 'sa raison ne put demeurer 
210 21 libre. ' For him love isa loss of reason]. and respite from love only 
nomentary. 
212 Raison and a, sion are clearly Been to be mutually exclusive. 
Since passion is everywhere triumphant, there is little room for reason. 
I 
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This seeming acceptance of raison as a norm and 
the obvious inability to follow what is reasonable when passion intervenes 
provide a theme which is fully played out in the story of Alphonse'. 
jealousy. It is made obvious to him that he has 'perdu la raison'213, 
that he is being do rnisonnable214, and he himself, in a moment of calm, 
215 
is astonished not yet to have surrendered 'le peu de raison qui me restait. ' 
5 
His reason is the prisoner of his pn2sion. 
216 He can see quite clearly, 
but cannot begin to accomplish, what reason demands. His earlier advice 
to Consalve now seems bitterly ironical: 'il fallait ee servir de sa raison 
pour supporter son malheur'217, and (of possible treachery) 'la raison 
ne voulait pas qu'on la soupconnät. '218 More ironical still is his 
insistence, between two bouts of neurotic accusations, that 'la raison 
m'etait enti? rement revenue. ' 
219 
Once more, pa: sion. hac installed a world 
of appearances. 
Raieon is thus in this novel an accepted-norm of 
behaviour. Since behaviour is controlled by passion, the norm is of 
eseentially ornamental value: there is not even a conflict between the tko. 
220 
La Prineerre de Clhves 
i 
As in Z, raison is here associated with passion in 
one very siiple way: where passion is, reason is not. 
221 No-one is more 
aware of this than Cleves, seized by jealousy . after 
the aveu: 'Comment 
222 
rouviez-vous eeprer que je conservasse de la raison? ' Similarly 
Nemours is left in Fuch a state that 'il n'avait pasitusage de la raiton. '223 
Ironically therefore, when C1 vec assures his wife that ehe must control 
246 
her own behaviour because 'la raison ne le conceille'224, his later 
attempts to spy on her activities, by his own admission, are a form of 
madness. 
Bost of the examples of the terra raiaon concern 
Mme de Cleves, and most of these occur in the final pages of the novel. 
One incident earlier in the novel shows her inability to follow this 
G 22 
norm. When she sees Eemours steal her portrait, 'La raison voulait... ' ' 
that she should ask for it back. But she cannot do it. Raison implies 
that the bring something into the light that is dangerous and hidden, the 
state of her feelings for Nemours. On one occasion only does raison 
triumph. When Mme de Cleves wants to verify whether she really has seen 
Nemours in the garden at Coulommiers, she hesitates, until 'la raison 
et la prudence I'emporthrent sur tous ses autres sentiments. ' 
226 
Elsewhere, until the very end, reason is a norm of behaviour to which 
Yme de Cleves gives aesent outwardly, while inwardly in the grip of paesion. 
277 
This fact is clear when, after her husband's death, 
Töne de CThves tries to persuade herself to flee Demours's presence: 'tfais 
cette persuasion, qui etait un'effet de sa raison et de sa vertu, 
n'entrairiait per son coeur. '228 Reason, indeed, seems to take on the 
guise of a tyrant, imposing artifical norms from outride the self. It is 
certainly with this connotation that Ilemours uses the word when he speaks 
of 'une loi que la vertu et la raison ne vows sauraient imposer. '229 
Reason as a norm does not conflict with passion, for him. 
230 In the end, 
however, for lme de Cleves, the demands of reason cannot be ignored. 
In the logic. of her final consciousness of passion as an evil to be 
avoided, reason demands that Nemours be rejected, and with hin the world. 
231 
in this final episode, where reason uniquely becomes the eye of the will, it 
is nade clear that reason has no place in the world of passion and appearances. 
247 
VERTU 
a) 
It is not the purpose of this short study to 
duplicate the work already undertaken on the moral climate of UL's fiction. 
232 
The intention i-- simply to see more clearly the meaning and use of ethical 
terms Fuch as vertu and devoir. This becomes important in the light of 
Kre de Cleves's refusal of Nemours. Is this based on 'noble idealism' 
233 
or 'bourgeois hypocrisy? 
234 Since terms euch as vertu and devoir weigh 
heavily in this refusal, it seems reasonable to attempt to seize their 
meaning within the text. 
/ 
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b) The moral connotations of the term vertu235 are 
threefold in these works. A sense close to the Latin virtus, and signifying 
energy and strength of soul 
236, is present in Z but important only in 
PC. Here the term is linked with words such as force, rtisister, conserver. 
Vertu is more often associated with terms, which 
,ý or. etimec ý ambigu. cýs qualities 
(ýn,: ro° it4' are ve r numerous in PC, denoting ,c. Q 
237 
is an exception). These are very often of an essentially social nature, 
e. g. elevation 
238, 
naissance239, beaute, honnetete2g0, honnete. 
241 
Other terms straddle an ill-defined frontier between the social and the 
moral, between appearance and inner reality, e. g. esprit 
242, 
me rite243, grandeur. 
The ambiguity of such terms points to the ambiguity of vertu in these 
contexts. The term vertu here seems to imply a quality of behaviour and 
personality which exists especially on the level of social appearances, 
a 'qualitä louable. 1 
244 All of these terns are most often found in PC. 
Vertu in these texts is often also linked to the 
idea, for women, of avoiding the dangers of passion. In this connotation 
of chastity the term is associated with terms such as sngesee245, prudence 
246 
and danger. 
Inseparable from vertu, in PC, is the term devoir. 
247 
It is associated by Nemours with fantome248, and opposed by him to libert4, 
while for Nze de Cleves it is linked to terxs implying a code of conduct, 
e. g. in-poser, rPple249, difendre. 
I 
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c) La Prince, -re de ! ontpensier 
/ 
The term vertu is here used only in connection with 
time de I: ontpensier. The word's possible connotations are reduced to one 
of two things: a vague quality conferring racial distinction, and chastity 
or marital fidelity. In no case is there an idea of moral strength 
or an inner impulse towards what is right. 
Vertu is primordially a social quality: 'Chabane`, 
de on cötz-, regardait avec admiration tant de beaute, d'esprit et de vertu 
qui paraissaient en cette jeune princesse. '250 The term is placed in 
the same context as beaut4 and esprit, and associated with paraitre. ' 
What matters is what appears. This vertu is like a piece of jewellery 
worn for public display. Me de Montpensier has 'une vertu'extraordinaire 
et digne de la grandeur de sa naissance. '251 The greater the social 
position, the greater this quite exterior concept of moral worth: vertu 
and grandeur de en naissance are here explicitly linked. This explains 
Lime de Montpensier's virtuous anger against Guise, who has had '1'audace 
de faire 1'amoureux dune personne comme moi. '252 Guise's behaviour is 
not what Nie de hontpensier's apparent social standing seems to deserve. 
Vertu can also imply chastity. 
253 Implicit here 
too, is the world of appearances, the desire to avoid what is socially 
unacceptable and dangerous for the reputation. 
254, Even when there is 
danger, however, this vertu provides no defence against passion. Thus 
when Guise wishes to enter ! -: ne de r`_ontpencier's. bedchamter late at night, 
she thinks first how wuch'cette action Ptait contraire ä sa vertu. 
255 
Inevitably this vertu is blown away, and with it the appearance of virtue 
as xe11.2' 
250 
In a rare intervention, the author concludes that 
Mine de Montpencier would have been happy 'si la vertu et la prudence 
eussent conduit toutes ses actions. '257 Vertu devoting moral strength, 
or a sense of what is right, is absent from the characters' world-picture. 
258 
The world painted by the author is a moral desert, in which passion 
struggles only with a desire to keep up appearances which bears the name of 
vertu. 
0 
La Comtesse de Tende 
Tende's sense of ethics exists only for the public 
eye. lie seems to respect quite a number of values, given his comment that 
Navarre'c mistress must have 'ni esprit, ni courage, ni d? licates e. '259 
But when-he is faced with an unfaithful and pregnant wife, he is only 
prevented from murdering her by the thought of the damage this might do 
to his reputation. 
260 Public image is all that matters to him: 'Il avait 
toujours conserv6 des mesures d'honnetetes aux yeux du public et de con 
donLestique. 1261 
0 
In the case of 14me de Tende the term vertu at first 
has a connotation'of chastity: 'olle s'etait centi tent de vertu quelle 
quelle ne s'etait defiee ni de lui, ni d'elle-neme. '262 This is eo 
frail a defence that she becomes pregnant: 'le temps et les occasions 
avaient triomphi de ea vertu. '263 It is then ironic that A'ite de Tende 
should discover true virtue and embrace it as she had Navarre: 'Elle c 
brassa 
1a'vertu et la penitence avec la rneme ardeur quelle avait suivi sa passion. '264 
I 
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Her renunciation comes only when she has been found out. It is prevented 
as a mere reflex action. Although 'la nature265 et le chrictianisme'266 
prevent ime de Tende from committing suicide, her Christianity is little 
more than a repugnance for this life and fear for the next one: 'n'ayant 
plus que de l'horreur pour sa vie, eile se r sol'ut de la perdre dune maniere 
qui ne lui ötät pa-- 1'e-epe rance de l'autre. '267 % 
Ethical terms other than vertu are thus firmly 
linked with the world of appearances. The word vertu itself, when it does 
not simply denote chastity, here translates at most an instinctive 
revulsion from past behaviour. 
Za! de 
In this novel vertu has in the first place the sense 
of some ill-defined moral worth which is as socially recognizable as 
beautj or esprit: 'Votre m: rite, et votre vertu..., 
268 Thus Zaide is 
'pas moins rive re par sa vertu que par sa naissance'269,, while Alamir 
270 
can be 'surpris de l'e. prit et de la vertu de Zabelec. ' Vertu is in 
such cases one of those stock words, like m4rite, used by the author to 
describe behaviour and character, but in a deliberately non-cotcmittal 
way: 'S'il 1'avait arose par la seule vue de sa beautä, la connaissance 
do son esprit et de sa vertu lui dcnnait de 1'adoration. '271 This 
vertu is as distinctive and impersonal as wealth or social position: 
'une jeune veuve... dont la beaute, la richesse et la vertu etaient 
extraorc', inaires. '272 It is a means of social evaluation, with little 
f 
EJ' 
or no moral connotation: 'Ce qu'il apprit de la vertu et de l'esprit de 
Naria lui redoubla 1'envie de s'en faire ainer. '273 Ironically, by the 
constant use of terms such as vertu in this sense, a climate of moral atstention 
is created by the author. We do not find here the moral judgements of a 
Gonberville. 
274 
There are only two fleeting suggestions of the use of 
the term vertu in the sense of strength of soul, strength of character. 
One example has no particular significance 
275, 
while the other only 
confirms the impression that passion is the only strength: 'ma vertu etait trop 
faible pour y resister... ' 
276 Finally, vertu is used, twice, to suggest 
the idea of chastity. here again, weight is given to what is socially 
acceptable rather than to what is morally right. 
277 What matters is 
reputation. 
There are three occurrences of the term generosit4 
in the novel. Its use in these cases is far removed from Descartes's 
celebrated definition, which implies a deep und continuing moral 
commitment. 
278 
In the first care g4neroeiti is felt as a harsh, alien 
duty: 'Quelle loi.... me veux-je imposer et quelle generosite' m'oblige 
ä conserver Alanir? '? 
79 Consalve here accedes to Za! de's plea for Ala. mir's 
life, and his motives are shrewdly named by Don Garcie as tune genirosite 
aveugle et un amour qui ne vous laisse plus de raison. '280 The qualification 
of aveugle, and the coupling with mad passion, hardly suggest the Cartesian 
definition. At test Consalve's desire to save Alsmir is a piece of 
enlightened self-interest, an act destined to cave Zaide's love first and 
foremost. There is sore irony in the de, cripticn of a Consalve physically 
281 
and mentally exhausted by his sacrifice to 'une exacte gänerositä. ' 
i 
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Like the previous works, then, this novel depicts 
a moral desert, in which terms such as vertu and gn'rosit6 do not for the 
characters imply a desire to do what is right. 
282 
La Princesse de Cleves 
In this novel vertu and its associated terms are 
used in the same way as in the three other works, the emphasis being on 
the world of appearances. But exceptionally, these terms may refer to 
values beyond the nerely superficial. With N ne de Cleves's struggle 
against her passion for Nemours, we enter for the first time an inner 
world where vertu and devoir have a real force, or seem to have. 
283 
The novel begins with an introduction to the main 
personalities at Court. They are mostly described in superlative terms, 
to the extent that words such as m4rite, valeur, esprit and grandeur 
in no way single out the persons whom they characterize. 
284 The author's 
emphasis is on appearance, the persons described being '1'örnement 
et l'admiration de leur siPcle. '285 The use of m4rite is a significant 
example of the way in which this vocabulary is used: 'ce qui rendait 
cette cour belle et 
- 
majestueuse etait le nombre infini de princes et 
de grands seigneurs d'un me'rite extreordinaire. 1286 Here me"rite refers 
less to the inner worth of a person than to a synthesis of a number of 
evident qualities of body, mind and breeding. In this context of the 
presentation of the Court, the term connotes social grsces more tnan 
ethical values. Its attribution to the epicurean Saint-Ands-' crowns 
the devaluation of -rite as a morally-significant term: 'Sa faveur lui 
f 
¬. »i 
donnait un eclat qu'il Eoutenait par won i6 rite et per 1'agrerent de is 
287 
per-ohne, par une Brande delicatee. e pour ca table et pour ccc meubles. ' 
Indeed, once the poisonous nature of the Court is Been, a return to this 
introductory vocabulary is inevitably tinged with irony. The terms 
mean so little as to mock the percens they characterize. 
28B 
Within this general introduction to the Court, 
therefore, the various qualities attributed to the main protagoniets are 
not a, - informative as they might seem, taken in isolation. 
289 These 
characters are seen to possess certain outwardly admirable standards of 
bEhaviour, and certain standard qualities, which are part of that good 
breeding which characterizes the Court in general. When Cleves is seen 
as 'le plus honnete homme du monde'290, when he writes to his wife with 
! honnetetä'291, when he dies 'avec une constance admirable' 
292, 
we do not 
advance much further beyond this introductory terminology. The general 
use of such abstractions at this early stage limits rather than extends 
their significance. In this way the author confers a sense of dignity 
on the setting of the novel while abstaining from comment on individual 
characters. 
293 In the body of the novel, likewise, the moral abstractions 
used are not imposed by the author, who continues to abstain from direct 
con. ment. Tne narrative action as a whole, and the particular context, 
give its significance to each term. Chief among these abetrnct terms 
are sahesse, vertu, prudence and devoir. 
Sagesee is a quality which D ne de Chartre: particularly 
admires in C1 ves. 
294 
It is not iumediately obvious what precisely this 
means, but the author indicates that Y me de C1Äves's r? cse at Court295 
mares her 'une personne ea l'on ne pouvait atteindre'296, and it seems 
I 
ýrý 
clear that the term implies the refusal to enbark on the came g^l. ^nteries 
which distinguish tris particular society. This sage re is seen to dEpend 
very much on reputation: 'eile a väcu depuis avec tart de sagesm... qu'elie 
a xn riti que 1'on conserve ca r putation. '297 The term represents less 
an ethical norm than an image of the eelf to be given to others. Thus the 
promiscuous II, me de Tournon is believed to have sa geese as a principal 
quality 
298, 
while Nemours 'prit une conduite ci eage... que personne ne le 
soup, onna d'etre amoureux de Mme de Cl'ves. '299 Sa esse here belongs 
totally to the world of appearances. 
Similarly, vertu can imply the saire publicly-recognized 
good conduct. Those who gather round the Queen at Court are thos-F 'qui 
avaient pass© la premiere jeunesse et qui faicaient profession dune 
vertu plus austere. ' 
3C0 Here 'virtue' depends on age, while. 'faisaient 
profession' points to the importance of the image. 
301 The same term vertu, 
suggesting this idea of cha. stity, characterizes Me de Chartres alone of 
all the figure: mentioned in the Court introduction. 
302 Vertu is a quality 
which she attempts to-inspire in her daughter, beyond the teaute and es rit 
which the Court milieu demanded: 'elle songea aussi a lui denner de la 
vertu et ä la lui rendre aimable. '303 'gnat this vertu means for ! nie de 
Chartres is clear in what follows, when she depicts for her daughter the 
poisoncus realities of love. '04 The honnete femme3o5 she wishes her 
daughter to be is clearly one who must abstain from any love-affair beyond 
the bounds of matrimony. 
306 Since matrimcny and love have no visible 
relationship in the novel, vertu for N: me de Chartres clearly implies a 
refusal of love itself. 
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This narrowing of the tern vertu to a connotation 
of chastity, to a rejection of passionate love 
307, 
is appropriate in 
a novel where passion deprives characters of their ability to choose 
a proper line of conduct. Cn the other hand the fact that this refusal 
of passion is characterized by the term vertu perhopc gives an addcd coral 
dinencion to Ime de Cleves's struggle. The term confers on this conflict 
a dignity and gravity which ceaselessly set the tone for the declarations 
of the embattled heroine: 'La vertu la plus austere ne peut inspirer 
d'autre conduite que celle que j'ai eue. '308 
Another important aspect of the term vertu is its 
association, in Mine de Cnartres's mind, with effort and strength of will. 
309 
In order to 'conserver cette vertu'310, struggle within oneeelf is always 
necessary. 
311 Vertu is presented in terms of conflict, with a Court full 
of 'des exemples si dangereux. '312 (Only if one ignores the nature of the 
world of passion and appearances which is that Court, can Mme de Chartres 
be taxed with matronly prudishness or 'bourgeois' morality. 
313) In this 
connotation of vertu, the term is astociated with force and s-, slster314, 
an idea perfectly expressed in the violently physical image of Dime de 
Cleves tearing herself away from Nenoure. 
315 
In the novel, however, this vertu-force is of no 
great strength, and must at all costs be shielded f'om any occasion which 
might expose its weakness. It is here that the idea of prudence enters: 
'la prudence ne veut pas qu'une femme de mon äge... den: eure expose au 
milieu de la cour. '316 Prudence prevents the taking of risks. 
317 
Vertu withoat prudence stands defenceless: 'quelque bonne opinion qu'i1 
eat de la vertu de sa femme, ii voyait Bien que la prudence ne voulait 
I 
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pas qu'il 1'exposät plus longtemps ä la vue d'un hone quelle airait. t318 
The choice is between defeat or flight. Mme de Chartres's mistake was to 
think vertu possible in a Court where prudence is not. The values which 
she attaches to vertu (4clat... e1evation... beaut: ý ... nairrance3i9) are too 
320 
bound up with those of a Court whose dangers she stigmatizes. 
In the final act of the novel, an oscillating role 
is played by the term vertu, which for Ime de Cleves alone now Aenotes the 
refusal of passion and the strength to refuse it. 
321 At one moment Mme de 
Cl ves feels that, since her husband is dead, vertu no longer stands in the 
way of her heart's desire. 
322 
But she has no sooner allowed this thought 
to cross her mind than she recoils: 'son austäre vertu etait si ble. see de 
cette imagination... '323 her vertu makes a crime of such a marriage. 
324 
Again, however, this moment of revulsion is not decisive: vertu does not 
affect her deep longing for Nemours. 
325 lie indeed tries to persuade her 
that 'cette vertu ne s'oppose plus ä vos sentiments. ' 
326 The 'vertu 
austere, qui n'a presque point d'eaemple'327 to which Nemours refers 
is Mme de Cl ves's chaste refusal to be 'unfaithful to her husband. And, 
in a strict sense, he is right: 'vous seule vous imposez une loi que la 
vertu et la raison ne, vous sauraient imposer. '328 
Idemours's vous seüle takes Yme de Cleves to the 
heart of her dilemma. For there is no doubt, as she admits, that to harry 
Nemours is 'une chose qui ne choquait ni la vertu ni la bienseance. '329 
But deep within the vous scule is a vertu beyond a mere idea of social 
respectability or simple marital fidelity, a vertu which is a-refusal of 
that world of passion and appearances of which N, me de Cleves is now 
f 
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acutely conscious. Her mother's first counsels on vertu alluded to 
z 
'le peu de sine rit4 des ho=es, leurs trozperies et leurc infid'': 1ites. ' 
To avoid such deceit is to avoid any passionate love, however seemingly 
Jeeäl`.: or respectable. In lime de Cleves, therefore, the word vertu is 
given a necessarily unique resonance. 
331 Taken together with prudence, 
this vertu implies a flight from life in. society. Nie de Cl'eves's 
'exemples de vertu inimitables'332 are a performance of this living death. 
Another absolute to which reference is often made 
by I: me de Cläves is devoir. 
333 The dying Ime de Chartres urges her 
daughter to be aware of her own dignity: 'congez ce que vous vous devez 
ä vous-mEme. '334 But at the came moment she almost implies the weakness 
of any such idea by attempting to convince her daughter by 'd'autres 
raisons que celles de la vertu et de votre devcir'335, in other words 
by her preference for death rather than tee her daughter 'tomber comme lee 
autres femmes. '336 For N1me de C1evee, then, after her mother's death, 
the sense of duty to herself is mingled with filial guilt and obligation. 
Added to this ambiguity is her inability, in a concrete situation, 
to know what she ought to do: 'Elle croyait devoir parley et croyait ne devoir 
rien dire. 'J37 The whole idea of devoir, now linked to her duty 
to 
her hustand338, seems clothed in unreality, as though it were just an 
idea, with little inner desire to make it live. She desires only to love, 
whence her bewildered self-questioning: 'Veux-je msnquer it N. de Cleves? 
Veux-je uranquer b, xoi-feme? '339 Although as an abstract conception the 
idea of duty is never challenged, it is' continually being eroded, and 
continually propped up again with an ever-greater sense of dec-peration. 
340 
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In the final part of the novel, however, nine de C1Nves 
is placed in a situation where a fundamental choice is necessary, and where 
the idea of devoir becomes central to her final decision. As is the care 
with vertu, she is swayed one way and the other by conflicting ideas of 
what devoir entails. 
341 As with vertu, again, the uncertainty hinges on 
the true significance of devoir. Nemours only sees that part of it which 
implies marital fidelity: 'elle eet libre, eile n'a plus de devoir ä m'opposer. '342 
Tnus when Mme de Cleves declares that 'je suivrai les regles aust? res que 
mon devoir n'impoEe'343, he can naturally respond that 'i1 n'y a plus 
de devoir qui vous lie, vous etes en libert4. '344 Eis use oý terms euch 
as Libre and libert4 shows his understanding of the word devoir: Cloves 
being dead, is not the whole idea of duty in the grave too? It seems an 
unchallengeable argument. 
But then Nemours goes slightly too far: 'je vous 
dirais mEme qu'il depend de vous de faire en Sorte que votre devoir vou4 
oblige tin jour ä conserver lea sentiments que vous avez pour ýoi. '3ý5 
Up till now devoir has been associated with that anti-passion theme 
underlying Mice de Chartres's understanding of vertu 
346 Now Nemours is 
suggesting that N. me de Cleves should at last surrender to her love and 
marry him, and thus turn what has seemed to be merely the gratification 
of passion into marital fidelity, or devoir in hi. - own sense of the word. 
The about-turn rem. - gross and brutal. Instinctively Mime 
de Clävee rejects it: 'r; on devoir.... -. me d3fend de penser jamaie perEonne. ý347 
Another idea of duty resurfaces here, -an idea of duty to oneself which 
has lain submerged, and which is now actively opposed to the acceptance 
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of passionate love. This refusal of love, implicit in her mother's 
understanding of vertu and devoir, is further strengthened by remorse at 
her husband's death. Devoir becomes, as vertu, a flight from passion 
and all that passion implies. Nemour: is naturally unable to perceive 
that devoir might have any more significance for ! me de Chves than for 
himne1f. 348 lie calls it a 'fantöme de devoir. '349 But it is precisely 
because Mme ode Cleves loves Nernours that her sense of duty to herself 
is co acute. Therefore when Nemours asks her to remember that 'vouc m'avez 
distingus du reste des hommes'350, she replies that 'les raisons de mon devoir 
ne me paraitraient peut-titre pas Ei fortes cans cette distinction. '351 
tier invocation of devoir seems final. 
352 
But until now only passion has been final, and passion 
still has a word to say. i'. me de Cleves'$ inner conviction, impossible to 
share, is set against the yearning of her whole being for Nernours, who 
is in front of her pleading for happiness. 
353For 
a tremulous moment she 
seems to give in to the force of her desire: 'I1 est vrai... que je 
sacrifie beaucoup ä un devoir qui ne subsiste que dans mon imagination. '354 
The 'raisons de devoir insurmontables'355of a few monents before take 
on the appearance of something not real. It is important to see this, 
however, as an inevitable moment of weakness, as well as being a recognition 
that devoir might belong to the very uncertain world of appearances. It 
is not a considered and final statement. Absence and distance begin to 
lend a different per'pective to what has been visualized, momentarily, 
as belonging to the imagination. An inner perspective of devoir is 
already suggEsted in Me de Cleves's refusal to see her husband's death 
as the n: onde35" would /This points to a : et of values which the world, 
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the world of passion and appearances, Nenours's world, cannot see or 
understand, and which she herself would so often like to dismiss. 
'Elle exauina encore le-- raisons de : on devoir qui s'opposaient ä son bonheur; 
eile centit de la doaleur de les trouver vi fortes... '3'8 Right until 
the end rrne de C1ves is tempted to give way, even when 'la raison et 
on devoir'359 convince her that surrender to passion would be folly. 
It would be to betray one of the central themes of the novel to pretend 
that love just fades before a sudden illumination of a sense of duty. 
360 
Finally, however, when Ithe de Cleves does renounce Nemours and with him the 
world, devoir weighs heavily in her mind. 
361 
Vertu and devoir are therefore real values for 
Mine de Cl%vee, if not for the world they reject. The very fact that'they do 
reject human life points not to their falsity but to the absolute nature 
of the pessimistic vision they imply. 
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REPOS 
a) 
1. uch critical attention has been given to the idea 
of repos in PC. Many conflicting statements have been made as to the 
real meaning of P'Ime de CThves's withdrawal from the world. 
362 Rather 
than seek a meaning of the term outside the texts, however tempting this 
might be363, thie study will attempt to examine the meaning and use of 
repos in its various contexts. The terms acsociated with repos, such as 
agitation and eloiýne ent, are especially valuable in this connection. 
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b) Repos is a term which has a limited but growing 
significance in Pipi, CT and Z. In PC it is employed 21 times364 and, with 
its associated terms, forms a well-defined word-group. The basic sense 
of repos is the idea of rest, physical or mental. Here it is obviously 
365 
a cotipanicn-word to -, -e reposer. In this sense repot usl. ially comes in a 
phrase of the type, cfercher du repos. This sen--c is unambiguous, and 
unimportant here. 
366 
The term becomes important in its extended meaning, 
denoting an inner state of repose367, associated with words such as 
tranguillitA368 and ca1re. 
369 
It is most often used in a context where 
the reed for such a state is expressed. This context is invariably one 
of passion and often, in PC, in a Court situation. hany words already 
seen in these contexts recur here, e. g. a, itation, ingui. Itude, ir. uatience, 
turiulte, crairte, eine, douleur, chagrin, Pri1, trouble. 
370 Re os 
is also seen in a context of involvement and flight, end crients and 
le commerce du monde being opposed to related terms such as 
371 
retraite, eloignement, se ditacher, 'curet' 
?2 
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CJ La Princesse de I; ontpensier 
The tern repos occurs only once in the text, and 
is used of Anjou returning from the ware: '1'envie qu'il avait de revenir 
goüter le repos et les douceurs de Paris. '373 Here its meaning is limited 
to the idea of rest from the military life. 
La Comtesse de sende 
Niete de Tende is the only character in this nouvelle 
of whom the term repos is used. In each case reference is to a state 
of mind, a mind tortured by passion, which can find no rest. 
374 rime de 
Tende's love for Navarre is accompanied by 'une agitation qui öte le rcpos. '375 
Ar, itation and repos: the antithesis shows clearly that repos is equated with 
lack of passion. This is evident throughout the portrayal of Nine de Tende's 
love: 'leur. passion ne se ralentit pas...; la comtesse de Tende n'avait 
point de repos. '376 It is no small irony that Mme de Tende is 'couch4e 
sur un lit de repos et abandonnäe ä tout ce que le rewords, l'arour et 
la jalousie peuvent faire : entir de plus crael. '377 Love is inseparable 
from 'de continuelles craintes' and 'des mortelles horreurs dont eile 
etait agitee. '378 Repos can therefore be seized as a concept, in a negative 
fashion, as the opposite of all that passion entails: aCitation, records, 
jalousie, craintes, horreurs. 
The only repos therefore for Mite de Tende is the pence 
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of the grave, firstly when hme de Tende's lover dies and nothing else 
in life seems to matter to her379, and then when she knows that death is 
at hand: 'Elle se trouva daps une sorte de calme de se croire asüurde de 
mourir. '380 epos is not then a positive value, something yearned for 
by a troulled mind. It is rather a state in which passion has no place. 
381 
Zn de 
In this novel 'l'esprit en repos' means a mind 
which passion does not trouble with fear, jealousy or anxiety. 
382 
Tranguillit? is used witha similar connotation. 
333 Repo_ is therefore 
first and foremost all that love is not, its direct oppocite: 'Comment 
avez-vows pu vivre en repos avec cýelles que vous avez aimees? ' 
-4 
Repos and amour cannot co-exist. 
385 Love necessarily 
implies inquietude. 386 Consalve suffers from 'une inquietude qui ne lui 
laissait point de repos. '387 And when Zoromade is abandoned by Alamir, 
her only thought is to try and regain that-peace which passion has'made 
her lose. On seeing Alamir beside her, then, ehe cries out: '11 ya 
de 1'inhuyanite... 8. venir troubler on repos par une action qui me devrait 
persuader que vous m'aimiez... '388 Consalve has a similar experience: 
'La vue de ZaYde vient de m'öter ce triste repos dont je jouissais... '389 
For in his lonely exile 'j'y trouvai le repo-_ et la tranquillit4 que 
j'avais perdu ... Il ne me restait aucune passion. '3'-"0 epos can only come when 
passion has gone. 
I 
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The case of B3lasire hints very strongly at the 
later plight of Mme de Cläves. She finally realizes that the jealousy 
of Alphonse will tear her apart: 'je suis contrainte, pour votre repos et 
pour le mien, de vous apprendre que je suis absolument r6solue de rompre avec 
vous"'391 $ne loves Alphonse very much, but realizes that she cannot love 
and at the sine time live. She retires to a convent, with final words 
which are a poignant reminder of her choice between passion and peace of 
mind: 'souhaitez, pour on repo$, que je ne. me souvienne jamais de vous. '392 
In this novel, then, the basic meaning of repos must 
-till be determined negatively, as the absence of passion. 
393 what is 
new is, in the case of Belasire, the implications of such a repos: the 
flight from life itself. This is a connotation which remains to be 
developed, in PC. 
La Princes-ze de Cleves 
'; on repos. ' If this were just a last=minute 
expedient it would doubtless be possible to dismiss rime de Cleves's 
refusal of love as an egoistic charade. 
394 Repos is, however, a continual 
" theme running, through the novel, being closely linked with 
the disturbance 
of passion. 
It is important not to overlook the feverish atmosphere 
in which the main narrative action takes place, at Court: 'Per on. e n'etait 
tranquille, ni indifferent; on rongeait a s': 91ever, 4 plaire, ä servir cu 
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it nuire; on ne connaiscait ni l'ennui, ni 1'oisivetA,, et on etait toujours 
occup3 des plaisirs ou des intrigues. '395 No-one is still. Everyone 
at Court is condemned to a remorseless agitation396, the more insidiously 
disturbing for being hidden. 397 In such an atmosphere any idea of repos 
is out of the question. 
393 
A second point to be established at the outset is 
the close connection of repos with passion. Repor is an evident antithesis 
to the ingui'tude and ngitation which love brings. 
399 CTPves's love is 
a clear example. At the very beginning it is 'une passion violente et 
inquiete qui troublait ca joie' 
400, 
and after the aveu he confesses that 
'il n'y a plus en moi ni de calme, ni de raison. ' 
401 The only semblance 
of calm he knows comes from a short lull in his jealousy, only a lull. 
402 
When he declares that 'j'ai regrette ce faux repos dont vous m'avez tirY'403, 
speaking of his state before the aveu, it is a faux repos in a sense he 
does not mean. For his former repos has only been a semblance of peace 
of mind, yet another appearance: 'une passion violente et inquiete... ' 
Passion necessarily brings uncertainty, desire, anxiety and feverish 
anticipation: Nemours knows this as well as C1, ', ýves. 
404 
It is no surprice, then, to find Mme de Chartres 
urging her daughter to seek that peace of mind which no love-affair 
might trouble: 'elle lui faicait voir, d'un autre cöte, quelle tranquilliti 
'suivait la vie dune honnete femme... '405 As long as there is only 
Cleves in her life, this-calm is natural, because Irre de Cl? ves has no 
passion: 'vows n'avez-ni impatience, ni inqui4tude, ni chagrin... '406 
With 2tlemours comes the scattering of this passionless state. From this 
moment until the very end repos in an objEctive for Mme de Clsves, never 
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a reality. Love leaves her 'bien e1oignee de la tranquillite. '407 
If she loves there can be no question of peace of mind. 
Twice Mine de CTPvee irn gines that ehe can be at peace 
with herself, once when she thinks her love for Nemours is no more 
408, 
once when the realizes that her jealousy is without foundation, and she 
can sit down with 1cemours 'avec un esprit ouvert et tranquille. '409 This 
faux repos is an ephemeral illusion, quickly replaced by the bitterness 
and anxieties of passion. rime de Cleves comes to see that to purchase 
calm by surrendering to love is to lose all peace of mind: 'Elle avait ignor' 
jusqu'alors les inquietudes mortelles de la defiance et de la jalousie. . 
410 
This is a moment of illumination, when she realizes what love can do 
to her whole personality. 
411 For the first time the idea that passion 
is incompatible with peace of mind comes forcefully to her: 'veux-je enfin 
m'expoeer aux creels repentirs et aux inortelles douleurs que donne l'amour? '412 
Ironically, cruelly, it is just at the moment when 
the need for repot comes to the surface of 1-me de C1eves's mind that she 
begins the dialogue with her husband which leads inexorably to the aveu 
and to his crisis of jealousy, which deprives them both of any possible 
peace of mind: betest pour eviter ces zalheurs que j'ai hasarde tout on 
repos... '413 Ironically again, the conversation which leads to the aveu 
is prompted by lme de Cleves's desire to leave the tuiilte, the monde of 
the Court: 'le tumulte de la cour est si grand et ii ya toujours un ri 
grand monde cnez vous qu'il est impossible que le corps et l'esprit ne 
se las,, -Ent et cue 1'on ne cherche du repo.. ' 
414 Cleves can Fee no reason 
for thi--: 'Le repos... n'e--t guere propre pour une perconne de votre age. 
415 
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he sees renos as merely a rest from the weary world. Not for the last 
time 1hime de Cleves is unable to communicate a need for security from a 
seemingly all-powerful passion. 
This need for security is formulated in terms of 
absence from the Court. Mme de Cleves decires 'une vie plus retiree '4160 
and concludes that 'il n'y avait de süretä pour eile qu'en s'S1oignant. '417 
A fit of jealous remorse makes her repent 'de ne s'etre pas opiniätree ä se 
parer du commerce du monde. '418 Her mother's advice on this point 
was clear: I retirez-vous de la cour, obligez votre mari de vous emmener. »419 
It is thus evident that the idea of repos is bound up with this instinctive 
need for sßret4420-and the corresponding desire to break away from 
le commerce du monde., The language used here has a religious resonance. 
421 
The world and its dealings, which find expression in the mepy pressures 
of the Court and are porfectly embodied by Nemours, are seen by Mine de 
C1 ves as a threat to her very being: 'I1 faut m'arracher de la preeence 
de N. de Ire aours; il faut m' en aller ä la carnpagne... ' 
422 The explanation 
which she gives to her husband accurately reflects her pressing desire 
to escape from her own love for Nemours: - ' je veux eviter 1 es p--rile di 
se trouvent quclquefois les personnes de mon Age. Repos is inconceivable '423 
without a withdrawal from the world. So much is clear well before the 
novel's conclusion. 
For N, rne de Cleves such a withdrawal is not easy, 
with a husband who intiets that she should play her role at Court. The 
torture is refined. her desperate cry to fienoure bringe us very far from 
the banal sense of the phrase she employs: 'Au not de Dieu ... laireez-iuoi 
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en repos: 1424 At Court it is difficult even'd'y paraitre avec un visage 
tranquille'g25, and only when IUemours is absent does Iime de C1 ves find 
'quelque sorte de repos. 'g26 The refusal of Nemours's visits only creates 
'crainte... appx*hencion... inquit; tude... peine. '427 The vocabulary sharply 
evokes the kind of feverish agitation which the refusal was destined to 
avoid. Even at Couloumiers, where IN; me de Clhves seeks 'le moyen d'etre 
dann une solitude enti? re'428, Nemours ccmes to spy on her, ironically 
when she is resting on a 'lit de repos. '429 She cannot escape. Indeed, 
right beside her 'lit de repos' is a portrait of Nemours, at which she 
z 
gazes intently. 
4JC There is no re pos for her in flight alone. 
431 This 
is shown after her husband's death. Despite a withdrawal from society432, 
and an apparent calm, it only takes the thought of meeting Nemours for the 
storm to break again: 'elle ne se trouva plus dans un certain triste repos 
quelle coinmengait ä goüter, eile se sentit inquillte et agitee. '433 Her 
desire for Nemours 'la mettait dans un etat digne de compassion et qui 
ne lui laissa plus de repos. '434 The action mover inexorably to the 
long final dialogue with Nemours. 
Only at this final moment is it possible to gather 
together the different elements which make up this idea of repo: the 
absence of passion; the idea of self-preservation, sßret4; the separation 
from le commerce du monde; and finally, in this last section, a totally 
new perspective-of life whicn unifies these elements and gives a certain 
coherence to the renunciation of passion. An infinite distance separates 
tnis idea of repos. from the aveuglement tranguille which a dying ClNves 
regrets not having enjoyed 
435 
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Crucially important, then, for an understanding of 
time de Clýves's self-awareness is her exposition to Nemours of the volatile 
and irrational nature of passion, with the seemingly inevitable jealousy 
and infidelity which it entails. Giving in to passion means douleur rortelle, 
souffrpnce, malheur_436 To surrender to her love for hemours is therefore to 
risk the disintegration of her whole personality. 
437 
In this context 
'1'interet de mon repos'438, far from being egoistical, can only stand for 
self-preservation in the deepest sence. 
439 
The very fact of having had this confrontation 
with Nemours takes away any peace of mind which Nre de Cleves might have had: 
440 
'Elle fut etonnee de ce qu'elle avait fait; eile z'en repentit; eile en eut 
de la joie; tous ses sentiments etaient pleins de trouble et de passion. '441 
This breathless succession of different states, like the feverish activity 
of the Court, is an exact image of that disintegration by paeeion which 
Mme de Cleves seeks to avoid. 
442 
Passion must be refused, but refused 
from deep within: a temporary celme is not enoueh. 
443 
When Mme de Cleves withdraws from Court again and 
hakes her final disavowal of love, repos implies therefore not just 
absence and distance, but a vision of life for which absence and distance 
are necessary. 'Mme de Cleves demeura a eile-meine et, A xnc ure quelle 
6tait eloignäe de I. de IZemours et de tout ce qui l' en pouvait faire 
souvenir, eile rappelait la memoire de N. de Cleves. '444 Absence from 
the Court as from Nenours, 'solitude and self-scrutiny lead to memories 
of her husband and thus, inevitably, to a heightened awareness of how 
passion and self-destruction are synonymous. Her reasons for not marrying 
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Nemours now appear to her 'insurrontables du töte de son repos. '445 
Passion Weans 'un maiheur certain 
446, 
but the strength to resist Detours, 
as experience has taught her, can be given by '1'absence seule et 
1'eloigneient. '447 Taking advantage of the mourning-period of retraite448, 
she maker, a long journey to the Pyrenees, there to remain. She could not 
be any further fron 'le commerce du monde. 
449 
The final stage in Jzne de CThves's long inner 
journey towards repos, and a final connotation of the term, comes with 
an illness which brings death into her consciousness of what life is: 
'La n-cessite de mourir, dont eile se vcyait si proche, l'accoutuma h 
se detacher de toutes choses et la longucur de sa inaladie lui en fit 
une habitude. 
450 Se d4tacher: the idea of repos has its final meaning 
in this refucal of life as it is lived. 
451 
Attachment to the world's 
values can only mean loss of self. 
452 And attachment to Nerours means 
attachment to the world of passion and appearances, that whirlpool of 
fears, doubts, treasons, jealousies and illusions which she knows 
so well 
453 
: 'les passions et lee engagements du monde lui parurent tels 
qu'ils paraiEsent aux personnes qui ont des vues plus grandes et plus 
eloign'es. '454 The engagements of passion contrast starkly with the 
45 
detacherrent of rezoc/ 
Given this choice between engagements and 
detnchement, once"a choice is possible, tnere is only one choice to be 
xade: 'elle se retira... dans une maison 
4556 Irnediately 
Neoure 'sentit le poids de cette retraite. '457 Retraite here is clearly 
a withdrawal from life. 2mae de Cleves's final message to Neuours is thus 
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final in every sense: 'ayant trouve que son devoir et con repos s'opposaient 
au penchant qu'elle avait d'etre ä lui, les autres chores du monde lui 
avaient paru si indiff4rentes quelle y avait renoncs pour jamaie; quelle 
4158 
ne pensait plus qu'ä Gelles de 1'autre vie. ' Opposed to penchant and 
les autres cnoses du monde are terms such as devoir, repos, autre vie: 
the context gives to repos the resonance and weight of a deliberate moral 
choice. It is not just that having renounced love, the things of the world 
lack savour for Tire de Cleves. In refusing love and thus 'les autres 
choses du monde', she is refusing the world. Love and the world are 
inseparably linked. The autre vie of which Mme de Cleves here 
thinks is obviously the afterlife, but also suggests the other life which 
must be led in the renunciation of the world, 'dann une retraite et dans 
des occupations plus saintes que celles des couvents les plus aust? res. '459 
Autre vie? Such is the author's pesäimism that this 
phrase may only be read with a strong degree of irony. For rcpos is 
necessarily the choice of death rather than life. 
460 But given that 
such a life means self-destruction in the world of passion and appearances, 
time de CTPves's renunciation is inevitable, and alrost as sad as the 
world which she renounces. 
461 
11 
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From PP1's fictional works, so obviously related in 
theme, there emerges a bleak and disturbing world-picture. One theme 
runs through the different word-groups studied: that passion subverts a world 
wriere appearance and reality rarely coincide. The world created by the 
author, and every part of it, is a world which points to death. 
' 
Love is at the centre of this world of death. The 
term amour acts as a focus for a vast network of terms relating to-love. 
The connotation of these terms, such as passion, inclination and galanterie, 
is usually restricted to that of passionate love 
2, 
and to a c(Qbrty -ö ined. 
idea of passionate love. For this love, which paradoxically promises 
happiness and self-fulfilment, is shown in reality to be a source of violent 
disorder. Amour and its associated terms are invariably coupled with the 
vocabulary of danger, fear and suffering, with words describing anger, 
bitterness, revenge and despair. In addition, a whole set of terms relating 
to physical and (especially) emotional violence suggests that love is 
akin to civil war. The opening lines of PM, which speak of civil war, 
thus set the tone for the description of love in all of the author's works. 
The so-called 'digressions' of PC reinforce this central vision: love is 
here a principle of anarchy, unpredictable and uncontrolled. Crder and 
power in society are subordinate to the rule of love. In the Court 
described in FC, nouvoir absolu and love are explicitly associated in the 
person of 1-he de Valentinois3, the 'mattresse absolue de touter choses. '4 
Historical material is used in all the fictional works to teach a simple 
lesion: the world's masters are ruled by love. 
5 
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Another consistent lexical pattern is the 
interweaving of love-vocabulary with terms connoting human weakness, such 
ac s'abnndonner, ceder and often the simple ne pouvoir. tine de Ch ves's 
plaintive cry, 'Je suis vaincue et curmontee par une inclination qui 
m'entraine malgre moil 
6, 
is one striking illustration of this association. 
'Avons-nous du pouvoir sur le commencement ni cur la fin de nos passions? '7 
liugna Pella's poignant question evokes the reality of man's helplessness 
to control passion, a helplessne. -s underlined by the author in three rare 
direct comments within the narrative. 
8 
One remembers Inne de S: vi'ne's 
witty comparison of passions to vipers: I... que ne leur fait-on point? 
On dit des injures, des nepris, des rudesccs, der, cruautis, des querelles, 
des plaintes, des rages: et toujours elles reviennent, on n'en saurait 
voir la fin; on croit que quand on lour arrache le coeur, c'en est fait, 
qu'on n'en entendra plus parler: point du tout, elles sont'encore en vie, 
e11es reviennent encore. '9 
Love is also consistently depicted as the irrational 
within. This image is cicarly brought into focus in Cleves's complaint 
to his fiancee, that she has 'ni impatience, ni inquietude,, ni chagrin. ' 
10 
Love at first sight is thus the common rule: aimer and voir are closely 
linked throughout. Love is presented as a spontaneous combustion. 
11 But 
this irrational element is also seen as a dark, poisoning force, 
'l'envahiscement des puicsances de la nuit et de la foret. '12 Zany of 
the terms inseparable from descriptions of passionate love show it to entail 
infidelity, -deceit and hypocrisy. cane de Chartres's association of 
love-relationships and trumperies 
13 finds an echo, in each of the vorks 
examined, in the vocalulary of deception surrounding love. Consalve's 
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bitterness at being 'trompe, trahi et atandonne'14 is an awareness that 
love cannot co-exist with any rational pattern of behaviour. 
Indeed, love is indissolubly wedded to the darkest 
and most irrational passion of all, the torture and self-torture of jealousy. 
This 'folio et dereglement'15 is seen as love's own shadow. Both love and 
jealousy move in a disquieting world bounded by terms such as pers4cuticn, 
soupgon, cha_ rin, inquietude, caprices, bizarreries. Montpensier, Tende, 
Alphonse, Cleves and many other characters painfully enact the warping of 
soul and mind by love in this mocking guise of jealous madness. What is 
called love seems more akin to hate. The insight is close to that of 
Pascal: 'Touc les hommes ce hale-sent naturellement 1'un lautre. On s'est 
servi comme on a pu de la concupiscence pour la faire cervir au bien public; 
mais ce n'est que feindre, et une faus;. e image de la charite'; car au fond 
ce n'est que haine. '16 Love is alienation within: as the hapless Cleves 
laments, 'il n'y a plus en moi ni de calme ni de raison. '17 
Equally, passionate love is shown to alienate men 
from each other. Human relationships are made and broken as love demands. 
Friendship, affection, esteem, these only'seem to be. In none of the works 
studied may any substance be found in terms such as ariti4, and -, Mi. 
Cnabanes, in PM, is one of many characters to discover that 'la qualite 
du yeilleur arrd du monde' 
18 
is consistent with cold exploitation. 
Cnarrcters continually violate the most apparently secure relationships in 
order to meet love's demands. In this society, too, the marriage of true 
minds is a fiction. ! Marriage is presented either as a purely social 
and external institution, with adultery the norm, or else a relationship 
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torn by jealousy and breach of faith. Piontpensier, Tende, C16ves discover 
to their cost the difference between the apparent rights of the sari and 
the real power of the a. nnt. As for Court society, the terns which 
describe it, beneath a glittering surface evoked by words such as eclat 
and r. ap-nificence, all point to -the treachery, intrigues and 
bitterness 
which passion creates and stimulates. 
The world of passion, what Bourdaloue calls 
'les tenAbres dune aveugle concupiscence'19, is also a world of appearances. 
In all of t: L's fictional works may be found a wealth of terms related to 
outward appearance. What is important is the iraEe. Yet, all the terns 
referring to image, such as air, rear ue, mine, only reinforce the crucial 
ambiguity of the single teil paraitre, which suggests, - 
in its use that 
below the surf ace is a reality which belies what appears. 
20" No character 
can be certain what the image hides. The case of 2e do Tournon, in PC, 
is a concise illustration of the distance which can separate appearance and 
reality in society. 
21 The language of appearances in which this whole episode is 
couched makes . it less a 
'digression' than a microcosm of i-1's fictional 
world. Reality is seen by characters through the deforming prism of 
passion, making illusion and self-deception almost unavoidable. A whole 
cluster of terxs points to this parallel of appearance and illusion, end 
not only words such as s'imsginer, imagination, illusion, but also croire 
and enter, which in most cases imply an error of judgement. 
Characters 
believe what the heart urges them to believe, whether Alphonse's 
neurotic suspicions 
('je le crois, i"'. adarne, et c'est a: sez'22), or 
23 
Ime de Clhves's v4rit4 agr able. The predictions concerning the 
2r- 
]Dauphineand and the king ' in PC, and the reactions to them, show that 
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there is no reason for. believing, or not believing, either the evidence 
of the senses or simple colon sense. 
The numerous terms suggesting secrecy reveal that 
the image is also the mask. All the love-relationships in the works 
studied have as their refrain terms such as cacher, tro per, secret and 
prtexte. A constant tension reigns between social face and inner self: 
one small indication is the set of terms indicating embarrassment, 
confusion or surprise, which continually focus our attention on the 
difference between the mask and the reality beneath. Such a tension leads 
to a continual scrutiny of all that appears. The frequency of visual terms 
suggests that in the society depicted by the author each person is condemned 
by all the others to a prison of watching eyes. This scrutiny by society 
leads to a redoubling of efforts to keep the image different from a 
dnncerously compromising reality, and thus to an even greater intensity of 
scrutiny. The oppressive atmosphere rendered by this use of visual terms 
is most striking in PC: one scene which is. a powerfully suggestive 
example is when Cleves sends a spy to watch Nemours, who is spying on 
N. me de Cleves, who ironically is gazing fixedly at a portrait of Nernours. 
26 
Inevitably, in these circurnstances, trust is usually 
only an appearance of trust. Relationships of trust, involving confiding, 
confessing, revealing, abound in these works, and a whole series of 
terms 
cxpresses ! 1's interest in such relationships. The dealings 
between the 
Queen and tree Vidame27, however, provide one exa. 7ple among many that in the 
world created by the author, terms such as confiance and sinc. irit;; 
have very little meaning, while the term confidence implies a betrayal of 
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trust. 'Where trust is real, as is the case-with Consalve, disillusionrteti. t 
is certain. Where it is refused, as with A1p_,. onse, all is bitterness and 
suspicion. Never are avowals precented as springing fror: the desire to 
break through this recurring cycle of image, deception and illusion. 
Ever. Ize de Cleves'e famous aveu`O proves on examination to be neither 
spontaneous nor complete. The only real aveu, I: me de Cleves's final 
declaration to Nemours29, precedes a withdraval from the world. The logic 
of the breakdown of human relationships is to refuse relationships. 
The shadow of death is cast over all this tociety. 
'Est-ce une iliucion ou une värite? ' 
30 Nontpen sier's 
despairing question haunts every page of LL'c fiction. There is no 
way for characters to know when any image is true or fa1: e. If the 
pariitre rarely reflects reality, if terms euch . 3s croire often tranFlate 
a state of illusion, if each character hides innermost feelings and 
desires, a term euch as v6rit6 necessarily suggests the illusion or desire 
of certainty rather than the possibility of attaining it: 'il n'y a point 
de verite, ou constante ou satisfnisante. '31 The choice is between 
suspicion and illusion. Terms like v4ritc3, eclaircir, avouer, are 
constantly being placed in the perspective created by others such as 
incertitude, cocher azd soupcon. "When everyday factual reality is 
mown to be ambiguous, how is it possible to grasp any deeper reality? 
Thus certain quests for 'the truth', such ac that 
of C] vee, will evidently be eelf-de, tructive. For 'the first, deeper 
truth has been mis5ed, that 'the truth' can never be had: 'Ne cherchons 
done point d' ac . ura.: ce et de fcrzct6 ;. otre raison er t toujourc 
d4ý ue 
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par 1'inconstance des apparences. '32 Mme de Cleves's enlightenment, 
and her uniqueness as a character in F. L's fiction, is bound up with the 
slow and painful realization that passion makes the world, and her own 
self, a rystery to her. The other characters never seek a truth so radical 
tnat it might call into question their being and purpose in tr; e world . 
33 
The bleakness of euch a vision is intensified 
when it is realized that nowhere in these works does any character ezcape 
from passion and the raze of appearances, unless by total withdrawal 
from the society of men. For what seem to be human resources - lucidity, 
will, reason and ethical norms - are shown in most cases only to have 
the appearance of reality. The various terms denoting the act of thinking, 
and the moments of self-analysis in these texts, not only demonstrate that 
the gvp between thought and imagination is small, but that in most cases 
the mind'E role in limited to recording the progress of pas. -ion. 
No amount of reflection can prevent characters falling into the traps they 
have foreseen. Lucidity at best, at certain moments for Mme de Cleves, 
only increases awareness of what passion is, of its dark irrational power. 
The mind's light only points to the darkness of life. 
Equally the will is here powerless in the face of 
passionate love: 'on n'e: t'pas acioureua par sa volontc. '34 Ri: olution 
is in the sarge semantic area as croire, that of illusion. The exceptions 
to this rule, ? ine de Cleves and Bilasire, only confirm its validity, 
since both renounce life in society. The greatest strength of the will 
i: to refuse any demonstration of its weakness. Given the spontaneous 
and irrational nature of pasrion, 'une passion qui öte la raison ä ceux 
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qui en sont possedes'35, raison, too, is shown to he a value which all 
accept with their lips but deny in their actions. Reason cannot be 
reconciled with the world of passion and appearances. For I"ne de Cläves, 
therefore, reason demands that Nemours and thus the world be rejected. 
'La raison demeure toujours qui accuse la baseesse et l'injustice des 
passions et qui trouble le repos de ceux qui sly abandonnent. Et les 
passions sont toujours vivantes daps ceux qui y veulent renoncer. '36 
Similar lip-service is paid by most characters to 
ethical norms. In most cases the term vertu belongs, with others such as 
esprit and beaute, to the world of appearances, or else has only the 
narrow connotation of an impossible chastity: Ton cede aisement ä ce qui 
plait. '37 Characters are not swayed in their actions by any idea of 
right or wrong. Terms such ac mal or faute do not form a general _ 
ethical frame of reference. There exists no objective moral code. What 
is right is usually, with the exemplary exceptions of Brlasire and Mme de 
Cleves, what will further the course of love. Even Mme de Cleves is shown 
to have no clear and fixed idea of right and wrong. She sways from 
declarations of innocence to feelings of remords, with no inner light to 
guide her behaviour in the world. This moral desert paradoxically arouses, 
if not a sense of evil, at least a sense of waste and sorrow, 
that men 
inevitably surrender to destructive passions. Where vertu and 
devoir, 
are inner realities, as they gradually become for the 
de Cleves, these 
values are, again, shown to be incompatible with life 
in society. The 
fact that vertu and devoir finally encourage a rejection of human life 
points not to their falsity but to the absolute nature of 
the pessimistic 
vision which they imply. 
I 
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All roads then lead to death. Mme de Cleves's 
final enlightenment, 'des vises plus grandes et plus eloignees38, ' 
which she owes at least in part to 'les pensees de la nort'39, is a 
vision which puts into perspective the self-disintegration which is life 
in this society. The visual language of this last section of PC4C suggests 
a vision eternally distant not just from the physically visual, but from 
the world of appearances, which is also the world of words which are 
only appearances: mariage, amitie, sincoritn, verite, raison, vertu. 
In this perspective it is interesting to examine 
attempts to read a religious significance into Mme de Cleves's repos. 
Prancillon41 and Niderst42 both speak of religious conversion, the 
former declaring that 'la dimension religieuse e: t bien reelle dans les 
dernieres pages du livre. '43 Such an interpretation ignores one important 
fact, emphasized by Sweetser: 'On ne peut parier de conversion religiouse 
dans le : ens qu'aucune illumination de la gräte n'intervient dans sa 
decision. 144 
It may be'argued, however, that the refusal. of the 
world implied by repos reflects what is ä traditional religious attitude. 
One thinks of r ce's letter to ML: 'Vous demandez, Madame, les motifs 
qui m'ont determine ä quitter le monde. Je vous dirai sirplement que 
je le laissai parce que je n'y trouvai pas ce que j'y cherchais. J'y voulais 
un repos qu'il n'etait pas capable de me donner. '45 Whereas Ws fictional 
work, like Mme de Cleves, rejects the world, Rance rejects the world with 
the avowed aim of seeking God. It is obvious that only the second course 
of action may truly be called religious. When Nicole declares that 
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'le bonheur consiste en effet dans le repos'461 and that 'le monde West 
bon qu'ä quitter et ä sacrifier h Dieu'47, renunciation of the world is 
here necessarily coupled with a yearning for union with Cod. 
48 This 
aspiration is novingly symbolized for Francois de Sales in the halcyon 
birds, 'ces oiseaux qui sont envrronna's d'eaux et ne vivent que de fair, 
49 
qui se cachent en mer, et ne voyent que le ciel. ' 
No such yearning for God exists in U's fictional 
works. Repos is seen to imply, initially, absence and distance, and then, 
a kind of living death: 'se detacher de toutes choses. 150 This is preferable, 
for Bi'lasire and Eme de Cleves, to the torture and self-disintegration 
inherent in the world of passion and appearances. The only repos is the 
peace of the o ave. Fraisse points out that 'vide de sa dimension surnaturelle, 
le repos est une valeur appauvrie'51, while Hipp situates the term precisely: 
'Cet ideal de repos peut recouvrir une morale de l'abstention, et le 
tonheur se definirait'alors par le vide. '52 Francillon himself confirms 
this interpretation, paradoxically, if it is admitted that the religious 
element be found wanting: 'Seule la dimension religieuce donne ainsi tout 
son sens au concept de repos, qui, sur un plan purement psychologique 
et humain, parait vide et proche du neant. '53 Le vide, le nPant: absence, 
distance, death. 'Le repos entier est la mort. '54 The choice between 
death and self-disintegration in the world is clearly absurd. But then 
'tout ce cui est incompr hensible ne laisse pas d'etre. '55 The very 
absurdity of the choice only confirms the intolerable nature of the world. 
With Pascal, a similar dark vision heralds a crucial 
stage of the Apolo. -ie: 'En voyant l'aveuglement et la ini. sere de 1'hoin e, 
f 
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on rogardant tout 1'univers muet et Thorne vans lumiere abandonne it 
1ui-rrerne, et comme egare dans ce recoin de l'univers sans savoir qui 
1'y a mis, ce qu'il y est venu faire, ce qu'il deviendra en mourant, 
incapable de toute connaissance, j'entre en effroi comme un homre qu'on 
aurait ports endormi daps une l le deserte et effroyable, et qui 
s'eveillerait sans connaitre et pans moyen d'cn sortir. Et sur cela 
j'admire comment on n'entre point en däsespoir d'un si miserable etat. ''6 
Paradoxically, a depiction of the black completeness of the world's 
absurdity may be used to awaken in us a desire to seek the hidden God. 
In her fictional wori. c FL, unlike Pascal, never 
seeks to awaken this desire. The world and its works are rejected, but 
without a trace of the Christian hope proclaimed by Donne: 
'To see God only, I goe out of sight; 
And to scape stormy days, I chuse 
An everlasting night. '57 
In t. J's works the only escape from the world of 
passion and appearances is the everlasting night of death. 
s. JL1lv`': 
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